




















































Grasping the Wind 

that means a pile of earth on the left and the phonetic ele
ment <§ yang on the right. As stated above, , when 
standing alone as a character, can mean bright. Thus it can 
be seen that <§ lends meaning as well as sound to the 
character lSI , which originally meant the sunny side of a 
hill. 

Secondly, sound changes, which occur in all languages with 
the passage of time, have wreaked considerable havoc on 
the Chinese phonetic system. Unfortunately, this damage is 
most pronounced in the Mandarin dialect of northern China, 
which pinyin romanization transcribes. The student who is 
unaware of this problem may wonder why ?PJ is pro
nounced he when the character that acts as its phonetic 
component, OJ, is pronounced ke. The answer lies in the 
assumption that the two characters were originally pro
nounced in the same way, and that the pronunciation of one 
has changed. The original identity of sound, partially de
stroyed in Mandarin, has nevertheless been preserved by 
Cantonese, in which both characters are pronounced he. In 
many instances, the sound changes that have occurred in 
northern China, while affecting initial sounds, have spared 
the final sounds. Focusing attention on the final sounds 
will often reveal this, as the above example shows: the 
"k" and "h" indicate a sound change, though the final 
sound "e" is preserved. 

The above four categories explain the composillon of origi
nal characters. The following two categories relate to the 
expression of new ideas using already established characters. 

False Borrowing 

When a character takes on a meaning that was not original
ly its own, it is referred to as false borrowing. This can 
occur through erroneous substitution of one character for 
another, or by the intentional use of an already existing 
character to express the meaning of a word that previously 
existed only in the spoken language. In the latter case 
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characters of the same pronunciation as the spoken words 
were borrowed to represent new meanings. 

Extended Interpretation 

A character whose meaning is derived, metaphorical, adapt
ed or figurative belongs to the category of extended inter
pretation. For example, the character "# zan was original
ly a pictorial representation of two hands offering forth 
some wine. By extension it has come to mean to honor or 
respect. 

Characters and Meaning 

Certain aspects of the Chinese language make the interpreta
tion of ancient Chinese writings, including the point names, 
particularly difficult. The two aspects of Chinese that 
prove most troublesome in this respect are the numerous 
grammatical roles that single characters can assume and the 
multitude of meanings inherent in a given character. 

In Chinese, unlike European languages, parts of speech are 
not clearly distinguished. Take for example the character 
9J zhOng. As an adjective this character means central, as 
a noun it means center, and as a verb, to strike (i.e., in 
the center). The grammatical function of characters and the 
relationships between the concepts they represent are deter
mined largely by context. This presents particular problems 
in terms of the point names, as they are presented with no 
context other than that we know they are names of points. 
Take for example Lung One, which in Chinese is called 9J 
J(f zhOng [U. Owing to lack of context, the intended gram
matical function of the character 9J zhong is unclear. It 
could conceivably be an adjective, a noun or a verb. Thus, 
the name could be interpreted as meaning "central 
treasury," "center's treasury," "center of the treasury," or 
even "strike the treasury." While the last possibility can be 
eliminated due to illogic, plausible explanations can be of
fered for each of the other three. 
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A character can take on not only numerous grammatical 
roles, but numerous meanings and nuances as well. This is 
a result of the long history of the Chinese language and the 
tendency of the characters to take on extended meanings. 
The looseness of Chinese syntax and the wide range of 
meanings associated with a given character mean that almost 
any point name could be rendered in a host of different 
ways in English. Take again the example of Lung One, 
a:pJ(f zhOng jU. The character J(f jU, though always used 
as a noun, can take on meanings as various as "treasury," 
"storehouse," "mansion," or "prefecture." This name 
could be rendered as Central Treasury, Central Storehouse, 
Central Mansion, Center's Prefecture, Center's Treasury, 
Center's Storehouse, Center's Mansion, Center's Prefecture 
etc. 

In many cases, it is difficult to decide which rendering 
comes closest to the meaning originally intended. It is 
sometimes impossible to find a phrase in English that will 
cover more than one of the completely different possible in
terpretations. For example, in the Chinese point name for 
Liver Five, a?l4 If gtJu, the character a (pronounced 
both If and Ii ) can represent either a wood-boring insect 
or a gourd, and the character ?l4 gtJu can mean a ditch, a 
canal or a gutter. Since no single English word expresses 
the many meanings implied by the two Chinese characters, 
renderings as different as Woodworm Canal and Gourd 
Ditch can be equally justified. 

Since innumerable interpretations of the point names are 
possible, the reader is encouraged to explore the various 
possibilities and create renderings that meet his or her own 
needs. By no means should the renderings given in this or 
any other text be taken as the only correct interpretations. 
Attempts to translate or to learn a "one and only" render
ing will result in the loss of insight, information, and un
derstanding. 
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Point 
ames 
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The Lung Channel 
(Hand Tai Yin) 

Central Treasury 

LU-l (zhong fU) 

tp zhOng: central, center 
R'f .fU: treasury, storehouse; mansion 

Alternate Names 
Treasury Center Shu 
Breast Center Shu 
Breast Shu 
Lung Mu 

.fU zhong sha 
ying zhOng sha 
ying sha 
fii mu 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen below Cloud Gate 
(LU-2), above the breast in the third intercostal space, six 
body inches lateral from Florid Canopy (CV-20), in a de
pression where a pulsating vessel can be felt. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the lung; intersec
tion-jiaohui point of the hand tai yin lung and foot tai yin 
spleen channels. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is the intersection-jiaohui point of the lung and 
spleen channels, and its name reflects the lung's relationship 
to the spleen and stomach as a "treasury" for center (i.e., 
spleen-stomach) qi. The Systematized Canon asserts that 
"central qi resides in the chest [i.e., the lung]." (tfl .. ~ 
rMltfl). This is traditionally explained as referring to the 
spleen's function of extracting the essence of digesta and 
sending it to the lung, where it is combined with celestial 
qi (air) to form channel qi, and to the fact that the lung 
channel originates in the stomach: two manifestations of 
earth (spleen) engendering metal (lung) in five-phase theory. 

LU-l is also the alarm-mu point of the lung, alarm-mu 
points being places where the qi of the associated organ 
gathers. Lung qi collects at this point just as taxes are col
lected at the central treasury. 

Cloud Gate 

LU-2 (yun men) 

:J!: yun: cloud 
r, men: gate, door 

Classical Location: Below the clavicle, in the depression 
two inches to the side of Qi Door (ST-13), six inches from 
the midline of the chest, where a pulsating vessel can be 
felt. The point is located with the arm raised. 
(Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The Inner Canon describes the fluids in the upper burner as 
a fog or mist. The lung is in the upper burner amongst the 
mist of the heavens or "clouds." Furthermore, the lung 
distributes fluids throughout the body (and is the origin of 
the qi cycle, which nourishes the whole body) and may 
therefore be likened to clouds giving rain and nourishment 
to the earth. 

LU-2 is the point where the channel qi cycle begins. The 
cycle goes through the 12 channels until it reaches LV-14. 
From there the cycle begins anew via a branch that recon
nects with LU-2. Because it is the entry point of the chan
nel qi, it is called a gate. 

As is true of Central Treasury (LU-l), the name Cloud 
Gate implies a relationship with the qi of the earth. Essen
tial Questions points this out in the following phrase: 
"Earth's qi ascends as clouds; heaven's qi descends as 
rain." (~rll~: ~~ J!ft*li ":t&~l:m~ , 7(~ r m 
m .' ') :t& di, the character used for earth in this quote, is 
the counterpart of heaven, and not the earth of the five 
phases, ± tu. In older texts these two characters often im
ply each other. 

The derivation of this name may also have some relation to 
:Jt r, yUn men, the name of an ancient piece of music. 
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Celestial Storehouse 
LU-3 (tian fii) 
=.R tii1n: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
Iff fU: storehouse, treasury; mansion 

Classical Location: Located at a pulse three inches below 
the armpit and five inches above the elbow. The tip of the 
nose can just reach this point; dab the nose with ink to 
mark the spot. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Because it is the gathering place of celestial qi the lung is, 
in a sense, a Celestial Storehouse. The Spiritual Axis states, 
"from the waist up is celestial, and from the waist down is 
earthly." (HI J..:J.l: ~ =.R , HI r ~ 1m .) This analogy applies 
not only to position, but also to function. The lung re
ceives qi from the earth and nourishes the body just as a 
storehouse receives produce from the land and nourishes the 
people, or as a treasury receives income and supports the 
country. 

The character combination =.Riff tii1n ftt is a star name, a 
place name and a government position. It is also an an
cient expression for the breasts, the place in the upper body 
(=.R) where milk is "stored." This point is located on the 
arm at the level of the breasts, and its name is helpful in 
reminding us of this fact. 
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Guarding White 

LU-4 (xid bdi) 

~ xid: to protect, to guard; hero (someone who performs 
heroic deeds such as protecting the weak) 

B btli: white 

Alternate Name 

Pinching White jill btli 

Classical Location: Below Celestial Storehouse (LU-3) at a 
pulsating vessel five inches from the elbow. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ xia has the meaning "to protect." 
White, the color associated with metal in five phase theory, 
is often used to represent the lung. Therefore the point 
name conveys a sense of protecting the lung, while at the 
same time it serves as a reminder that the point is on the 
lung channel. 

Sometimes the character ~ xid is explained as meaning ~ 
jill because these two characters were not clearly distin
guished in classical Chinese. ~ jill carries the meaning of 
to pinch (or be pinched) from both sides. Thus, because LU-
4 is "pinched" between the white skin of the arm and the 
chest, or between the red and white skin of the arm, it 
could be considered to be "pinched by white." In fact, ~ 
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~ jill btli , Pinching White, is the alternate name for this 
point. The name Guarding White can reflect this interpreta
tion as well if one considers that a guarded object is often 
"pinched" between those who guard it. 

Cubit Marsh 
LU-5 (chi ze) 
R chi: a Chinese measure (about one foot) 
if ze: marsh; dregs 

Alternate Names 

Ghost Endurance 
Ghost Hall 

gul shou 
gul tang 

Classical Location: Where a pulsating vessel can be felt on 
the elbow crease, in the depression between the sinew and 
bone, felt with the elbow flexed. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Each transporting-shu point of the regular channels has a 
five-phase correspondence. The uniting-he points on the yin 
channels are water points. The character if ze, marsh, is 
a reference to its designation as the water point of the lung 
channel. The point is located in a depression one foot (cubit) 
away from the pulse of the hand and is therefore named 
Cubit Marsh. By giving the point this name the ancients in
cluded references to both the location and the five-phase re
lationship of the point. 
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The word marsh in the point name also can serve to recall 
that LU-5 is the uniting-he point of the channel. A marsh 
often exists where rivers unite with the sea and the qi at 
uniting-he points is said to resemble the water of a river as 
it joins the sea. 

Collection Hole 

LU-6 (kong zui) 

fl kOng: hole, aperture 
:ft zul: to collect, to gather; a superlative adverb, that 

is equivalent to "most" or the suffix "-est" 

Classical Location: Below Cubit Marsh (LU-5), seven 
inches from the wrist crease, in the depression between the 
two bones. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the lung channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Being the cleft-xi point of the lung channel, LU-6 is, by 
definition, located in a fissure-like depression. The character 
:ft zul in this name refers to the depth of the hole and the 
point's subsequent ability to collect qi and blood. The char
acter JL klmg, meaning hole, further serves to remind the 
practitioner of the point's ability to treat diseases of the 
mouth and throat such as loss of voice, spitting of blood 
and sore throat. 
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Broken Sequence 
LU-7 (lie que) 

,d lie: sequence; to arrange, to place 
~ que: imperfect, incomplete, deficient; vacant 

Alternate Names 

Child Mystery 
Wrist Taxation 

tong xuan 
wan Lao 

Classical Location: One and a half inches from the wrist. 
When the thumb and index finger of one hand are inter
locked with those of the other, the point lies on the edge of 
the index finger, in a depression between the sinew and 
bone. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the lung chan
nel connecting to the large intestine channel; one of the 
four command points (it treats the head and neck). 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name of this point may be understood in terms of the 
path of the lung channel. At LU-7 the path splits to join 
the large intestine channel at LJ-4. This splitting can be 
seen as a break in the sequence of points on the lung chan
nel. This argument may also be understood as a break in 
the general sequence of the channel system. In most cases 
qi is transferred from the last point of one channel to the 
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first point of the following channel. Here LU-7, and not the 
last lung channel point, LU -11, is the issue point of the 
lung channel (qi flows from LU-7 to LI-4) , creating, in ef
fect, a deviation from the basic sequential pattern of qi flow 
through the channels. 

The character ~tl lie, meaning "sequence," may have been 
a transcription of its homophone R lie, meaning "burst." 
The qi of the lung channel is gathered at LU-6, the cleft-xi 
point, and from there like a river breaking open a dam the 
qi bursts forth and forks at LU-7. If we combine the 
meaning of ~tl with that of R we can interpret the name 
as "bursting forth and breaking sequence," which is a de
scription of the flow of qi at this point. 

Ma Dan Yang describes LU-7, one of his twelve heavenly 
star points, as a "thunderhead spitting fire." This descrip
tion refers to both the fork in the pathway, which is similar 
to a fork in a bolt of lightning, and to the nature of the qi 
at this point. It further carries out the analogy of the lung 
and heaven exemplified in the names Cloud Gate (LU-2) 
and Celestial Treasury (LU-3). Interpreting the point name 
in line with Ma Dan Yang's description is justified by the 
fact that ~tl iIiR: is an ancient expression for lightning. 

LU-7 may be located by interlocking the two tigers' mouths 
(the tiger's mouth is the space between the index finger and 
the thumb) and placing the forefinger on the hollow in the 
bone (radius). The character ~IJ lie can mean "to place" 
and iIiR: que may indicate an empty place or a hollow. 
Viewed in this way the name then becomes a mnemonic 
device for remembering the method of location; i.e., plac
ing the finger on the hollow. 
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Channel Ditch 

LU-8 (jing qu) 

*I jing: channel, river; warp (as in the warp and woof 
of weaving) 

~ qu: gutter, ditch, canal 

Classical Location: In the depression at the inch pulse. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Essential Questions states that the qi and blood at river-jing 
points "move and do not dwell." As LU-8 is the river-jing 
point of the channel the qi is said to flow unceasingly here. 
The character *I jing is used in Chinese medicine to de
note not only the channels, but also the river-jing points, 
because the original meaning of the character *I jing had 
to do with the flow of water, implying the flow at the 
point. The character ~ qu made reference to the location 
of the point in the ditch-like depression between the radius 
and the flexor carpi radialis tendon. 

The point name is therefore a reminder both that LU-8 is 
the river-jing point and that it is located in a ditch-like de
pression. 
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Great Abyss 

LU-9 (tiIi yulin) 

j;: ta;: great, very 
?RH yUlIn: abyss, deep source (of water) 

Alternate Names 

Ghost Heart 
Great Spring 

gUl xin 
ta; qulin 

Classical Location: At the pulsating vessel, at the inner ex
tremity of the crease, behind the hand. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Meeting-hui point of the vessels; stream
shu (earth) point; source-yuan point of the lung. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The three dots on the left side of the character ?RH yul1n in
dicate that it represents an abyss from which water flows 
(the three dots are an abbreviated form of the character for 
water). In this sense it is much the same as the characters 
jJ and J»: , both of which are pronounced yUlIn and can 
mean source or ongtn. LU-9 is the source-yuan point of 
the lung channel and the meeting-hui point of the vessels, 
thus the qi here is plentiful and deep like an abyss. The ?RH 
(abyss) portion of the point name underscores the relation
ship between LU-9 and source qi, describes the nature of 
the qi at the point and brings to mind the point's location 
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in a depression. LU-9 is a "great" abyss because it is 
more than simply the source-yuan point of the lung channel; 
it is also the earth point of the metal channel, and since in 
the five phases earth engenders metal, LU-9 can be said to 
be the source of metal qi on the lung channel. 

A spring (i.e., a mountain spring) is an origin or source 
and an alternate name for LU-9 is Great Spring. The two 
names thus return to the same meaning. 

LU-IO (yU Ji) 

~ yu: fish 
m ji: border 

Fish Border 

Classical Location: Behind the base joint of the thumb, in 
the depression on the inside border of the red and white 
flesh. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The fleshy portion of the hand where LU-lO is located re
minded the Chinese of the belly of a fish. Border, in this 
case, refers to the border of the red and white flesh, the 
yang and yin aspects of the body's exterior. 
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Lesser Shang 

LU-II (shao shang) 

11' shoo: few, little 
j(fi shling: 5th sound of the Chinese musical scale; 

merchant, trader 

Alternate Name 

Ghost Sincerity gu{ xln 

Classical Location: On the inside of the thumb, about the 
width of a Chinese leek leaf from the comer of the nail. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point. The second of 
the thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The j(fi shling sound is the note related to metal and thus 
the lung. LU-II, which is located on a yin channel, is re
ferred to as Lesser Shang because the five sounds are divid
ed into greater and lesser aspects, and the yin aspect of 
each sound is called lesser. 

Shang may be qualified by 11' shoo because this is the well
jing point of the channel, where the channel is a mere 
trickle, i.e., has little qi. If that is the case the translation 
Small Shang would be appropriate. 
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Large Intestine Channel 
(Hand Yang Ming) 

Shang Yang 
LI-l (shang yang) 
Rfi shang: 5th note of Chinese musical scale; merchant 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 

Alternate Name 

Extreme Yang jui yang 

Classical Location: On the inside of the index finger, the 
width of a Chinese leek leaf from the corner of the nail. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character Rfi shang represents the sound associated with 
metal in five phase theory. LI -1 is the metal point of the 
yang metal channel, thus it is called Shang Yang. It is not 
entirely clear why the shling sound is represented at LI-l 
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and LU-II and not at other points of the metal channels. It 
may be because these two points are effective in treating 
disorders of the throat, the organ that produces the five 
sounds. 

- . 

Second Space 
LI-2 (er jian) = er: two, second 
ra~ jilin: space, gap, crevice 

Alternate Names 

Space Valley 
Whole Valley 

jilin gu 
zh6u gu 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the index finger, 
in the depression in front of the base joint. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
"Second space" refers to the "space," i.e., the depression 
on the distal side of the metacarpal phalangeal joint, at 
which the second point of the large intestine channel is lo
cated. 
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Third Space 
LI-3 (san jian) 
~ slin: three, third 
rll, jilin: space, crevice, gap 

Alternate Names 

Lesser Valley 
Small Valley 

shilO gu 
xiiio gu 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the index finger, 
in the depression behind the base joint of the index finger. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ slin, meaning third, refers to LI-3 being 
the third point on the channel, while the character rll, jilin, 
which means space, refers to the depression proximal to the 
head of the second metacarpal bone. 
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Union Valley 
LI-4 (he gil) 
-g. he: a union; to meet 
~ gil: valley 

Alternate Names 

Tiger's Mouth 
Uniting Bones 
Holding Mouth 

hU k6u 
he gil 
han k6u 

Classical Location: In the depression where the index fin
ger and thumb bones part. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Source-yuan point; the command point 
of the face and mouth; one of the nine needles for return
ing yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is found in a valley-like depression at the union 
of the first and second metacarpal bones. Because the Chi
nese words for valley (~ gu') and bone (it gu') are homo
phonic, the name serves as a particularly poetic mnemonic 
device. 

The name of this point is also the name of a mountain. The 
flesh that protrudes at U-4 when the thumb and forefinger 
are pressed together resembles a mountain. 
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The alternate names applied to LI-4 are particularly illumi
nating. Tiger's Mouth is a reference to the ability of the 
thumb and forefinger to open wide like a tiger's mouth. 
Holding Mouth is most likely a description of the point's 
location in the Tiger's Mouth, though it is possible that the 

. character ~ han, to hold or contain, is a mistranscription 
of the character .g. he because the two characters are so 
similar. The name .g.1t, Uniting Bones, is an intentional 
or unintentional variation based on the similar pronunciation 
of the characters ~ gu and it gu. 

Yang Ravine 

LI-5 (yang xi) 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
m xi: ravine, mountain creek gully, gorge 

Alternate Name 

Central Eminence zhong kuf 

Classical Location: In the depression between the two 
sinews on the upper face of the wrist. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This name is a reference to the location of the point on the 
yang aspect of the hand between the two tendons. The ten
dons represent the two walls of the ravine. 
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Veering Passageway 
LI-6 (pian li) 
UiiI pian: inclined to one side; partial 
~ Ii: to pass through; order, sequence 

Classical Location: Moving upward from Yang Ravine 
(LI-5), three inches behind the wrist, located with the 
thumb and forefinger stretched out. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the hand yang 
ming large intestine channel connecting to the hand tai yin 
lung channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name is a reference to the connecting channel 
that veers from the main channel at LI-6 and travels to the 
lung channel. 
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Warm Dwelling 

LI-7 (wen fiu) 
i1llI. wen: warm 
?'ill Uu: to flow; to slide, glide; slippery 

Alternate Names 

Snake Head 
Pool's Head 
Counterflow Pouring 

!ktm 
aMI 
~i± 

she lOU 

chi lou 
nf zhil 

Classical Location: Back from the wrist five inches on a 
tall person and six inches on a short one. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the hand yang ming 
large intestine channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 

The character ?'ill Uu, meaning to flow, and the character 
fi1 liu, meaning to remain or stay, though clearly distin
guished in modern writing, were much less so in classical 
Chinese. Without the three dots that indicate water the 
character can mean .. to remain or stay." The yang ming 
channel is said to have copious qi (yang), and if the latter 
character is substituted in the name of this cleft-xi point it 
may then be taken as a reference to the warming yang qi 
that gathers at this location. Thus the name can be ren
dered as Warm Dwelling. 
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The Essential Questions says that the phenomenon of yin 
and yang existing simultaneously is called flowing (ali lift ). 
Although this is usually taken to refer to the quality of the 
pulse in the Spring (when yin and yang both exist), it can 
also be a description of the hand yang ming large intestine 
channel where both yin (blood) and yang (qi) are found in 
abundance. The point name can be seen as a reference to 
the warming flow of qi and blood through the yang ming 
channel. 

The alternate name Snake Head is a reference to the point's 
location. The muscle at LI-7 parts and resembles a snake's 
head when a fist is made. 

Lower Ridge 

LI -8 (xia litin) 
r xia: lower, below 
J1fi lian: ridge, edge; sincere, honest 

Alternate Name 

Lower Ridge of the Arm 'F Z r J1fi shOu zlz; xia lian 

Classical Location: One inch from Upper Ridge (LI-9) , 
under the assisting bone [Le., the radius] and in the parting 
of the protuberant flesh that covers it. (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
U-8 is located on the forearm four body inches below the 
elbow. The point name refers to the location of the point 
on the "ridge" of the arm (i.e., the inner edge of the ra
dius) below the elbow. "Lower" simply indicates that this 
is the lower of two points (U-8 and U-9) that are both 
named "ridge." 

Upper Ridge 

LI-9 (shang lian) 
1: shimg: upper, above 
Ii. lian: ridge, edge; honest, sincere 

Alternate Name 

Upper Ridge of the Arm =F Z1:Jll shou zh[ shang lian 

Classical Location: One inch below Arm Three Li (U-IO). 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located along the ridge of the radius, above 
the Lower Ridge (U-8). 
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Arm Three Li 

LI-IO (shou san Ii ) 
.:f. shOu: arm, hand 
.=. san: three 
1I! ll: ward (as in a city), a measure of distance equal 

to approximately one third of an English mile 

Alternate Names 

Upper Three Li 
Ghost Evil 

J:'='1I! shang san II 
*$ gUI xh~ 

Classical Location: At the end of the protuberant flesh two 
inches below Pool at the Bend (U-ll); the flesh bulges 
when pressure is applied. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name of this point is closely related to that of ST-36, 
Leg Three Li. Both are on yang ming channels located just 
below the joint (elbow and knee, respectively, for hand and 
foot yang ming). U-lO derives its name from its location 
three body inches below the prominent bone of the elbow. 

In classical Chinese the character 1I! Il was often employed 
to express the meaning associated with the homophone II, 
which means to rectify or regulate. In this sense, the name 
may be a reference to this point's ability to rectify the three 
burners. 

The modern character *' Il, which carries the meaning of 
inner or inside, was often represented by the character 1I! 
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Ii in classical Chinese (as it always is nowadays in the sim
plified script of mainland China). If 11! is considered to 
hold this connotation, then this point name could be ren
dered as Three Interiors, also a reference to the triple burn
er. The same holds true if 11! Ii is taken in its original 
sense of a small administrative section of a village: a ward 
or precinct. 

Pool at the Bend 
LI-ll (qu chI) 
Itt! qO: bent, crooked, curved 
af! chi: pool, pond 

Alternate Names 

Yang Marsh 
Ghost Minister 
Ghost Leg 

yang ze 
gur chen 
gur tur 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the assisting bone 
[i.e., the radius] at the elbow. When the hand is placed on 
the chest, the point is in the depression at the end of the 
elbow crease. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point; twelfth of the 
thirteen ghost points. 
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Expianation of Point Name 
LI-ll may be named after its location; it is found at the 
crook of the elbow in a depression that resembles a shallow 
pool. This point name could also be considered as a de
scription of qi as it pours into the uniting-he point, which 
is like water pouring into a pool. This pool is located at 
the crook of the elbow, so it is the "pool at the bend." 
For similar reasons, and because it is located on a yang 
channel, an alternate name for this point is Yang Marsh 
(see Cubit Marsh, LU-5). 

Additionally, !HIatt (qil chi ) was a place name in ancient 
China. 

Elbow Bone-Hole 

LI -12 (zhou liao) 
M zh6u: elbow 
Il lido: bone-hole 

Alternate Name 

Elbow Tip zhOu jilin 

Classical Location: In the depression at the outer comer of 
the large elbow bone. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its location in a bony depression 
one body inch above the elbow. 
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Arm Five Li 

LI-13 (shou wu If ) 
=F shOu: arm, hand 
1i wit: five 
!! If: ward or district (as in a city), a measure of distance 

equal to approximately one third of an English mile 

Alternate Names 

Five Li of the Arm 
Five Li of the Cubit 
Great Prohibition 

=F.:t1i!! shOu zhi wit If 
R.:t1i!! eM zhi wit Ii 
*~ dajin 

Classical Location: At the pulsating vessel, three inches 
above the elbow and slightly inward. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character !! Ii, by extension of its original meaning of 
a city ward or district, has come to have the additional 
meaning "to reside." This point resides at a pulse about 
five body inches above the elbow and five body inches be
low the Celestial Treasury (LU-3). In this interpretation of 
the point name, !! Ii means "to reside" and at the same 
time represents a unit of distance. 

Classical Chinese texts often make reference to "the five 
positions", i.e., east, west, south, north, and center. The 
number five is associated with the center. The old writing 
of 1i consisted of an "X" placed between two lines =. 
It had the meaning of center, or as we say in English, "X 
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marks the spot." Each of the four lines in the X represents 
a position and the intersection represents the fifth position, 
the center. The depiction of the five positions (pictured be
tween heaven and earth, which are delineated by the two 
lines =.), gives the character the meaning of "five." 

The Spiritual Axis states that needling Five Li (LI-13) dam
ages the qi of the five viscera. The point name, if inter
preted as Five Li (wards) or Five Interiors, could be a re
minder that needling of this point is forbidden. 

Upper Arm 

LI-14 (hi nizo) 
'If hi: arm, forearm 
Bi nilo: upper arm, humerus 

Alternate Names 

Head Surge 
Head Thoroughfare 
Neck Surge 
Neck Thoroughfare 

tou cMng 
tou cMng 
jing cMng 
jing cMng 

Classical Location: Up four inches from Five Li (LI-13), 
in the depression between the two sinews and bone, felt 
when the arm is raised and the hand is held flat. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine, hand yang ming large intestine and 
foot tai yang bladder channels, and the yang linking vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
Since this point is located on the upper arm and is used to 
treat arm disorders, the name serves as a reminder of both 
the location and function of the point. 

Shoulder Bone 

LI-15 (iwn yu) 
NiJ jilin: shoulder 
II!; yu: clavicle 

Alternate Names 

Collarbone 
Shoulder Tip 
Shoulder Bone 
Flat Shoulder 
End Bone 
Central Shoulder Well 

II!; it 
NiJ:Jc 
NiJit 
RmNiJ 
Uilit 
9=tNiJ'It 

yu gil 
jilin jilin 
jilin gil 
bi{m jilin 
pilin gil 
zhong jilin jillg 

Classical Location: In the depression between the sinew 
and bone at the end of the humerus where it meets the 
shoulder bone. A hollow appears at the point when the arm 
is lifted. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine and hand yang ming large intestine 
channels and the yang motility vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
All the names for this point refer to its location at the junc
tion of the humerus and acromium. 

Great Bone 

LI-16 (iu gU) 
E jil: great, large, giant 
it gu: bone 

Classical Location: Up from the tip of the shoulder, in the 
depression that lies between the two forking bones. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
yang ming large intestine and the yang motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name is locational in nature, referring to the ob
vious prominence at the articulation of the clavicle and 
scapula. It is also an ancient name for the clavicle. 
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Celestial Tripod 

LI -17 (tiiin ding) 
7C tian: heaven; celestial, of the heavens; Nature 
}Wf dzng: an ancient Chinese sacrificial or cooking vessel 

Alternate Names 

Celestial Nape 
Celestial Summit 

tian xiang 
tian dzng 

Classical Location: Above the supraclavicular fossa, one 
body inch below Protuberance Assistant (U -18). 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character mI ding is a pictographic representation of an 
ancient Chinese sacrificial cooking vessel that had two ear
like extensions for handles and was supported on a stand 
with three legs. Here it serves as a metaphor for the neck, 
which supports the head just as the tripod supports the ves
sel. It is especially suitable for the head to be portrayed as 
a precious vessel because it houses the brain, the 
"storehouse of the original spirit." (*D~~:" ni~:7CfJlrp 
lit .") The name Celestial Tripod brings to mind both the 
location and function of U-17, which is located at the base 
of the neck and treats neck and throat disorders. Many 
points in the upper body are entitled Celestial (7C tian) , but 
that appellation is particularly appropriate here because the 
Celestial Tripod supports the absolute top of the body, the 
head. A more direct expression of this image is given by 
the alternate name, Celestial Nape. 
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The alternate names for LI-17 are interesting. The name jC 
JJi, Celestial Summit, is homophonic with jC}fff (Celestial 
Tripod). The character JJi dIng, meaning summit, differs 
by only one stroke from Ij xiOng, meaning neck, which 
occurs in the alternate name jCIj ticln xiOng, meaning Ce
lestial Nape. Although JJi and Ij may be the result of 
mistranscriptions, both contribute toward meaningful alter
nate names because of the location of the point. 

Protuberance Assistant 
LI-18 (fU tU) 
t:K .fU: to assist, to aid 
~ tu: protuberance; sudden, abrupt 

Alternate Name 

Water Hole shu; xue 

Classical Location: Going up from Celestial Tripod (LI-l7) , 
Protuberance Assistant is one inch below the corner of the 
jaw, and one inch and five fen behind ST-9, Man's Prog
nosis. LI-18 is found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
LI -18 is located lateral to the laryngeal prominence. It as
sists the functioning of this area by treating such ailments 
as cough, hoarseness and difficulty in swallowing; and thus 
derives its name, Protuberance Assistant. 
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A further explanation is found in the fact that the width of 
four fingers is equal to three body inches and is termed tj( 
fii (also written :7K). LI-18 is located three body inches 
lateral from the prominence of the larynx, so its name is 
also a convenient device for remembering the location of 
the point, i.e., one tj( fii from the laryngeal prominence. 

Grain Bone-Hole 
LI -19 (he liao) * he: grain, rice, corn 
~ lido: bone-hole 

Alternate Names 
Long Shore 
Long Cheek 
Long Plate 
Long Cheek 
Long Bone-Hole 
Long Bone-Hole 

cMng pin 
chang jid 
cMng hui 
chang jid 
chang lido 
chdng lido 

Classical Location: Below the nostril, five fen from the 
philtrum [or Water Trough (GV-26)]. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
LI-19 is located below the lateral edge of the nostril, level 
with GV-26. Palpation at this point will reveal a depression 
(actually, the space between the teeth at gum level) about 
the size of a grain of rice. Since rice is the grain associated 
with the metal phase (and thus the large intestine), the point 
name could be translated as either Grain Bone-Hole or Rice 
Bone-Hole. 
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Note that ji was long ago mistranscribed as the more famil
iar ;f: he. Thus the point name should be ji liao and not 
;f:~ he liao. ;f: is a pictograph of a tree that serves as a 
map to the point. The trunk (philtrum) bends into the bone
hole. 

Welcome Fragrance 
LI-20 (ying xiiing) 
}f!! y(ng: to welcome, to receive 
~ xiong: fragrance 

Alternate Names 
Surging Yang 
Thoroughfare Yang 

chOng yang 
chOng yang 

Classical Location: ~p one body inch from Grain Bone
Hole (LI-19), five fen to the side of the nostril. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 

This point has the function of opening the nasal passages, 
allowing the patient to welcome in fragrance. Fragrance (~ 
xiong) is the aroma associated with the earth phase. The 
point name serves to demonstrate that LI-20 is where the 
stomach channel (earth) intersects the large intestine channel. 
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The Stomach Channel 
(Foot Yang Ming) 

Tear Container 

ST -1 (cheng qi) 
fIt cheng: to contain, to hold, to carry; to receive 
iiI. qi: tears 

Alternate Names 

Face Bone-Hole 
Face Bone-Hole 
Brimming Tears 
Mouse Hole 
Ravine Hole 

iti~ 
iti~ 
~iiI. 
~1\ 
ffi1\ 

miim lido 
mUm lido 
yang qi 
xi xue 
xi xue 

Classical Location: In the depression seven fen below the 
eye, level with the pupil [when the eye looks straight for
ward]. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach channel and the yang motility and con
ception vessels. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
ST-l is located just below the orbit, in a depression that 
can catch and contain the tears that fall from the eye. It is 
used to treat excessive lacrimation due to wind or other 
causes, and helps the body to "contain tears;" hence the 
name. 

Four Whites 
ST -2 (si bOi) 
1m sl: four 
8 Mi: white 

Alternate Name 

Grain Gate gil men 

Classical Location: Three fen below Tear Container (ST-l), 
in the hollow of the cheekbone, level with the pupil. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The four white areas of the eye, located above, below and 
to either side of the iris, are the "four whites." ST-2 is 
used to treat such ailments in these areas as painful redness, 
nearsightedness, and eye screen. 

Another interpretation claims that the "four whites" are the 
four white areas (above, below, and to either side) around 
the mouth. These areas are diagnostic indicators of the 
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body's earth qi; therefore the point name may be considered 
as a reminder that this point belongs to the stomach (earth) 
channel. The alternate name Grain Gate is also a reference 
to the mouth, which is the gate to the stomach. 

A locational association may be seen in its position in an 
area of white flesh, where it helps the eye see in the four 
directions. 

Great Bone-Hole 
ST -3 (iu liao) 
§ ju: great, big, giant 
1& liao: bone-hole 

Classical Location: Eight fen lateral to the nostril, directly 
below the pupil, level with Water Trough (GV-26). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels and the yang motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Great Bone-Hole is so named because it is found in the 
largest bone-hole in the cheek. 
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ST-4 (di cang) 
:ttl! dl: earth *" clJng: granary, storehouse 

Alternate Names 
Stomach Link 
Linking Confluence 
Ghost Bed 

Grasping the Wind 

wei wei 
hul wei 
gui chullng 

Classical Location: Below Great Bone-Hole (ST-3), a little 
more than four fen out from the comer of the mouth. A 
pulsating vessel can be faintly felt close below. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach and hand yang ming large intestine 
channels and the conception and yang motility vessels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The face is divided into three sections: the area above the 
nose corresponds to heaven, the nose to man, and the area 
below the nose to earth. This point is located next to the 
mouth and is thus called Earth Granary. ST -4 is called a 
"granary" because it is similar to a granary in that both 
receive the five grains, food, the material manifestations of 
earthly qi (:ttl! .. dl ql). The character for granary, 
:* clJng, resembles a mouth (especially in its older form) 
and is formed from the character for food ('* sh() and the 
character for mouth ([] kOu). 
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The stomach is associated with earth in five-phase theory, 
and although the five-phase character for earth is ± tU and 
not jtI! dl, the connection is not lost. The point may be 
named Earth Granary because it is located on the stomach 
channel (earth), the "granary organ," the organ that re
ceives food. 

Great Reception 

ST-S (diz ying) * diJ: great, large 
i9! y(ng: to receive, to welcome 

Alternate Name 

Marrow Hole suE kOng 

Classical Location: One inch and two fen from the angle 
of the mandible, in the depression in the bone, in which a 
pUlsation can be felt. [If the head is turned], the point is 
located where the shoulder touches the jawbone. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST-5 may be called Great Reception because it is proximal 
to the intersection of the large intestine and stomach chan
nels, and is also a branching point of the stomach channel. 
It can be thought of as a point where the stomach channel 
receives or welcomes the large intestine channel and as an 
internal branch of its own channel. 
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Its name might also be derived from its proximity to the 
lower jawbone, *lI!* da yfng gU, which is called great 
reception bone. 

Jawbone 
ST -6 (jill chi) 
• jid: jaw 
• eM: vehicle, chariot, car 

Alternate Names 

Hinge 
Tooth Bend 
Ghost Bed 
Ghost Forest 

ji guiJn 
qa yd 
gui ehullng 
gui Un 

Classical Location: Eight fen below the ear, in the depres
sion just in front of the angle of the mandible. The point 
is found in lateral recumbent posture, in the hollow that ap
pears when the mouth is opened. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: The 7th of the thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character combination •• jid eM is an ancient name 
for the jawbone. The location of the point near the angle of 
the mandible accounts for its appellation (and explains the 
alternate names Hinge and Tooth Bend as well). The name 
of both this point and the jawbone, •• , can be translated 
literally as "Jaw Vehicle," a perhaps more poetic yet less 
obvious rendering. The explanation that the jawbone is a 
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"vehicle" that carries teeth becomes clearer when the name 
is compared with its synonym ~. yd eM, which means 
literally "tooth vehicle." 

Below the Joint 
ST-7 (xiil guiin) 
"f xiii: below, lower 
IIJ gulln: joint, hinge; barrier; to shut, to close 

Classical Location: Below Guest-Host (an alternate name 
for GB-3) , on the lower aspect of the pulsating vessel in 
front of the ear. A hollow felt when the mouth is closed 
disappears when the mouth is opened. The point is found 
in lateral recumbent posture with the mouth closed. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach and foot shao yang gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -7 may derive its name from its location below the joint 
of the mandible. Also, it is located just below the zygomat
ic arch, an area that reminded the ancient Chinese of the 
door bolt (III gulIn). Thus the point name may be consid
ered a reference to the point's location below that arch. See 
also GB-3 (Above the Joint). 
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ii tou: head 

Grasping the Wind 

*I wei: to bind, to tie together (originally, a net for 
catching birds), comer 

Alternate Name 

Forehead Large H* sang dO. 

Classical Location: At the corners of the forehead within 
the hairline, one inch and five fen to the side of Root Spir
it (GB-13), four inches, five fen from Spirit Court (GV-24). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach and foot shao yang gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
From its original meaning of net, the wei character (*1) 
came to mean to "bind or tie." If *I is taken in this 
sense then the point name may be a reference to the point's 
location at the place where a crown or other headwear 
would be bound to the head. 

However, the character *1 wei often carries the meaning of 
comer. For example, the expression Im*l (sl wei) refers to 
the four corners of a net, and by extension, the four cardi
nal points and the four limbs. ST -8 is located at the comer 
of the forehead and is therefore called Head Comer. 
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Man's Prognosis 
ST -9 (Ten ying) 
A ren: man, person 
H y(ng: to predict, to calculate; to welcome, to receive; 

to face 

Alternate Names 

Fivefold Confluence 
Celestial Fivefold Confluence 

wu hui 
tilln wu hui 

Classical Location: At the major pulsating vessel of the 
neck, one inch and five fen to the side of the Adam's apple. 
The point is found in supine posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of foot yang 
ming stomach and foot shao yang gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name stresses the point's function of receiving the qi of 
the five viscera (ltpITH'" qi suO y(ng hui). 

Another association comes from the expression: 3B! 8 ~. 
y(ng ri lUi ee, which literally translates as "to receive the 
days and predict events," and is used to describe a type of 
astrological prediction. The use of the character le! y(ng in 
this point name may therefore imply that palpation of 
ST-9 can aid in establishing a patient's prognosis. In other 
words, by "receiving" (le! y(ng) the pulse one can predict 
the patient's (A ren) outcome. 
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Water Prominence 
ST -10 (shu; tU) 
71< shul: water 
~ tu: prominence, to protrude; sudden, abrupt; splash 

Alternate Name 

Water Gate 
Water Heaven 

shul men 
shul tilin 

Classical Location: In front of the major sinew of the neck, 
directly below Man's Prognosis (ST-9) and above Qi Abode 
(ST-ll). (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The pulsation of the carotid artery at this point resembles 
the gentle splash of water. The point name may thus re
flect the feel of the point when palpated. When liquids are 
swallowed this point protrudes; thus a rendering as Water 
Protrusion is also possible. 

The name may also be indicative of a function of the point 
in the treatment of phlegm-rheum counterflow qi ascent. 
The use of the character 71< shui in the name of this point 
may be considered as a representation of phlegm-rheum, 
while ~ tu can be taken to refer to counterflow qi. 
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ST-ll (qi she) 
.. qi: qi, breath 

Qi Abode 

i1i she: residence, to reside; to bestow, to give away 
something 

Classical Location: Directly below Man's Prognosis (ST-9) 
on the neck, in the depression to the side of Celestial 
Chimney (CV-22). (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The breath (.. qi) passes by the area of ST -11. The ren
dering of the name Qi Abode brings to mind the point's lo
cation beside the trachea. 

Therapeutically, ST-l1 is employed in treating qi ascent 
cough. This may be viewed as if the stomach were giving 
its qi to aid the lung, because in Chinese medical theory it 
is the stomach that provides qi for the lung (earth engenders 
metal). In this sense Qi Bestowal might be an appropriate 
rendering of the point name. 

As a further note, it should be pointed out that the func
tions of stomach channel points 11 through 16 and 18 are 
primarily associated with their location in relation to the 
chest and lung. The point names reflect these associations 
through the metaphor of the chest as a house. The house 
has a window, roof, door and storeroom, while ST-l1 rep
resents the abode itself. 
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ST-12 (que pen) 
~ que: empty, vacant; imperfect, defective 
~ pen: basin, bowl 

Alternate Names 

Celestial Cover 
Cubit Cover 

Grasping the Wind 

thin gai 
chl gai 

Classical Location: Below Qi Abode (ST-ll), in the de
pression at the horizontal bone [Le., the clavicle]. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Traditionally, the clavicle was called ~1t pen gu, a term 
which translates literally as "basin bone." The supraclavicu
lar fossa was referred to as que pen (~~), because its 
shape is reminiscent of an "empty basin." The name of 
this point is an obvious reference to its location above the 
clavicle. 

Because the clavicle resembles the broken rim of a basin, 
the location of ST -12 at the edge of that bone allows an 
additional rendering of the point name as Broken Basin. 
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ST-13 (qi hit) 
*" qi: qi, breath 
F hit: door, gate 

Qi Door 

Classical Location: Below the clavicle, in the depression 
two inches to the side of Shu Mansion (KI-27), four inches 
either side of the midline. The point is found in supine pos
ture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -13 is located at the upper portion of the lung. Celestial 
qi (and the breath) must pass down through this point in 
order to reach the lung; it is as if this region were a door 
through which qi passes. Additionally, ST-13 is used to 
treat asthma, bronchitis and other respiratory disorders, 
lending a functional interpretation to the point name. 
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Storeroom 
ST -14 (kil fang) '* ku: storehouse 
m fang: house, room 

Classical Location: In the depression, one inch and six fen 
below Qi Door (ST-13), four inches either side of the mid
line. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The chest can be seen to have the shape of a room and to 
store the heart and lung. This image is illustrative of the 
point's location on the chest. 

Clinically, ST-14 is used in the treatment of qi ascent 
cough, difficult breathing and spitting of bloody, turbid, 
foamy spittle and pus. A functional perception is lent to 
the point name when we consider its relationship to the 
lung, the storeroom of the qi. 

A third perspective comes from the Chinese word for breast, 
~Lm ru fang, rendered literally as milk room. Both the 
point name and the word for breast contain the character 
m, and thus evoke the concept of breast. Chinese medical 
theory states that after giving birth women retain blood 
(manifested by the cessation of menstrual flow) and trans
form it into milk, which is stored in the breast. ST -14 is 
located above the breast and is used in the treatment of dis
orders of the breast such as mammary yong. The name 
Storeroom, if considered a reference to the breast, is then 
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indicative of both the function and location of the point in 
regard to the breast. 

Roof 
ST -15 (wu yi) 
.§! wa: house, room 
It yi: a shade, canopy; feather screen 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
below Storeroom (ST-14), four inches from the midline. 
The point is found in supine posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is employed in treating counterflow cough qi as
cent, phlegm rheum, spitting of blood or pus and other 
lung disorders. The position of the lung as the uppermost of 
the five viscera likens it to a roof; the name of the point is 
thus illustrative of its relationship to the lung in both loca
tion and function. The female breast rises at this point like 
the slanting roof of a house, providing further justification 
for the naming of this point as Roof. 
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ST -16 (ying chuang) 
,. ying: breast, chest 
m chui1ng: window 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
below Roof (ST-15), four inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Qi and breast milk pass into the breast through this point as 
air and light pass through a window; hence the appellation 
Breast Window. 

Breast Center 

ST -17 (ru zhong) 
fL rl1: breast 
t:p zhtJng: center 

Alternate Name 

On the Nipple di1ng rl1 

Classical Location: Center of the nipple. 
(Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point derives its name from iits location at the center 
of the nipple. 

Breast Root 

ST -18 (ro gin) 
1L ru: breast 
f& gen: root 

Alternate Name 

Hemp Breathing fi,e, b'i Xl 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
below Breast Center (ST-17), four inches either side of the 
midline. The point is found in supine posture. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -18 is located at the root of the breast; hence the name. 

Not Contained 

ST -19 (bu rong) 
~ bit: not, negative 
'4J. rong: to contain, to hold; to allow 
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Classical Location: One and a half inches lateral to Dark 
Gate (KI-21), two inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
While the names of the stomach channel points on the rib 
cage relate primarily to the chest and lung, once the chan
nel runs into the abdomen the names reflect the points' lo
cations near the stomach and their functions in relation to 
that organ. ST-19 is the first point on the stomach channel 
after it leaves the thorax. It is "not contained" by the rib 
cage. Further, if the stomach is filled to this point it can
not receive any more food. The name ~~ bit rong in 
this sense carries a meaning of "cannot contain." 

ST -19 is employed in the treatment of disorders such as 
vomiting, lack of appetite, and inability to ingest food and 
drink. These symptoms all result from the stomach not 
containing food. In addition, this point "does not allow" 
turbid qi to upflow. 

Assuming Fullness 
ST-20 (cheng man) 
jJt. cheng: to take responsibility for; to receive, to support 
it man: full, fullness 

Classical Location: One inch below Not Contained (ST-19), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located just below the stomach, as if it were 
assuming a position of support for the ample fullness of the 
stomach. When the stomach is full it extends to this point. 
ST-20 can be employed to treat this fullness, and to treat 
fullness in the abdomen and ribs. Given this, it can be said 
that the point assumes responsibility for fullness. In this 
respect the name is a reminder of both the location and 
function of the point. 

Beam Gate 
ST-21 (liang men) 
m liang: crossbeam, beam 
r, men: gate, door 

Classical Location: One inch below Assuming Fullness (ST-
20), two inches either side of the midline. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST-21 may have acquired its name from one of the five ac
cumulations (.liM wit ji) mentioned in the Classic of Dif
ficult Issues. Known as fXm fU liang, "deep-lying beam," 
this condition is described as a condition in which a palpa
ble mass the size of an arm located in the upper abdomen 
causes irritability and insomnia. Since ST-21 may be used 
in the treatment of this condition it is a gateway to the 
beam or, in other words, the Beam Gate. 
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The character m liang may be a misrepresentation of • 
liang, which is a kind of millet. If this is the case then 
the name may be considered as a reference to the location 
of this point, which is at approximately the level at which 
grain enters the stomach. Furthermore, since "sea of 
grain" is an epithet of the stomach, the point name can be 
indicative of the use of ST-21 in the treatment of disorders 
of that organ such as lack of appetite, untransformed digesta 
and diarrhea. 

Additionally, m r, liang men is a place name. 

Pass Gate 

ST-22 (guiin men) 
III guiin: gate, barrier; to shut, to close 
r, men: gate, door 

Classical Location: One inch below Beam Gate (ST-21), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The "lower gate of the stomach" is located three inches 
above the navel as is ST-22. Digesta passes through this 
area on its way to the intestines, therefore this point is 
called Pass Gate. 

ST -22 treats diarrhea, closing the lower gate and stopping 
the flow. A rendering of Shutting the Gate would clearly 
express this interpretation of the point name. 
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However, this point name could also be rendered simply as 
Gate since both III guan and r, men can have that mean
ing. The rendering Pass Gate is preferable because it 
shows the point's connection to the area three inches above 
the umbilicus, which is referred to as III guan (pass), and 
also draws attention to the point's proximity to Stone Pass 
(KI-18). 

Supreme Unity 

ST-23 (tiIi Yli 
-Js. tili - supreme, most, excessive 
Z yl - one; the intestines of a fish; second of the ten 

heavenly stems 

Alternate Name 

Supreme Unity till yi 

Classical Location: One inch below Pass Gate (ST-22), two 
inches either side of the midline. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The original meaning of Z yi was the intestines of a fish. 
The shape of the character represents the intestines, and in 
this point name it relates to the location and function of the 
point in regard to that bowel. 

The term -Js.Z ta; yi is also the name of the supreme uni
ty. Because, as Lao Tzu says in the Tao Te Ching, "the 
ten thousand things spring from one," the point name 
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Supreme Unity is a metaphor for the stomach (or the cen
tral burner), which is the source of post-natal qi. This ap
pellation serves as a reminder that the point belongs to the 
stomach channel and treats disorders of the central burner. 
As the one thing (i.e., the supreme unity) splits to become 
heaven and earth, so the turbid and the clear are divided at 
ST-23. The name of this point further reflects its ability to 
aid the separation of the clear and the turbid. ST-23 pos
sesses this function because it is located at the beginning of 
the small intestine, from which the clear ascends and the 
turbid descends. 

That the term icZ tai yi is the name of a star that is re
lated to the abdomen in Chinese astrological theory is also 
worthy of note. 

Slippery Flesh Gate 
ST-24 (hua rou men) 
nt hua: slippery, glossy 
~ rou: flesh, meat, muscle 
r~ men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Slippery Dark Gate 
Slippery Flesh 
Celestial Manager 

nt~ r, hud yOu men 
nt~ hua rou 
PJ7C si tian 

Classical Location: One inch below Supreme Unity (ST-23), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The point is located near the opening of the small intestine 
(the pylorus), which is a "gate of slippery flesh." An al
ternate name for ST-24 is 7f!tlfdr, hua yOu men, which is 
the Chinese name for the pylorus (literally, "slippery dark 
gate"). It is possible that this name was the original name 
and that the now standard name is a mistranscription. 

The characters 7f!t~ huti rou may be taken as a reference 
to the intestines, which are indeed "slippery flesh." Again, 
r, men is often simply a way of describing an acupuncture 
point. 

Functionally, the spleen engenders flesh, and, as Essential 
Questions records, "The yang ming rules the flesh." This 
point treats both the spleen and the stomach and the point 
name reflects this. The word slippery (or glossy) could re
fer to the nature of the flesh at the part of the abdomen 
where the point is located. 

Clinically, ST -24 treats tongue disorders such as swallowing 
of the tongue and thus is a way (a gate) to treat such 
"slippery flesh." 

Celestial Pivot 

ST -25 (tiiin shu) 
7C rUin: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
~ shu: pivot, axis 
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Long Grain 
Long Ravine 
Long Chicken 
Long Link 
Valley Gate 
Cycle Border 
Origin Supplementer 

Grasping the Wind 

chang gu 
chang xi 
chang ji 
cMng wei 
gu men 
xunji 
bU yu 

Classical Location: One inch below Slippery Flesh Gate 
(ST-24), in the depression two inches lateral to the center 
of the navel. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the large intestine. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Essential Questions states: "[The area] above the celestial 
pivot is ruled by celestial qi; [the area] below the celestial 
pivot is ruled by the earthly qi. The place where these qi 
intersect is the origin of man's qi and the ten thousand 
things." This quotation shows that the junction of celestial 
and earthly qi in the body is the Celestial Pivot. The point 
name refers to the point's location in the center of the body 
and to its relative importance as a juncture of celestial and 
earthly qi. 

~fl!i tiiln sha is the ancient name of the central star in the 
Northern Dipper; the other six stars in that constellation ro
tate around it. The Essential Questions states that "the up
per body has three qi's, this is the celestial part, and is 
ruled by celestial qi; the lower body has three qi's and is 
ruled by earthly qi." The three stars above and below the 
Celestial Pivot are representative of the three qi's above and 
below ST-25. 

The numerous alternate names for ST-25 provide a good 
sample for the study of the effects of mistranscription on 
acupuncture point names. 
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Outer Mound 

ST-26 (wili ling) 
t~ wai: outside, outer 
~ lfng: tomb, burial mound 

Classical Location: One inch below Celestial Pivot (ST-25), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Chinese traditionally buried their dead in mounds. 
These mounds, called ~ lfng, are often seen on hillsides 
and other geomantically propitious locations in China. The 
bulges of the rectus abdominus muscle resemble mounds, 
and as ST-26 is located on the outer sides of these mounds 
it is called Outer Mound. 

Piles of earth are called mounds or hills. The spleen and 
stomach channels have many "hill" and "mound" points 
because these two channels belong to the earth phase of the 
five phases. 
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Great Gigantic 
ST-27 (dll ju) * do': big, great 
§. ju: large, big, great 

Alternate Names 

Humor Gate 
Armpit Gate 
At the Spring 

ye men 
ye men 
zai quan 

Classical Location: One inch below Outer Mound (ST-26), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Great Compendium lists ST-27 as being appropriate for 
treatment of distention and swelling in the small intestine 
and for treatment of kui shan. From this it can be seen 
that the point name may indicate the location of the point at 
the largest part of the lower abdomen. The point's function 
of freeing the intestines can be affirmed in translating the 
character * do' as "to free" or" unblock. " 
(*~*!JIt. Kang-Xi Dictionary). 

One alternate name for ST-27, lfir, ye men, is rendered 
here as Humor Gate. The point may have acquired this 
appellation because it can be used to treat vexation thirst, 
which arises when humor is depleted. It is more likely 
however, that lfir, is a mistranscription of the alternate 
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name IJlt r, ye men, which is rendered here as Armpit Gate. 
IJlt r, is the name for ST-22 found in the oldest extant 
acupuncture book, the Systematized Canon of Acupuncture 
and Moxibustion. The difference between 7fl and IJlt is on
ly that the former has a water radical on its left (three dots), 
while the latter has the radical .Ii (ru), flesh, on its left. 
In addition, the two characters are homophones and could 
have been easily confused. TB-2 also has these two point 
names but in that case the name 7fl r, is older and IJlt r, is 
probably a mistranscription. 

Waterway 
ST-28 (shu; dao) 
71< shui: water 
~ dao: path 

Classical Location: Three inches below Great Gigantic 
(ST-27), two inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The three organs most intimately connected with water 
metabolism are the bladder, kidney and triple burner. ST-28 
clears damp-heat from the lower burner, disinhibits the low
er burner, and clears triple burner heat bind. It may also be 
employed in treating urinary inhibition and cold bladder 
(Great Compendium). Because of its ability to affect the 
body's water metabolism (Le., free the waterways), ST-28 
is called Waterway. 
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Return 
ST-29 (gui 1m) 
• gui: to return; to restore * /ai: to come, to arrive 

Alternate Names 
Ravine Hole 
Ravine Valley 

xi xue 
xi gu 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: Two inches below Waterway (ST -28), 
two inches either side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
A branch of the stomach channel that diverges from the 
main channel at ST-12 passes downward through the stom
ach, and then rejoins the main channel at ST-30. ST-29 is 
called Return because it is located just one body inch up 
from ST-30, the point where the divergent channel returns. 
In addition, ST-29 is used to treat many problems related to 
both male and female reproductive organs. ST -29 may also 
be called Return because it treats menstrual block and thus 
aids the return of the menstrual cycle. 
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Surging Qi 
ST-30 (qi chong) 
.. qi: qi 
ilJl chong: to flush, surge; a thoroughfare; important place; 

to rush against 

Alternate Name 

Qi Thoroughfare 
Sheep's Droppings 

qi jie 
yang shi 

Classical Location: One inch below Return (ST-29), two 
inches either side of the midline, in the depression where a 
pulsating vessel can be felt, at the starting point of the pen
etrating vessel. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name Surging Qi reflects this point's location at the 
beginning of the penetrating vessel and its ability to treat 
disorders related to that vessel. In the term "penetrating 
vessel" (i1Jl ~ chOng mlli) , the word ilJl is rendered as 
"penetrating" because of the function and pathway of the 
vessel. If this term is translated more literally as "surging 
vessel," its relationship to the name of this point becomes 
obvious. The penetrating vessel is employed in treating 
surging counterflow. ST -30 also treats disorders character
ized by surging qi, such as running piglet and upward surge 
of qi attacking the heart. 
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An alternate name for ST-30 is Qi Thoroughfare, possibly a 
reference to the point's location on one of the body's four 
qi thoroughfares. This thoroughfare begins in the abdomen; 
the other three are in the head, chest and back. The other 
alternate name listed, Sheep's Droppings, may be taken as a 
reference to the lumps in the inguinal region formed by 
tendons and lymph nodes. 

Thigh Joint 

ST-31 (hi guiin) 
., bi: thigh; the lateral aspect of the groin 
/JA1 gul1n: gate; joint, hinge; pass 

Classical Location: In the crease behind the crouching rab
bit [i.e., the rise of flesh in the center of the thigh]. (Great 
Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
In older Chinese texts ., /JA1 is an anatomical term referring 
to either the lateroanterior aspect of the thigh or the outer 
aspect of the inguinal region. The character ., bi, translat
ed as thigh, renders the point name as Thigh Joint, refer
ring to its location near the joint (/JA1) of the thigh. 

Another translation of ., bi, taken to mean the lateral as
pect of the groin, again locationally defines ST-31. A 1m 
gUlln is a border pass; in this sense a reference to the place 
where the stomach channel enters the lower abdomen. In 
similar fashion, the character ., bi translated as inferior, 
combined with /JA1 gul1n, translated as hip joint, illustrates 
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the point's location below the hip or its location near the 
hip and in the inferior (lower) part of the body. 

Crouching Rabbit 
ST -32 (fU til) 
fX .fU: to bend over; lie prostrate; to hide 
$t tu: rabbit 

Alternate Names 
Outer Hill 
Outer Hook 

wai qitl 
wtli glJu 

Classical Location: At the prominence of the flesh, six 
inches above the knee. (Systematized Canon) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point derives its name from its location in the promi
nence of the thigh muscle, which is said to resemble a 
crouching rabbit. The alternate rendering, Hidden Rabbit, 
is justified because when the knee is bent the rise in the 
muscle at this point disappears like a rabbit in hiding. 

Yin Market 
ST-33 (yin shi) 
M yin: yin, the complement of yang 
$ shi: city, market 
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Alternate Name 

Yin Tripod yin ding 

Classical Location: Three inches above the knee, in the 
depression below the crouching rabbit. The point is found 
in kneeling posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Although the stomach channel is a yang channel, it travers
es the front of the body, which is considered yin. ST-33 is 
a point where qi and blood are gathered and dispersed, like 
goods at a marketplace; hence the meaning, Yin Market. In 
addition, the word market may be taken as a reference to 
the stomach, which receives and distributes the five grains. 

The character "$ shl is a mistranscription of m jU. This 
latter character is an ancient word for a pad that was used 
to protect the knee when the wearer was kneeling in prayer. 
The lower body is yin, thus the point name reminds the 
practitioner of the location of the point in the lower body, 
just above the knee. 

Beam Hill 

ST-34 (liang qUi) 
~ lking: crossbeam, ridge 
.Ii qiu: mound, hill 
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Alternate Names 

Hip Bone 
Chicken Top 
Crane Top 

kuQ. gil 
ji dIng 
he dIng 

Classical Location: One inch below Yin Market (ST-33), in 
the depression between the two sinews. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: The cleft-xi point of the stomach chan
nel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST-34 is located two body inches above the laterosuperior 
border of the patella. There is a rise in the muscle at this 
point that resembles a small mound. The name Beam Hill 
may stem from ST-34's ability to treat fXm fU liang, deep
lying beam (see ST-21). 

Optionally, this point name could be rendered as Hill Ridge 
because it is located on the ridge of the hill of flesh above 
the knee. The leg must be straightened and the muscle 
flexed in order to see the hill of flesh. 

ST-34 is notably the cleft-xi point of the stomach channel. 
Cleft-xi points are where channel qi gathers. The name of 
this point reveals that this point is a gathering of earth qi, 
i.e., a hill. Were the character m liang taken as a mis
transcription of ~ liang, as occurred in the point name in 
Beam Gate (ST-21), the point name would then become 
Grain Hill, a fitting epithet for the stomach. 

m.Ii is also a place name from the Spring and Autumn Pe
riod of Chinese History. 
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Calf's Nose 
ST-35 (da hI) 
• du: calf 
• b(: nose 

Classical Location: Below the kneecap, above the lower leg 
bone, in the depression lateral to the large sinew that looks 
like an ox's nose, hence the name. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The diagram fill kiln is associated in the Book of Changes 
(Yi' ling) with the earth phase and thus the stomach. The 
animal associated with fill is the ox. The kneecap and the 
tendon just below the kneecap resemble a calfs nose when 
viewed from the front. The point position corresponds to 
the lateral nostril; thus the name. A further expansion of 
this image is found in the name for the two points on ei
ther side of the tendon in front of the knee, these are called: 
JIlIUl xi Y{ln, Knee Eyes. 
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Leg Three Li 
ST -36 (zu san h) 
.lE. zu: foot 
.=: slin: three 
JI! 1[: measurement of distance (equal to approximately 

one third of an English mile) 

Alternate Names 

Lower Hollow Three Li 
Ghost Evil 
Lower Mound 
Lower Sea of Qi 
Three Li 
Lower Mound Three Li 
Lower Three Li 

xiii xa slin 1[ 
gu[ x;e 
xiii [[ng 
xiii ql Mi 
slin 1[ 
xiii [[ng slin 1[ 
xiii slin 1[ 

Classical Location: Three body inches below the knee, on 
the outer side of the shinbone and in the inner side of the 
big sinew. Located with the leg raised, the point is where 
the flesh divides between two sinews; when extreme pres
sure is applied at the point, the pulse at Ravine Divide 
(ST -41) ceases. (Grear Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point; one of the 
nine needles for returning yang; the command point of the 
abdomen. 

Explanation of Point Name 
As a reminder of its location, Essential Questions s ta te s, 
, , ... the spot called Three Li is three inches below the 
knee" ( ... PJfID1'=:JI!~ , -rg.=: -t-&). 
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In classical Chinese, the character !I! Ii was used common
ly to mean JI Ii, to regulate or rectify. Given this, the 
point name can be taken to mean that the point can regulate 
three things, which some books specify as being the spleen, 
stomach and kidney, and others as the upper, central and 
lower burners. 

An oral tradition has it that in ancient times, when the pri
mary means of travel was on foot, stimulation of ST-36 
was thought to relieve fatigue sufficient to allow one to 
journey another three Ii. 

Upper Great Hollow 

ST -37 (shang jil xii) 
J: shang: upper 
§. jll: great, large 
4 xa: vacuous, empty; hollow 

Alternate Names 

Upper Ridge of Great Hollow 
Upper Ridge 
Upper Ridge of the Leg 
Great Hollow 

§.4J:" jll xa shang lian 
J:,. shang !ian 
Ji!.;tJ:,. zU zhi shang !ian 
§.4 jll xa 

Classical Location: Three inches below Three Li (ST-36), 
in the depression between the sinew and bone. The point is 
found with the leg raised. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Lower uniting-he point of the large in
testine. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This name refers to the point's location in a hollow of the 
shin. It is called Upper Great Hollow because it is in the 
upper part of the hollow, in contrast to Lower Great Hol
low (ST -39), which is in the lower part of the hollow. 

Anecdotally, there was a type of wild horse in ancient Chi
na called §4 ju xQ. This type of horse was particularly 
quick and could roam far and wide. The point name, if 
taken to be derived from the name of the horse, is a refer
ence to the point's effectiveness in treating leg disorders, 
and is also a reference to the traveling nature of qi here. 
As ST-37 is the lower uniting-he point of the large intestine, 
qi travels from here up to the large intestine. 

Ribbon Opening 

ST -38 (lido kou) 
~ tido: a long and narrow item, ribbon 
t:J /Wu: mouth, opening 

Classical Location: Two inches below Upper Great Hollow 
(ST-37), located with the foot raised. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
One way to interpret the meaning of the point name is to 
visualize the qi flowing from the Upper Great Hollow 
(ST-37) to the Lower Great Hollow (ST-39). It must go 
through a narrow passage at ST-38; hence the name Ribbon 
Opening. 
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We can also imagine the large intestine and small intestine 
like ribbons in shape. ST -38 is located between the lower 
uniting-he points of the large and small intestines and is 
therefore like an opening between the two long, narrow 
bowels. 

According to the Great Compendium this point may be used 
to treat wind qi, and thus is an opening to treat wind. The 
rendering Wind Opening is based on a translation of the 
character 1~ tiao as describing a wind from the northeast. 
Though not a literal translation, it would reflect this func
tion of the point. 

Lower Great Hollow 
ST-39 (xiiz ju xii) 
r xia: lower 
§ ju: great, large 
.&I xu: hollow, deficiency, vacancy 

Alternate Names 

Lower Ridge 
Lower Ridge of Great Hollow 

r JJ. xia lian 
§..&I r JJ. ju xu xia lian 

Classical Location: One inch below Ribbon Opening 
(ST-38), in the depression between the sinew and bone. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Lower uniting-he point of the small in
testine. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The explanation for this point name is the same as for Up
per Great Hollow (see ST-37 above). The only differences 
are that this point is in the lower comer of the hollow as 
opposed to the upper comer, and that ST-39 is the lower 
uniting-he point of the small, and not the large, intestine. 

Bountiful Bulge 
ST -40 (fing long) 
" ftng: abundant, great, bountiful 
~ lOng: prosperous; swell, bulge 

Classical Location: Bountiful Bulge (ST-40) lies upward 
and outward from Lower Great Hollow (ST-39), eight inch
es above the outer anklebone, in a depression on the outer 
face of the lower leg bone. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the foot yang 
ming stomach channel, connecting to the foot tai yin spleen 
channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -40 is located at the belly of the calf muscle, the Bounti
ful Bulge. As the connecting-Iuo point of the stomach chan
nel, ST-40 is also endowed with an abundance of earth qi. 
These elements give the name Bountiful Bulge a double 
meaning where the word bountiful can refer to both the 
abundance of earth qi at the connecting-Iuo point and the 
largeness of the bulge of muscle. Thus the name at once 
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reminds us where the point is located and that it is the 
connecting-Iuo point of the channel. 

This point name is also the name of a doud spirit and an 
expression describing the sound of thunder. 

Ravine Divide 
ST -41 (iii xi) 
M jii: separate, divide, untie, undo 
m xi: brook, stream, gorge, ravine 

Alternate Name 

Shoelace xie dai 

Classical Location: One and a half inches back from Surg
ing Yang (ST-42), in the depression at the center of the 
ankle. Follow the depression between the large toe and the 
second toe straight up to locate the point. 
(Great Compendium). 

Point Associations: River-jing (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -41 is located in a small cleft in the center of the ankle. 
The point name reminds us that the point is located in a 
gorge or ravine that "divides" the lateral and medial as
pects of the ankle and separates the shinbone from the foot. 

Pathogens collect in clefts such as the one in which this 
point is located. Needling this point can release (untie) the 
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area, just as the shoelaces are untied at this point. An al
ternate name for this point is Shoelace since both qi and 
shoelaces can be bound here. 

Surging Yang 

ST-42 (chong yang) 
7tJI chOng: to flush, rinse, dash; thoroughfare 
ISJl yang: yang, the complement of yin 

Alternate Names 

Meeting Bones 
Meeting Bend 
Meeting Gush 
Meeting Source 
Unrestrained Yang 

hut gu 
hut qu 
hut yong 
hut yuan 
die yang 

Classical Location: Going down from Ravine Divide 
(ST-41), [the point is] at a depression on the high point of 
the instep, where a pulse can be felt. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Source-yuan point of the stomach 
channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ISJl yang as used in this point name is a ref
erence to the point's location on the top (back) of the foot 
(at the rise in the instep). It is called 7tJI chong as a re
minder of the pulse at this point that dashes against the 
hand when palpated. 
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# (or Ii) chOng, hub or thoroughfare, is used to indicate 
an important point, and as the source point of the stomach 
channel, ST -42 is an important point in this part of the foot. 
A rendering as Yang Hub might best express this point 
name interpretation. 

Sunken Valley 

ST-43 (xian gil) 
If€i xilm: to sink 
~ gu: a valley 

Classical Location: In the outer aspect of the space be
tween the large and second toe, in the depression behind 
the base joint, two inches up from Inner Court (ST-44). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name refers to the concavity in which the point is lo
cated. It also hints at the effectiveness of ST-43 in the 
treatment of water swelling because a valley in the earth 
(stomach belongs to the earth phase) can contain and there
fore regulate water. 
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Inner Court 
ST -44 (nei ting) 
ViI nei: inside, inner 
~ ting: courtyard, court 

Classical Location: Below Sunken Valley (ST-43), on the 
outer side of the second toe, in the depression in front of 
the base joint. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
ST -44 lies between the toes, just as a courtyard lies be
tween the rooms of a house. The point can be said to be 
inside the courtyard, or to be the inner courtyard itself. The 
fact that the character ViI nei resembles the space between 
the toes supports this explanation. 

The pictograph I*J nei is a representation of a person A
ren within an enclosure. It recalls a clinical association 
with the point name, for ST -44 may be used to treat 
loathing to hear human voices, which is a condition in 
which the patient shuts himself away, as in a room or court. 

Severe Mouth 
ST-45 (ll dui) 
J.C Ii: harsh, severe, fierce; to oppress; quick, rapid 
Jt dui: exchange, convert; mouth, a hole 
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Classical Location: On the outer side of the end of the toe 
next to the great toe, the breadth of a Chinese leek leaf 
from the comer of the nail. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
According to the Book of Changes, the character ~ dUI is 
equivalent to Cl kOu, mouth. The point name may be con
sidered as a reference to the effectiveness of ST-45 in treat
ing serious disorders of the mouth such as wry mouth, 
tooth decay in the upper teeth and clenched jaw. Rendering 
the point name as Severe Mouth conveys this interpretation. 
In the same translational context, the point name may be 
connected to the fact that ST -45 is the point from which 
channel qi flows into the spleen channel (SP-l) and the 
opening of the spleen is the mouth. 

J1I, 11 can also mean quick or rapid. ST-45 is located on a 
part of the foot that is instrumental in rapid ambulation. If 
~ dui were taken to mean acupuncture point, the name 
could justifiably be rendered as Running Point. 

Some scholars believe that the character J1I, 11 may h a v e 
been mistranscribed from the homophone ., epidemic dis
ease. ST -45 can be used to treat this type of disorder. In 
this instance the character ~ dui would mean simply hole 
or acupuncture point, and a rendering of the name as Epi
demic Point would be fitting. 

Further association of point name with function can be 
made in rendering the character J1I, 11 as descriptive of a 
serious wind pathogen OlJ!l.). The point name could thus 
be taken as a reference to the point's effectiveness in treat
ing wind-related disorders. 
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Spleen Channel 
(Foot Tai Yin) 

Hidden White 

SP-l (yin blzi) 
It! y[n: hidden, obscure 
B bai: white 

Alternate Names 

Yin White 
Ghost Pile 
Ghost Eye 

yin bdi 
gu[ li!i 
gu[ y{m 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the big toe, the 
width of a Chinese leek leaf from the comer of the nail. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point; the 3rd of the 
thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
SP-l is the first point on the earth channel. Earth engen
ders metal and thus the beginnings of metal exist subtly in 
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earth and doubly so at the beginning of the earth channel. 
Because white is the color associated with metal, this point 
is called Hidden White. 

Additionally, the character III yin, which is similar to but 
not to be confused with ~ yfn, the opposite of lSI yang, 
may point to the fact that the spleen belongs to the tai yin 
channel, which is referred to as "the yin within yin." Be
cause ~ means shadow, cloudy, dark, etc., the yin within 
the yin is doubly obscure; thus III. The character B Mi, 
white, can be taken as a reference to the location of the 
point on the border of the white flesh of the toe. 

Great Metropolis 

SP-2 (da dii) 
*- dO.: great, big 
~ dfl: unit of government organization, a capital city; 

a pool (,. ft: fi, it!Hf1 •. ) 
Classical Location: On the inner side of the big toe, on the 
border of the red and white flesh, in the depression formed 
by the cleft of the bone behind the base joint. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In ancient China, ~ da was a name used for large or im
portant municipal district. The character *- dO., large or 
great, may be a reference to the fleshy part of the large toe 
where the point is located, or simply an adjective amplify-
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ing the importance implied by ~. The point name reflects 
both this point's significance (which is due, in part, to its 
being the fire [mother] point of the earth channel) and its 
location on the great (* da) toe. 

This point might also be rendered as Great Pool, for it 
stores earth qi just as a pool stores water. 

Supreme White 

SP-3 (tid bai) 
*. tai: very, extreme, supreme 
8 btii: white 

Classical Location: Back along the inside of the toe from 
Great Metropolis (SP-2), in the depression under the ball 
bone. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (earth) and source-yuan 
point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name has several associative interpretations. First, 
the flesh at this point is especially white: Supreme White. 
Also, the planet Venus is called *.8 tai btii in Chinese. 
Venus is in the western sky; west is related to metal and 
the color white. As the earth point of the spleen channel, 
SP-3 can fortify earth to engender metal. The point name, 
if rendered as Venus, is indicative of this function. 

Additionally, there is a mountain in China called *. 8 . 
The point name is a reminder that the point is located next 
to the "mountain" of the ball of the foot. 
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SP-4 (gong sun) 
~ gOng: grandfather; public; a surname 
I* san: grandson; a surname 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: One inch behind the base joint of the 
great toe. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point joining the stom
ach channel and a confluence-jiaohui point of the eight ex
traordinary channels (related to the penetrating vessel). 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Chinese divide their ancient history into epochs, associ
ating each with one of the five phases. During the earth 
phase, from 2697 to 2597 B. C., China was ruled by the 
Yellow Emperor jf'rff huang di, yellow being- the color 
associated with earth. The Yellow Emperor's family name 
was ~I* gOng san. SP-4 is the connecting-Iuo point be
tween the two earth organs (spleen and stomach); as such it 
is as important to the earth phase in the body as the Yellow 
Emperor jf'rff (~I*) was to the earth phase of history. 

Additionally, if ~ gOng is thought of as the "grandfather" 
(home channel), then its offshoot could be thought of as 1* 
SIln, the "grandson" (connecting vessel). The point name 
is hence a reminder that this is the connecting-Iuo point of 
the spleen channel. 
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Shang Hill 
SP-5 (shang qiu) 
j(fi shang: one of five sounds of the musical scale; market 
.Ii qiu: hill 

Alternate Name 

Shang Hill shang qiu 

Classical Location: In the slight depression under the inside 
anklebone, between Mound Center (LV-4) in front and 
Shining Sea (KI-6) behind. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
SP-5 is the river-jing (metal) point of the spleen channel; 
the sound associated with metal is i\U shang. The character 
.Ii qiJi, meaning hill, refers to the bone that bulges out be
side the hollow in which this point lies. As SP-5 is the 
metal point of the earth channel, the name implies a high 
point of earth (hill) where the ore that makes metal (shiing) 
is mined. 

This point name is also a place name and a surname. 
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Three Yin Intersection 
SP-6 (siin yin jiao) 
~ scln: three 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
~ jillo: to intersect, join, meet, cross 

Alternate Names 

Great Yin 
Tai Yin 
Life Support 
Lower Three Li 

da yin 
tai yin 
cheng ming 
xia scln If 

Classical Location: In the depression beneath the bone, 
three inches above the tip of the [inner] anklebone. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yin spleen, foot jue yin liver and foot shao yin kidney 
channels; one of the nine needles for returning yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
SP-6 is the point of intersection of the three leg yin chan
nels (liver, spleen and kidney). For this reason, the point 
is called Three Yin Intersection. 
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Leaking Valley 
SP-7 (lou gil) 
1.1 lou: to leak, to drip 
~ gu: valley 

Alternate Names 

Yin Channel 
Tai Yin Connection 

yin jfng 
tai yin luo 

Classical Location: In the depression under the leg bone, 
six inches above the inner anklebone. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ gil means valley, but is a common substi
tute for the homophone ft gU, which means grain. If the 
spleen qi is not properly controlled, the ~*" (grain qi) 
essence can drain out, resulting in emaciation and fatigue. 
SP-7 treats this type of disorder, so its Chinese name could 
be rendered as Leaking Grain. 

The point is located in the longitudinal gully formed by the 
calf muscle, whose resemblance to a valley justifies a literal 
translation of the point name as Leaking Valley. Thus, we 
see that this point's function of percolating damp from the 
spleen, combined with its location in a groove,provides as
sociation for its name. As is often the case, the Chinese 
point name has a double meaning that gets lost in transla
tion. 
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In The Systematized Canon of Acupuncture and Moxibus
tion j;:~~ tili yin IuD is used; many believe this indicates 
that SP-7 is a connecting-Iuo point. If this were the case, 
the fact that connecting-Iuo points leak qi and blood to the 
related channel could be a further reason that this point is 
called Leaking Valley. Yet, wording in the Systematized 
Canon is insufficiently clear to determine with certainty 
whether its author was positing the existence of a connect
ing vessel at this point. No mention of SP-7 being a con
necting-Iuo point is to be found in any other classic. 

Earth's Crux 

SP-8 (di ji) 
j1J! di: earth 
tI ji: crucial point; to cure; machine 

Alternate Names 

Earth Winnower 
Spleen Abode 

di ji 
p( she 

Classical Location: In the depression by the bone five 
inches above Leaking Valley (SP-7) and five inches below 
the knee on the inner side. The point is found with the leg 
outstretched. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
As the Ode to Elucidate Mysteries says: "Man consists of 
top, middle and bottom. The major points for these three 
areas are Great Embracement (SP-21), Celestial Pivot 
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(ST-25), and Earth's Crux (SP-8) [respectively]." To the 
Chinese it is obvious that "top, middle and bottom" are 
parallel with the concepts of heaven, man and earth. It can 
thus be seen that SP-8 is an essential point for treatment of 
diseases of the earth portion of the body. It is also an im
portant point in the treatment of splenogastric (earth) disor
ders, and is furthermore the cleft-xi point of the earth 
channel (where earth qi gathers). SP-8 is therefore the 
Earth's Crux. 

The character -tl ji can mean to cure. ($i¥j: M:pfJ: -tl, 
1Ijf.j~-&.) SP-8 can treat disorders of the earth phase (spleen
stomach) such as lack of appetite and thin stool diarrhea; 
therefore the name :tfu-tl di ji could also be rendered as 
Earth's Cure. 

The alternate name :tfult di ji is homophonic with :tfu -tl . 
This is a good example of how the primarily oral transmis
sion of acupuncture through the ages led to alternate names. 

Yin Mound Spring 
SP-9 (yin ling quan) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
~ lfng: mound, hill, tomb 
:JR qulin: a spring 

Alternate Name 

Yin's Mound Spring ~~Z~:JR yin zhi lfng qulm 

Classical Location: Below the knee and above Earth's Crux 
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(SP-8), at the depression at the end of the crease when the 
knee is flexed. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In the landscape of the bOOy, the knee can be said to re
semble a hill or mound. Since SP-9 is located near the knee 
and is the water point of the spleen channel, it can be 
thought of as a spring beside a mound. The "mound 
spring" on the yin aspect of the leg is called Yin Mound 
Spring. (See also GB-34, Yang Mound Spring.) 

Sea of Blood 

SP-IO (xue hoi) 
Jfn. xue: blood 
ifl hili: sea 

Alternate Names 

Blood Cleft 
Hundred Worm Burrow 

xue xi 
bai chOng ki! 

Classical Location: Two and a half inches above the 
kneecap, on the border of the white flesh on the inner side. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
SP-lO is called Sea of Blood because it treats menstrual ir
regularity, fulminant uterine bleeding and other blood and 
circulatory disorders. 
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Winnower Gate 

SP-ll (jf men) 
It jf: winnowing basket; dustpan 
r, men: door, gate 

Alternate Name 

Tai Yin Inner Market *- If1i P9"$ tai yin nei shl 

Classical Location: Moving up from Sea of Blood (SP-lO), 
on to the fish's belly and between the two sinews, a pulse 
can be felt at the point. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The pictograph It jf translates as winnowing basket. A 
classical Chinese term for squatting with the legs spread 
open, exposing the inner thighs, is lt~ jf zoo (literally, 
"winnow-sit," the position taken while winnowing). The 
point can be located in this position and so the name is a 
reminder of the site of the point. As is often the case, r, 
men, gate or door, is a reference to an acupuncture point: a 
place where the qi enters and leaves. 

As a further locational reminder, the space between the two 
sinews of the inner thigh can be seen as wide at the front 
and narrowing as it approaches the groin, a configuration 
that resembles a dustpan. The point name, if rendered as 
"Dustpan Gate," serves to remind the practitioner that the 
point lies within the border of the two sinews. 
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It is also worth noting that in ancient Chinese astronomy 
one of the 28 constellations was a dustpan-shaped one called 
_ji. 

Surging Gate 

SP-12 (chong men) 
i'P (Ii) chong: surge, dash, flush, rinse; thoroughfare, hub 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Palace of Charity 
Upper Palace of Charity 
Front Camphorwood Gate 

ci gOng 
shilng cf gOng 
qian mling men 

Classical Location: One inch below Bowel Abode (SP-13) 
at the pulsating vessel in the crease at the extremity of the 
pubic bone, four and a half inches from the midline of the 
abdomen. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ilJl or iii chiJng may refer to the surging na
ture of the pulse at the point, or to the fact that the point 
treats upsurging qi (as in surge of fetal qi to the heart in 
pregnant women). The character r, men, gate, has the 
same meaning here as in Winnower Gate (SP-U) i.e., an 
acupuncture point. 

SP-12 is also the intersection-jiaohui point of the spleen and 
liver channels, and as such represents a major thoroughfare 
in the qi network. A rendering as Thoroughfare Gate is 
therefore justified. 
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Bowel Abode 
SP-13 (fit she) 
J(f jii: mansion, residence; (ancient: If jii, bowel) 
11 she: house, abode 

Classical Location: Three inches below Abdominal Bind 
(SP-14), four and a half inches lateral to the midline of the 
abdomen. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yin spleen and foot jue yin liver channels and the yin link
ing vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
J(f jii, meaning residence, was used metaphorically in an
cient books to represent the bowels, which are now depicted 
by If jii, where the radical ~ rU (simplified to J=J) is 
added to the original character J(f. SP-13 is located in the 
area of the large and small intestines,and is thus called the 
Bowel Abode. Retaining the original analogy of J(f , the 
name could be simply Residence. 

9~ ~=I= 
fJ~ ""0 

Abdominal Bind 
SP-14 (fU jil) 
JJl fo: abdomen 
ta jii: a knot; to tie, weave, congeal 
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Alternate Names 

Intestinal Bind 
Abdominal Hole 
Abdominal Bend 
Abdominal Exit 

chang jii 
jU ku 
jU qu 
jU chu 

Classical Location: One inch and three fen below Great 
Horizontal (SP-15), four and a half inches from the midline 
of the abdomen. (Great Compendium) The Golden Mir
ror locates the spleen channel abdominal points three and a 
half inches from the midline. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name Abdominal Bind and the alternate name Intestinal 
Bind both refer to the effectiveness of this point in treating 
pain and stagnation in the abdomen presenting as constipa
tion, hernia or abdominal pain. 

By itself, the character *6 jie can mean a curve or a bend. 
(lJift. : "~i!i: *6, dB-tf?.) The point name may therefore 
refer to the tum in the intestine beneath this point. The al
ternate name Abdominal Bend supports this interpretation. 

Great Horizontal 
SP-lS (da hing) * da: great, big t. heng: horizontal, crosswise 

Alternate Names 

Human's Horizontal 
Kidney Qi 
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Classical Location: Three inches and five fen below Ab
dominal Lament (SP-16), four and a half inches from the 
midline of the abdomen. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yin spleen channel and the yin linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The characters * da (large) and f1li hing (horizontal) re
fer to the large intestine (*,1)3 da chang), which lies be
neath this point, and its alarm-mu point (ST-25), to which 
SP-15 is horizontal. The point name may also be consid
ered a reference to the large horizontal crease on which the 
point is located. 

Abdominal Lament 

SP-16 (fU iii) 
111 jU: abdomen 
.a iii: to lament, to sympathize with, to pity; sorrow, grief 

Alternate Names 

Intestinal Bend 
Intestinal Lament 

chang qu 
chang iii 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen below Sun and 
Moon (GB-24), four and a half inches from the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yin spleen channel and the yin linking vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
A distressed abdomen makes a sound that resembles wailing. 
In Chinese, this is expressed as :all iii mfng, to lament. 
SP-16 treats abdominal disorders such as indigestion, center 
cold, pus and blood in the stool, and abdominal pain, and 
thus eases Abdominal Lament. 

Food Hole 
SP-17 (shi dou) 
it shf: food 
" dou: a hole, a drain 

Alternate Name 

Life Pass ming guiin 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen below Celestial 
Ravine (SP-18), and six inches from the midline of the 
chest. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The spleen's function of ruling digestion and providing the 
body with nourishment is reflected by a character meaning 
food: it shf . The character 11 diJu is another word for 
hole. We may visualize the essence of grain qi rising to 
the lung and passing through the diaphragm at this point, 
the Food Hole. 

The name Food Hole may also be taken as a reference to 
the nipple. Thus we may associate the point name with the 
location of the point near the breast. 
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Celestial Ravine 

SP-18 (tiiin xi) 
7C tian: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
f* xi: ravine 

Classical Location: In a depression one inch and six fen 
below Chest Village (SP-19), six inches from the midline of 
the chest. The point is located in supine posture. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The area above the diaphragm is often referred to as 
"heaven," 7C tian, (see SP-8). The ideograph f* xi refers 
to the cleft formed by the ribs and sinews that contain this 
point. The point name is a reminder of the point's location 
in a cleft of the upper body. 

Chest Village 

SP-19 (xiOng xiang) 
• xiOng: chest 
• xitlng: countryside, village (district under 50,000) 
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Classical Location: One inch and six fen below All-Round 
Fluorishing (SP-20), six inches from the midline of the 
chest. The point is found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character • xiiJng, village, was chosen for reasons 
similar to those that account for points being named • 
da, metropolis (SP-2, LV-6, KI-19), and !I! Ii (LI-13). 
Conjuring the image of a rural backwater, "village" re
flects the relative unimportance of SP-19. The character 
• may also have been picked because of its similarity in 
form and pronunciation to "xiiJng, meaning sound, since 
the beat of the heart can be heard at this point. In either 
case, the appellation Chest Village is basically locational in 
nature. 

The character • xiing can also mean the space between 
stairs. If that interpretation of the word is applied then the 
point name may be construed as a reference to the location 
of the point between the ribs. 

All-Round Flourishing 
SP-20 (zhou rong) 
mJ mlJu: all, whole, circumference 
• rang: flourish; honor, glory; to nourish 

Alternate Name 

All-Round Construction UllJu y(ng 
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Classical Location: One inch and six fen below Celestial 
Treasury (LU-l), six inches from the midline. The point is 
found in supine posture. (Greal Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The spleen manages the blood and disperses essence, thus 
nourishing the body. The lung distributes this nourishment 
in the form of the qi and fluids through the body. SP-20 is 
located just below LU-l; because of its location it can in
fluence both the lung and the spleen and contribute to the 
nourishment of the whole body. Rendering this point name 
as Complete Nourishment or All-Round Flourishing express
es this meaning. 

JiJ ... mnu ylng, All-Round Construction, is an alternate 
name for this point. This name more directly relates the 
nourishing nature of the point because ... is the character 
that represents the nourishing aspect of qi-blood (Le., ..... ) 
ying ql, construction qi (the theoreticl complement of f$ii\: 
we; ql, defense qi). 

Great Embracement 
SP-21 (dO. boo) 
-)( dli: great, big 
'@J bl1o: to wrap, to contain, to include, to embrace; 

bag, sack 

Alternate Name 

Great Bladder 
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Classical Location: Downward and outward from All 
Round Fluorishing (SP-20), crossing the shao yang gallblad
der channel, three inches below Armpit Abyss (GB-22), a 
little over six inches below the armpit. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Great connecting-Iuo point of the spleen. 
This connecting vessel presides over yin and yang, and via 
the spleen, irrigates the five viscera. 

Explanation of Point Name 
SP-21 is the connecting-Iuo point of the great connecting 
channel of the spleen (n'L*~). The character * dO. is 
a reference to this connecting channel, which disperses over 
the chest, thus "embracing" (-§ 000) the body in a net. 

In another sense, we see the spleen as the central viscus, 
bordered by the lung and heart above and the liver and 
kidney below. In this view it is contained by the other four 
viscera. The name Great Embracement is illustrative of this 
arrangement. 

The alternate name *JJe! dO. bao, Great Bladder, is most 
likely a mistranscription of the more common name, *-§ 
dll bao. The rendering of the former as Great Bladder is 
not meant to imply the urinary bladder, but is simply a way 
of indicating a flesh (/i) bag (-§). 
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Heart Channel 

(Hand Shao Yin) 

Highest Spring 

HT -1 (ii qudn) 
ti jf: extreme, most venerable, best 
• qulin: spring, fountain 

Classical Location: Amid the sinews of the armpit, on the 
inner side of the arm, where the pulsating vessel enters the 
chest. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The qi of the heart channel issues at this point and flows 
down the channel toward the hand. This is analogous to 
water bubbling forth from a spring and flowing toward the 
sea. The heart is the sovereign organ because of its crucial 
role in the body, therefore the epithet "highest" or "most 
venerable" is applied to the first point on this channel. 
Note that the rendering Highest Spring is not meant to im
ply that this spring is the highest one in the body, but the 
most respected one. Ridge Spring (CV-22) is above High
est Spring in physical position. 
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Cyan Spirit 
HT-2 (qing ling) 
'fit qing: cyan, blue-green, purple 
It ling: spirit; divine; efficacious 

Alternate Name 

Grasping the Wind 

Cyan Spirit Spring 'fItlt;!R qing ling qu{m 

Classical Location: Three inches above the elbow, as locat
ed when the arm is raised and the elbow stretched out. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The epithet spirit is a reference to the heart's function of 
storing the spirit. The character ~ shen is usually used for 
the spirit that the heart stores. In this case, It ling, th e 
yin aspect of spirit, is used to represent that spirit. 

The character 'fit qing is most commonly used to represent 
the colors green and blue (cyan). In older texts it is also 
used to indicate black or purple. In this point name, 'fit 
may refer to green as the color associated with wood (plant" 
life), which engenders fire (the heart), or as the color of 
life, exemplified by the sprouting of green leaves in spring
time (the heart rules life and death). It may be further 
construed as a reference to the deep red color of the blood 
in the vessels, which are ruled by the heart, or the color 
purple, which is associated with royalty (the heart being the 
sovereign viscus). 
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Lesser Sea 
HT -3 (shao hili) 
Y shGo: less, few 
iBt hili: sea 

Alternate Name 
Bending Joint qu jie 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the elbow, behind 
the joint, off the big bone [i.e., the medial epicondyle of 
the humerus], five fen from the tip of the elbow when the 
arm is flexed toward the head. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
HT-3 is the uniting-he point of the heart channel as well as 
the water point. Where the waters unite is the sea; because 
this is the shao yin (lesser yin) channel, this point is called 
Lesser Sea. The quality of the qi at uniting-he points is de
scribed as a river uniting with the sea. Thus the name re
calls the nature of the qi at the point. 

Spirit Pathway 
HT-4 (ling dao) 
It lfng: spirit 
~ dew: pathway 
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Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind the palm. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Jing-river (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
HT-4 is the river-jing (metal) point of the heart channel. 
The qi at river-jing points moves as a mighty river moves 
along its broad path. Because this particular point is related 
to the heart, which stores the spirit, it is called Spirit 
Pathway. Spirit is a reference to the heart and pathway is 
a reference to the channel. The point name thus reveals 
that HT -4 is a point on the heart channel and is a point 
that is itself a pathway for treatment of the spirit. 

Connecting Li 
HT -5 (long hj 
if! tOng: to go through, unblock; connect 
J! Ii: unit of measurement; ward (neighborhood), village 

Alternate Name 

Connecting Grain tong Ii 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch behind the 
palm. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the heart chan
nel joining to the small intestine channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
If J! Ii is taken to mean a place, i.e., a village or ward, 
then the point name indicates a connecting place, a cross
roads village. The rendering of the point name as Connect
ing Li conveys the fact that HT -5 is the connecting-Iuo 
point of the heart channel. The phrase ilJ!, tOng Ii, can 
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furthermore connote a return to one's home village (.!I! ), 
highlighting HT-5 as the place where qi returns to the home 
channel. 

In ancient China, the character .!I! Ii was often employed to 
express the meaning associated with :m Ii, a homophone 
meaning inner or interior. Since i! tong means to connect, 
rendering the point name Inward Connection also serves to 
illustrate that this is the connecting-luo point of the channel. 
We see this also in the alternate name Connecting Grain, 
where the character II implies a streak or vein like the 
grain in wood. The word grain is used to indicate the 
fiber-like structure of wood and, by extension, the connect
ing vessel at HT -5. 

Yin Cleft 
HT -6 (yin xi) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
~ xi: cleft 

Alternate Names 

Shao Yin Bone-Hole 
Stone Palace 
Shao Yin Cleft-Xi 

shoo yin xi 
sh( gOng 
shoo yin xi 

Classical Location: In the vessel behind the palm, five fen 
from the wrist. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the heart channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
HT-6 is the cleft-xi point of the shao yin heart channel and 
is therefore called Yin Cleft. 
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HT -7 (shin min) 
t; shin: spirit 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Protuberant Bone 
Protuberant Hub 
Protuberance 
Edge 
Central Metropolis 

Grasping the Wind 

dut gil 
dut cMng 
dutlMng 
rut zhOng 
zhong da 

Classical Location: Behind the palm, in the depression at 
the end of the protuberant bone [Le., at the head of the ul
na]. (Grear Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (earth) and source-yuan 
point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
HT -7 is especially effective in treating disorders of the spir
it such as vexation, mania, poor memory and insomnia. The 
character t; shin, spirit, thus brings to mind this point's 
ability to treat spirit disorders as well as the heart's func
tion of storing the spirit. The pictograph r, men, meaning 
gate, can be thought of as a reference to acupuncture points 
in general, or as a way of likening this point to a gateway 
for treatment of the spirit. 
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Lesser Mansion 
HT-8 (shao fU) 
1/' sh1lo: lesser, minor; few, little 
f(f jU: residence, storehouse, mansion 

Alternate Name 

Protuberant Bone dUI gu 

Classical Location: Behind the base joint of the little finger, 
in the gap between the bones, level with Palace of Toil (PC-
8). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
HT -8 is the fire point of the heart channel. The heart itself 
is associated with fire, so the fire point is its home or resi
dence (f(f jii). The character 1/' shilo, meaning lesser, 
refers to the fact that this is the hand shao yin (lesser yin) 
channel. 

Historically, 1/'f(f sho.o.fil was the title of an ancient Chi
nese official equivalent to a modern-day Secretary of Agri
culture. The point name may thus refer to the heart's re
sponsibility of storing the spirit, just as the 1/'f(f ruled over 
the storage of grain. The 1/' f(f was furthermore in charge 
of distributing produce among the people in much the same 
way that the heart commands the blood and thus distributes 
nourishment throughout the body. 
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Lesser Surge 
HT -9 (shao chong) 
Y shao: lesser, minor 
~Jf1 chOng: thoroughfare, a hub; to surge, clash 

Alternate Name 

Lesser Thoroughfare 
Channel Start 

shao chOng 
jing shi 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the little finger, 
the width of a Chinese leek leaf from the comer of the nail. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Systematized Canon of Acupuncture describes HT -9 as 
the point where the hand shao yin heart channel surges 
forth. The point name is illustrative of the idea that this 
point is the surging (~Jf1 chOng) point of the hand shao yin 
(lesser yin) channel. 

HT -9 is the last point on the heart channel; from here qi 
travels to the small intestine channel. The point serves as a 
thoroughfare for the qi of the shao yin (lesser yin) channel, 
a function substantiating the alternate rendering as Lesser 
Thoroughfare. 
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Small Intestine Channel 
(Hand Tai Yang) 

Lesser Marsh 
SI-l (shoo ze) 
1J' shiuJ: lesser, minor; few, little 
if ze: marsh, damp place 

Alternate Name 

Small Propitiousness xitw jf 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the little finger, in 
the depression one fen from the comer of the nail. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character it ze (marsh) refers to a low place where 
water collects, much like a well. SI-1, which is located in 
a small depression, is the well-jing point of the small intes
tine channel. The character if ze is a reminder of both 
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the location and the transporting-shu association of this 
point. The character 1;' shlD is a reference to the hand 
shao (lesser) yin channel of the heart. This point is related 
to the heart channel because it is the first point after the 
heart channel in the qi cycle, and because it is used in 
treating disorders of that channel. 

The name Lesser Marsh may also relate to the point func
tion in moistening heart fire. In this interpretation lesser 
refers to the heart channel (shao yin, lesser yin), while 
marsh is a reference to the moistening nature of the point. 
SI-l treats dry mouth and vexation, both of which are 
symptoms of insufficient yin humor. 

The pictograph 1;' shlD can also mean little (1;' "J' -&), a 
reminder that the point is on the little finger. 

Front Valley 
SI-2 (qian gil) 
DU qian: in front of, before 
~ gil: valley 

Alternate Name 

Hand Tai Yang =J:.:i: lSI shOu tai yang 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the little finger, in 
the depression in front of the base joint. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ gU (valley) refers to the depression in 
which this point is located, while DfJ qian (front) refers to 
the position of that depression just distal to the metacar
pophalangeal joint of the little finger. Hence the name Front 
Valley. 

Back Ravine 

SI-3 ( hou xi ) 
fl hOu: back, behind 
§ xi: ravine, creek 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the little finger, in 
the depression behind the base joint, located by making a 
fist. (Great Compendium) 

Point ~ociations: Stream-shu (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
SI-3 is called Back Ravine in reference to its location in a 
narrow depression proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joint. 
The character § xi refers not only to the depression in 
which the point is located, but also to the quality of the qi 
at this point. SI-3 is the stream-shu point of this channel, 
and the qi at stream-shu points is said to flow rapidly like a 
stream flowing through a ravine. 
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1M wan: wrist 
it gu: bone 

Grasping the Wind 

Wrist Bone 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the hand, in the 
depression by the prominent bone in front of the wrist. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Source-yuan point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point name is a reference to the point's location distal 
to the prominent bone of the wrist. 

Yang Valley 
SI-5 (yang gu) 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
~ gu: valley 

Classical Location: At the wrist, in the depression at pro
tuberant bone [Le., the distal extremity of the ulna]. 
(Great Compendium) 
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Point Associations: River-jing (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The three points across the yang side of the wrist are Yang 
Ravine (LI-5) , Yang Pool (TB-4) , and Yang Valley (SI-5). 
SI-5 is located in a hollow that is less deep than a ravine 
and less wide than a pool; thus it is given the appellation 
Yang Valley. 

Nursing the Aged 
SI -6 (yang liio) * yang: to support, nourish; to raise (children); 

to nurse (the elderly) 
::f lao: aged, old 

Classical Location: In a hole on the protuberant bone of 
the wrist; in a depression one inch behind the wrist. 
(Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the small intestine 
channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In one's later years the wrist joints are often afflicted with 
stiffness and pain. SI-6 can be used to prevent or cure this 
ailment and a variety of other problems associated with old 
age such as lower back pain, shoulder pain, poor eyesight 
and deafness; for this reason it is called Nursing the Aged. 
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Branch to the Correct 
SI-7 (zhi zheng) 
1f zhi: a branch; to support 
iE zJzeng: correct; to put right; true; to regulate 

Classical Location: Five inches behind the wrist. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the small intes
tine channel connecting to the heart channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The word used for a channel branch is 1f zhi. Here, be
cause the heart is the ruling organ it is called "the correct" 
(iE zheng); therefore SI-7 is the Branch to the Correct. If 
the character iE zheng is taken to indicate the true (regular) 
channel and 1f zhi is taken to represent the connecting ves
sel, then the name Branch from the True is also justified. 

• J ,51ft 
SI -8 (xido hili) 
/J' xiao: small 
ifl Mi: sea 

Small Sea 
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Classical Location: On the outer side of the elbow on the 
outer side of the big bone, in the depression five fen from 
the tip of the elbow. The point is found by flexing the 
arm toward the head. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ,J, xiiJo, small, is a reference to the small in
testine. SI-8 is the uniting-he point of the small intestine 
channel, where the qi flows deep and enters the small intes
tine much like a river flowing into the sea; thus the point 
is called Small Sea. Note that this point is directly oppo
site Lesser Sea (HT-3), and that both are uniting-he points. 

Because it is the earth point of the small intestine channel, 
SI-8 is related to the earth bowel, the stomach, which is the 
"sea of grain." It nourishes the five organs, which in turn 
are the "sea of the channels and connecting vessels." The 
name Small Sea brings to mind the sea of grain and the sea 
of the channels and thus highlights SI-8's association with 
earth among the five phases. 

True Shoulder 

SI-9 (jwn zhen) 
FA jilin: shoulder 
~ zhen: true, correct; upright; central; divination 

Classical Location: Between the two bones below the curve 
of the shoulder blade, in the depression behind Shoulder 
Bone (LI-15). (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ men can be equivalent to iE meng in the 
sense that they both carry a meaning of true, accurate, cen
tral or essential. SI-9 is located "right on" the shoulder 
and is an important point in the region; hence the rendering 
True Shoulder. Shoulder Divination is fitting in view of the 
usefulness of SI-9 for palpatory diagnosis of shoulder prob
lems. Correct Shoulder calls to mind the usefulness of SI-9 
in correcting shoulder problems. 

Upper Arm Shu 

SI-10 (nao shu) 
Ii new: upper arm; shoulder bone, outer arm bone 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: Behind Shoulder Bone-Hole (TB-14), 
below the large bone, in the depression above the shoulder 
blade. The point is found with the arm raised. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine channel and the yang linking and yang 
motility vessels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character Wi noo is the ancient Chinese word for the 
upper arm. As might be expected, SI-1O is a major point 
for treating shoulder and arm problems. 
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;:J:.. r.'. 
A.. ir~ 

Celestial Gathering 
SI-ll (nan zong) 
7C tilJn: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven * ZiJng: to gather; ancestor; religion, to believe in 

Classical Location: Behind Grasping the Wind (SI-12), in 
the depression of the shoulder blade. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
SI-l1 is closely tied to the heart because the small intestine 
and heart have an internal-external relationship, and because 
the point is located next to Heart Shu (BL-15). The heav
ens are supreme, and the heart is called the sovereign vis
cus. Since both are charged with the function of ruling, 
the point name bears the epithet "celestial." The character * zlJng may be considered either as a reference to ances
tral (*) qi (disorders of which can be treated through this 
point), or as a reference to SI-11 as a gathering point of qi. 

The name given to this point is also a star name. 

Grasping the Wind 
SI-12 (bIng /ing) 
• bing: grasp, control 
II. ftng: wind 
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Classical Location: Outward from Celestial Bone-Hole (TB-
15), on the shoulder behind the small protuberance of the 
shoulder blade [i.e., the coracoid process]. A hole appears 
when the arm is raised. (Grear Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
A deep depression is found at this spot when the arm is 
raised. An invasion of external wind can get caught in this 
depression and cause shoulder disorders. In a manner of 
speaking, the point catches or "grasps" the wind. SI-12 is 
treated to relieve this type of shoulder pain accompanied by 
inability to raise the arm. It can literally "grasp the wind" 
and relieve the pain. 

Crooked Wall 

SI-13 (qu yuan) 
db qa: crooked, curved 
:tE yuan: a wall; an ancient Chinese astronomical division 

Classical Location: In the center of the shoulder, in the 
depression in the bend of the blade. The point hurts when 
pressed. (Grear Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This name is a reference to the point location above the 
curved wall of the scapula. The character :tE yuan may al
so have been chosen for its astronomical connotations. In 
ancient China, heavenly bodies were organized in three :ta 
yuan and twenty-eight constellations. In this part of the 
body, the microcosmic equivalent of the heavens, the names 
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of many points coincide with those of heavenly bodies or 
contain the character 7C tiiln, celestial. 

Outer Shoulder Shu 
SI-14 (jilin wid shu) 
]A jitln: shoulder 
;~ wal: outside, exterior 
~ shu: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: Above Crooked Wall (SI-13) on the 
upper face of the shoulder, in the depression three inches 
from the spinal column. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point is called Outer Shoulder Shu because it is located 
on the outer shoulder and is used primarily to treat pain in 
the scapula, shoulder and back. 

Central Shoulder Shu 
SI-15 (jilin zhong shu) 
]A jiiln: shoulder 
t:p zhOng: center 
~ shu: acupuncture point 
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Classical Location: At the inner side of the comer of the 
shoulder blade, two inches from the spinal column. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its location in the middle of the 
shoulder. It should be noted that modem sources place this 
point at the center of an imaginary line drawn between 
Shoulder Well (GB-21) and Great Hammer (GV-14). 

Celestial Window 

SI-16 (tiiin chuang) 
7C tUin: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
Ii chullng: window, shutter 

Alternate Names 

Lofty Window 
Window Basket 
Window Dragon 

chuting song 
chullng lOng 
chuting lOng 

Classical Location: In the cleft in the major sinew of the 
neck, below the comer of the jaw, and behind Protuberance 
Assistant (LI-18), in the depression where a pulsating vessel 
can be felt. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this point name 7C rUin, celestial, is a reference to the 
location of the point in the upper body. Just as a window 
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allows movement of air (qi), the character Ii chuling may 
be construed as a reference to the point's ability to move qi. 
SI-16 is employed in treating qi blockage disorders such as 
throat bi, shoulder and neck pain, and pain and swelling of 
the cheeks. 

As a further analogy, we can picture the eyes and ears as 
the "windows" of the head. Ii chuling may be taken as a 
reference to the use of this point in the treatment of ear 
disorders such as deafness and tinnitus. 

Celestial Countenance 
SI-17 (nan rong) 
7( ti/in: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
?if. r6ng: contain, receive; a hood 

Classical Location: Below the ear, behind the comer of the 
jaw. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name for SI -17, Celestial Countenance, refers to its lo
cation in the upper body (7( til1n) just below the head. 
From here the channel qi flows to the face. 

Translated as hood (?if. roog) , it conjures the image of pro
tection from the wind. This point is treated to relieve wind 
disorders such as wind bi and sore throat. 
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Cheek Bone-Hole 
SI-18 (quan liDo) 
d quan: cheekbone 
B liao: bone hole 

Alternate Names 

Mouth Bone 
Influential Bone-Hole 
Hammer Bone-Hole 

dui gil 
quan liao 
zhu[ liao 

Classical Location: In the depression below the protuber
ance of the cheek bone. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its location in a crevice just below 
the cheekbone. The alternate names, Influential Bone-Hole 
and Hammer Bone-Hole, are good examples of mistranscrip
tion from oral and written sources respectively. 
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Efi&1 r' :A 

'jl.~ g 
Auditory Palace 

SI -19 (ling gong) 
II ling: to hear 
-g gOng: palace 

Alternate Names 

Heard 
More Heard 

suO wen 
duo suo wen 

Classical Location: At the pearl of the ear, which is the 
size of an adzuki bean. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
SI-19 is located just in front of the ear and is employed to 
treat many kinds of ear disorders such as purulent ear dis
charge, deafness and tinnitus. Its importance in treating 
these disorders is underlined by the epithet "palace." 
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Bladder Channel 
(Foot Tai Yang) 

Bright Eyes 

BL-l (}Ing ming) 
" jing: eye, pupil 
IJJI m(ng: to brighten, bright 

Alternate Names 

Bright Essence 
Inner Canthus 
Outside the Inner Canthus 
Tear Hole 

jing mfng 
mit nei zi 
nei zi wai 
lei kOng 

Classical Location: In the depression one fen outward from 
the inner canthus. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine, foot tai yang bladder, and foot yang 
ming stomach channels and the yin motility and yang motil
ity vessels. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
BL-l is called Bright Eyes because it treats a variety of eye 
problems and improves the eyesight. The point name brings 
to mind both the function and location of the point. The 
character OJJ m(ng is particularly appropriate for represent
ing the eyes because it is composed of B ri, sun, and FJ 
yue, moon, and the sun and moon are called "the two eyes 
of heaven and earth." Furthermore, it is said that when the 
five viscera flourish, the eyes shine like the sun and moon. 

The alternate name, Bright Essence, if not due to mistran
scription of the character III jing into M jing, is a refer
ence to the theory that essence manifests in the eyes. As 
the Spiritual Axis (II: M : _I.f .) states, "The essential qi 
of the five viscera and six bowels flows up into the eyes to 
manifest as essence." (lilJl1\lJiIzMJl, -W l:i±* ~ffijJt 
2M.) 

Bamboo Gathering 
BL-2 (zan zhll) 
jI cuan: to gather, collect, bring together; 

zan: save, accumulate 
11" zhu: bamboo 

Alternate Names 

At the Eyebrow 
Eyebrow 
Root of the Eyebrow 
Origin Pillar 
Pillar Border 
Man Present 
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mei tou 
mei ben 
yuAn zhu 
yuan zhu 
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Beginning of Light 
Bright Light 
Night Light 
Tear Hole 

Grasping the Wind 

sh( gullng 
m(ng gullng 
ye gullng 
lei kOng 

Classical Location: In the depression on the eyebrow above 
Bright Eyes (BL-l). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
When bamboo is gathered and put in bunches, it can be 
seen to resemble a large eyebrow. The character Bl culm, 
meaning to gather, has a hand radical, =F shou. Because 
BL-2 is located at the inner extreme of the eyebrow, its p0-

sition is analogous to the hand that gathers the bamboo. 

BL-2 may be translated as Bamboo Gathering because the 
eyebrow resembles a bamboo leaf and the inner corner, 
where the point is located, is the spot where the brow (or 
leat) gathers. 

Eyebrow Ascension 
BL-3 (mei chong) 
1f!J mei: eyebrow 
ilJl chOng: to pour, rinse, flush; to change 

Classical Location: Above the eyebrow, between Spirit 
Court (GV-24) and Deviating Turn (BL-4). 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this instance the ideograph 7IJI may be taken to mean 
"to rise up," as in the phrase ilJl7( chOng ticln, "to rise to 
heaven." BL-3 is located directly above the eyebrow, half 
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an inch behind the hairline. The name Eyebrow Ascension 
depicts channel qi rising from. the eyebrow to this point. 

Deviating Turn 

BL-4 (qu chii) 
dB qu: bent, crooked 
~ cM: difference; chai: to send on an errand 

Alternate Name 

Nose Flush b( chOng 

Classical Location: Above Eyebrow Ascension (BL-3) with
in the hairline, one inch and five fen each side of Spirit 
Court (GV-24). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name is a reference to the point's location askew 
from the straight alignment of points on the bladder channel, 
that is, where the channel deviates from the course it is ex
pected to take. 

BL-4 is alternately named Nose Flush in reference to its 
ability to treat nasal congestion and other disorders of the 
nose. 
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Fifth Place 
BL-S (wu chu) 
1i wu: five 
II chu: a place 

Alternate Name 
Great Place ju chu 

Classical Location: Five fen backward from Deviating Turn 
(BL-4), one inch and five fen each side of Upper Star on 
the governing vessel (GV-23). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Fifth Place is an allusion to this point's position as the fifth 
point on the bladder channel. 

Light Guard 
BL-6 (cheng guling) * cheng: to undertake as one's responsibility; 

to carry, to receive, hold 
-if:. guling: light, to shine 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Fifth 
Place (BL-5). (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The character .. ching can mean to take on responsibility 
for a task. The second character, -Yt gUiJng, means light 
and may be taken as a representation of the eyesight. Be
cause BL-6 protects the eyesight and treats related disorders, 
this point can be said to bear responsibility for or to be a 
guardian of the eyesight. The translation of this name as 
Light Guard conveys this meaning. 

This point name might also be rendered as Receiving the 
Light, as .. cheng can also mean to receive (the light in 
this instance being sunlight, or perhaps the glow of the 
head's yang qi). Thus translated, the name reminds us of 
the point's location on the top of the head. 

Celestial Connection 
BL-7 (long tian) 
iI tlJng: to free, unblock; to be freed, unblocked; 

to connect, communicate 
~ tilln: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 

Alternate Names 
Celestial Lord ~f8 dlln b6 
Celestial White .x S tilln bdi 
Celestial Mortar ~ a tilln jiu 
Old as the Heavens ~. tilln jiu 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Light 
Guard (BL-6), one inch and five fen each side of Hundred 
Convergences on the governing vessel (GV-20). 
(Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The character 7C tiiJn can be considered as a reference to 
the vertex of the head, while the pictograph iff! tOng may 
be construed as indicating the connecting vessel that runs 
from BL-7 to Hundred Convergences (GV-20); hence the 
rendering Celestial Connection. 

Rendered as Unblock Heaven, the name is a reflection of 
this point's function of clearing the nose. Heaven (7C) 
here refers to the uppermost viscus, the lung, which opens 
at the nose. 

Declining Connection 
BL-8 (IUD que) 
~ luO: mesh, connect; connecting vessel 
-tiP que: to retreat; refuse 

Alternate Names 
Brain Cover 
Connecting Cleft 
Strong Yang 

nQo gili 
luO xi 
qiang yang 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Celestial 
Connection (BL-7). (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The path of the bladder channel begins its steep decline (-tiP) 
after crossing the vertex of the head and passing through 
BL-S. The ideogram ~ luO may be a reference to the con
necting vessels (~~ luo mai) located in the vicinity of 
this point (one vessel connects to the brain). 
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~ lui> are small red vessels in the eye. Needling this point 
causes these vessels to recede, thus the point name could 
also be rendered as Vessel Recession. 

Jade Pillow 
BL-9 (yil zhin) 
JS. yu: jade 
tt men: pillow 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Declining 
Connection (BL-8), one inch and three fen to each side of 
Brain's Door (GV-17). (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The occipital bone is called tt'lt men gU, literally "pillow 
bone, " the name given to BL-9 in Essential Questions. An 
obsolete synonym was JS.tt'lt yu men gU, "jade pillow 
bone, " the word jade being added for aesthetic reasons or 
to emphasize the bone's importance. The name can be seen 
to derive from its location on the occipital protuberance. 

Celestial Pillar 
BL-IO (tiiin zhil) 
7( tilln: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
7± mu: pillar 
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Classical Location: At the hairline on either side of the 
nape, in the depression on the outer face of the major 
sinew. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The two muscles at the nape of the neck (trapezius) appear 
like two pillars supporting the head (heaven). BL-IO may 
derive its appellation from its location on these pillars. The 
word pillar can also be interpreted as alluding to the cervi
cal vertebrae, because in ancient times the vertebrae of the 
neck were collectively called ~tt* tian mit gu, the ce
lestial pillar bone. As might be expected from the point's 
location, BL-lO treats disorders of the neck. The point 
name could also be considered to refer to the neck, which 
is yet another "pillar" supporting the head. 

BL-IO is another of the many points that have star names: 
~tt tiiin mit is a star in the constellation Draco. 

Great Shuttle 

BL-ll (da zhil) * da: large 
ff mit: a reed, a weaver's shuttle 

Alternate Name 

Back Shu bei sha 

Classical Location: In the depression on the nape of the 
neck, one inch and five fen either side of the spine, below 
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the first vertebra. The point is found in straight sitting pos
ture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: The meeting-hui point of the bones; in
tersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai yang bladder, hand tai 
yang small intestine, foot shao yang gallbladder, and hand 
shao yang triple burner. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In ancient China the spinal vertebrae were referred to as ff 
it mil gU, shuttle bones, because the vertebrae resembled a 
shuttle weaving in and out of the pattern formed by the 
posterior of the rib cage. The first vertebra, being the 
most prominent, is labeled with the epithet "great" <*m: 
see Great Hammer - GV-14). This point is located just lat
eral to that bone; hence the appellation. 

Wind Gate 

BL-12 (fing men) 
Jlt leng: wind 
r, men: gate 

Alternate Names 

Heat Mansion 
Wind Mansion 

re jU 
leng jU 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the second vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 
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Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the govern
ing vessel and the foot tai yang bladder channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-12 is called Wind Gate both because wind pathogens en
ter the body there, and because the point can be used to 
treat exterior wind patterns. The alternate names 1I.J(f jeng 
jU, Wind Mansion, and ~J(f re ji1, Heat Mansion, also re
flect this line of reasoning. 

Lung Shu 

BL-13 (fli shu) 
JJiIi fii: lung 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the third vertebra. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the lung. 

Explanation of Point Name 
On the bladder channel, each of the twelve organs has an 
associated-shu (~ shu) point. These points are used in both 
the diagnosis and treatment of their associated organ, and 
are generally located at about the level of that organ. Since 
the lung is the highest organ in the body, the associated-shu 
point of the lung is the first in this series of points. (More 
is said about the character ~ in the Glossary of Single 
Characters at the end of the book.) 
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Jue Yin Shu 
BL-14 (jue yin shu) 
~ jue: faint, lose consciousness 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang * sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Names 

Jue Shu ~* 
Gate Tower Shu H* jue shu 

que shu 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the fourth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the pericardium 
Gue yin). 

Explanation of Point Name 
According to the Great Compendium this point is the ass0-

ciated-shu point of the pericardium connecting vessel. Since 
the pericardium belongs to the jue yin the point is called 
Jue Yin Shu. It is the pericardium connecting vessel that 
has an associated-shu point and not the viscus itself; at the 
time these points were named, the pericardium was not one 
of the eleven organs. . 
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Heart Shu 
BL-15 (xin shu) 
'1) xin: heart 
j( sha: acupuncture point 

1f~ be; shu 

Grasping the Wind 

Alternate Names 
Back Shu 
Heart's Shu '1) Z ~ xin lhi sha 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the fifth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the heart. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Associated-shu points are located near their associated or
gans. BL-15 is level with the heart. 

Governing Shu 
BL-16 (du shu) 
11 du: to govern '* shu: acupuncture point 
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Alternate Names 

High Boost 
High Cover 

gtlo yi 
gtlo go; 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the sixth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Not only the organs, but other anatomical entities as well, 
have associated-shu points. BL-16 is the associated-shu 
point of the governing vessel. 

Diaphragm Shu 
BL-17 (ge shu) 
II ge: diaphragm 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Name 

Within the Seventh Burner t~z.rdJ qi jitlo wi jian 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the seventh vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Meeting-hui point of the blood. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located at the level of the diaphragm and is 
the diaphragm shu. The alternate name is likely a transcrip-
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tion error. • jilJo, burner, was probably mistakenly sub
stituted for ft zhui, vertebra. The name should have been 
Within the Seventh Vertebra. 

Liver Shu 
BL-18 (giln shu) 
Df gt2n: liver 
• sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the ninth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the liver. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the liver accounts for its name. 

Gallbladder Shu 
BL-19 (dan shu) 
III dan: gallbladder 
• sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the tenth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 
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Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the gallbladder. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Association with the gallbladder explains the name. 

Spleen Shu 
BL-20 (Pi shu) 
M! pf: spleen 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Name 

Within the Eleventh Burner 
+4-J Z rdl shf yi jiao lhi jian 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the eleventh vertebra. This point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the spleen. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The association with the spleen explains the name. 
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Stomach Shu 

BL-21 (wei shu) 
Jl wei: stomach 
f« sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the twelfth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the stomach. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the stomach accounts for its 
name. 

Triple Burner Shu 
BL-22 (san jiiio shu) 
.=. sl1n: three 
~ jil1o: burn, char 
i« sha: acupuncture point 
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CEical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the thirteenth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the triple burner. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the triple burner accounts for 
its name. 

Kidney Shu 
BL-23 (shen shu) 
W shen: kidney 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Name 

High Cover gilO go'; 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the fourteenth vertebra, at the level of the 
navel. The point is found in straight sitting posture. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the kidney. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the kidney accounts for its 
name. 
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Sea-of-Qi Shu 
BL-24 (ql hdi shu) 
.. qi: qi 
iii hili: sea '* shu: acupuncture point 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the fifteenth vertebra. The point is found in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-24 is located directly opposite Sea of Qi (CV-6), and is 
named Sea-of-Qi Shu because of its location and for reasons 
that are similar to those that account for CV -6 being named 
Sea of Qi (see CV-6). 

Large Intestine Shu 
BL-25 (00 chang shu) 
*- da: large 
BI chang: intestine '* shu: acupuncture point 
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Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the sixteenth vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the large intes
tine. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the large intestine accounts for 
its name. 

Origin Pass Shu 

BL-26 (guiin yuan shu) 
1m gutln: pass, gate 
:7G yuan: origin, source 
i« shu: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the seventeenth vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-26 is anatomically opposite to Origin Pass (CV-4). It is 
called Origin Pass Shu because of its location and for rea
sons that are similar to those that account for CV -4 being 
named Origin Pass (see CV -4). 
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Small Intestine Shu 

BL-27 (x;ao chang shu) 
+ xiilo: small 
JJI chang: intestine 
j( sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the eighteenth vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the small intes
tine. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's association with the small intestine accounts for 
its name. 

Bladder Shu 

BL-28 (pang guling shu) 
JJfJbl: pang gul1ng: urinary bladder 
j( sha: acupuncture point 
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Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the nineteenth vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Associated-shu point of the bladder. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The association with the bladder explains the name. 

Central Backbone Shu 
BL-29 (zhong Iii shu) 
tp zhong: center, middle 
• Iii: backbone; muscles parallel to the backbone 
~ sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Names 

Central Backbone Inner Shu 
Central Backbone 
Spine Inner Shu 
Return Shu 

tp. pq ~ zhong la nei sha 
tp. zhOng la 
11 pq ~ jf nei sha 
:ME~ xuan sha 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the twentieth vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Deriving the name Central Backbone Shu from its location 
at the center of the body, amongst the muscles that run 
parallel to the spine, this point functions in treating disor
ders of the back and spine. In addition, BL-29 is located 
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lateral to BL-33, Central Bone-Hole. The parallel in name 
and location are a useful mnemonic and may be part of the 
reason BL-29 is called Central Backbone Shu as opposed to 
just Backbone Shu. 

White Ring Shu 

BL-30 (hOi huan shu) 
S bai: white 
~ huan: a ring, a bracelet; to encircle 
• sha: acupuncture point 

Alternate Names 

Jade Ring Shu 
Jade House Shu 

:liJl a yu huan sha 
:lima yu fang sha 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen either side of the 
spine, below the twenty-first vertebra. The point is found in 
prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
"White ring" in Taoist metaphysics refers to the area of 
the body where essence is stored. The point name implies 
that BL-30 connects with this area. This interpretation is 
confirmed by the description of the term jade ring (an al
ternate term for white ring) provided by Zhang Zi-Yang 
61~ISI): 
liThe heart above, the kidney below, the spleen to the left, 
liver to the right, life's door [i.e., genitals} to the front, the se
cret door [i.e., anus} to the rear, it connects like a ring, white 
like silk one inch in diameter. It wraps the body's essence 
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and is called the jade ring; this area is directly behind the 
navel and is the root of man's lifeline." 

The alternate names reinforce this explanation in their use 
of the word jade. 

The bladder channel circles back up to Upper Bone-Hole 
(BL-31) after passing through this point. Clinically, BL-30 
treats disorders that are described with the word white such 
as white vaginal discharge and white turbidity (urethral dis
charge). 

Upper Bone-Hole 

BL-31 (shang lido) 
1: shllng: up, upper, upward; to rise 
• /ilia: bone-hole 

Classical Location: In the first opening one inch below the 
lumbar bone, in the depression either side of the spine. 
(Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: According to the Great Compendium of 
Acupuncture and Moxibustion, Upper Bone-Hole is the site 
of a connecting vessel communicating with the kidney and 
gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The BL-31 points are the top two of the Eight Bone-Holes 
(1\ 1:), which also include BL-32 , BL-33 , and BL-34. 

The point names for the Eight Bone-Holes derive from 
their location in the sacral foramina. 
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Second Bone-Hole 
BL-32 (ci lido) * ci: second; next in a sequence 
II lido: bone-hole 

Classical Location: In the second opening, in the depres
sion either side of the spine. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-32 is located at the second sacral foramen. 

Central Bone-Hole 
BL-33 (zhong lido) 
tp lhnng: center, middle 
II lido: bone-hole 

Alternate Name 

Central Hole lhnng klJng 

Classical Location: In the third opening, in the depression 
on either side of the spine. (Great Compendium) 
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Point Associations: According to the Great Compendium of 
Acupuncture and Moxibustion, BL-33 is a meeting point of 
the bladder, liver, and gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Located between the Upper Bone-Hole (BL-30) and the 
Lower Bone-Hole (BL-34), BL-33 is the Central Bone-Hole. 

Lower Bone-Hole 
BL-34 (xiil liao) 
r xiii: lower, below 
B liao: bone-hole 

Classical Location: In the fourth opening, in the depression 
on either side of the spine. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point is named for its location in the lowest part of the 
sacral foramen. 

i'~ 
Meeting of Yang 

BL-35 (hui yang) 
... hui: to meet 
Ii yang: yang, the complement of yin 
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Hub Disinhibitor 
Leg Bone-Hole 

Grasping the Wind 

Ii ji 
zu lido 

Classical Location: On either side of the tailbone. 
(Systematized Canon) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Qi from the bladder and governing channels, the two most 
yang channels of the body, are present at BL-35 , and ex
plain its choice of name, Meeting of Yang. Fittingly, the 
Meeting of Yin (CV-l) is located on the yin complement to 
the governing vessel - the conception vessel. 

Support 
BL-36 (cheng fU) 
jJk cheng: to hold, to carry; to receive; 

to bear responsibility 
fR jU: support, aid, assist 

Alternate Names 

Skin Region Support 
Flesh Cleft 
Skin Cleft 
Skin Region 
Yin Joint 

rou xi 
p( xi 
p( bit 
yin goon 

Classical Location: In the crease below the buttock and 
above the inner face of the thigh. (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
Located at the junction of the legs and the trunk of the 
body, BL-36 derives its name, Support, because it bears the 
weight of and supports the upper body. 

The character fj(.fU was a term used in antiquity to de
scribe a wind that carried disease ($m: fj(Jll, ~Jll-&). 
The point name may be considered a reflection of the 
point's function in treating wind disorders. 

Gate of Abundance 
BL-37 (yin men) 
Jii yin: abundant, great, many; center, exactly 
r, men: door, gate 

Classical Location: Six inches below Support (BL-36). 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-37 is located in the abundant (Jii yin) flesh on the back 
of the upper leg. Again, the character r, men carries the 
meaning of acupuncture point. Since BL-37 is in approxi
mately the center of the back face of the upper leg, the 
meaning of Jii yin as "center" is also applicable. 
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Superficial Cleft 

BL-38 (fU xi) 
n .fU: superficial, unsubstantial; to float 
iII xi: cleft, crevice 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: One inch above Bend Yang (BL-39). 
The point is found with the knee flexed. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name is a reference to the point's location in a 
cleft, and to the superficial needling depth recommended for 
the point (0.5 inches). 

The word superficial in the point name may also be a ref
erence to the shallowness of the flesh at this point. 

Bend Yang 

BL-39 (wii yang) 
~ wei: crooked, bent; to bow under a burden 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
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Classical Location: Six inches below BL-36. The point is 
in front of the foot tai yang and behind the shao yang, be
tween the two sinews on the outer end of the popliteal fos
sa. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Lower uniting-he point of the triple 
burner channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point's name is explained by its location on the yang 
side of the bend of the knee, i.e., the popliteal crease. 

Bend Middle 
BL-40 (wii zhong) 
~ wii: crooked, bent; to bow under a burden 
9=' zhijng: center, middle 

Alternate Names 

Blood Cleft 
Central Cleft 
Cleft Center 

xue xi 
zhOng xi 
xi zhong 

Classical Location: At the pulsating vessel in the center of 
the popliteal crease. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point; command 
point of the back. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is at the center of the crease at the bend of the 
knee and is thus named Bend Middle. 
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The functions of BL-40 to clear the blood, drain heat, and 
treat acute back sprain are best activated by drawing blood 
from the small veins surrounding the point. Thus, it is 
sometimes referred to by the alternate name Blood Cleft. 

Attached Branch 
BL-41 (JU /in) 
Hf jU: attach, append 
~ ftn: to part, a part 

Classical Location: Below the second vertebra, on the inner 
border of the shoulder blade, three inches either side of the 
spine. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yang bladder and hand tai yang small intestine channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This is the first point on the second line of the bladder 
channel. It is as if an extra branch has been added to the 
channel, affirming the name, Attached Branch. 

BL-42 (po hu) 
ill po: soul, spirit 
F hu: door 

Po Door 
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Classical Location: Below Attached Branch (BL-41), three 
inches either side of the spine, below the third vertebra. 
The point is found in straight sitting posture. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
According to Essential Questions the pO (soul) is stored in 
the lung. BL-42 is located lateral to Lung Shu (BL-13) and 
is called Po Door. P hu, door, gives us the image of a 
place where qi enters and exits. 

Gao Huang Shu 

BL-43 (gao huang shu) 
• gao: area below the heart 
Jf hullng: membrane just above the diaphragm * sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: Three inches either side of the spine, 
below the fourth vertebra and just above the fifth. 
(Glorious Anthology) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The area labeled Wlii gao hulJng is just below the heart. 
In ancient texts it is said to contain vital organs and to defy 
all cure if affected by disease. "The Four Books of 
Acupuncture" states that diseases located above hulJng and 
below gao can be treated by neither herbs nor acupuncture, 
although moxa on BL-43 can bring results. For this reason 
the point is called Gao Huang Shu. 
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BL-44 (shin tang) 
:f!II shin: spirit 

Grasping the Wind 

~ tang: hall, main room of a house; temple, memorial 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the fifth vertebra. The point is 
found in straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The heart stores the spirit. BL-44 is lateral to Heart Shu 
(BL-15), and is therefore called Spirit Hall. The frequent 
usage of ~ rang, hall, in acupuncture point names may be 
simply poetic, or perhaps has some abstruse meaning. In 
this case, it is more concretely appropriate because in an
cient times ~ was a word for temple, which is a place 
where a spirit resides. 

Yi Xi 
BL-4S (yi xi) 
D yi: a sighing, laughing sound 
g xi: a sighing, laughing sound 
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Classical Location: On the inner side of the shoulder, three 
inches either side of the spine, below the sixth vertebra. 
The point is found in straight sitting posture. When firm 
pressure is applied, the patient cries "ee shee" indicating 
that the point has been found. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Numerous texts state that when BL-45 is palpated firmly the 
patient will put forth an "yi xi" sound. This is the reason 
for the point name. 

Diaphragm Pass 

BL-46 (ge guiin) 
~ ge: diaphragm 
• gUlJn: pass, gate 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the seventh vertebra. The point is 
found in straight sitting posture with shoulders spread. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located 1.5 inches lateral to Diaphragm Shu 
(BL-17), and is thus called Diaphragm Pass. The ancients 
may have chosen the • gUlJn (pass) appellation because the 
diaphragm represents a type of border separating the upper 
burner from the middle burner, In those times, roads had 
passes, called 11.1 gUlJn, at political borders. Pass could al
so, as is often the case, be simply a way of indicating a 
place of entry and exit of qi. 
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Hun Gate 

BL-47 (hun men) 
~ hUn: soul, spirit 
r, men: gate, door 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the ninth vertebra. The point is 
found in straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The ~ hUn (spirit stored in the liver) is said to enter and 
leave the body through this point. This may be an extrapo
lation of the fact that BL-47 is located lateral to the Liver 
Shu (BL-18), or that, like BL-18, this point is located at 
about the level of the liver. 

Yang Headrope 

BL-48 (yang gling) 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
MIl gang: headrope of a fishing net; a key link; 

principle, essence 
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Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the tenth vertebra. The point is 
found in straight sitting posture with shoulders spread. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Generally speaking, a given point on the outer branch of 
the bladder channel shares to some extent the functions of 
the point located medially to it on the inner branch. Since 
Gallbladder Shu (BL-19) is located 1.5 inches medial to BL-
48, we can say that BL-48 is also related to the gallbladder. 
Thus seen, this pair of points is the uppermost representa
tion of a bowel (1JJFf jU, as opposed to IJi zlmg, viscus) on 
the bladder channel. As the viscera are considered to be 
yin in nature while the bowels are yang, these points there
fore resemble the headrope of the yang-associated points on 
the channel. Since the gallbladder is the yang manifestation 
of Wood-spring, and spring is the head season of the yang, 
this might be a further reason for naming BL-48 Yang 
Headrope. 

Reflection Abode 

BL-49 (vi she) 
~ yi: idea, wish, meaning 
jf she: a house, a shed; to reside 

Classical Location: Three inches either side of the spine, 
below the eleventh vertebra. The point is found in straight 
sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
BL-49 is located 1.5 inches lateral to Spleen Shu (BL-20). 
Spleen qi resides at these points and since the spleen stores 
the faculty of reflection (for example, in Essential Questions 
a. •• ), BL-49 is called Reflection Abode. 

a;J~ 
fJ /d 

Stomach Granary 

BL-SO (wei cling) 
" wei: stomach 
It cang: granary, storehouse, warehouse, 

Classical Location: Three inches either side of the spine, 
below the twelfth vertebra. The point is found in straight 
sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The stomach is termed "the granary organ" in classical 
texts. BL-50 is located 1.5 inches lateral to Stomach Shu 
(BL-21), and can be thought of as a place where stomach 
qi is stored, the Stomach Granary. 

-e: 
FJ 

Huang Gate 
BL-Sl (huling men) 
;if hullng: membrane just superior to the diaphragm 
r, men: gate, door 
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Classical Location: In the depression either side of the 
spine, below the thirteenth vertebra. The point is located in 
straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-51 most probably derives its name from the fact that it 
is used to treat tightness and pain in the region below the 
heart, the R huang area. 

* ,':. 
,~~ 

Will Chamber 
BL-S2 (zhi shi) *' wi: will, ambition 
~ shi: room, chamber 

Alternate Name 

Palace of Essence jing glJng 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the fourteenth vertebra. The point 
is found in straight sitting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The kidney stores the will. Since BL-52 is located 1.5 inch
es lateral to the kidney associated-shu point, it is intimately 
connected with that viscus. The appellation Will Chamber 
reveals this relationship. 
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Bladder Huang 

BL-53 (bao huang) 
~ blio: bladder; womb, uterus; afterbirth 
;if huling: the membrane located above the diaphragm 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the nineteenth vertebra. The point 
is located in prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ boo is composed of a flesh radical (,Ii ) 
and 12 boo, meaning to wrap. It is used in older texts to 
refer to bladders in general or the womb in particular. 
Since Essential Questions states that "the huang originates 
below the navel," the name is probably a reference to the 
womb or the urinary bladder. BL-53 is closely related to 
the urinary bladder because it is a bladder channel point, it 
is located lateral to Bladder Shu, and it is used to treat uri
nary system disorders such as strangury and urinary block. 
In theory, BL-53 is also related to the womb because the 
bladder and kidney are a yin-yang pair and the womb is 
dependent on kidney qi. However, Bladder Huang was 
chosen because the point is not used to treat female repro
ductive disorders. 
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1~1l 
Sequential Limit 

BL-54 (zhi bian) 
~ zhi: sequence, order 
a bilin: side; border, limit, edge; close by 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches either 
side of the spine, below the twentieth vertebra. The point is 
found in prostrate posture. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
BL-54 is the last outer branch point before the channel path 
runs down the back of the leg. It is therefore the lower 
limit (a bilin) of that sequence (~ zhi) and is appropri
ately named Sequential Limit. Although ~ zhi, sequence, 
is certainly a reference to the outer branch, it billn, if it 
is taken to mean "side", may be a way of indicating that 
BL-54 treats diseases affecting the side of the body. This 
is a clinically relevant idea because BL-54 is important in 
the treatment of sciatic pain and sciatica often involves the 
lateral aspect of the legs. 

~~ 
Yang Union 

BL-55 (he yang) 
-a- he: to unite, to meet 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
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Classical Location: Three inches below the crease of the 
knee. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located just below the uniting-he point of the 
bladder channel. It is furthermore situated just below the 
area of the popliteal crease where an internal branch of the 
bladder channel unites with the main channel. The charac
ter f; he, meaning union, reflects both these facts, while 
II' yang can be taken as a representation of the bladder, 
which is a yang organ. 

Sinew Support 
BL-56 (cheng jin) * cheng: to support; to receive 
~ jin: sinew, muscle, tendon 

Alternate Names 

Calf Intestine 
Rectum 

chuai chang 
zh( chang 

Classical Location: Below Yang Union (BL-55), in the de
pression at the center of the calf, seven inches above the 
heel. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Located in the upper gastrocnemius muscle and useful in 
treating spasm of that muscle and other similar ailments in 
the local area, BL-56 truly provides Sinew Support. As it 
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is located below the two sinews at the back of the knee, 
the point name may also refer specifically to those sinews. 

In the Systematized Canon of Acupuncture and Moxibustion 
there are references to the area at the top of the back of 
the lower leg as "calf intestine." The alternate point name, 
Calf Intestine, probably derives from this reference. 

The alternate name Rectum may refer to the fact that a 
branch of the bladder channel departs from the main chan
nel at the popliteal fossa and rises to the rectal region. Ad
ditionally, many points in the calf area treat rectal disorders. 

Mountain Support 

BL-S7 (cheng shan) 
• cheng: to support, to receive 
W shan: mountain 

Alternate Names 

Intestine Mountain 
Damage Mountain 
Fish Belly 
Fish' s Lumbus 
Fleshy Cinnamon 

IJIw 
faw 
f!l.1I 
f!l.m 
~f! 

cMng shan 
shang shan 
yufo 
yu ylJ.o 
rou gui 

Classical Location: Below Sinew Support (BL-56), in the 
parting of the flesh at the lower tip of the belly of the calf. 
(Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The gastrocnemius muscle can be seen to resemble a moun
tain. This point is located in a position that supports the 
weight of that "mountain." Additionally, the gastrocnemius 
muscle divides at this point, creating an indentation that re
sembles the character A ren, which means man. The point 
may therefore be called Mountain Support because the area 
resembles a man bearing the weight of a mountain. 

The alternate name Fish Belly refers to the calf muscle's 
resemblance to the belly of a fish. 

Taking Flight 
BL-58 (fii yang) 
1ll fti: to fly, hover; swift 
m yang: to raise (e.g., the head); 

to throw upward and scatter; to spread 

Alternate Names 

Flying Yang 
Jue Yang 
Jue Poplar 

fti yang 
jue yang 
jue yang 

Classical Location: Moving obliquely [i.e. ,outward and 
downward] from Mountain Support (BL-57) , in the depres
sion seven inches above the outer anklebone. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the bladder 
channel connecting to the kidney channel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
BL-58 is the connecting-Iuo point that connects the tai yang 
bladder channel to the shao yin kidney channel. The qi 
"leaps" from the yang to the yin side of the leg, "taking 
flight. " After this point is needled patients who were suf
fering from leg pain are able to run freely, or "take 
flight.' , 

In the alternate name Flying Yang, N! yang, the comple
ment of yin, is used instead of m yang. The use here of 
the character N! is either a mistranscription or a reference 
to the point's location on the foot tai yang channel. Since 
the name Jue Yang ~N! dates back as far as the System
atized Canon, it is also possible that it is the character t~ 
that is a mistranscription. 

Instep Yang 
BL-S9 (fil yang) 
~ fa: the instep, the metatarsus 
N! yang: yang, the complement of yin 

Alternate Names 

Give Yang 
Yang Attachment 
Yang Correction 

jU yang 
jU yang 
yang jiao 

Classical Location: Below Taking Flight (BL-58), between 
the sinew and bone, three inches above the outer anklebone. 
(Golden Mirror) 
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Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the yang motility ves
sel; intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai yang bladder 
channel and the yang motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point's location above the yang aspect of the instep is 
one way of accounting for its name. 

iX (fa, instep) is similar to #( fU, which means to assist. 
This would imply that because the three leg yang channels 
run close together at this point, they work to assist each 
other. The similarity of the two characters gives the point 
name a double meaning. 

BL-59 is also known by the appellations of ft m Give 
Yang and ~Hm Yang Attachment. Both these characters are 
pronounced fa yang. This pronunciation differs only in tone 
and has resulted in considerable confusion as to which is 
original. The character ft jU means "to give," thus the 
name ft m is probably a reference to the point's location 
adjacent to the connecting-Iuo point, where the yang qi of 
the bladder channel is "given" to the kidney channel. The 
character Ilff jU can mean "to be near" or "to be 
attached." If it is considered to mean "to be near," then 
the name Ilff lSI implies the point's location near the other 
two yang channels of the leg. If, on the other hand, m is 
taken to mean "to be attached," then the name is either a 
reference to the point being the cleft-xi point of the yang 
motility vessel or to its proximity to the connecting-Iuo 
point of the channel (BL-58). This would render the name 
as either Nearby Yang or Yang Attachment. 
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Kunlun Mountains 
BL-60 (kun Iun) 
H- kan: first half of the name of a mountain range 
-nu lun: second half of the name of a mountain range 

Alternate Name 

Lower Kunlun Mountains "f' ~ itli xiii kan lun 

Classical Location: Below Instep Yang (BL-59), five fen 
behind the outer anklebone, in the depression above the heel 
bone, where a fine pulsating vessel can be felt. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: River-jing (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The resemblance of the exterior (lateral) malleolus to a 
mountain suggested this name for the point to the ancient 
Chinese. The point itself is located just below the 
"mountain," and possibly for this reason it is also referred 
to as "f' H-itli xiii kan [Un, Lower Kun Lun Mountains. 
This name may also be a way of distinguishing this point 
from Origin Pass (CV-4), which bears the alternate name of 
Kunlun Mountains. 
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Subservient Visitor 

BL-61 (pu can) 
~ pu: subservient; servant, slave 
~ can: to visit a superior; shen: 

root, as in ginseng, A. ~, ren shen 

Alternate Name 

Quieting of Evil an xii 

Classical Location: In the depression below the heel bone. 
The point is found with the foot arched. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yang bladder channel and the yang motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ~ pu means a servant or person of inferior 
rank. BL-61 is an intersection-jiaohui point of the yang 
motility vessel and the bladder channel. The yang motility 
vessel can therefore be likened to a visitor of inferior rank 
at the bladder channel, a Subservient Visitor. When a visi
tor of inferior rank arrives he kneels down in front of the 
host. The visitor's hands fall to where the point is located. 
One must get down on hands and knees to locate the point 
on oneself, thus assuming the position of a Subservient Vis
itor. 

The character ~ can is equivalent to g can. This latter 
character originally represented the outer two horses in a 
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team of four, and by extension has come to mean "outer." 
Since the character ~ pu means subservient, or "lower," 
the point name can also be taken as a reminder of the 
point's location on the outer and lower aspect of the foot. 

Extending Vessel 
BL-62 (shin mid) 
f'fJ shen: to extend; the ninth of the 12 earthly branches 
~ mai: vessel; pulse 

Alternate Names 

Yang Motility 
Yang Motility 
Ghost Road 

yang qillo 
yang qil10 
guT !u 

Classical Location: In the depression five fen below the 
outer anklebone between the two sinews. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Confluence-jiaohui point of the eight 
extraordinary vessels (yang motility vessel); intersection
jiaohui point of the foot tai yang bladder channel and the 
yang motility vessel. The fifth of the thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The yang motility vessel extends upward from this point; 
hence the rendering Extending Vessel. Supporting this in
terpretation is the fact that an alternate name for BL-62 is 
ISIB! yang qil1o, Yang Motility. 
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I:Jt sMn brings to mind 1$ sMn, which is similar in form 
and identical in pronunciation. This latter character means 
to stretch out, and suggests that BL-62 can treat disorders 
that prevent the patient from straightening the leg. 

When the character I:Jt shln is used to denote the ninth of 
the twelve earthly branches (EB-9), it may be interpreted as 
referring to 1:Jt!lf shen shf, the ninth watch of the day 
(3:00 to 5:00 p.m.), which is a time associated with the 
bladder channel. The point name could therefore be ren
dered as Shen Vessel, or EB-9 Vessel. 

Metal Gate 

BL-63 (jin men) 
~ jin: metal, gold 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Gate Beam 
Beam Gate 

gul1n liang 
liang gul1n 

Classical Location: Slightly behind the outer anklebone, 
behind Hill Ruins (GB-40), in front of Extending Vessel 
(BL-62). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the bladder channel; 
intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai yang bladder chan
nel and the yang linking vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
Metal is the element of the five phases that is associated 
with fJI, the ninth watch (fJI ~ shin shf: E B -9 w a tc h , 
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.), with which the bladder channel is asso
ciated. Bladder channel qi and blood flows through this 
point during that period; hence the name Metal Gate. 

BL-63 is also the intersection-jiaohui point of the bladder 
channel and the yang linking vessel, and may thus be 
likened to a gate between the two. As the yang linking 
vessel is associated with yang metal, the point is named 
Metal Gate. 

This point has the function of treating liver wind spasms. 
Although BL-63 is not directly associated with metal, the 
name is a reminder that the point's function is similar to 
the restraint of wood (liver) by metal in the restraining cy
cle of the five phases. 

This point name is also a place name. 

Capital Bone 
BL-64 (jing gu) 
Jj( jing: capital; large, big; source, origin 
it gil: bone 

Alternate Name 

Large Bone 
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Classical Location: On the outer side of the foot, below 
the large bone, in the depression at the border of the red 
and white flesh. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Source-yuan point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The pictograph * jing carries the meaning of great or big 
(capital). The metatarsal bone was in ancient times called 
)j(it jing gu, "capital bone." The point name thus reveals 
the point's location below that bone. The alternate name 
*it da gu, Large Bone, confirms this interpretation. Be
cause the character * also had, in the past, a meaning of 
mt yuan, source or origin, the name is also an indication 
that BL-64 is the source-yuan point of the bladder channel. 

Bundle Bone 

BL-65 (shu gil) * shu: a bundle; to bind, tie, restrain * gu: bone 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the small toe, in 
the depression behind the base joint. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The joint at the base of the small toe was at one time 
called the ** shu gu, meaning "bundle bone," probably 
because it appears to be the place where the foot bones are 
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bundled together. This point, located just proximal to that 
joint, derives its name from the location. 

Valley Passage 

BL-66 (tOng gil) 
D tOng: to pass through, to unblock; 

to conduct i.e., a substance 
~ gil: valley 

Alternate Name 

Foot Valley Passage JeD ~ zU tOng gil , 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the small toe, in 
the depression in front of the base joint. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is near the end of the bladder channel and the 
beginning of the kidney channel. After qi passes through 
BL-67 and KI-l it arrives at Blazing Valley (KI-2). BL-66 
is a passage to that valley, or a Valley Passage. As well, 
BL-66 is the spring-ying (water) point of the bladder chan
nel. The point is like a Valley Passage that conducts the qi 
onward to the stream-shu, river-jing, and uniting-he points. 
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BL-67 (zhi yin) 
~ zhi: to arrive at, to reach; extremely, most 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 

Alternate Name 

Digit Well zh{ j{ng 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the small toe, the 
width of a Chinese leek leaf away from the comer of the 
nail. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The pictograph ~ zhi can mean to arrive at or to reach. 
BL-67 is the last point of the bladder (yang) channel, from 
which the qi then passes to the kidney (yin) channel. There
fore BL-67 is said to be Reaching Yin. Alternately, we 
may recall that the kidney is referred to in Essential Ques
tions as "extreme yin" (W~~~-&). If the character ~ 
zhi is interpreted as meaning extreme, then the point name 
is indicative of the point's connection to the kidney. A ren
dering of this point's name as Extremity of Yin is also 
valid if we consider the tenet that the extreme of yin or 
yang engenders its complement. Thus we are reminded that 
the very end of the yang channel contains the beginnings of 
the yin channel and vice versa. 
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Kidney Channel 

(Foot Shao Yin) 

Gushing Spring 

KI-l (yong qudn) 
~j ylJng: to gush, well up, surge 
• qudn: a spring; ancient term for coin 

Alternate Names 

Earth Surge ttN' 
Earth Thoroughfare ttUti 
Yin Valley 1fIi~ 
Stumbling Heart ./L.' 
Foot Shao Yin Union JE.~~'€I 
Vessel in the Center of the Sole 

di chiJng 
di chiJng 
yin gu 
jue xin 
zu shoo yin he 

..Ii!. ~ tp ~Z" zu xiil 1hlJng yllng zhi rnai 

Classical Location: In the depression in the heart of the 
sole, as felt when the leg is stretched, the foot bent and the 
toes curled. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point; one of the nine 
needles for returning yang. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The sole of the foot is the lowest part of the body, analo
gous to the earth of the Chinese cosmology. A place 
where water gushes forth from the earth is, obviously, a 
spring. Because KI-1 is located at this "earth" position, 
and because it is the beginning point of the water (kidney) 
channel, it is the "gushing spring" of the body. 

KI -1 is the well-jing point of the kidney channel. The qi 
at the well-jing points is said to "come forth," and anyone 
who has felt the needle sensation at this point will under
stand the use of the word "gushing." The origin of the 
kidney channel is thus fittingly called the Gushing Spring. 

The alternate name Earth Surge is explained by combining 
the explanations above. In the alternate name Yin Valley, 
• • yin" refers to both the shao yin kidney channel and the 
bottom of the foot, while "valley" is a reference to the 
depression in which the point is found. 

Blazing Valley 
KI-2 (ran gil) 
~ rtin: so, however; suddenly; same as ~, rtin, burn 
~ gu: valley 

Alternate Names 

Blazing Bone 
Dragon in the Abyss 
Dragon in the Spring 
Grain Connection 
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Classical Location: In the depression below the large bone 
that lies in front of the inner ankle. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (fire) point; also, a branch 
departs from the channel here and connects to Earth's Crux 
(SP-8) (Great Compendium). 

Explanation of Point Name 
The ideogram ~ ran originally meant the same as its ho
mophone ~, to burn, which differs only by having a 1'< 
huiJ, fire radical, on the left (the four dots at the bottom of 
these characters also represent fire). KI-2 is the fire point 
of the kidney channel and is located in a depression, or 
"valley, " on the medial aspect of the foot. The point is 
therefore aptly named Blazing Valley. 

The alternate name, Dragon in the Abyss, is a reminder 
that KI-2 is the fire point of the water channel. The drag
on stands for the fire nature of the point while the character 
~ YUlln, abyss, which has a water radical, represents a 
deep source of water, i.e., the kidney. The derivation of 
the alternate name Dragon in the Spring follows the same 
rationale. 

Great Ravine 
KI-3 (liIi Xlj 
jc ta,;: great, big, the most 
~ xi: a mountain stream, ravine 
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Small Lu 
Lu Palace 

la Xl 
la gOng 

Grasping the Wind 

Classical Location: Five fen behind the inner anklebone, in 
the depression above the heel bone where a pulsating vessel 
can be felt. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (earth) and source-yuan 
point; one of the nine needles for returning yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-3 is the source point of the channel, and palpation of 
the pulse here can reveal the condition of the kidney qi. 
The use of 1s:. toi, meaning great, is an indication of the 
importance of this point in these respects. The narrow de
pression in which the point is located, along with the fact 
that this is the water channel, make "ravine" (~ xi ) an 
appropriate appellation. 

The character g Iii that is used in the alternate name for 
this point represents the fifth note of the Chinese musical 
scale. g is a yin sound and is associated with the kidney. 
The alternate name Small Lu is the yin (small) aspect of 
the yin sound and represents yin within yin, just as the kid
ney is yin within yin, lowest of the yin organs and associ
ated with shao yin (lesser yin). 

Large Goblet 
KI-4 (da zhong) * dil: large, great 
jj zhong: a handleless cup; a bell; to gather 
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Alternate Name 
Great Goblet ;tit tm lMng 

Classical Location: At the back of the heel, between the 
two sinews above the large bone. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the kidney 
channel connecting to the bladder channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The kidney is said to store essence, and its related organ, 
the bladder, holds fluids until they are released from the 
body. KI-4 is the connecting-Iuo point of the kidney chan
nel, which connects to the bladder channel. The point 
name helps recall this connection by invoking the image of 
a Large Goblet, which serves to represent the storing func
tions of both the kidney and bladder. 

In classical Chinese the homophones it and • (both pro
nounced lMng) were often used interchangeably, referring 
to either a liquor goblet or a bell. The character it , 
which means heel, is quite similar to • in appearance, dif
fering only in respect to the radicals on the left, which in 
the former character is foot, .lE. ZU, and in the latter is 
metal, ~ jin. It is likely that the bell or goblet-like shape 
of the heel bone resulted in the formation of the character 
ft. Thus the name Large Goblet may further serve to re
mind the practitioner of the location of the point at the heel. 

Water Spring 
KI-S (shu; quan) 
71< shu,: water 
• qutin: spring 
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Classical Location: One inch below Great Ravine (KI-3) , 
below the inner anklebone. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the kidney channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-5 is the cleft-xi point of the kidney channel, and as such, 
is located in a cleft where kidney (water) qi collects. A 
spring is a deep place where water collects; hence the name. 

Shining Sea 

KI-6 (zhao hdi) 
J!« zhao: to shine, to reflect 
i¥ hili: sea 

Alternate Names 

Leaky Yin 
Yin Motility 
Yin Motility 

lou yin 
yin qido 
yin qiao 

Classical Location: Four fen below the inner anklebone, in 
the depression bordered by sinews in front and behind, the 
anklebone above, and the soft bone below. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: A confluence-jiaohui point of the eight 
extraordinary vessels (yin motility vessel); intersection
jiaohui point of the foot shao yin kidney channel and the 
yin motility vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
KI-6 is located next to Blazing Valley (KI-2) , the fire point 
of the kidney channel. The brightness of fire (see KI-2) 
shining on water (i.e., the kidney channel) gives KI-6 its 
name. 

The character ifl hili, sea, may be a reference to the 
point's location at the beginning of the yin motility vessel, 
and recognition of the fact that kidney qi serves as the 
source (i.e., the sea) for that vessel. For this reason, KI-6 
is also known by the alternate name of ~Jlj yin qiiio, yin 
motility. 

Recover Flow 
KI -7 (fU lUi) 
m jU: to recover; to tum around 
~ liu: to slide, glide, flow; smooth; a swift current 

Alternate Names 

Deep-Lying White 
Deep-Lying Mortar 
Returning White 
Glorious Yang 
Outer Life 

.fU bai 

.fU jiu 
jU bai 
chling yang 
wai mmg 

Classical Location: In the depression two inches above the 
inner anklebone. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: River-jing (metal) point. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
KI-7 is an important point for inducing perspiration to aid a 
patient's recovery (m fo) from exterior patterns by promot
ing the flow (Vff liu) of sweat. The point is therefore 
called Recover Flow. KI-7 is also an instrumental point for 
stopping perspiration, thereby helping the patient to recover 
from the flow of sweat. Further, kidney qi leaves the 
channel at KI-6 to flow into the yin motility vessel. The 
flow then returns to the kidney channel at KI-7, so that the 
channel "recovers" the "flow" that it lost at KI-6. 

The points below KI-7 on the kidney channel (KI-3 to KI-6) 
make a circular path behind the inner malleolus. After KI-7 
the qi resumes a straight path up the leg; the point name 
could thus be rendered as Returning Flow. 

In modern usage the characters fi1 liu, meaning to remain 
or stay, and ?Ii' liu, meaning to flow, are clearly distin
guished from one another, but they were not so in classical 
usage. With both the above meanings in mind the point 
name can serve as a reminder of the two main diseases that 
KI-7 treats, i.e., water swelling (in which water remains at 
some location) and spontaneous perspiration (where there is 
repeated flow of sweat). 

KI-7 is alternately called Deep-Lying White because it is 
the metal point on the kidney (water) channel, and is thus 
metal (Le., white) within water. The alternate names Deep
Lying Mortar and Returning White are presumably mistran
scriptions of Deep-Lying White due to the similarity of ei
ther the characters themselves or their pronunciation. 
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KI -8 (jiiio xln) 
X jiiio: to connect, intersect; to deliver 
iff xin: faith, trust, evidence; true 

Classical Location: Two inches above the inner anklebone, 
between the bone and sinew. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the yin motility vessel; 
intersection-jiaohui point of the foot shao yin kidney chan
nel and the yin motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Chinese character iff xin implies reaching out, in much 
the same way as does the English word "faith." Since after 
KI-8 the kidney channel proceeds to intersect with the liver 
and spleen channels at Three Yin Intersection (SP-6), it 
could be said that from this point the channel is reaching 
toward that intersection. The rendering of the point name 
as Intersection Reach seeks to express this idea. 

Faith, iff xin, is the virtue related to the earth phase; this 
character can therefore be construed as a representation of 
spleen-earth, giving the point name the implied meaning of 
an intersection with earth (i.e., at SP-6). Rendering the 
point name as Faith Intersection conveys, albeit abstrusely, 
the meaning inherent in the Chinese. 
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Guest House 
KI-9 (zhu bin) 
~ zhu: to build, to construct; to pound, to attack 
• bin: guest; to submit 

Alternate Names 

Calf Intestine 
Leg Belly 

chuai chang 
lui du 

Classical Location: To locate the point move upward and 
outward from Intersection Reach (KI-8), passing Three Yin 
Intersection (SP-6), up into the belly of the calf. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the yin linking vessel; 
intersection-jiaohui point of the foot shao yin kidney chan
nel and the yin linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The kidney channel hosts the yang motility vessel at this 
point and is said to have constructed (~zhu) a dwelling 
or house for the guest (. bin). In ancient times the char
acter • bin was sometimes used as an equivalent of m , 
to expel. Considered in this light, if ~ zhl1 is taken to 
mean "attack," the point name takes on the meaning of 
"to expel attack," and can be interpreted as referring to the 
point's ability to expel pathogenic qi that attacks the kidney. 
Rendering the name as Attack Expulsion would convey this 
meaning. 
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The alternate names, Calf Intestine and Leg Belly, refer to 
the location on the calf. Compare these names to Sinew 
Support (BL-56) and Mountain Support (BL-57). 

,~ ~A."' 
~ /0' 
Yin Valley 

KI-I0 (yin gil) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
~ gil: valley 

Classical Location: Below the knee, behind the inner leg 
bone, below the large sinew and above the small sinew. 
(Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-lO is located between two tendons on the yin (inner) 
side of the knee. The depression between the tendons cail 
be seen to resemble a valley; hence the name. The charac
ter ~ y in may furthermore be taken as a reference to the 
shao yin kidney channel. 

Pubic Bone 
KI-ll (heng gil) 
fM Mng: horizontal, crosswise 
~ gil: bone 
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Alternate Names 

Lower Extreme 
Curved Bone 
Crooked Bone 
Curved Bone's End 
Crooked Bone's End 

Grasping the Wind 

xia jf 
qa gu 
qa gu 
qa gu dUlln 
qa gu dUlln 

Classical Location: One inch below Great Manifestation 
(KJ-12), on the bone, one inch either side of the center line 
of the abdomen, in the depression shaped like an upturned 
moon. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character combination f.l1t Mng gu was the ancient 
Chinese name for the pubic bone. As this point is posi
tioned just above that bone, its name is obviously derived 
from its location. 

Great Manifestation 

KI-12 (da he) * da: large, big, great 
U he: bright, luminous or awe-inspiring (manifestation) 

Alternate Names 

Yin Gate 
Yin Link 
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Classical Location: One inch below Qi Hole (KI-13), one 
inch either side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-12 shares the exuberant yin qi of the penetrating vessel, 
which intersects the kidney channel at this point, and in 
females is close to the womb, where essence gathers. Great 
Manifestation somewhat exaggeratedly reflects this abun
dance of yin enjoyed by the point. 

KI-13 (qi xue) 
~ qi: qi 

Qi Hole 

1\ xue: acupuncture point; cave, hole 

Alternate Names 

Infant's Door 
Uterine Gate 

zi hU 
boo men 

Classical Location: One inch below Fourfold Fullness 
(KI-14), one inch either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is cited in A Treatise on Cold Damage as the lo
cation of the manifestation of kidney qi. Furthermore, the 
kidney rules qi absorption and KI-13 is located close to 
where that absorption takes place. For these reasons it is 
named Qi Hole. 

The alternate names for KI-13 differ for each side of the 
body. Infant's Door, =fF zi hu is the point on the right. 
Uterine Gate, .l!r, btlo men is the name given to the point 
on the left. 

Fourfold Fullness 
KI-14 (si man) 
1m sf: four 
it man: full, complete 

Alternate Names 

Marrow Mansion 
Marrow Center 

su(jU 
su( zMng 

Classical Location: One inch below Central Flow (KI-15), 
one inch either side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point treats distention and fullness of the abdomen due 
to accumulation of any of four things: blood, qi, digesta, or 
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water-damp. Thus the name can be thought of as indicating 
that the point treats Fourfold Fullness. 

Fourfold Fullness also refers to the fullness in the lower 
abdomen that distends in the four directions, a condition re
lieved by treating KI-14. The word four in this instance is 
meant to emphasize the completeness of the distention and 
is not to be taken literally. 

In the Chinese calendar, +ii xiao man, meaning "brief 
fullness," is the eighth solar term, which occurs between 
May 21 and June 4. During this time a constellation of 
four (1m si) stars is prominent in the night sky. KI-14 may 
be named Fourfold Fullness in reference to this period be
cause the eighth solar term (lJ'ii) is a time of flourishing 
on the earth, and KI-14 is located near the Cinnabar Field 
fT m dan tian, which is the place on the body where qi 
thrives. 

Central Flow 
KI-15 (zhong zhu) 
c:P zhOng: center, middle 
i± mu: to flow, to pour; to fix on 

Classical Location: One inch below Huang Shu (KI-16), 
one inch each side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The name Central Flow can be thought of as a reminder 
that the point is located in the center of the body at a place 
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where the kidney qi flows into the penetrating vessel. Al
ternatively, it is also where water qi flows down into the 
bladder. This point is located in the area from which the 
essential qi that is extracted from digesta flows from the 
central burner out to the five viscera; the name Central 
Flow conveys this meaning. Consider too, that the ministe
rial fire flows down from this point into the Cinnabar Field 
(:PHB d4n tian). Thus the name Central Flow marks a 
flowing into the place of central importance. 

Viewing 'f 1hIJng as representing 'f~ zhOng y(, an old 
name for underwear, introduces another interpretation. The 
point marks the site of the border of underwear and in this 
case ~ zhu means to attach. The point name could be in
terpreted as meaning the point where the underwear hangs 
on the body. 

Huang Shu 

KI-16 (huang shu) 
jij huling: the area just below the diaphragm 
" sha: acupuncture point 

Classical Location: One inch below Shang Bend (KI -17), 
one inch either side of the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The kidney channel passes through the abdomen and then 
proceeds up to the huling area. Because of this and the 
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point's effectiveness in treating disorders of the huling area, 
it is called Huang Shu. The character W huling can refer 
to either the bladder or the region below the heart. In ei
ther case it is related to the kidney because the bladder and 
kidney stand in interior-exterior relationship and because the 
kidney channel passes through the huling region. It is not 
surprising that all the point names that contain the character 
W huling are found on the kidney and bladder channels. 

Shang Bend 
KI-17 (shiing qU) 
itO shling: the musical tone associated with metal 
lib qu: bent, curved 

Alternate Names 

Shang Abode 
High Bend 

shling she 
goo qu 

Classical Location: One inch below Stone Pass (KI-18),one 
and a half inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel with the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-17 is found at a place on the abdomen beneath which 
there is a bend in the large intestine. Shang is the fifth 
note in the Chinese musical scale and is associated with the 
metal phase and, by extension, the large intestine. The 
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point name reveals that the point is located above the bend 
of the large intestine. 

The character iii gao, meaning high, is most likely a mis
transcription of the character ;ij shllng that produced the al
ternate name High Bend. 

Stone Pass 

KI-18 (shi goon) 
:0 shf: stone 
11 gulln: gate, passageway, pass 

Alternate Names 

Stone Gate Tower 
Food Palace 
Food Tube 
Stone Palace 
Free Passage 

shf que 
shf gOng 
shf Iii 
shf gOng 
tOng gulln 

Classical Location: One inch below Yin Metropolis (KI-19) , 
one and a half inches either side of the midline. 

(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this name :0 shf , meaning stone, may imply a blockage 
or a tightness and can thus be construed as a reference to 
KI-lS's function of treating such disorders as difficult defe-
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cation, conglomerations, inhibited urination, and female in
fertility. In this connotation, pass would denote an 
acupuncture point. 

Stone is fundamental to earth and can thus serve as a 
metaphor for digesta, which is fundamental to the earth 
phase in the body. Thus the point name may be a refer
ence to the place through which food passes (Le., the large 
intestine, which is situated beneath this point). 

This point may be employed in treating stone water 
swelling (1]* shf shuT), which is a disorder characterized 
by hard, tight, water swelling in the lower abdomen. Stimu
lating KI-18 can open the pass (Le., disinhibit the water
ways) and thus disperse swelling. This provides another 
reason for naming the point Stone Pass. 

Yin Metropolis 
KI-19 (yin du) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
~ du: metropolis, capital 

Classical Location: One inch below Open Yalley (KI-20), 
one and a half inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
A metropolis is an important gathering place. KI-19 is lo
cated at a spot just lateral to CY-12, which is the alarm-mu 
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point of the stomach. This area is regarded as the place 
where the qi of the earth phase gathers. The point is thus 
named Yin Metropolis because it is an important gathering 
place on the yin channel. Since the point is located on the 
abdomen, which is the anatomical yin within the yin, and 
because it is located on the kidney channel, which is also 
yin within yin, the adjective yin in this name is doubly fit
ting. 

The alternate name Food Palace reinforces this point's rela
tionship to earth (stomach) qi. 

Open Valley 
KI-20 (long gu) 
iI tong: to free, unblock; to pass through 
:§ gu: valley; grain 

Alternate Names 

Freeing the Grain 
Upper Gate 

tong gu 
shilng men 

Classical Location: One inch below Dark Gate (KI-21), 
one and a half inches from the midline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name refers to location, as is often the case. Es
sential Questions mentions that large areas of flesh are 
called valleys. This is why such points as U-4 and KI-20, 
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which are in fleshy areas, are called valleys (especially in 
contrast to ravines, such as KI-3 and SI-3, which are locat
ed where the flesh is much less abundant). KI-20 is in the 
valley formed by the muscles of the central abdomen. The 
qi of the kidney channel passes though this region as if it 
were traversing a mountain valley. Open Valley is a trans
lation that highlights this interpretation of the point name. 

The ideogram ~ gU, in addition to its meaning of 
"valley," is frequently used as a substitute for the homo
phone ft, meaning grain (which, perhaps coincidentally, is 
often grown in a valley). If taken in this way, the point 
name can be said to refer to the use of this point in aiding 
digestion, or to the fact that digesta passes through this area. 
In this case the alternate translation of Freeing the Grain 
might serve well. 

Dark Gate 

KI-21 (you men) 
• you: dark, gloomy; secret, subtle, hidden 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Name 

Upper Gate shling men 

Classical Location: In a depression one inch and five fen 
either side of Great Tower Gate (CV-14). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yin kidney channel and the penetrating vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The meeting of the penetrating vessel (yin) with the kidney 
(yin) makes this point doubly yin. fig yOu conveys the as
pect of yin that is dark and mysterious. The pictograph r, 
men refers either to the acupuncture point itself or to KI-21 
being the exit point of the penetrating vessel, which, after 
passing through this point, disperses over the chest. For 
these reasons the point is called the Dark Gate. 

The bottom opening of the stomach is also called fig r, , 
which in modern medicine the Chinese adopted as the 
equivalent of pylorus. KI-21 is nevertheless closer to the 
upper opening of the stomach (the cardia), as the alternate 
name Upper Gate suggests. 

Corridor Walk 

KI-22 (bu lang) 
~ bu.: a step; on foot 
JliS lting: corridor, veranda, porch; 

an upward path (fJf¥*~) 

Alternate Name 

Walking Gentleman bu lting 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
above Dark Gate (KI-21), two inches either side of the mid
line. The point is found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point marks the advance of the kidney channel up to 
the rib cage. The character ~ bu, meaning to step, can 
be seen as a reference to the channel stepping up into the 
chest, or could be a reference to the nature of the channel 
in the region of the chest. The points proceed stepwise up 
the rib cage one rib at a time. The ideograph is ltmg can 
mean either a path upward (toward a summit) or a corridor. 
The former interpretation simply describes the path of the 
kidney channel. As regards the latter interpretation, the left 
and right kidney channels, when charted on the chest, re
semble a corridor. 

Two translations of this name become possible in this light. 
Corridor Walk encompasses the idea of a corridor and the 
rib-by-rib, step-by-step nature of the channel, while Step 
Upward would include the idea of the channel advancing in
to the region of the chest and the notion of an upward path. 

Spirit Seal 
KI-23 (shin ling) 
fII shin: spirit 
~f ftng: to seal; a border 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen above Corridor 
Walk (KI-22), two inches either side of the midline. The 
point is found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located in the region of the heart. The heart 
stores the spirit. The heart yin directly, and the heart spirit 
indirectly, rely on kidney water for nourishment. This 
connection between the two organs accounts for the pres
ence of the word "spirit" in the names of several kidney 
channel points in this area (fit siren or 11 l£ng). The 
character M ftng can mean "to seal," and as such is a 
reference to kidney water containing or sealing in the yang 
nature of the spirit. M ftng may also mean "border," in 
which case it can be taken as a reference to the point's lo
cation on the edge of the cardiac region. 

Spirit Ruins 
KI-24 (Ung xii) 
11 l£ng: spirit (similar, but more yin than fit shin) 
JJI xa: ruins; old burial grounds; residence '* .:E;flHI 
Alternate Name 

Spirit Wall l£ng qidng 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen above Spirit Seal 
(KI-23) , two inches either side of the midline. The point is 
found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Spirit Ruins represents the region where the spirit resides 
and thus reminds us that the point is near the heart. The 
character JJl xa is associated with yin qualities, i.e., myste-
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riOllS, hidden or obscure, and It lfng indicates the yin as
pect of the spirit. The point name emphasizes the yin na
ture of the kidney as well as the point's location in the car
diac region. 

Spirit Storehouse 

KI-25 (shin cang) 
fti shin: spirit 
a cang: to store; the viscera 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen above Spirit Ru
ins (KI-24), two inches either side of the midline. The 
point is found in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The yin spirit (II lfng) of the five viscera is transformed 
by heart fire into spirit (fti shen). This spirit is then 
stored in the heart. This point name refers to the point's 
location near the heart, which is the Spirit Storehouse. 

Lively Center 

KI-26 (yu zhong) 
§l yu: elegant, cultured; flourishing 
q:t zhong: center, middle 
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Possible Center 
Within Bounds 

Grasping the Wind 

hulJ zhOng 
yu zhOng 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen above Spirit 
Storehouse (KI-25), in the depression two inches either side 
of the midline. The point is found in supine posture. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-26 is located where the heart fire flourishes and so is 
called Lively Center. In this point name tp zhong, meaning 
center, may be considered as a reference to the center of 
the chest, which is the seat of the emotions. The epithet 
Lively is attached because the point has the function of 
causing the qi in the chest to flow smoothly in the chest, 
thus lifting the spirits. 

The character ~ yu originally meant "patterned." If un
derstood in this sense it may be seen as a reference to the 
pattern of veins on the lung. The name thus becomes loca
tional and could be rendered as Patterned Center. Possible 
Center and Within Bounds probably evolved from mistran
scriptions of the character ~. 

Shu Mansion 
KI-27 (shu fo) 
~ sha: acupuncture point; to transport 
Iff fU: mansion; storehouse, treasury 
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Alternate Name 

Transport Mansion shafo 

Classical Location: Below the clavicle, in the depression 
two inches from Jade Pivot (CV-21). (Systematized Canon) 

Explanation of Point Name 
KI-27 is the last point on the kidney channel, and as such, 
is the point to which the kidney channel qi is transported 
(~ sha) and at which it gathers (R'f fo). Though common
ly termed Shu Mansion, a rendering as Shu Storehouse or 
Shu Treasury is equally appropriate. 

The character R'f fi1 can mean an important government 
building housing the highest political offices. The point 
may be likened to this type of building because it is the 
uppermost point on the kidney channel and is the highest 
point with the label sha (~) on the body. 

Another explanation describes the throat as a multi-story 
building (R'f fU). Kidney qi is transported (~sha) to the 
throat through this point. A rendering of the point name as 
Mansion Transport reflects this idea. Because the character 
fit sha, which generally means transport, is often inter
changed with the character ~ sha, the alternate name for 
the point is also Transport Mansion. 
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Pericardium Channel 

(Hand ]ue Yin) 

Celestial Pool 

PC-l (tiiin chO 
7( thin: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heaven 
at! chI: pool, pond 

Alternate Name 

Celestial Convergence tUin hut 

Classical Location: Three inches below the armpit, one or 
two inches behind the nipple, between the protuberances of 
the ribs. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
jue yin pericardium, foot jue yin liver and foot shao yang 
gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located in a type of depression which is often 
labeled a pool because qi may collect there, just as water 
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collects in low-lying areas to form pools. At the same time, 
it may also be considered as a mountain pool from which 
water flows to the sea, an image that reflects the way in 
which qi flows down from PC-I to PC-9. (pC-I may well 
have been named after a mountain pool, since there are 
several in China named :x?& tian chi.) The honorific 
"celestial" is a reference to the point's location high on the 
body or near the heart (which rules the body as heaven 
rules the earth). 

It is interesting to note that the names for the first three 
points on the pericardium channel all relate to water, possi
bly in part because the channel originates in the often damp 
area of the armpit. Also, PC-I is another point that shares 
its name with the name of a star. 

Celestial Spring 

PC-2 (tiiin quan) 
:x tian: celestial, of the heavens; sky; Nature; heav&9 
::JR qu{m: source, spring 

Alternate Names 

Celestial Warmth 
Celestial Damp 

tian wen 
tian shi 

Classical Location: Two inches below the armpit fold. The 
point is located with the arm raised. 
(Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The logic of this point name is much the same as that for 
Celestial Pool (PC-l above). The epithet "celestial" owes 
its presence to the point's location in the upper part of the 
body, while "spring" is a metaphor for the downward flow 
of qi from this point, much like the flow of water from a 
mountain spring. 

~* tilln quan is also a star name. 

Marsh at the Bend 
PC-3 (qu zi) 
EIIJ qa: bend, curve, crook; bent 
~ zi: marsh 

Classical Location: On the inner side of the elbow, where 
a pulsating vessel can be felt on the inside of the large 
sinew on the transverse crease. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this point name the word marsh reflects the appellation 
of PC-3 as the water point of the pericardium channel. The 
location of the point at the crook of the elbow accounts for 
the name Marsh at the Bend. In addition, because marshes 
often exist at the mouths of rivers, the point name is a re
minder that this is a uniting-he point, where the flow of qi 
is likened to the water of a river uniting with the sea. 
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!~r~ 
Cleft-Xi Gate 

PC-4 (xi men) 
~ xi: cleft, crevice 
r, men: door, gate 

Classical Location: Below Marsh at the Bend (PC-3), five 
inches behind the wrist. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the pericardium. 

Explanation of Point Name 
PC-4 is the cleft-xi point, and is by definition located in a 
cleft (~ xi), the one formed by two ligaments. The word 
gate (r, men) may be considered a reference to the entry 
and exit of qi at the point. 

Intermediary Courier 
PC-5 (jilin shz) 
rll, jilin: among, between; to separate 
it shT: a messenger; to employ; to cause, to allow 

Alternate Name 

Ghost Road guT lil 

Classical Location: In the depression between the two 
sinews, three inches from the wrist. (Golden Mirror) 
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Point Associations: River-jing (metal) point; the ninth of 
the thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this point name, rJ1 jilln, meaning between, recalls the 
location of PC-5 between the two sinews. f£ shi, to em
ploy, refers to the function of the pericardium to protect the 
heart, the sovereign viscus. If rll, is taken in the slightly 
different sense of "to come between," the point name can 
be seen to emphasize the pericardium's function of interced
ing for the heart, just as a minister "takes the heat" for 
the emperor. 

Inner Pass 
PC-6 (nei guiin) 
I*J nei: inner, inside 
II guan: gate, passage; to shut, to close 

Classical Location: Between the sinews two inches behind 
the wrist, at the point opposite to Outer Pass (TB-5). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the pericardium 
channel connecting to the triple burner channel; confluence
jiaohui point of the eight extraordinary vessels (yin linking 
vessel). 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this instance I*J nei., meaning inner, has a double conno
tation. The first is that of the inner surface of the arm, 
where the point is located; the second implies lying in be
tween, describing the location of the pericardium channel 
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between the other two hand yin channels (heart and lung). 
/IJ gUiln, pass, refers to the connecting vessel that leads to 
the triple burner channel, reminding us that PC-6 is a con
necting-Iuo point. For these reasons, the point is called In
ner Pass. See also Outer Pass (;1-111 wai guan: TB-S). 

The character combination ~ III net gUiln is an ancient dis
ease name, which could be translated as "inner block." 
This disease is characterized by glomus and oppression in 
the chest. Since PC-6 can free the thoracic region, render
ing the name of this point as Inner Block would reflect its 
ability to treat this disorder. 

Great Mound 
PC-7 (da ling) * do': great, large, big 
~ lfng: mound, small hill 

Alternate Names 

Heart Governor 
Ghost Heart 
Hand Heart Governor 

.3: {,\ mu x[n 
~{,\ gUI x[n 
=fo.{,\.3: shOu x[n z/zu 

Classical Location: In the depression between the two 
sinews behind the hand. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (earth) point; source-yuan 
point; the fourth of the thirteen ghost points; one of the 
nine needles for returning yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located on the inner aspect of the arm just 
proximal to the wrist. The heel of the hand resembles two 
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large mounds, thus giving PC-7 its name. In addition, a 
mound is a gathering of earth; therefore the name of this 
point further reflects its being the earth point of the peri
cardium channel. 

Palace of Toil 
PC-8 (lao gong) * ltio: toil, labor; taxation, weariness 
'8 gOng: palace 

Alternate Names 

Construction Palace 
Center of the Palm 
Five Li 
Ghost Cave 
Ghost Road 

ying gOng 
zhang zhong 
wu zr 
gUl ka 
gUllu 

Classical Location: At the pulsating vessel on the palm of 
the hand, located by bending the fourth finger. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point; one of the 
nine needles for returning yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
PC-8 is located in the center of the palm. The point may 
be named Palace of Toil in reference to its location on the 
hand, which is the actual Palace of Toil because of all the 
work that the hands do. 

The word "toil" (* lao) in this point name recalls the 
task that the pericardium performs in protecting the heart. 
Palace ('8 gOng) may be taken as a reminder of the close 
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relationship of the pericardium and the heart, the emperor 
(the heart) residing within the palace (the pericardium). 

PC-8 is used in the treatment of taxation fatigue, lending 
meaning to its translation as Taxation Palace. 

Central Hub 
PC-9 (zhong chong) 
tp zhong: central, center, middle 
Ii chOng: a hub, thoroughfare; (#) to surge, to flush 

Classical Location: At the tip of the middle finger, in the 
depression the width of a Chinese leek leaf away from the 
nail. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The location of PC-9 on the tip of the middle (central) fin
ger makes it a centrally located, strategic point. The appel
lation Central Hub reflects this idea. Also, the pericardium 
channel traverses the center of the inner arm. Though the qi 
at well-jing points is usually described as small and still 
like water in a well, numerous sources say that the qi at 
PC-9 surges forth. (*~*I: JltJtitft"'t-tf1..) Therefore the 
point name could also be rendered as Central Surge. 
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Triple Burner Channel 
(Hand Shao Yang) 

Passage Hub 

TB-l (guiin chong) 
II) guan: passage, gate, door 
Ii chOng: hub, thoroughfare; rtp surge, flush 

Classical Location: On outer side of the finger next to the 
little finger, the width of a Chinese leek leaf away from the 
comer of the nail. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The word passage (II) goon) in the point name reflects the 
function of the triple burner as a conduit for the passage of 
qi from the upper to the lower body. Here, the character 
Ii chOng may be considered as a reference to PC-I as a 
point where the qi changes channels i.e., a hub. 

This point is located on the tip of the ring finger. The 
names of the points on the tips of the middle and small 
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fingers include the character fIj (iJ:II). The ring finger lies 
in between the other hubs, PC-9 and HT-9, resembling a 
passageway between them. The character iJ:II chOng also 
may refer to the surging flow of qi at this point. 

The qi at the well-jing points is usually described as small 
and still, like the water of a well. It is perhaps the nature 
of the reaction that these points evoke when they are nee
dled that results in them also being described as places of 
surging qi. PC-9 and HT-9 are otner well-jing points that 
have the character iJ:II chOng, to surge, in their point names. 

Humor Gate 
TB-2 (ye men) 
?Ii ye: humor, water, fluid 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Armpit Gate 
Humor Gate 

ye men 
ye men 

Classical Location: In the depression between the little fin
ger and the one next to it. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
TB-2 is the spring-ying (water) point of the triple burner 
channel. Since the triple burner channel is responsible for 
water distribution in the three burners, its water point is es
pecially important. The character ?Jl ye means humor, i.e., 
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the thicker fluids in the body, and highlights the moistening 
function of this point. The ideograph r, men refers to the 
entry and exit of qi at this point; hence the appellation 
Humor Gate. The functions of this point of addressing 
vexation heat, increasing fluids and regulating the waterways 
are all reflected in its name. 

In the earliest extant text devoted entirely to acupuncture, 
the Systematized Canon of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, 
this point is called Armpit Gate. Note the similarity of the 
characters IJl( ye, armpit, and ?ll ye, humor. This earlier 
name may have referred to the effectiveness of this point in 
treating disorders of the upper arm. Formerly the word for 
armpit was sometimes written ~ instead of 1Jl(, i.e., with 
the hand (or arm) radical instead of the flesh radical, thus 
resulting in two alternate names of the same meaning. 

Central Islet 
TB-3 (zhong zhil) 
tp zhOng: central, middle 
if lhu: an islet 

Alternate Name 

Lower Metropolis xia da 

Classical Location: In the depression behind the base joints 
of the little finger and the one next to it, one inch from 
Humor Gate (TB-2). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located between Humor Gate (TB-2) and Yang 
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Pool (TB-4). The name Central Islet can be seen to liken 
the point to a small island between two bodies of water. 

The name of this point may be further considered as a re
minder of triple burner functions. The character tp zhOng 
(center) may be construed as a reference to source qi, 
which is sometimes called tp and is moved by the triple 
burner, while it zJu1 (islet) calls to mind the triple burner's 
governance of the waterways since an island can also dictate 
the flow of water. 

This point is also the wood point of the triple burner chan
nel. Wood can block the flow of water, causing water to 
flow around it just as if it were a small island. 

Yang Pool 
TB-4 (yang chi) 
II yang: yang, the complement of yin 
a!! chf: pool, pond 

Alternate Name 

Divergent Yang Ztlll bie yang 

Classical Location: In a depression on the back of the 
wrist; feel straight along from the base joint of the fingers 
to the center of the wrist. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Source-yuan point of the triple burner. 

Explanation of Point Name 
In the landscape of the body the spot where TB-4 is located 
resembles a pond, i.e., a shallow depression where water 
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(or in this case source qi, which collects at source-yuan 
points) can collect. This point is located on the yang as
pect of the wrist and is thus called Yang Pool. 

Outer Pass 
TB-5 (wili guiin) 
;~ wai: outer, outside 
fIJ gutln: pass, gate 

Classical Location: Between the two bones two inches be
hind the wrist, opposite Inner Pass (PC-6). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the triple burn
er channel connecting to the pericardium channel; conflu
ence-jiaohui point of the eight extraordinary channels (yang 
linking channel). 

Explanation of Point Name 
Located on the outer surface of the arm, this point marks 
the passage (i.e., connecting vessel) to the pericardium 
channel. See also Inner Passage (PC-6). 

Branch Ditch 
TB-6 (zhi gou) 
5t zhi: branch, limb; descendants 
il4 gou: ditch, water gully 
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Alternate Name 

Flying Tiger ftihU 

Classical Location: On the outer face of the arm, three 
inches back from the wrist, in the depression between the 
two bones. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located on the upper limb (i.e., branch) and 
can be found in the gully-like depression between the 
sinews of the forearm. Because the triple burner helps to 
regulate water flow in the body, this depreSSion can be 
likened to a water ditch. The name of this point therefore 
reminds the practitioner that just as water ditches are used 
to irrigate fields, the triple burner channel helps to irrigate 
the body. The point name also brings to mind TB-6's 
function of moistening the intestines. 

Convergence and Gathering 
TB-7 (hui zong) 
k hui: to converge, to gather, to meet * zOng: a meeting of officials; a suzerain; ancestor; clan 

Classical Location: In the space between the bones three 
inches behind the wrist. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the triple burner. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
Both it hUI and * zOng mean to meet or to gather. This 
point is the cleft-xi point of the triple burner channel, 
which is where triple burner qi collects. 

Some sources invoke the meaning of suzerain for * ZOng. 
Just as a suzerainty is a part of a country yet rules from 
afar, this point is located off the direct line of the triple 
burner channel yet is still an important point. 

The triple burner is associated with fire and, by extension, 
summer. The meeting (it hui) of officials during the 
summer in ancient China was termed * zOng. This point 
may be named after this summertime gathering because it is 
also a "gathering of fire," i.e., the cleft-xi point of the 
fire channel. 

Three Yang Connection 
TB-8 (san yang Iuo) 
.=: san: three 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
~ IuD: to connect, to mesh; to spin (into yam); 

connecting vessel 

Alternate Names 

Connect Between 
Connecting Gate 

tOng jian 
tong men 

Classical Location: Obliquely inward one inch up from 
Convergence and Gathering (TB-7). (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The three yang channels of the hand all pass near this point. 
In The Systematized Canon of Acupuncture and Moxibus
tion this is called the "great intersecting vessel." There is 
no connecting vessel at this point, so the word ~ IuD sim
ply implies the connection of the three hand yang channels 
through physical proximity and functional similarity. 

Four Rivers 
TB-9 (si du) 
flY si: four 
if du: a large river; to show contempt; ditch, drain 

Classical Location: Five inches in front of the elbow, 10 

the depression on the outer side. (Great CompendiwnJ 

Explanation of Point Name 
In this point name the character 11 du, meaning river, is 
drawn from the Spiritual Axis, where the triple burner is 
called ~?I zhOng du, "the central river." The term "four 
rivers" is a reference to the four main rivers in China and, 
by extension, rivers and streams in general. It could be 
that the number four was chosen because it nicely follows 
Three Yang Connection (TB-8). 

The spleen is intimately connected with the number four 
because four is the number of tai yin, with which the 
spleen is associated, and because the spleen governs the 
four limbs. The spleen is associated with damp and be
longs to the earth phase. TB-9 is like a ditch joining to 
TB-lO, which is the earth point of the triple burner channel. 
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In view of this and the triple burner's function in relation
ship to the water path, this point name could be rendered 
as Four Ditch, meaning a ditch to the earth phase, or to 
the spleen. 

Celestial Well 
TB-IO (nan j{ng) 
7C tian: celestial, of the heavens, sky; Nature; heaven * j[ng: water well 

Classical Location: Up one inch from the back of the tip 
of the large bone on the outer side of the elbow, in the de
pression between two sinews and the bone. The point is lo
cated with the arm bent over the chest. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The fact that the triple burner governs the waterways, com
bined with the location of this point in a depression, ex
plains why the word "well" was chosen. Its location in 
the upper body led to the name Celestial Well. Also, the 
character combination 7C* tian jlng describes a small pond 
surrounded by high cliffs, i.e., a "celestial well." TB-lO's 
location in a depression behind the elbow can be seen to 
resemble such an area. 

Celestial Well is the name of an astrological constellation 
that resembles a well, and is further the name for the 
courtyard in certain styles of Chinese houses. It was thus a 
name quite familiar to the ancient Chinese. 
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)t)~,)tM 
Clear Cold Abyss 

TB-ll (qing ling yulin) 
m qing: clear 
?tt /eng: cold, frigid 
tI yuiln: a deep lake or abyss 

Ahemate Names 

Clear Cold Spring 
Clear Sky 
Clear Spirit 

qing /eng quan 
qing hlw 
qing ling 

Classical Location: Two inches above the elbow. The 
point is found with the elbow stretched and the arm raised. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This phrase is found in ancient geography books in refer
ence to various lakes. It implies the ability of this point to 
clear heat and drain fire. 

;~:w 
"::~ J~ 

Dispersing Riverbed 
TB-12 (xiiio IuD) 
7ff xit'Jo: to disperse, to eliminate 
g luO: a riverbed 
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Alternate Name 

Dispersing Brilliance xil10 shuo 

Classical Location: Up from Clear Cold Abyss (TB-ll) , on 
the outer aspect of the arm below the shoulder, in the de
pression at the parting of the flesh on the slanting line 
drawn from the end of the axillary crease to the elbow. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character iflf xilio means to relieve or eliminate, while 
~ /uo means riverbed, representing water (note the water 
radical on the left). The point name refers to the clear, 
cool nature of water (i.e., the waterways regulated by the 
triple burner) that can clear heat and relieve thirst. Also 
brought to mind by this point name is the dispersal of wa
ter over a riverbed as a metaphor for the triple burner func
tion of dispersing water throughout the body. 

The translation of this point name as Dispersed Riverbed 
gives us the image of a depression left in the earth after a 
river has dispersed, just as the point is located in a depres
sion. 

The character ~ is also pronounced po, and ~ ~ yin po 
is a name for either of two disease conditions. The first 
involves the prolonged retention of pathogenic qi that is 
stagnant and difficult to remove, while the second is a spe
cific ailment that presents with aching and lack of strength, 
usually affecting either the legs or arms. It is possible that 
the point name refers to the treatment of these disorders. 

An alternate name for this point is m. xilio shuo, which 
can be rendered as Dispersing Brilliance. ., which is the 
same as ~ except that it has the fire (1<) radical instead 
of the water radical (* ), means brilliant, luminous, and 
according to some, fire. This name reminds us of the func
tion of the point in dispersing triple burner fire. According 
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to some sources, this is the correct name of the point, 
while mt IuD is a mistaken substitute. 

Upper Arm Convergence 

TB-13 (naO hu'i) 
II nao: the upper bone of the arm 
... hui: to converge, to meet, to join together 

Alternate Names 

Upper Arm Shu 
Upper Arm Bone-Hole 
Upper Arm Intersection 

nao shu 
nao lido 
nao jitio 

Classical Location: On the front [i.e., outer] face of the 
arm, three inches from the tip of the shoulder. 
(Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
shao yang triple burner channel and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character HI nao refers to the location of the point on 
the upper arm, while 1t hui denotes the convergence at 
this point of the triple burner channel and the yang linking 
vessel. Essential Questions states that the hand yang ming 
connecting vessel meets the triple burner channel at this 
point. This may further explain why the point is called 
Upper Arm Convergence. 
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Shoulder Bone-Hole 
TB-14 (jilin lido) 
lR jilin: shoulder 
~ lido: bone-hole 

Classical Location: Above Upper Arm Convergence (TB-13) 
at the top of the arm at the end of the shoulder. The point 
is found when the arm is lifted to a slanting position. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
shao yang triple burner channel and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This name is a reference to the location of the point. 

Celestial Bone-Hole 
TB-15 (tiiin lido) 
~ tilin: celestial, of the heavens, sky; Nature; heaven 
~ lido: bone hole 
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Alternate Name 

Celestial Hearing tUin ting 

Classical Location: One inch above Shoulder Bone-Hole 
(TB-14) in the center of the supraclavicular fossa one inch 
behind Shoulder Well (GB-21). (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
shao yang triple burner channel and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The location of this point on the upper body accounts for 
the epithet "celestial." Its location in a space between 
bones gives it the name Celestial Bone-Hole. 

Celestial Window 
TB-16 (tiiin you) 
7C tilin: celestial, of the heavens, sky; Nature; heaven 
II you: window; to enlighten, to teach 

Classical Location: At the outer border of the major sinew 
of the neck, behind Celestial Countenance (SI-17) and in 
front of Celestial Pillar (BL-lO), below the completion bone 
[i.e., the mastoid process]. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located on the head, which is the anatomical 
parallel of cosmological heaven (7C tUin). The eyes and 
ears are known as the "windows" of the head. The loca
tion of this point along with its employment for unblocking 
qi and opening the portals (the eyes, ears and nose) ac-
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counts for the name Celestial Window. Note that TB-16 is 
located in a region with many other points that share the 
honorific "celestial." 

Wind Screen 
TB-17 (vi fing) 
It yi: a screen, to screen, to shade 
Jil feng: wind 

Classical Location: In the depression behind the tip of the 
ear. When the point is pressed it causes pain in the ear. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the gall
bladder and triple burner channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located behind the ear, which acts as a screen 
for the point, shading it and protecting it from the wind. In 
addition, the point may be utilized to dispel wind, thus 
screening the body from wind pathogens. The name Wind 
Screen recalls both ideas. 

Spasln Vessel 
TB-18 (chi mid) 
~ chi (or jl): to pull, jerk; spasm 
Il* mili: vessel, pulse 
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Alternate Name 

Supporting Vessel 
Corporal Vessel 

zi mai 
tf mai 

Classical Location: Behind the base of the ear, at the cyan 
connecting vessels that resemble a chicken's foot. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
TB-18 is used in the treatment of a disease called ~~ chi 
zOng, which is tensing or pulling of the muscles immediate
ly followed by relaxation, i.e., clonic spasm. This type of 
spasm is generally associated with epileptic diseases or psy
chotic fits. The use of this point in treating this disease is 
most likely the reason for the name Spasm Vessel. 

Also at this location is a blood vessel shaped like a 
chicken's foot that appears to pull at the ear. A rendering 
of the point name as Tugging Vessel would correspond to 
this image. 

Skull Rest 
TB-19 (Ill xi) 
11 111: skull, cranium, 
,~, xl: to stop, to rest; breath; news 

Alternate Names 

Skull 111 Xln 

Classical Location: Between the cyan connecting vessels 
behind the ear. (Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
In classical Chinese ,1!1 x( can mean to rest, and fullness 
or stuffiness. Thus this name could be a reference to an 
ability to calm the spirit (Le., allow it to rest), thereby 
treating fright, spasms, epilepsy and fright palpitations; or it 
could be a reference to t.1te treatment of clouded head and 
stuffiness. 

It may also be that the point name is a way of indicating 
the location of the point; when lying on one's side the skull 
rests on the pillow at this point. 

Given that the character ,~, x( can also mean breath, the 
name could also be rendered as Skull's Breath. This would 
be justified because TB-19 is a point on the skull that treats 
PIfii ,1!1 (chuan xi), difficult respiration (dyspnea). 

Finally, the ear is where the head receives news Uilf,1!1 xitlo 
xi), suggesting the translation Skull News. 

Angle Vertex 
TB-20 (jillo sun) 
1JJ jillo: angle, comer; hom; a constellation 
~ sun: grandson; posterity, descendants; a young shoot 

Classical Location: Up from Skull Rest (TB-19), at the 
place above the ear where a hollow appears when the 
mouth is opened. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
shao yang triple burner, hand tai yang small intestine and 
foot shao yang gallbladder channels. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The location of TB-20 on the head is similar to that of the 
~ jido (horn) constellation, which occupies a spot on the 
head of a celestial dragon. J*- san in this interpretation 
refers to the vertex, or end, of the angle (~jido) formed 
by the triple burner channel at this point just as a grandson 
is the end of a family line. Thus interpreted the name is 
locational. 

~ jido may be a reference to the point's location at the top 
corner of the ear. A Qing Dynasty dictionary defines J*
san as equivalent to j!j dUn, to conceal or to vanish. The 
channel's seeming disappearance (this branch of the channel 
ends at TB-20) suggests the name Comer Disappearance. 

The character ~ jiiJo can also mean "horn" as in the 
horns of a bull, while J*- san can mean a young shoot or 
sprout. If humans sprouted horns, TB-20 is the spot from 
which they would grow. Comer Sprout is thus another 
possible translation of this name. 

The character J*- san can mean minute or very small, 
which would correspond to a reference to the minute con
necting vessels (called J*-~ sun IUD) in the vicinity of this 
point. Translating the name as Comer Minute Connecting 
Vessel would express this meaning. 

Ear Gate 
TB-21 (ir men) 
:If ir: ear 
r, men: gate, door 
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Classical Location: Around the ear from Angle Vertex (TB-
20), in the depression in front of the ear at the [intertragic] 
notch. (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
TB-21 is utilized in the treatment of ear disease, and is lo
cated at the entrance or gateway of the ear. 

Harmony Bone-Hole 
TB-22 (he liao) 
~ he: harmony, peace; to come together 
~ lido: bone-hole 

Alternate Names 

Grain Bone-Hole 
Harmony Hollow 
Ear Harmony Bone-Hole 

he lido 
he kong 
er he lido 

Classical Location: In front of Ear Gate (TB-21) below the 
sidelock, at the site of the horizontal pulse. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
shao yang triple burner, hand tai yang small intestine and 
foot shao yang gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Spiritual Axis states that when the kidney is in harmo
ny the ears can hear the five sounds (the kidney opens into 
the ears). Since this point is employed in treating deafness, 
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it can be said to harmonize the kidney. The rendering of 
the name as Harmony Bone-Hole is meant to express this 
idea. 

TB-22 is also the intersection-jiaohui point of the gallblad
der, small intestine and triple burner channels. It is located 
in a bone-hole where the channels come together. The 
point name could therefore be rendered as Uniting Bone
Hole. 

In ancient China, the character fO he was used to describe 
a gate with banners hanging at both sides. The tufts of 
hair at the temples where this point is located may be 
likened to those banners, and translating the point name as 
Banner-Gate Bone-Hole would express this interpretation. 

Silk Bamboo Hole 

TB-23 (si mil kong) 
** si: silk 
1t zhu: bamboo 
~ kong: hole, empty space 

Alternate Names 

Giant Bone-Hole 
Eye Bone-Hole 
Moon Bone-Hole 

ju lido 
mu lido 
yue lido 

Classical Location: In the depression behind the eyebrow. 
(Great Compendium) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The characters k*1t si mil, silk bamboo, refer to a type 
of bamboo that has tiny leaves. The eyebrow resembles 
these leaves, and the point is located in a hole at the lateral 
extremity of the eyebrow. It may therefore be said that the 
point name refers to the location of the point in the Silk 
Bamboo Hole. 

If TB-22 is rendered as Harmony Bone-Hole then it may be 
appropriate to translate TB-23 as Strings and Pipes Hole, 
because k* si and 1t mil (silk and bamboo) refer to 
stringed and wind instruments respectively. Both points 
would then have names related to music. 

The alternate name Moon Bone-Hole most likely resulted 
from a mistranscription of the character EI mu (eye) in the 
alternate name El1m mu liao, Eye Bone-Hole, which in 
tum might have been a mistranscription of an earlier name 
from the Systematized Canon, §.1m ju liao, Giant Bone
Hole 
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Gallbladder Channel 
(Foot Shao Yang) 

Pupil Bone-Hole 
GB-l (tong zi lido) 
Hi tong: pupil of the eye 
r zi: noun suffix 
B liao: bone-hole 

Alternate Names 

Hind Curve 
Greater Yang 

hOu qu 
tn.i yang 

Classical Location: Five fen out from the outer canthus. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine, hand shao yang triple burner and foot 
shao yang gallbladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its position in a depression in the 
bone just lateral to the eye and level with the pupil, as well 
as for its utilization in the treatment of eye disorders. 
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Auditory Convergence 
GB-2 (!ing hui) 
• ting: to hear, to listen 
1t hUI: to converge, to gather; to meet, to join 

Alternate Names 
Hearing Laughter 
Hind Gate 
Hinge 

ting he 
hOu gUiln 
ji gUiln 

Classical Location: In the depression in front of the ear, 
where a pUlsating vessel can be felt, one inch below Upper 
Gate (GB-3). The point is found when the mouth is 
opened. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is important in the treatment of hearing disorders. 
Combined with its location in front of the ear, this accounts 
for the name Auditory Convergence. III gUiln in the alter
nate names for GB-l and GB-2 could be translated as joint, 
pass or gate. In all cases it is probably a reference to the 
mandibular joint (see GB-3). 

Upper Gate 
GB-3 (shang guiin) 
1: shang: upper, above; to rise 
III gulln: gate, pass; joint 
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Alternate Names 

Guest-Host-Person 
Guest-Host 
Guest King 
Generous Host 
Greater Yang 

ke mu ren 
ke mu 
ke wang 
rong mii 
tai yang 

Classical Location: Above the bone in front of the ear, 
where a hollow appears when the mouth is opened. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, hand shao yang triple burner, hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The mandibular joint is often referred to in Chinese as the 
"gate" (III goon). This point, located on the edge of the 
upper bone of that joint, is called Upper Gate. 

The alternate names Guest-Host or Guest-Emperor indicate 
that the host (or emperor) channel receives the triple burner, 
large intestine, bladder and stomach channels at GB-3. 

Forehead Fullness 
GB-4 (han yan) 
Ii han: comer of the forehead; chin 
1M. yan: full, satiated 

Classical Location: On the curved hairline in the upper 
margin of the temples. (Systematized Canon) 
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Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, hand shao yang triple burner, hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
If the jaw is closed tightly, there is a swelling (fullness) at 
the comer of the forehead. GB-4 is located just above that 
swelling; hence the name Forehead Fullness. 

In rare instances ~ yan means to close, and can therefore 
be a mnemonic for remembering that if the jaw is closed 
tight there is a swelling at the point. 

Suspended Skull 
GB-5 (xuan lu) 
M xuan: to suspend, to hang 
• [u: skull, cranium 

Alternate Names 
Marrow Hole 
Marrow Center 
Rice Bite 
Rice Bite 

suE kong 
suE zhlJng 
m[ nie 
m[ nie 

Classical Location: On the curved hairline in the middle 
margin of the temples. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, hand shao yang triple burner, foot 
yang ming stomach and hand yang ming large intestine 
channels. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is situated as if suspended on the skull between 
the hairline and the root of the ear, and would furthermore 
serve as a convenient point from which to suspend someone 
by their skull. Thus the point is known as Suspended Skull. 

Dizziness may resemble the sensation of being hung by the 
head. The use of this point in treating dizziness may be a 
further reason for the appellation Suspended Skull. 

Suspended Tuft 

GB-6 (xuan II) 
~ xuan: to suspend, to hang 
11f (00) If: a very small unit of length or weight; minute 

Classical Location: On the curved hairline in the lower 
margin of the temples. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, hand shao yang triple burner, hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character 11f If was originally used to represent the 
breadth of an ox's hair, and by extension came to have the 
more general meaning of minute. Because of its original 
meaning the character is sometimes replaced by its homo
phone 11l, which means a tuft of hair. Since- the hair at 
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the temple must be lifted up (i.e., suspended) in order to 
locate GB-6, the point is named Suspended Tuft. One 
source records that the hair at this point is stiff and will 
"remain suspended" by itself if lifted. 

This point is separated from GB-5 by only a small distance 
(R If). The name of this point could be rendered as 
Slightly Separated from Suspended Skull to reflect this fact. 

Temporal Hairline Curve 

GB-7 (qu bin) 
dIJ qu: curve, bend 
¥ bin: the hair of the temples 

Alternate Name 

Hair Curve quill 

Classical Location: In a depression behind Suspended Tuft 
(GB-6) in front of the ear behind the curved hairline. A 
hollow can be felt when the jaw is moved. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-7 is located at the bottom curve of the temporal hairline, 
just above the ear. This location accounts for its name. 
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~ ~A.' If- /a' 
Valley Lead 

GB-8 (shuili gil) * shooi: to lead 
~ gu: valley 

Alternate Names 
Following the Bone 
Following the Corner 
Cricket Container 

shuai gu 
shuai ji{LO 
shuai rong 

Classical Location: In the depression one and a half inches 
within the hairline above the ear. Bite and the point can be 
felt. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
To find this point one bends the ear in half lengthwise and 
follows its straight edge past the hairline to the depression 
(valley) about 1.5 body inches above the tip of the ear. In 
this way one is "led to the valley." 

Of all the "valley" (~ guj points on the body, GB-8 has 
the topmost location. Considered in this light, the point is 
the "lead" for all the other valley points. 

In Following the Comer and Following the Bone, the char
acter * shuai is rendered as "following" because the 
names are locational. In the poetic name Cricket Container * has evolved into its homophone ~, meaning cricket. 
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Celestial Hub 

GB-9 (tiiin chong) 
7C tilin: celestial, of the heavens, sky; Nature; heaven 
Ii chong: surge, rush, flush (7tJl); thoroughfare; 

a place of importance (a hub) 

Alternate Name 

Celestial Surge 
Celestial Crossroads 

tilin chOng 
tilin qu 

Classical Location: A little over three fen behind Valley 
Lead (GB-8), two inches within the hairline. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-9 bears the honorific "celestial" due to its location on 
the head, while "hub" is indicative of its importance as a 
point of intersection, i.e., an intersection-jiaohui point of 
the gallbladder and bladder channels. This point is em
ployed in the treatment of disorders that are marked by 
surges of qi such as headache, wind disease and fright wind. 
Combined with the point's location on the upper body, this 
provides a rendering of the point name as Celestial Surge. 
In this case, the character Ii chOng should be written as 
i!fJ chOng, which is more commonly interpreted to mean 
"surge," though in acupuncture point names the two char-
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acters are often used interchangeably (cf. alternate name 
above). 

:R_ tiiln chOng is also a star name. 

Floating White 

GB-IO (jU bai) 
i$ fi1: to float, to drift, to rise 
B bdi: white, pure 

Classical Location: Behind the ear, one inch within the 
hairline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character i$ fi1, meaning rising, is a reference to the 
rising of liver and gallbladder yang qi, while B btii., mean
ing white, is the color associated with metal and refers to 
the point's metal-like function of restraining wood (liver
gallbladder). The point name is therefore a reference to 
GB-lO's use in treating the dizziness and headache that re
sult from hyperactivity of liver yang. 

The ideograph B btii. may be taken as a reference to the 
lung, as this point is utilized in the treatment of various 
lung disorders such as thoracic fullness with gasping, throat 
bi and counterflow cough. 
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Head Portal Yin 

GB-ll (tou qiao yin) 
m t6u: head 
IX qiao: portal, orifice 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 

Alternate Name 

Pillow Bone (Occipital Bone) 

Classical Location: Above Completion Bone (GB-12) and 
below [in front of] the occipital bone, in a hollow felt 
when the head is turned. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The word "head" is included in this point name simply to 
avoid confusion with another point of the same name, Foot 
Portal Yin (GB-44). The occipital region, where this point 
is located, is considered to be the yin portion of the head. 
GB-ll is employed in the treatment of diseases related to 
the five portals of the five viscera, i.e., the eyes (eye pain 
from taxation jaundice), ears (deafness, tinnitus), mouth 
(bitter taste), nose (nasal congestion) and tongue (stiffness). 
Due to the point's location in a yin region and to its use in 
the treatment of disorders of the portals (which, being asso
ciated with the viscera, can also be seen to be related to 
yin), the point is known as Head Portal Yin. 
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Completion Bone 

GB-12 (wan gil) * wan: completed, finished 
it gu: bone 

Classical Location: Four fen into the hair at the back of 
the ear. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The term *it wan gu is the traditional name for the mas
toid process, which is the bony protuberance just behind the 
ear. This point is located at the edge of that process and is 
thus named for its location. 

Root Spirit 

GB-13 (bin shen) * ben: root, origin, source 
fit shin: spirit 
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Alternate Name 

Rib Bone-Hole Ie liao 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen to the side of 
Deviating Tum (BL-4), directly above the ears, four fen 
within the hairline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-13 is utilized in treating spirit disorders, and treating 
the spirit is known as treating the source (root) of a disease. 
The chapter of the Spiritual Axis that discusses this aspect 
of treatment is called by the same name as GB-13; Root 
Spirit. Locationally, GB-13 may be called Root Spirit be
cause the brain is the root of the spirit; the point, located 
on the head (near the brain), is used in treating spirit disor
ders. 

Yang White 
GB-14 (yang bai) 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
B btli: white, pure, clear 

Classical Location: One inch above the eyebrow, on a line 
with the pupil. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the shao 
yang gallbladder and triple burner, yang ming large intestine 
and stomach channels, and the yang linking vessel. 
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Explanation or Point Name 
Because this point is situated on the head, which is associ
ated with yang, and is furthermore the meeting point of 
five yang channels, the character II yang is included in its 
appellation. The character a Mi, in addition to meaning 
"white," also has an extended meaning of "clear." This 
point is employed in the treatment of eye diseases and thus 
helps to make things clear. The name Yang White recalls 
not only the point's location on the head, but as well its re
lationship to the yang channels, and its ability to treat eye 
diseases. 

Four Whites (llQa sl Mi: ST-2) is also located near the 
eye. Readers may wish to refer to the discussion of that 
point for further information concerning the meaning of 
white in relation to the eye. 

Head Overlooking Tears 
GB-15 (t6u lin qi) 
iii tou: head '* Ifn: to overlook, to face towards; to arrive at 
i1L ql: tear 

Classical Location: In the depression five fen into the hair, 
directly above the eyes. The point is found by having the 
patient look straight forward. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels 
and the yang linking vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The word "head" is included in the name of this point in 
order to avoid confusion with another point of similar name, 
Foot Overlooking Tears (GB-41). Since GB-15 "overlooks" 
the eye, the place that tears come from, it may be called 
Head Overlooking Tears. 

GB-15 may be used to treat diseases of the eye and thus 
"overlooks" the eyes (and tears, which are the liquid of 
the eyes). I:; Un, which means to overlook, also has an ex
tended meaning of supervision, or, as in this case, treatment. 
This is especially meaningful in light of the line from the 
Ode of a Hundred Patterns: "[If there is] tearing, needle 
Overlooking Tears (GB-15) and Head Comer (ST-8)." Ren
dering the point name as Treating Tears would reflect this 
idea. 

Eye Window 
GB-16 (mil chuang) 
§ mit: eye 
Ii chuang: window 

Alternate Name 

Arriving at Splendor zhl rong 

Classical Location: One and a half inches behind Overlook
ing Tears (GB-15). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the yang linking vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located directly above the eye and treats eye 
diseases. The appellation Eye Window reveals both its lo
cation and its function. 

Upright Construction 

GB-17 (zheng ying) 
.IE zheng: right, upright, true, straight 
... yfng: the former half of construction-blood, 

nourishment; to manage, to regulate 

Classical Location: One and one half inches behind Eye 
Window (GB-16). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character IE zhi:ng refers to the point's location right 
at the top of the head, while * y(ng may be considered as 
an indication of the point's ability to reach construction
blood (* Jfo. y(ng xfd) and thereby nourish the eyes and the 
spirit. 

In geographical nomenclature it yfng refers to the lines 
that demarcate the east-west, i.e., horizontal direction. (~ 
1* .• ~ifi~t~*~, Jl(29~*) GB-17 is located on the 
horizontal line that crosses exactly (.IE lheng) at the top of 
the head and thus could be named for its location. 
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iE. zheng yfng also can mean fear or solicitude. This 
name may therefore be indicative of the use of GB-17 for 
quieting the spirit and easing palpitations. 

*;: 
Spirit Support 

GB-18 (cheng ling) 
.. cheng: to support; to contain; to receive 
It lfng: spirit; ingenious 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Upright 
Construction (GB-17). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-17 is located at the place the ancient Chinese termed 
the "cover of the celestial spirit." Whether the name 
should be translated as Support Spirit, Receive Spirit or 
Contain Spirit is not entirely clear ... cheng, in this case, 
means "to support" in most Chinese sources. 

Brain Hollow 
GB-19 (niio kong) 
JJal nao: brain 
~ kOng: empty, spacious 
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Alternate Name 

Temple Region 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen behind Spirit 
Support (GB-18), in the depression on either side beneath 
the occipital bone. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Located in a depression (~kOng) in the "brain bone" 
(skull), this point treats diseases of the brain such as epilep
tic diseases and headache. The appellation Brain Hollow 
serves as a reminder of both the location and function of 
the point. 

The fact that GB-19 is called Brain Hollow and GB-18 is 
called Spirit Support shows that the ancient Chinese realized 
the relationship of the brain to what they termed disorders 
of the spirit. Many points on the governing vessel, gall
bladder and bladder channels are used to treat psychiatric 
(i.e., spirit) disorders because these three channels traverse 
the head. 

Wind Pool 

GB-20 (fing chi) 
Jlt feng: wind 
itt! chf: pool, pond 
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Alternate Name 

Heat Mansion 

Classical Location: In the depression within the hairline 
behind the ear and the temple region, below Brain Hollow 
(GB-19). If the point is pressed a sensation is felt in the 
ear. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, hand shao yang triple burner chan
nels and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The depression in which GB-20 is located resembles a pool 
in the landscape of the body. Wind pathogens are said to 
collect in this depression, and the point is used in the 
treatment of wind disease. Thus it is known as Wind Pool. 

Shoulder Well 
GB-21 (jwn jing) 
Wil jilin: shoulder 
it jing: a well 

Alternate Name 

Shoulder Well bO jing 

Classical Location: In the depression above Empty Basin 
(ST-12), in front of the great bone. 
(Systematized Canon) 
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Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder, the hand shao yang triple burner, 
and the foot yang ming stomach channels and the yang link
ing vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located in a depression on the shoulder that 
could be said to resemble a well (Le., a depression). In 
addition, the bone structure of the shoulder is reminiscent 
of the external framework of a well. 

Armpit Abyss 
GB-22 (yulin ye) 
iWrI yuan: abyss, deep pool 
IJll ye: armpit 

Alternate Names 

Abyss Humor 
Humor Abyss 
Armpit Gate 
Humor Gate 
Spring Armpit 
Spring Humor 

~~ 
~~ 
tfir, 
~r' 
~1Jll (iI) 
~~ 

yuan ye 
ye yuan 
ye men 
ye men 
quan ye 
quan ye 

Classical Location: In the depression three inches below the 
armpit. The point is found with the arm raised. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is called Armpit Abyss due to its location in the 
deep abyss of the armpit. Note that the character iWrI has 
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the water radical (three dots on the left hand side), which is 
appropriate because the armpit is often a place of copious 
perspiration. 

The alternate names for GB-22 center around the characters 
?ll ye (humor, i.e., fluids) and its homophone Bll (armpit), 
with the addition of the characters ?O yUiln (abyss) and :Jii! 
qudn (spring), both of which indicate a source of water. 
The names provide a good example of the variations that 
can develop over time, especially given the oral tradition of 
Chinese medicine and the large number of homophones in 
the Chinese language. 

Sinew Seat 
GB-23 (me jin) 
• me: the two seats of an ancient chariot; 

the sides of the chariot just above the wheels 
B jin: sinew 

Alternate Names 

Spirit Light 
Gallbladder Mu 

shin gut1ng 
dan mil 

Classical Location: Three inches down from the armpit and 
one inch forward. (Systematized Canon) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-23 is located below the armpit on the side of the rib 
cage. The shape of the rib cage is said to resemble the 
sides of a chariot in the area above the wheels. In fact, 
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the intercostal muscles are sometimes called .& me jfn. 
The point rides within these sinews as if they were the 
seats of a chariot, and derives its name from its location in 
these muscles. 

Sun and Moon 
GB-24 (ri yue) 
8 ri: sun; day 
Fl yld: moon; month 

Alternate Names 

Spirit Light 
Gallbladder Mu 

shin guling 
dan mu 

Classical Location: Five fen below Cycle Gate (LV-14). 
(Great Compendiwn) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the gallbladder; in
tersection-jiaohui point of the foot shao yang gallbladder 
and foot tai yin spleen channels, and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The sun represents yang and the moon yin. GB-24 repre
sents the meeting of yin and yang in two ways. First, it is 
an intersection-jiaohui point of the foot shao yang and foot 
tai yin channels. Second, as stated in the Classic of Diffi
cult Issues, 67th Difficulty: "alarm-mu points are located 
on the yin [side of the body)." Thus alarm-mu points are 
yin in nature, while this particular one is located on a yang 
channel. 
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Classical Chinese texts call the left eye sun and the right 
eye moon. The eyes are associated with the liver, and, 
through exterior-interior relationship, with the gallbladder. 
This name Sun and Moon reflects the relation of GB-24 to 
the eyes by way of association with the liver. 

The gallbladder governs decision making, and this point can 
facilitate clarity of thought. The Chinese word for "clear" 
is BJJ mfng, which is a composite made up of the characters 
for sun (8 ) and moon (J'}). Thus, just as the sun and 
moon make things clear on earth, this point can help to 
make things clear in the psyche. 

Both the liver and the gallbladder are associated with the 
wood phase, in tum associated with east. The sun and 
moon rising in the east can be correlated to the gallbladder 
and liver, and provide another association for the naming of 
this point as Sun and Moon. 

The alternate names for GB-23 and GB-24 show us that 
disagreement exists as to which is the alarm-mu point of the 
gallbladder. Most sources list GB-24 , but the Great Com
pendium of Acupuncture and Moxibustion lists GB-23. 

,- r J:1 ',"1: J 
Capital Gate 

GB-25 (jing men) * jing: capital city; hill r, men: gate, door 
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Alternate Names 

Qi Mansion 
Qi Shu 
Kidney Mu 

qifU 
qi shu 
shen mit 

Classical Location: From Sun and Moon (GB-24) toward 
the ilium, in the low back, in the region of the free ribs on 
either side of the spine, five fen above, and nine and a half 
inches either side of the navel. The patient should lie on 
his side, bend the top leg, straighten the bottom leg, and 
raise the arm to facilitate point location. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the kidney. 

Explanation of Point Name 
A capital is an important gathering place, as is an alarm-mu 
point. Here Jit jfng refers to GB-25 as the kidney alarm
mu. r, men, gate, identifies an acupoint. In Selected Ex
planations of Point Names *" jfng is said to include the 
meaning of mt yuan, source, in ancient Chinese. GB-25 is 
the alarm-mu point of the kidney, a gathering point for 
kidney qi. Because the kidney is the root of prenatal source 
qi, the point name could be translated as Source Gate, indi
cating that GB-25 is like a gate to the body's source qi. 

The chest is like a hill in the bodily landscape. GB-25 is 
located on the edge of the chest and is metaphorically a 
gate to the chest. Thus the name Hill Gate. 

Girdling Vessel 
GB-26 (dai mai) 
~ dai: girdle, belt; to lead, take in one's charge; to carry 
H* mai (mo): vessel (of blood and qi); pulse 
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Classical Location: In the depression one inch and eight 
fen below the region of the free ribs, two inches above the 
navel, seven and a half inches either side of the midline. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the girdling vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is called Girdling Vessel because it is a major 
point on the girdling vessel and is utilized in treating dis
eases of that vessel. The girdling vessel itself is so named 
because it encircles the body like a belt and takes charge of 
the conception, governing and penetrating vessels. 

Fifth Pivot 
GB-27 (wu shil) 
11. wu: five, fifth 
~ sha: pivot, axis, central point; indispensable, cardinal 

Classical Location: Three inches below Girdling Vessel 
(GB-26), five inches and five fen to the side of Waterway 
(ST-28). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the girdling vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Each of the five positions has a particular number associat
ed with it. Five is the number associated with the center. 
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GB-27 can be considered the central point of the abdominal 
points on the gallbladder channel, and is also located at a 
level central to the body as a whole. ~ sha, meaning 
pivot, refers to the fact that the body turns or pivots at this 
point. Since ~ also has meanings of indispensable or cen
tral, it reinforces the connotations of 1i WU, five. 

GB-27 is an intersection-jiaohui point of the gallbladder 
channel and the girdling vessel. Since the girdling vessel 
wraps around the center of the body, and a place of inter
section is in fact a pivot of sorts, the point's location on 
the girdling vessel can be said to account for it being 
named Fifth (i.e., central) Pivot. 

~,{:I: '.:It 
"'~ 1!L 
Linking Path 

GB-28 (wei diw) 
• wei: to link, to hold together; to protect 
3t dQo: road, path, way; to lead, to guide 

Alternate Name 

Outer Pivot wai sha 

Classical Location: Five inches and three fen below Cam
phorwood Gate (LV-13). (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the girdling vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This gallbladder channel point is an intersection-jiaohui 
point of the girdling vessel. 31 dlJo, meaning path, can be 
considered a reference to the girdling vessel. The character 
• wei, which can mean to protect or to link, expresses 
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two functions of that vessel, i.e., protecting and linking the 
yin and yang channels. For these reasons the name could 
be either Protective Path or Linking Path. 

$t~ 
Squatting Bone-Hole 

GB-29 (iii liao) 
1& ja: to sit, to squat; to reside, to dwell 
II lido: bone-hole 

Classical Location: Eight inches and three fen below Cam
phorwood Gate (LV-13), in the depression above the ilium. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder channel and the yang motility vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This bone-hole (in this case a depression between two bones) 
becomes visible in a sitting or squatting position, calling to 
mind the name Squatting Bone-Hole. GB-29 can also be 
seen to "reside" (1& ja) at a bone-hole. The rendering 
Bone-Hole Residence reflects this idea. 

Jumping Round 
GB-30 (huan tiao) 
1.( huan: ring, circle; to encircle; tum 
It tiao: to jump, to leap 
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Alternate Names 

Round Valley 
Divided Center 
Hip Joint 
Buttocks Pressing 
Kneecap 
Hip Bone 
Pivot Center 
Pivot Union Center 

hulln gu 
ftn zhOng 
bi sha 
bi yl1 
bin gu 
Tcua gu 
sha zhOng 
sha he mlJng 

Classical Location: With the patient lying on his side with 
his bottom leg stretched out and his top leg bent, the point 
is found in the hip joint. The left hand shakes the leg as 
the right hand feels for the point. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
shao yang gallbladder and foot tai yang bladder channels; 
one of the nine needles for returning yang. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The part of the body where this point is found is pivotal 
for jumping and turning movements, i.e., for Jumping 
Round. When a person squats down in preparation for a 
jump, a semi-circular (round) depression appears at this 
point; hence the name Jumping Round. After treatment at 
this point, the patient whose mobility was limited can once 
again jump and tum. 

Wind Market 
GB-31 (fing shi) 
JJl. jlng: wind 
"$ shi: market, fair, city 
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Classical Location: Between the two sinews on the outer 
side above knee, at the end of the middle finger when the 
hand is placed on the thigh. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Wind disorders can be treated by applying acupuncture or 
moxibustion at this point. Furthermore, wind qi may gath
er in this area like people gathering at a market or fair. 
Thus the point is known as Wind Market. 

Central River 

GB-32 (zhong du) 
rp zhong: center, central 
if du: river, ditch, drain 

Classical Location: On the thigh, five inches above the 
knee, in the parting of the flesh. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Qi flows in the channels like water in a river. The gall
bladder channel is in a central position relative to the other 
two yang channels on the lower limbs. The name Central 
River can be seen to represent the gallbladder channel as a 
whole. Or, GB-32 may be called Central River because the 
gallbladder channel communicates with the triple burner 
channel (both belong to the shao yang). The triple burner 
is referred to in the Spiritual Axis as tp if zhOng du, ' 'the 
central river." Because this point is located in the center of 
a groove in the muscles that resembles a ditch (if du); the 
point name could also be rendered as Central Ditch. 
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$IWJMj 
Knee Yang Joint 

GB-33 (xi yang goon) 
,. xi: knee 
II yang: yang, the complement of yin 
II gUiln: gate; passage; joint 

Alternate Names 

Joint Yang 
Joint Mound 
Yang Mound 
Cold Mansion 

gui1n yang 
gUiln lfng 
yang lfng 
hanjU 

Classical Location: Three inches above Yang Mound 
Spring (GB-34), in the depression lateral to Calfs Nose (ST-
35). (Grear Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located at the knee joint on the yang aspect of 
the leg; it is therefore called Yang Joint. The word knee is 
included simply to distinguish the point from another which 
is also called 11111 yang guan, Lumbar Yang Pass (GV-3). 

IWJ rt~ll 
Yang Mound Spring 

GB-34 (yang ling quan) 
II yang: yang, the complement of yin 
1ft lfng: mound, burial mound * qu4.n: spring, fountain 
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Yang Mound 
Yang's Mound Spring 
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yang lfng 
yang zhi lfng quan 
jin hut 

Classical Location: One inch below the knee, in the de
pression on the outer face of the shin. The point is found 
in squatting posture. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (earth) point. Meeting-hui 
point of the sinews. 

Explanation of Point Name 
OB-34 is located in a depression next to a protuberance or 
"mound;" thus it is a "mound spring." It may be that 
"mound" is also a reference to OB-34 as the earth point of 
the gallbladder channel, as mounds are made of earth. L0-
cated on the yang aspect of the leg, opposite to Yin Mound 
Spring (SP-9); it is therefore called Yang Mound Spring. 

OB-34 is the meeting-hui point of the sinews and thus 
moistens the sinews like a spring moistens the land. While 
this explanation is useful, it is probably wrong. The meet
ing-hui points were first discussed in the Classic of Difficult 
Issues, a later text than either the Inner Canon or the Sys
tematized Canon, both of which mention this name. 

J%-~ 
Yang Intersection 

GB-35 (yang jiiio) 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
3C jilJo: to intersect, to meet; to hand over 
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Alternate Names 

Divergent Yang 
Leg Bone-Hole 
Leg Bone-Hole 
Leg Hollow 

bie yang 
zu litio 
zu litio 
zu kOng 

Classical Location: Seven inches above the outer anIde, in 
the parting of the flesh among the three yang channels. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the yang linking chan
nel; intersection-jiaohui point of the foot shao yang gall
bladder and the yang linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-35 is the cleft-xi point of the yang linking vessel as 
well as the intersection-jiaohui point of that vessel and the 
gallbladder channel. The name Yang Intersection recalls 
these facts. 

Outer Hill 

GB-36 (wlli qUi) 
$'~ wai: outer, outside 
.Ii qiit: hill, mound 

Classical Location: Seven inches above the outer anklebone. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the gallbladder channel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named Outer Hill because of its location on 
the outer aspect of the leg in a fleshy area that resembles a 
hill (the calt). Note that the calf is surrounded by points 
whose names include references to hills, mountains, mounds, 
and valleys, such as Yang Mound Spring (G8-34), Yin Val
ley (KI-lO), Yin Mound Spring (SP-9), Leaking Valley 
(SP-7), Mountain Support (BL-57) and Outer Hill (GB-36). 

Bright Light 

GB-37 (guling ming) 
j(; guilng: light, brightness 
BJI m(ng: clear, bright; acute (of eyesight) 

Classical Location: Five inches above the outer ankle. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the gallbladder 
channel connecting to the liver channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Both the characters j(; guilng and BJI mfng are often used 
to describe the eyes (e.g., U: ti:i3f1!, *~BJI, :tJi3f1!, * ~j(;). GB-37 is the connecting-luo point of the gallblad
der channel, i.e., the spot where the connecting vessel that 
joins to the liver leaves the main channel. Because of this 
connection (the liver opens at the eyes), GB-37 is useful in 
treating eye diseases. It is able to restore the light of the 
eyes, and is therefore called Bright Light. 
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Yang Assistance 
GB-38 (yang jU) 
~ yang: yang, the complement of yin 
til fU: to assist, to support; 

pole attached to a cart to keep it from upsetting 

Alternate Names 

Severed Bone 
Parting of the Flesh 
Parting Space 

jue gu 
fen rou 
fen jilin 

Classical Location: Four inches above the outer ankle, in 
front of the assisting bone, three fen from the edge of the 
bone, seven inches above Hill Ruins (GB-40). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GB-38 is on the yang aspect of the leg in front of the fibu
la, which in Chinese is called the tii'lt fi1 gu, literally, 
"assisting bone." Thus the point is called Yang Assistance. 

Al~~* J~ ~..::z;.. 

Suspended Bell 
GB-39 (jue gu) 
~ xuan: to suspend, to hang 
• zhOng: bell; clock; handleless cup 
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Severed Bone 
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jue gu 
sur hut 

Classical Location: At the pulsating vessel three inches 
above the outer ankle; feel for the tip of the bone. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Meeting-hui point of the marrow. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The outer anklebone appears like a bell hung from this 
point, providing the image of Suspended Bell. In ancient 
China, children often wore foot bells at the level of this 
point. The other name for this point, of equally common 
usage, is *~1t jue gu, Severed Bone. This name is a ref
erence to the prominence at the distal end of the fibula 
where the point is located. In fact, this whole area of the 
leg is called *~1t. 

Hill Ruins 
GB-40 (qUi xu) 
.Ii qia: hill, hillock, mound 
JJI xu: old burial grounds; ruins; wasteland 

Alternate Name 

Hill Ruins qiu xu 

Classical Location: In the depression below the lower outer 
anklebone, three inches from [Foot] Overlooking Tears 
(GB-41). (Systematized Canon) 
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Point Associations: Source-yuan point of the gallbladder 
channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character .Ii qiu here describes the mound of the outer 
anklebone, while J.ll xu may be a reference to the many 
protuberances and depressions in the vicinity of the ankle 
where the point is located, causing the area to resemble an
cient burial grounds or ruins. 

Since both characters in this name can mean mound, it 
could be interpreted simply as a reference to the protuber
ance of the anklebone. In that case translating the name as 
Mound would be sufficient. 

Q Pi1=; ...... .l. 
~ JIago I "l. 

Foot Overlooking Tears 
GB-41 (zu lin qi) 
JE zu: foot '* lfn: to overlook, to face toward; to arrive at 
W. qi: tears; to weep (silent tears) 

Classical Location: In the depression behind and between 
the base joints of the little toe and the one next to it, one 
inch and five fen from Pinched Ravine (GB-43). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Near this point, a branch of the gallbladder channel leaves 
the main channel to connect with the liver channel at Large 
Pile (LV-I). Because the liver opens into the eyes, this 
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connection, combined with the fact that the gallbladder 
channel originates at the outer edge of the eye, enables the 
point to treat eye disorders such as pain in the outer can
thus, dry eyes and visual dizziness. 

The name Overlooking Tears is therefore a reference to the 
functions of this point as regards the eyes. The word foot 
is included in the name to distinguish this point from anoth
er of similar name, Head Overlooking Tears (GB-15). 

Earth Fivefold Convergence 

GB-42 (tIl wit hui) 
j& di: earth, ground 
Ii wit: five, fifth 
1lt hui: to converge, to meet 

Alternate Names 

Earth Five 
Pinched Ravine 

di wit 
jiil xi 

Classical Location: In the depression behind and between 
the base joints of the little toe and the one next to it, one 
inch from Pinched Ravine (GB-43). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character :ttl! di, meaning earth or ground, may here 
be considered as a reference to this point's location on the 
foot, i.e., the point of contact between the body and the 
ground. The ideogram Ii wU may be a reference to the 
five toes collectively or the fifth toe specifically, while 1lt 
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hul, meaning meeting or gathering, could be symbolic of 
the gathering together of the five toes, i.e., the foot, again. 
indicating the location of the point. 

It may be significant that Ii... lid hut, as well as consti
tuting a part of this point name, is also an alternate name 
for 8'* lxIi hul, Hundred Convergences (GV-20). While 
it is unclear here what the phrase five convergences actually 
means, unless it is a reference to the five toes, it is more 
clear as regards Fivefold Convergence (GV-20), where the 
six yang channels intersect with the governing vessel. Thus 
"five," like the "hundred" in Hundred Convergences, can 
be construed to mean many. It seems more than mere c0-

incidence that there is a Fivefold Convergence at both the 
top and bottom of the body. 

Pinched Ravine 
GB-43 (xiQ Xlj 
~ xid: bold, generous 
U (il) xi: ravine, mountain stream gully 

Alternate Name 

Pinched Ravine ~. jill xi 

Classical Location: In front of the base joints of the little 
toe and the one next to it, in the depression in the fork of 
the bones. (Grear Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (water) point. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
As in the case of ~B xia btli (LU-4), ~ xia may be in
terpreted as meaning ~ jill, which means to pinch from 
both sides or to insert between. The ideogram ~ xi (or 
its homophone ?.i) refers to cleft-like grooves in the body. 
GB-43 is pinched in the groove between the fourth and fifth 
toes; therefore it is named Pinched Ravine. (~B is, in 
fact, an alternate name for this point.) 

Some sources say 1~ xia is a substitute for ~ xia, mean
ing narrow. Considered in this light a rendering of the 
point name as Narrow Ravine is also possible. 

Foot Portal Yin 

GB-44 (Zu qiizo yin) 
JE zu: foot, (lower) leg 
H qiilO: portal, orifice 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 

Classical Location: On the outer side of the toe next to the 
little toe, the width of a Chinese leek leaf away from the 
corner of the nail. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
As was true with Head Portal Yin (GB-ll), the name of 
this point may be a reference to its use in the treatment of 
diseases of the eyes, mouth, nose and tongue, which are the 
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portals of the five viscera (yin). The word foot distin
guishes this point from its namesake on the head. 

This point is the opening to the foot jue yin liver channel, 
where qi passes from the end of the gallbladder channel to 
the beginning of the liver channel during its daily cycle. 
Because the character IX qiao indicates an opening, and the 
liver channel is associated with yin, the name of this point 
could also be rendered as Opening to Yin. 
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Liver Channel 
(Foot Jue Yin) 

Jt~~1tf~~ 

Large Pile 
LV -1 (da dun) 
*- da: large, great, major 
fX dan: to pile up; a hill; thick 

Alternate Names 

Great Favorableness 
Water Spring 

dll shun 
shu; quan 

Classical Location: On the great toe, a little more than the 
width of a Chinese leek leaf away from the nail, on the 
outer side amid the "three hairs." (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Well-jing (wood) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
LV -1 is the wood point of the wood channel. Since wood 
restrains earth this point can be used to treat an overabun
dance (Le., a Large Pile) of earth. The point name re
minds us of this function. This explanation is supported by 
a line in Essential Questions where an excess of earth is 
called a fX.$ dan fl, mound. 

This point is located in the thick flesh of the large toe, 
which could be said to resemble a Large Pile. 
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Moving Between 
LV-2 (xing jilin) 
~T xing: to walk, to move 
rll, jilin: between; a space 

Classical Location: On the web of the great toe, in the de
pression where the pulsating vessel may be sensed through 
palpation. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Spring-ying (fire) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The channel arrives at this point after passing between the 
two toes; hence it is called Moving Between. Another inter
pretation of this name claims that the name contains the 
character ~T xing, meaning to move or to walk, because 
this point is pivotal for walking and has the function of 
moving qi and resolving stagnation. rll, jilin, meaning be
tween, refers to the point's location between the toes. 

Great Surge 
LV -3 (tid chong) 
~ tiii: great, supreme; too, excessive 
~Jf1 chOng: surge, rush; flush; empty; 

thoroughfare, key position, hub (fIj) 
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tai chong 
da chong 

Classical Location: One and a half to two inches below the 
base of the great toe, in the depression where the pulsating 
vessel can be felt. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Stream-shu (earth) and source-yuan 
point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character ":k. tai is similar to * da in both form and 
meaning. Here it is a reference to the large toe. The 
ideograph itp chong refers to the surging of the pulse locat
ed at this point. 

Essential Questions calls LV-3 the place where "the pene
trating vessel (7'P~ chong mai) and the kidney channel 
show great (* da) exuberance," and states that this is the 
reason that the point is called ":k.i'P tm chOng. 

LV -3 is the source-yuan point of the liver channel. It can 
be said to be in a key position where the source qi gathers 
or along a thoroughfare of qi activity. For these reasons, 
Great Thoroughfare or Supreme Position would also be ap
propriate renderings for this name. 

Mound Center 
LV -4 (zhong flng) 
tp zhong: center, central 
!f leng: mound, heap; to seal, to block 
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Alternate Name 

Suspended Spring xuan quan 

Classical Location: One inch in front of the inner ankle
bone, in the depression between the sinews. 
(Grear Compendium) 

Point Associations: River-jing (metal) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character q:r zhong is a reminder that the point is lo
cated in the middle of the two sinews, while if ftng may 
be a reference to both the mound of flesh formed by the 
sinews and the fact that the point is "sealed" within the 
sinews. Mound Center and Sealed Center are therefore 
both acceptable translations of this name. 

Woodworm Canal 
LV -5 (1i gou) 
Ii If: a wood-boring worm; a gourd; If: ladle 
il4 gou: canal, ditch, channel 

Alternate Name 

Intersection Apparatus jilio yf 

Classical Location: Five inches above the inner anklebone. 
(Grear Compendium) 
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Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the foot jue yin 
liver channel, connecting with the foot shao yang gallblad
der channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
LV-5 is the connecting-Iuo point of the liver channel and as 
such connects the liver and gallbladder channels. The point 
may therefore be named Woodworm Canal in reference to 
the connecting vessel that joins the two wood channels. The 
alternate name Intersection Apparatus supports this interpre
tation. 

The character ~ If can also mean ladle and in this respect 
may be seen to resemble the hollow formed by the space 
between the bone and flesh of the calf. That area also 
looks like a ditch (ilIf. gou) , and thus a rendering of the 
point name as Ladle Ditch could be preferred. 

The character ~ If can also mean gourd and could thus 
represent the gastrocnemius muscle, which can be said to 
resemble a gourd. A rendering of the point name as Gourd 
Ditch would highlight the point's location in the groove 
next to the calf muscle. 

Central Metropolis 

LV-6 (zhong du) 
rp zhong: center, middle, central 
~ da: metropolis, capital, market 
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Alternate Names 

Central Cleft 
Supreme Yin 
Great Yin 

zhong xi 
tiJi yin 
dii yin 

Classical Location: Seven inches above the inner anklebone, 
at the midpoint of the shinbone, parallel to the shao yin. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Cleft-xi point of the liver channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is the cleft-xi point of the liver channel, at 
which qi and blood gather just as people gather in a large 
metropolis (~da). The character tp zhOng, meaning cen
ter, is probably a reference to the point's central location 
along the length of the shinbone, or to the fact that the 
point is found in the middle of a hollow. 

Knee Joint 
LV -7 (xi guiin) 
g xi: knee 
II gulin: joint; gate, pass, passageway 

Classical Location: In the depression two inches below the 
Inner Eye of the Knee (M-LE-16). (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located near, and treats diseases affecting, the 
knee. Thus the name could be rendered as either Knee 
Joint or Passageway to the Knee, depending on which 
meaning of 1m gulin is chosen. 
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Spring at the Bend 
LV-8 (qil qudn) 
db qu: bend, curve, curved 
• qudn: spring, water source 

Classical Location: On the inside of the knee in the de
pression above the larger sinew and below the smaller 
sinew. When the knee is flexed the point is found at the 
end of the horizontal crease. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Uniting-he (water) point. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character • qudn, meaning spring, is here a reference 
to this point being the water point of the liver channel. Be
cause this "spring' , is located at the bend in the knee, the 
point is called Spring at the Bend. Three nearby points 
contain the word • spring: Yin Mound Spring (SP-9), 
Yang Mound Spring (0-34), Spring at the Bend (LV-8). All 
three are uniting-he points. 

Yin Bladder 
LV -9 (yin bao) 
Ifi yin: yin, the complement of yang 
12 blio: to wrap, to envelope; bag, sack 
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Alternate Name 

Yin Bladder yin bllo 

Classical Location: Four inches above the knee, between 
the two sinews on the inner face of the thigh. The point is 
found with the leg flexed. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character 12 bllo, meaning to wrap or envelope, may 
here be considered as a reference to either the urinary blad
der or the womb, disorders of which may be treated 
through this point, while ~ yin indicates the point's posi
tion on a yin channel. The alternate name for this point 
uses the character lIP! bllo, which is the same as 12 but for 
the addition of the flesh radical (R rU) on the left, indicat
ing that it is a body part. 

Foot Five Li 
LV-tO (zu wu hj 
..IE. zu: foot, (lower) leg 
Ii. wu: five, fifth 
!I! 1(: a measure of distance (360 paces); village 

Classical Location: Three inches below Surging Qi (ST-30) 
on the inside of the thigh, where a pulsating vessel can be 
felt. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character !I! Ii can be construed as having the same 
meaning as J.I Ii, i.e., to rectify, because these two charac
ters were not always clearly distinguished in classical Chi-
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nese. Five (1i wu') may be a synonym for center, since in 
five-phase theory five corresponds to earth and the central 
position. It could also reference the five viscera. The 
name reflects LV-IO's ability to rectify both the center and 
the viscera. 

If !I! Ii is taken to mean a village or ward, the name can 
be interpreted as a place. This highlights LV-10 as the 
fifth point from Cycle Gate (LV -14), the channel's end. 

Yin Corner 
LV-II (yin lian) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
IJ. /ian: angle, corner, side, ridge 

Classical Location: Below Goat Arrow (LV -12 alternate 
name), two inches from Surging Qi (ST-30), at the pulsat
ing vessel. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The point is located on the yin aspect of the leg at the in
ner angle or corner of the groin; hence the name. 

Urgent Pulse 
LV -12 (it mili) 
~, jf: urgent, hasty; anxious; acute 
~ mai (mo): vessel; pulse 
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Alternate Name 

Goat Arrow yang sh[ 

Classical Location: Above Yin Comer (LI-ll) and the gen
itals, two and a half inches either side of the midline. A 
hardness can be dimly felt under pressure and hard pressure 
will produce pain that radiates up and down. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point name is described in Essential Questions as being 
derived from the nature of the pulse at the point when the 
liver channel is struck by pathogenic cold. 

The alternate name ~* yang shi, Goat Arrow, is derived 
from the hard arrow-shaped sinew located just below the 
point. 

Camphorwood Gate 

LV-13 (zhang men) 
-= zhang: complete (an essay); a chapter; a strain of 

music; the flat area on top of a hill 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Rear Camphorwood Gate 
Elbow Tip 
Long Level 
Lateral Costal Bone-Hole 
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Free Ribs 
Free Ribs 
Lard Bone-Hole 
Spleen Mu 
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jlle 
jt xii 
fang liflo 
p( mit 

Classical Location: In the region of the free ribs, two 
inches above the navel and six inches either side of the 
midline. The point is found with the patient on her side; 
with top leg bent and bottom leg extended. Also, the point 
is located where the tip of the elbow touches. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the spleen; intersec
tion-jiaohui point of the foot jue yin liver and foot shao 
yang gallbladder channels; meeting-hui point of the five vis
cera. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character 1if: vulng was originally used to denote the 
camphor laurel tree and, by extension, any valuable lumber. 
This point is an intersection-jiaohui point of the two wood 
channels as well as being the alarm-mu point of the spleen 
(earth). It is the point where wood receives earth. In The 
Book of History (.~ 8C) it is stated that: "When wood re
ceives the virtue of earth, it becomes a thousand pieces of 
valuable lumber (*. ± tg ffii fflt T 1if: z tt). " Thus Cam
phorwood Door is one possible rendering of this point name. 

The ideogram 1if: vuing can also be used to describe the 
flat area at the top of a hill. LV -13 is located just below 
the rib cage in an area that can be said to resemble this 
geological formation. The character r, men, meaning gate, 
is in this case a metaphor for an acupuncture point. 

1if: zhang can have the same meaning as ~:f zhang, which 
represents a screen or veil. The rib cage screens the vis
cera and this point is like a gateway (r, men) past that 
screen through which the physician can treat diseases of 
those organs. Thus the point name could also be rendered 
Screen Gate. In support of this interpretation is the Forty-
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fifth Difficulty in the Classic of Difficult Issues, in which 
Camphorwood Gate (LV -13) is designated as the meeting
hui point of the viscera. 

Cycle Gate 

LV-14 (qi men) 
M q(: period, cycle; one hundred years; expect; one year 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Name 

Liver Mu giln mil. 

Classical Location: Two ribs directly below the nipple, one 
inch and five fen to the side of Not Contained (ST-19). 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the liver, intersec
tion-jiaohui point of the foot tai yin spleen channel, foot jue 
yin liver channel, and yin linking vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
LV-14 is the last point in the channel cycle, which begins 
anew at Cloud Gate (LU-2). This point is thus a gateway 
(r,) in the qi cycle much as the end of one year (M) is a 
gateway to the next. The name Cycle Gate conveys this 
idea. 
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Conception Vessel 

14:~JR 

Meeting of Yin 

CV-l (hut yin) 
fr hUl: meeting, convergence 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 

Alternate Names 

Screen Mil ping Yl 
Flat Screen SV-Il ping Yl 
Lower Extreme ""ffi xia ji 
Metal Gate ~r' jin men 
Seabed i1*J& hlli di 
Ghost Store ~a gui cang 
Lower Yin Divergence ""f~gtl xia yin bie 

Classical Location: Between the anterior and posterior yin. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the concep
tion, governing, and penetrating vessels; the eleventh of the 
thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located halfway between the anterior and pos
terior yins, the genitals and anus (mr~ qian yin, an terior 
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yin, refers to the genitals; f~~ hOu yin, posterior yin, 
refers to the anus). Hence it is called Meeting of Yin. 

CV -1 is the intersection-jiaohui point of the governing, con
ception and penetrating vessels. The name Meeting of Yin 
is reminiscent of the fact that CV -1 is an intersection
jiaohui point on a yin vessel. 

Hundred Convergences (GV -20), located at the top of the 
head, is a point at which yang qi gathers (Le., a meeting 
of yang). CV-l is GV-20's anatomical opposite, and is a 
point a which yin qi gathers; hence it is called Meeting of 
Yin. The alternate names Seabed and Lower Extreme high
light the yin nature of the point. 

Curved Bone 

CV-2 (qu gil) 
Elb qu: curved, bent 
it gu: bone 

Alternate Names 

Crooked Bone 
Crooked Bone's End 
Curved Bone's End 
Return Bone 
Urinary Bladder 
Marrow Shu 

qu gu 
qu gu duan 
qu gu duan 
huE gu 
nill.o bao 
sur shu 

Classical Location: Directly above Meeting of Yin (CV-l), 
above the transverse bone, in the depression at the pubic 
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hairline where the pulsating vessel can be felt, five inches 
below the navel. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot jue 
yin liver channel and the conception vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The location of CV-2 just above the curvature of the pubic 
bone accounts for its name. The alternate names are simi
larly derived from the location of the point. 

Central Pole 

CV -3 (zhong jt) 
tp zhOng: center, central 
ti jf: pole (as in polar opposites), extreme 

Alternate Names 

Qi Sour~ 
Qi Fish 
Jade Spring 
Bladder Mu 

qi yuan 
qi yu 
yu quan 
pang guang mu 

Classical Location: Directly above Curved Bone (CV-2) 
four inches below the navel. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the bladder; inter
section-jiaohui point of the three yin channels of the foot 
(liver, spleen and kidney) and the conception vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
CV -3 is in the middle of the body on both a vertical and 
horizontal axis. Its name is the same as the Chinese name 
for the North Star, which is in the center of the sky. 

The character tp zhOng may be a reference to the center, 
i.e., central burner, while faj jf can be considered as a 
substitute for its homophone ~" which means acute or ur
gent. A rendering of the point name as Urgent Center 
would reflect the point's effectiveness in the treatment of 
acute abdominal pain. 

Origin Pass 

CV -4 (guiin yuan) 
IJJ guan: pass, passageway, gate; critical juncture; 

to lock in 
)J: yuan: origin, original, source 

Alternate Names 

Source Pass 
Cinnabar Field 
Triple Intersection 
Origin of Huang 
Lower Huang 
Lower Regulator 
Great Sea 
Great Reservoir 
Great Central Pole 
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Infant's Door rP zrhU 
Infant's Palace r1r z; gOng 
Infant's Place rll zr chu 
Infant's Intestine rJJl zr cluing 
Fifth City 1ibl wu cheng 
Second Gate *r, ci men 
Blood Chamber .Ifn.~ xue shl 
Sea of Blood .lfn.il xuehai 
Crux Disinhibitor fiJ. Ii ji 
Life Gate Iftir, mlng men 
Kunlun Mountains H,1fti kun lun 
Fallen Sauce ~. chui jiling 
Junior Pivot M:t; chi sha 
Bladder Gate J1f!r, boo men 
Sea of Qi ~il qi hai 
Delivery Gate ~r' chan men 
Navel IJftJt bO yling 
Urine ~* nillO shu; 
Essential Dew ~a jing [u 

Classical Location: Three inches below the navel. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the small intestine; 
intersection-jiaohui point of the three foot yin channels 
(spleen, liver and kidney) and the conception vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Depending on which meaning of the character 1m goon is 
considered, CV -4 is a "passageway of original qi," the 
"critical juncture of original yang and original yin," or the 
place where "original qi is stored [locked in]." The render
ing of this name as Origin Pass is an attempt to include all 
these ideas. 

The plethora of alternate names for this point are a result 
of it being the site of the uterus (Le., blood chamber), the 
cinnabar field (dlin titin), and the life gate fire. 
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Stone Gate 
CV -5 (shi men) 
~ shf: stone 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Cinnabar Field 
Crux Disinhibitor 
Life Gate 
Shu Gate 
Infertility 
Essential Dew 
Triple Burner Mu 

fHH 
flJ#.l 
~r' 
III 
~lft 
ma 
=:~JJ 

di1n tian 
Ii ji 
ming men 
sha men 
jue yitn 
jfng Ill. 
si1n jii10 mit 

Classical Location: Directly above Origin Pass (CV-4), two 
inches below the navel. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the triple burner. 

Explanation of Point Name 
CV-5 is effective in treating stone conglomerations (~Wi 
shf jill), which are stone-like masses in the lower abdomen. 
The point is a gate through which these conglomerations 
can be treated; hence the name Stone Gate. 

A place where crops cannot grow is called a stone field 
(~EB shf tian), and a woman who is not able to give birth 
is called a stone woman (~"k shf nu). Needling this 
point can prevent conception; therefore the point is called 
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Stone Gate. The alternate name Infertility supports this ex
planation. 

Stone Gate is the name of a mountain, and is also an an
cient place name. 

Sea of Qi 
CV -6 (qi hili) 
$f«. qi: qi, breath 
ifl hlii: sea 

Alternate Names 

Lower Sea of Qi 
Lower Huang 
Huang Origin 
Navel 
Small Navel 

xia qi hlli 
xiil huang 
hUiing wI yuan 
b6 yang 
ji yang 

Classical Location: In the depression one and a half inches 
below the navel. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This area serves as a reservoir of qi for the whole of the 
body. It is the place from which qi emanates and to which 
it returns and is thus the Sea of Qi. 

In Taoist meditation practices the breath is brought to this 
area and the qi is stored there. The delineation between qi 
and breath is unclear in Chinese, an ambiguity preserved by 
the name Sea of Qi. 
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The three alternate names for CV-6 that contain the word 
R huang stem from a line of the Inner Canon which states 
that the huang has its origin in the area below the navel. 

Yin Intersection 
CV -7 (yin jiao) 
~ yin: yin, the complement of yang 
3C jiM: intersection 

Alternate Names 

Small Pass 
Scarce Pass 
Cinnabar Field 
Horizontal Door 

xillo guan 
shoo guan 
dan tian 
heng hit 

Classical Location: One inch below the umbilicus, even 
with the upper border of the bladder. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the concep
tion and penetrating vessels and the kidney channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
CV -7 is called Yin Intersection because it is located on the 
yin side of the body and is also the intersection-jiaohui 
point of three yin vessels (the kidney channel, the concep
tion vessel and the penetrating vessel). Note that the Chi
nese word for intersection is 3C* jiM hul, the first char
acter of which is also the second character in the point 
name. 
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ff! shen: spirit 
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1M que: a watch tower on either side of a palace gate, 
a gate; a palace 

Alternate Names 

Life Stem ~;,i 
Qi Union ~fr 
Qi Abode ~tf 
Linking Convergence *It-
Center of the Navel ~t:p 

Classical Location: In the center of the navel. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 

ming di 
qi he 
qi she 
wei hui 
q( zhong 

The character e que is a symbol for an empty space that 
serves as a gate; it is considered interchangeable with ~ 
que, meaning a gap. The spirit enters and leaves through 
CV-8, the Spirit Gate. 

The navel is said to be the residence of the Supreme Unity 
c;tz. tai yi), the source of life. For this reason, this 
point name could be rendered as Spirit's Palace. 

Originally, the name of CV-8 was Qi Abode, which may 
have been chosen on the basis of the statement in the Taoist 
Storehouse (~a) that "the qi of later heaven (Le., postna
tal qi) resides at the navel." Its name was later changed to 
avoid confusion with ST-ll, which is also called Qi Abode. 
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1K~ 
Water Divide 

CV-9 (shui /in) * shu;: water 
$} fen: divide, part, separate 

Alternate Names 

I>ivided ~aters 
Central Guard 

fen shu; 
lhDng shou 

Classical Location: Directly above Spirit Gate (CV-8), one 
inch above the navel. (Go/den Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located in the region of lower opening of the 
small intestine, which functions in separating the clear and 
the turbid, drawing off fluid from the digesta and sending it 
to the bladder, leaving the solid waste to be conveyed to 
the large intestine. CV -9 is employed in the treatment of 
water swelling. For both of these reasons CV-9 is called 
~ater Divide. Its clinical functions also explain the alter
nate names. 

Lower Venter 
CV -10 (xiiz wan) 
r xia: lower, below; to descend 
1m wan (goon): venter 
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Lower Duct 
Dark Gate 

Grasping the Wind 

xia guan 
yOu men 

Classical Location: Directly above Water Divide (CV-9), 
two inches above the navel. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yin spleen channel and the conception vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Elucidation of Characters (~)( m *) says, "Venter 
means the stomach bowel," (/lit, 'R R'f-t!1.) while modem 
Chinese medical dictionaries define the word as meaning the 
physical aspect of the stomach, including the lower portion 
of the esophagus and the upper part of the duodenum. The 
venter is divided into three sections: upper, middle and 
lower. CV-lO is located at the lower border of the stom
ach and is thus called Lower Venter. 

Interior Strengthening 
CV-ll (jian h) 
~ jian: to establish, to erect; to stand 
1l! 1[: a measure of distance; a small hamlet 

Classical Location: Directly above Lower Venter (CV-lO), 
three inches above the navel. (Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The most meaningful interpretation of this point name relies 
on the assumption that both ideograms are substitutes for 
homophones. In ancient times the character 1l! II was of-
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ten used to convey the meaning inherent in its homophone 
~, which means inner or inside, while m jilm was often 
used in place of its homophone .. , meaning healthy or to 
strengthen. Considered in this light the point name may be 
rendered as Interior Strengthening, which is indicative of 
CV -11 's function of strengthening the central burner. 

CV -11 occupies an established position in the neighborhood 
of the stomach, between Upper Venter (CV-lO) and Lower 
Venter (CV-12). Since the meaning of the character !I! Ii 
can be extended to express the idea of place, the name of 
this point can also be rendered as Established Place. 

Since this point stands in the center of the internal path of 
digesta, the point name could be rendered as Center Stand. 

Central Venter 
CV-12 (zhong wan) 
~ zhong: center, central, middle 
1m wan (guan): venter 

Alternate Names 

Central Duct ~1i zhong guan 
Venter ~Im wei wan 
Upper Regulator J:*(' shang jl 
Supreme Granary :t::t" fai cling 
Stomach Mu ~JJ wei mit 

Classical Location: Directly above Interior Strengthening 
(CV-ll), four inches above the navel, midway between the 
navel and the bone that covers the heart. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand tai 
yang small intestine, hand shao yang triple burner, and foot 
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yang ming stomach channels, and the conception vessel; 
alarm-mu point of the stomach; one of the nine needles for 
returning yang; meeting-hui point of the bowels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
While the character Die mln is a certain reference to the 
venter, tp zhiJng can refer either to the point's location at 
the center of the venter, or to its location halfway between 
the navel and the xiphoid process. 

This point is also called ;t* tm cling, Supreme Granary, 
in reference to a line from the Spiritual Axis that reads, 
"The stomach is the Supreme Granary." ("*,,:;t:ft-.) 
The Classic of Difficult Issues also refers to CV -12 by this 
name: "The bowels meet at the Supreme Granary." 0&*, 
;t#.) 

Upper Venter 
CV-13 (shang wan) 
1: shlmg: above, upper 
1m wan (guan): venter 

Alternate Names 

Upper Duct 
Upper Regulator 
Venter 
Stomach Duct 

shang goon 
shang ji 
wei wan 
wei goon 

Classical Location: Directly above Central Venter (CV-12), 
five inches above the navel. (Golden Mirror) 
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Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach and hand tai yang small intestine chan
nels and the conception vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
CV -13 is located at the upper opening of the stomach; 
hence the name Upper Venter. 

Great Tower Gate 

CV-14 (iil que) 
§. ju: great, gigantic 
fiji que: gate tower (watch towers located on either side 

of a palace gate); a palace 

Alternate Name 

Heart Mu xfn mu 
Classical Location: Directly above the umbilicus, two inch
es below the joining of the ribs. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Alarm-mu point of the heart. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The space below the breastbone can be seen to be shaped 
like a gate, while the rib cage on either side forms the 
watch towers for that gate. The honorific great is applied 
to points related to the commanding organ (the heart). As 
CV-14 is the alarm-mu point of the heart, the name Great 
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Tower Gate is thus indicative of a route of access to that 
viscus. 

The character • que can indicate a palace as a whole as 
well as the more specific reference to a palace gate tower. 
Because alarm-mu points are places where qi collects much 
as officials gather at a palace, the point name could also be 
rendered as Great Palace. 

A e. ju que was a type of sword in ancient China. Its 
shape resembled the breastbone, below which CV-14 is lo
cated. 

The xiphoid process is also called elll ju que in some 
cases. The name of this point is in this respect locational 
in nature. 

Turtledove Tail 
CV -15 (jiii wii) 
~ jia: turtledove 
~ wei: tail 

Alternate Names 

Tail Screen 
Spirit Mansion 
Anterior Breast 
Breastbone 
Breastbone 

Classical Location: One inch above 
(CV-14). (Golden Mirror) 

~. 
ftrR'f .mr 
.If •• 
Great 

wei yi 
shen ft1 
yi qidn 
heglJn 
hehe 

Tower Gate 

Point Associations: Connecting-luo point of the conception 
vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
Viewed from the front, the entire are of the chest can be 
said to resemble a turtledove. The area above the breast
bone is the turtledove's head, the breastbone is its back, the 
costal regions are its wings and the area in which CV -15 is 
located is the turtledove's tail. Alternately the breastbone 
can be seen as the center of a turtledove's tail (it is some
times called "turtledove's tail") with the ribs being the 
feathers that spread out left and right. In either case the 
point takes its name from its location just inferior to the 
breastbone. This metaphor becomes even more intricate 
when one considers the turtledove's habit of pulling in its 
tail and leaving a space similar to the one where CV -15 is 
located. This parallels the idea of the "hidden bone" (i.e., 
the xiphoid process) at the location of this point. 

Ingestion of turtledove tail was an ancient folk cure for 
esophageal constriction. The name of this point may be de
rived from the fact that this disorder manifests in the area 
of CV-15. 

Center Palace 

CV -16 (zhong ling) 
J:fl zhong: center, central, middle 
~ tfng: court, courtyard; palace 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch directly 
above Turtledove's Tail (CV-15). (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 

The chest is the abode of the heart; the heart is the 
sovereign organ (emperor). The sternum and rib cage are 
like a palace that surrounds and protects the emperor. At 
the center of this area is CV -16, the Center Palace. 

A Taoist text, Canon of the Yellow Coun, (J( ~ ~ ijt *~ ), 
names the central cinnabar field (or heart field) the central 
palace: "The three fields are the upper [or] celestial field, 
the central [or] heart field, and the lower [or] cinnabar field. 
The upper palace receives the essential qi from below, the 
central palace receives essential qi from above, and the 
lower palace receives essential qi from the center." CV -16 
is in the region of the central cinnabar field and is thus 
named Central Palace. 

Within the palace of the rib cage is the Jade Hall (CV-18); 
CV-16 is like a courtyard in front of that hall. The word 
central can refer to both the the midline location and a cen
tral position in the upper burner. The name could thus be 
rendered as Central Courtyard in keeping with these ideas. 

The Spirit Courtyard (CV-24) is above (on the head) and 
the Inner Courtyard (ST-44) is below (on the foot). CV-16 
then is the Central Courtyard. 

Chest Center 
CV -17 (dan zhong) 
HI dim: the central area of the chest 
tp zhong: center, middle 
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Alternate Names 

Chest Hall 
Upper Sea of Qi 
The Source 
Original Child 

xiong tang 
shllng qi htii 
yuan jilm 
yuan er 

Classical Location: One inch and six fen directly above 
Central Palace (CV-16). (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Meeting-hui point of qi; intersection
jiaohui point of the foot tai yin spleen, foot shao yin kidney, 
hand tai yang small intestine, and hand shao yang triple 
burner channels and the conception vessel; alarm-mu point 
of the pericardium. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named after its location in the center of the 
chest. The Spiritual Axis calls this area of the body the 
"palace of the heart governor [pericardium]." ( f,' j:Z 'S":lJi.) 
This may explain the imperial nature of the point names in 
the region. 

lade Hall 
CV-18 (yu tang) 
3! yu: jade 
~ tang: hall; palace; a hall within a palace 

Alternate Name 

Jade's Beauty yu ying 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
directly above Chest Center (CV-17). (Golden Mirror) 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The heart is the sovereign viscus and resides within the 
palace hall. With the Purple Palace (CV-19) above and the 
Central Palace (CV-16) below, the Jade Hall completes the 
imperial landscape. 

Some Taoist texts refer to the lung as the Jade Hall. (" .IJi1i 
lt3i~-g" The Canon of the Yellow Coun Jf.l'! Pi. *I .) 
This point is located on the sternum above the lung; hence 
the name. Jade Hall was also the name of a Han dynasty 
palace. 

~~~g~ 
Purple Palace 

CV -19 ('Ii gong) 
~ zi: purple 
-g g(Jng: palace 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
directly above Jade Hall (CV-18). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Chinese generally consider yellow to be the imperial 
color, though the color purple is sometimes also associated 
with royalty, as in the terms ~1iit (zl chen), the palace, 
and ~~JJl (zl jln cheng), the Forbidden City. The abode 
of the heart, sovereign among viscera, is thus, by analogy, 
called the Purple Palace. 

The phrase ~-g zi gong, Purple Palace, could also be a 
reference to heaven. In evidence of this, it has been said 
that: " Tai Yi (:t: z.. , the Supreme Unity) resides in the 
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Purple Palace." ($ m r : ~ '8 ~ ,::;t Z. Z Ji!:Hfl. .) As 
heaven rules man, the heart rules the body. Hence the res
idence of the heart is called the Purple Palace. 

We can also see purple as the color of blood. The heart, 
which commands the blood, resides in the Purple Palace. 
Also of note, Purple Palace is the name of a star that is a 
part of the Celestial Emperor Constellation. 

Florid Canopy 

CV -20 (hUQ gili) 
_ hud: flower, flowery; glory 
if gil;: cover, canopy 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch and six fen 
directly above Purple Palace (CV-19). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Many early Taoist and medical texts describe the lung as 
the florid canopy or parasol, which can be taken as a sym
bol of the lung's position in the body in relation to the oth
er organs. Essential Questions tells us that "the lung is the 
canopy of the five viscera and the six bowels." (JJiIi~ lia 
A Mf Z if -t!! .) CV -20 is located at the level of the upper 
extreme of the lung and is employed in treating disorders of 
that viscus such as dyspnea and cough. Its name is there
fore derived from its close relationship to the lung. 

Florid Canopy, _if hud gai, is also the name of a star. 
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--Jade Pivot 
CV -21 (xuan Ji) 
II xudn: a kind of fine jade 
II ji: a (non-globular) pearl; astronomical instrument gear 

Alternate Name 
Turning Pivot :ME.. xuan ji 

Classical Location: In the depression one inch directly 
above Florid Canopy (CV-20). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The combination IIII xudn ji names an ancient astronomi
cal instrument that turns on a pivot, much as the head turns 
on the neck. Thus the point is named after its location at 
the bottom of the neck. 

The first four stars of the big dipper form the bowl of the 
dipper the last three form the handle. The second and third 
stars are called II xudn and II ji respectively. The dip at 
the top of the sternum resembles the bowl of the dipper. 
CV-21 is located in the area that corresponds to the bottom 
of the dipper formed by the stars II and II. To picture 
this, simply imagine the collar bone as the handle of the 
dipper and CV-21 as the bottom of the bowl. 

Cy-21 
Sternum 
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IIII xuQn ji is also the name of a particular palindrome 
that was embroidered on satin in the 4th century A.D. It 
was done by a woman for her husband (who had been ban
ished to Tartary), and it consisted of 840 characters, which 
could be read the same backwards as forwards. 

Celestial Chimney 

CV-22 (OOn ttl) 
=x tian: celestial, of the heavens, sky; Nature; heaven 
~ tu: a chimney; to protrude; abrupt, sudden; 

to dash forward 

Alternate Names 

Celestial Alarm 
Jade Door 

tian qu 
yu hU 

Classical Location: One inch above Jade Pivot (CV-21). 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the yin 
linking and conception vessels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The windpipe is like the chimney of the upper burner, 
which is associated with heaven in the cosmology of the 
body. This point is located at the bottom of the windpipe 
and is thus called Celestial Chimney. Alternately, the two 
bony protrusions on either side of CV-22 allow for the ren
dering of this point name as Celestial Protrusion. 
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During respiration celestial qi (~~ thin qi) dashes by this 
point into the lung, and when this point is needled qi rush
es forth. For these reasons the name could also be ren
dered as Celestial Rush. 

Ridge Spring 
CV-23 (lion quon) 
J1l /ian: ridge; comer; aspect * quan: spring (as a mountain spring) 

Alternate Names 

Tongue Root 
Root Pool 
Larynx Center 

she ben 
ben chf 
hOu zhong 

Classical Location: When the head is tilted back, the point 
is directly above Celestial Chimney (CV-22), midway be
tween the chin and the Adam's apple, below the root of the 
tongue. Find the point in supine posture. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the yin 
linking and conception vessels. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located above the ridge of the Adam's apple 
and just below the tongue, where fluids flow forth as 
though from a spring. Thus it is known as Ridge Spring. 
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Sauce Receptacle 
CV-24 (cheng jiilng) * cheng: to receive; to support 
If jil1ng: sauce, juice, rich fluid 

Alternate Names 

Heavy Sauce 
Suspended Sauce 
Celestial Pool 
Ghost Market 

zhong jiang 
xuan jil1ng 
til1n chi 
gu[ shi 

Classical Location: When the mouth is open, the point is 
in the center of the depression beneath the protrusion of the 
lower lip. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot 
yang ming stomach and hand yang ming large intestine 
channels and the conception and governing vessels; the 
eighth of the thirteen ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
If food dribbles from the mouth, some of it may collect at 
this point. Hence the name Sauce Receptacle. 
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Governing Vessel 

Long Strong 

GV-l (chang qidng) 
1l chang: long (in space or time); 

zhOng: to grow; to excel; to lead 
~~ qitlng: strong, forceful; stiff 

Alternate Names 

Jue Bone 
Peg Bone 
End Bone 
Sacral Bone 
End of Sacral Spine 
Sacrum Above 
Hollow Below 

the Tailbone 
Tail Kingfisher Bone 
Tail Maggot Bone 
Fish Tail 
Tortoise Tail 
Tortoise Tail 

Long Border 
Tail Palm 
Qi Cleft 

jue gil 
jue gil 
pilin gil 
gil d( 

jf d( dulin 
d( shang 

li:lt"f ~ wli gil xiii kong 
~.1t wei cui gil 
~iO.1t wei qu gil 
1.f\~ yu wei 
.~ gui wei 

.~ 1lil gui wei chOng jiling 
~. wei la 
.. ill qi xi 
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Yin Cleft ~iII yin xi 
Yin Cleft of Qi ~z~iII qi zhi yin xi 
Cao's Ravine Road lfiiR coo xi lit 
River Cart Road ?PJ$R he cMlit 
Dragon Tiger 6JJE lOng hU 
Dragon & Tiger Point 6JJE1\ lOng hU xue 
Heavenward-Looking 

Summit t1J;J(i'il chao tUin dian 
Stairway to Heaven J:;J(~ shllng tian ti 
Three Fen From 

the Gate -=-$}-1H1 san fen fa 
Damage Mountain llw shling shan 
That's It ~z wei zhi 

Classical Location: Three fen below the tip of the tail bone. 
The point is found in prostrate posture. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Connecting-Iuo point of the governing 
vessel connecting to the conception vessel; intersection
jiaohui point of the foot shao yin kidney and foot shao 
yang gallbladder channels and the governing vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
Being associated with yang, the governing vessel is both 
long and strong. As this is the first point on the vessel, it 
can represent the entirety of it. Thus it is known as Long 
Strong. 

The kidney is the organ of strength. GY -1 can be used to 
extend the strength of the kidney since it treats seminal 
emission, premature ejaculation, and impotence. Thus the 
name of this point could also be rendered as Strength Ex
tender. In addition, needling of this point can cause the 
penis to become "long and strong." 

The governing vessel can be said to lead the yang of the 
body. If the governing vessel is weak, the whole body is 
weak. If it is replete, the spine is stiff. By treating such 
conditions, GY -1 controls or leads the strength of the entire 
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body. If the character :ll is read as zhiJng, the point name 
could be rendered as Strength Leader. 

Lumbar Shu 
GV-2 (yiio shu) 
Bl yllo: lumbus, lower back; kidney; waist 
-Q( shu: a general term for acupuncture points 
Alternate Names 

Lumbar Birth IJJ~ yllo chlm 
Lumbar Pillar IJJtt yllozhu 
Lumbar Door IJJp yllo hu 
Marrow Hole a~ sui kOng 
Marrow Hole aJL sur kOng 
Marrow Shu Ita sur sha 
Marrow Mansion 1lH'f su(jU 
Back Fresh 'W. bei xilln 
Back's Resolution 'WfW bei jie 

Classical Location: Below the twenty-first vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is most probably called Lumbar Shu because it is 
located among the lumbar vertebrae and treats low back 
pain. 

In common speech, IJI yllo, which in Chinese medicine 
normally refers to the lumbus, also means kidneys. This 
point is employed in the treatment of kidney disorders such 
as urinary incontinence and low back pain and may have 
been named in accordance with its relationship to the kidney. 
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Lumbar Yang Pass 

GV-3 (yiio yang guiin) 
IJI yl1o: lumbus, lower back; kidney; waist 
lSI yang: yang, the complement of yin 
lUI gul1n: pass, passageway; gate; joint 

Classical Location: Below the sixteenth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The yang qi of the governing vessel travels up the spine, 
passing through GV-3 on its way to the life gate. Thus the 
point is called Lumbar Yang Pass. The word lumbar is in
cluded in the name of this point simply to avoid confusion 
with another point also known as lSI. yang gul1n, (Knee) 
Yang Joint (GB-33). 

GV-3 is situated between the two large intestine associated
shu points; applying moxibustion at this point spreads yang 
qi through the abdomen. The point functions, in these re
spects, as a passageway for yang qi; thus its name could be 
rendered as Yang Passageway. 

Located on the back (yang) side of the body, GV-3 is used 
to treat the lumbar joints, allowing free movement of the 
lower back. Thus the name of this point could also be 
rendered, like its namesake (GB-33), as Lower Back Yang 
Joint. 
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Life Gate 
GV-4 (ming men) 
1$ ming: life; fate; command 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Palace of Essence 
Bamboo Stick 
Connected 

Grasping the Wind 

jing gOng 
zhu zhang 
shu lei 

Classical Location: Below the fourteenth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
A long-standing belief amongst the Chinese is that the life 
essence is located in the area below the navel, which is 
called the life gate. The Classic of Difficult Issues calls this 
location "the area between the two kidneys." It is also 
known as the Cinnabar Field (HIE dlln tiOn) and the Jade 
Capital (.:E ~ yu dQ). The life gate is sometimes equated 
with the womb in females and the palace of essence in 
males. It is the sea of blood and essence. GV -4 is located 
between the kidney shu points on the back side of this re
gion, and is considered to be a major point in influencing 
the life gate. 
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Suspended Pivot 
GV -S (xudn shu) 
1M xuan: to suspend, to hang; space 
~ sha: pivot, axis 

Classical Location: Below the thirteenth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
GV -5 is located at a point on the spine that is pivotal in 
bending and twisting motions. It is furthermore 
"suspended" in the space between the first and second 
lumbar vertebrae; hence the name Suspended Pivot. 

The point is also "suspended" within the central burner, 
between the two associated-shu points of the triple burner. 
It forms a "suspended pivot" in the triple burner system. 

Spinal Center 
GV -6 (ji zhong) 
ff jf (or ji): the spine 
tp Vu'Jng: center, central, middle 
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Spine Pillar 
Spine Shu 
Spirit Gathering 

Grasping the Wind 

jf zhu 
jf sha 
shin zOng 

Classical Location: Below the eleventh vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located half way up the spine and is thus 
called Spinal Center. 

Central Pivot 

GV -7 (zhong shu) 
qt zhong: center, central, middle 
M sha: pivot, axis 

Classical Location: Below the tenth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
GV -7 is a point of rotation in the center of the spine. Thus 
it is called Central Pivot. Note that the point's name con
tains the "pivot" (t; sha) of Suspended Pivot (GV-5), and 
the "center" (qt zhOng) of Spine's Center (GV -6). These 
three points are similar in both name and function. 
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Sinew Contraction 
GV-8 (jin suo) 
A1j jin: sinew, tendon *" suo: to contract, to shrink 
Alternate Name 

Sinew Binder jin shu 

Classical Location: Below the ninth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
GV -8 is situated between the two liver associated-shu points. 
The liver governs the sinews and this point, by virtue of its 
proximity to the associated-shu points of the liver, is effec
tive in treating sinew disorders such as spasms, hypertonici
ty and contracture. Thus the point is named Sinew Con
traction. 

Extremity of Yang 
GV-9 (z/li yang) 
~ zhi: extreme; to reach, to arrive 
~ yang: yang, the complement of yin 
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Alternate Name 

Bottom of the Lung JJiIi}~ 

Classical Location: Below the seventh vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 

fii d{ 

GV -9 is located on the upper back, which is the most yang 
aspect of the body; it is on the governing vessel, which is 
the commander of yang qi; and it is positioned below the 
seventh vertebra, seven being a number associated with 
yang. For all of these reasons the point is considered to be 
yang within yang, or the "extremity of yang." 

n11~ h 
ZIlo 
Spirit Tower 

GV-IO (ling tm) 
Jl lfng: spirit, supernatural 
a rai: terrace, platform, tower 

Classical Location: Below the sixth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
Wen Wang, an emperor of the Zhou Dynasty, built a tower 
he called lIa lfng rai, the Spirit Tower, from which he 
could look out over all his territory. The term 1i:a has by 
extension come to mean the faculties of reason, or the mind. 
In Chinese thought the heart and mind are nearly synony
mous, thus Ita is also representative of the heart. The 
lin Canon confirms this interpretation in a passage that 
states: "Taoist texts consider the heart to be the Spirit 
Tower." ()t!*IRU.l-JA)~Jla.) This point is located just 
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below the associated-shu point of the heart; the heart stores 
the spirit. It is the association of this point with the heart 
that results in its name Spirit Tower. 

Spirit Path 
GV-ll (shen dao) 
ff! shin: spirit 
}.l diw: path, road, way 
Alternate Name 

Visceral Shu zang zha 

Classical Location: Below the fifth vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
GV -11 is located between the two associated-shu points of 
the heart; the heart can be treated though this point. Be
cause the heart stores the spirit, GV -11 can be said to be a 
path to the spirit or a "spirit path." 

Body Pillar 
GV -12 (shin zhil) 
It shen: body; person 
t£ zhu: pillar, post; support 
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Alternate Names 

Wisdom's Advantage Hair 
Wisdom's Advantage Qi 
Wisdom's Advantage Armor 
Dust Qi 

Classical Location: Below the third vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 

Grasping the Wind 

mi Ii mao 
mi Ii qi 
mi Ii jie 
chen qi 

This point is located between the shoulder blades, below the 
third thoracic vertebra. As a part of the "pillar" of the 
spine, it provides support for the body. The name Body Pil
lar refers to both the spine in general and to this point on 
the spine in particular. 

GV -12 is located between the lung associated-shu points and 
opposite to CV -17, the meeting-hui point of qi. Lung qi is 
crucial for the support of the body, as is qi in general. The 
name Body Pillar may thus be a metaphor emphasizing this 
point's relationship to qi, the pillar of the body. 

In the alternate names the characters U mi, wisdom, and 
~ mi, knowledge, are both rendered as wisdom. Though 
today the two carry different meanings, in ancient times ~ 
was used to express both knowledge and wisdom. 

Kiln Path 
GV-13 (lao dao) 
~~ tao: kiln; pleased or happy 
3tt dew: path, road, way 
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Classical Location: Below the first vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the govern
ing vessel and the foot tai yang bladder channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character _ is used to represent a kiln, which the 
spinous processes may be said to resemble. This point lies 
on the path to the kiln-like protuberance of the first cervical 
vertebra; thus it is called Kiln Path. 

If the word kiln is taken as a metaphor for fire (Le., yang 
qi), then the point name is indicative of GV-14's location 
on the pathway of yang qi (Le., the governing vessel). 

Great Hammer 
GV-14 (da zhui) 
*- dll: great, big, large *' zhui: hammer, mallet; vertebra 

Alternate Name 

Hundred Taxations 

Classical Location: Above the first vertebra. 
(Golden Mirror) 

bdi Ido 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the six 
yang channels and the governing vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The Chinese call the vertebrae "spine hammers" by virtue 
of their similarity in shape to the carpenter's tool. The 
most prominent one, the seventh cervical, was traditionally 
called the "great hammer." GV -14 takes its name from its 
position just below this vertebra. 

Do not mistake the alternate name Hundred Taxations for 
(M-HN-30), a non-channel point with the same name. 

Mute's Gate 
GV-lS (ya men) 
~ yd: a mute 
r, men: gate, door 

Alternate Names 

Loss-of-Voice Gate 
Tongue Root 
Tongue Swelling 
Opposite the Tongue 
Tongue's Horizontal 
Tongue Repression 
Repressed Tongue 

yin men 
she gtn 
she zhOng 
heng she 
she heng 
she yan 
yan she 

Classical Location: In the depression at the center of the 
back of the neck, five fen within the hairline. The point is 
found with the head lifted. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the govern
ing vessel and the yang linking vessel; one of the nine nee
dles for returning yang. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
This point connects with the root of the tongue and treats 
voice disorders. It is a gate to the voice and is thus known 
as Mute' s Gate. 

Wind Mansion 
GV -16 (fing fU) 
J)l feng: wind 
Iff fl: mansion, palace; storehouse, treasury 
Alternate Names 

Tongue Root %* 
Root of Preoccupation ,~,* 
Cao's Ravine ... ~ 
Clearheadedness mm 
Ghost Hole ~1\ 
Ghost Forest ~# 
Ghost Pillow ~tt 

she ben 
si ben 
cao xi 
xing xing 
gUI xue 
gUI Un 
gUI zhen 

Classical Location: One inch above the hairline at the back 
of the neck; in the depression between the two large sinews. 
The flesh at the point rises when the patient speaks and 
sinks back when he ceases talking. (Greal Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the yang 
motility and governing vessels; the sixth of the thirteen 
ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is used to treat wind disorders such as wind 
strike, stiff neck, headache, aversion to cold, visual dizzi
ness, hemiplegia, head wind and wind cold. It treats both 
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endogenous or exogenous wind, especially when that wind 
affects the brain. GV-16 is further considered to be a point 
at which wind pathogens enter the body. Hence it is the 
Wind Mansion. 

Brain's Door 
GV-17 (nao hu) 
JJ&1 nllo: brain 
F hU: door, household 

Alternate Names 

Skull Union 
Circumference Wind 
West Wind 
Meeting of the Forehead 

he lu 
zil ftng 
xiftng 
hul e 

Classical Location: One and a half inches directly above 
Wind Mansion (GV-16), on the pillow bone. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yang bladder channel and the governing vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
GV-17 is located on the "pillow bone" (occipital bone), di
rectly behind the brain. It is called Brain's Door because 
of its location and its use in the treatment of epilepsy and 
dizziness, i.e., disorders of the brain. 
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Unyielding Space 

GV -18 (qidng jilin) 
~ qidng: unyielding, stiff; forceful, strong 
r.u jilln: a space; between, among, in the middle of 

Alternate Name 

Great Feather dO. yu 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen directly above 
Brain's Door (GV-17). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The character fDJ jilln refers to the point's location in a de
pression (space) between the occipital bone and the parietal 
bone, while ~ qidng may refer to either the hard, unyield
ing bone of the skull or the point's use in the treatment of 
stiff neck. Thus the name is rendered as Unyielding Space. 

If ~ qidng is taken as a reference to the point's ability to 
strengthen the brain (treating epilepsy, headache, madness, 
and visual dizziness), then the name could be rendered as 
Strengthening Space. 

The ~i qidng derives its meaning of strength from its radi
cal ~ glJng, which represents the archer's bow. When 
joined by a line, GV-17, GV-18 and GV-19 form a bow, 
with GV-18 in the middle. If we accept the assertion made 
by some sources that this reasoning accounts for the name, 
the rendering Center of the Bow would be appropriate. 
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Behind the Vertex 

GV-19 (hou dlng) 
f~ hou: behind; after 
lJi ding: crown of the head, the vertex 

Alternate Names 

Intersection Hub 
Intersection Surge 

*~ . .1. ... -A.l~ jill() cfwng 
3C7tJl jilifJ chOng 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen directly above 
Unyielding Space (GV-18). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its location posterior to the vertex 
of the head. 

Hundred Convergences 

GV -20 (bai hui) 
8 Mi: one hundred 
... hui: meeting, convergence 
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Alternate Names 

Three Yang -=: lSI 
Fivefold Convergence 11. • 
Three Yang Fivefold Convergence 

-=: HI 11. • O!) 
Linking Convergence •• 
Mountain Top 8J: 
Ridge Top iLl: 
Ridge Top Celestial Fullness 

Celestial Fullness 
Mud Ball Palace 

iLl:x~ 
x ?PH 
~ftUL'8 

siln yang 
wU hui 

san yang wu hui 
wei hui 
dian shang 
llng shllng 

llng shang tian man 
tian man 
n( wan glJng 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen directly above 
Behind the Vertex (GV-19), in the depression that is in line 
with the apex of the ear. (Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: This point is the intersection-jiaohui 
point of the six yang channels and governing vessel (Great 
Compendium). Most earlier sources list this point only as an 
intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai yin bladder channel 
and the governing vessel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
According to the Classic of Difficult Issues, yang converges 
at the head. GV-20 is the intersection-jiaohui point of the 
six yang channels and the governing vessel. In Chinese the 
number one hundred stands for many; thus the meeting of 
many channels is called Hundred Convergences. Further, 
the numerous bones of the skull all meet at this point. 

A passage in the text Taoist Storehouse 01!a) refers to the 
head as the most important part of the body, and further 
states that it is the meeting place of the hundred spirits. As 
the uppermost point on the head GV-20 represents the place 
of convergence of the hundred spirits, or Hundred Conver
gences. 
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The numerative hundred may also be a reference to this 
point's effectiveness "treating the hundred diseases," as is 
stated in the Life-Promoting Canon. 

Before the Vertex 

GV-21 (qian dlng) 
iliI qilin: before, in front of 
JJi ding: crown of the head, vertex 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen directly in front 
of Hundred Convergences (GV-20). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is named for its location anterior to the vertex of 
the head. 

Fontanel Meeting 

GV-22 (xin hui) 
I2a xtn: fontanel 
1t hut: meeting, convergence 
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Alternate Names 

Fontanel Gate 
Top of the Fontanel 
Hundred Convergences 

of the Forehead 
Ghost Gate 
Vertex Gate 

I2g r, xin men 
I2g 1: xin shang 

WI il 13 1t qian tou biii hui 
~r' gui men 
JJi r, ding men 

Classical Location: One inch and five fen directly in front 
of Before the Vertex (GV-21). (Golden Mirror) 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located at the junction of the cranial fontanels 
in infants, and is the meeting place of channel qi and of 
the bones. Thus it is called Fontanel Meeting. 

Upper Star 
GV-23 (shang xing) 
J:. shang: upper, top; to rise 
£ xing: star 

Alternate Names 

Bright Hall 
Spirit Hall 
Ghost Hall 
Hall of Fame 

mfng tang 
shen tang 
gui tang 
mfng tang 

Classical Location: Behind Spirit Court (GV-24) in the de
pression one inch within the hairline; it can contain a bean. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: The tenth of the thirteen ghost points. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The word £ xing, meaning star, was probably chosen for 
this point name because stars are located in the heavens and 
thus parallel the position of the head relative to the body. 
Furthermore, a star "is the essence of the myriad things." 
This point is located on the front and top (both yang) part 
of the head (also yang) and is thus, like a star, the essence 
of yang qi. The adjective "upper" is most likely a refer
ence to the point's location on the top of the head. 

The essence of the five viscera is reflected in the eyes and 
the point treats eye disorders. A star being the "essence of 
the myriad things," the point's name also denotes function. 

The alternate names Bright Hall and Spirit Hall can be con
sidered indicative of GV-23's ability to treat eye disorders 
because brightness of the eyes reflects the spirit. 

Spirit Court 
GV-24 (shen ting) 
fI' shin: spirit 
~ tfng: court, courtyard; hall; palace 

Alternate Name 

Hairline .ra ji 
Classical Location: Directly above the nose, five fen within 
the hairline. (Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the foot tai 
yang bladder and foot yang ming stomach channels and the 
governing vessel. 
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Explanation of Point Name 
The face is the "court of the spirit" (.1t!lt~: "ifii~, 
fI! z. J!i -& "). Because this point is located above the face 
and is utilized in treating various disorders of the head, 
forehead, eyes and nose, its name may be rendered as Spir
it Court. A further validation for this rendering refers to the 
fact that the center of the brain, where the original spirit is 
stored, is called the "upper cinnabar field" (1:fHB) and, 
alternately, the "upper court" (1: J!i ). Thus Spirit Court 
is located near the brain and treats spirit disorders. 

The Compendium of Materia Medica (*1jtMIJ 13) states that 
"the brain is the palace (R'f fit) of the original spirit." 
This point is used to treat the brain, and, because the char
acters R'f fit and .Il ting are sometimes synonymous, its 
name may be translated as Spirit Palace. 

If .Il ting is taken in its sense of "courtyard," then there 
is a connection between GV-23 and GV-24. GV-23 is 
known as the Spirit Hall (alternate name), and GV-24, the 
place in front of the spirit hall, is the Spirit Court. 

White Bone-Hole 
GV-25 (su lido) * sit: pure, simple, plain; white; 

the original nature of things; common 
.. lido: bone-hole 

Alternate Names 

Nose Tip 
Nose Tip 
Center of the Face 
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Face Center 
King of Face 

Grasping the Wind 

mian meng 
mian wang 

Classical Location: At the very tip of the nose. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The ideograph * su can mean white, the color associated 
with the lung. As this point is located on the tip of the 
nose, which is portal of the lung, the name may be ren
dered as White Bone-Hole. 

The character * su carries a meaning of emptiness, like a 
hole. The term * ~ su shou, for example, means empty
handed (* su: empty, ~ shou: hand). The hole at the 
tip of the nose may therefore be called Empty Bone-Hole. 

This point is located at the tip of the nose, which is in the 
center of the face. Thus GV-25 has the alternate names of 
Nose Tip and Center of the Face. This is the natural ar
rangement of things, so the name of the point may also be 
translated as Original Bone-Hole. 

Water Trough 
GV-26 (shu; gou) * shuT: water 
?I gOu: trough, ditch 

Alternate Names 

Human Center 
Nose Human Center 

ren UlOng 
bf ren mOng 
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Ghost Palace 
Ghost Reception Room 
Ghost Market 

gul gOng 
gul Ice ling 
gul shi 

Classical Location: In the depression close to the nostrils at 
the center of the trough below the nose. 
(Great Compendium) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the hand 
yang ming large intestine and foot yang ming stomach 
channels with the governing vessel; first of the thirteen 
ghost points. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located below the nose in the center of the 
philtrum. The philtrum resembles a "water trough" or 
drain. 

This point is just as frequently referenced by its alternate 
name AIf! ren zhOng, Human Center. The three basic 
components of the Chinese universe are Heaven (~), Man 
(A) and Earth (:h!!). The nose receives the five qi from 
heaven and the mouth receives the five sapors from the 
earth. Located between the nose and the mouth, GV-26 
can thus be likened to humankind, which stands in the cen
ter, between heaven and earth. 

>tj~ 
Extremity of the Mouth 

GV-27 (dui duiin) 
1t dui: the 58th trigram of the Book of Changes; 

to exchange, to barter; to weigh 
~ duiln: end, extremity; proper, upright 
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Alternate Names 

Upper Extremity of the Lip 
fi.l:~ chUn shang duan 

Mouth Means Edge 11:iff!1t dut tlJng dut 
Bone Strengthener H±1t zhuang gil 

Classical Location: At the peak of the upper lip. 
(Great Compendium) 

Explanation of Point Name 
The Book of Changes states that" 11: dui is the mouth" 
(11:it tJ -t!?). This point is located on the upper border of 
the upper lip, thus its name may be rendered as Extremity 
of the Mouth. 

Some sources suggest that the character 11: dut is a substi
tute for 1M. rut, meaning a sharp edge, which can be taken 
as a description of the border of the upper lip. The charac
ter ~M! duan, meaning end, may then refer to the end of 
the Governing Vessel just after this point. 

Gum Intersection 
GV-28 (yin jiao) 
~ y(n: the gums 
X jilio: intersection 

Alternate Names 

Gum Crevice Sinew Center 
~ttS9=t y(n ]eng jin zhong 
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Extremity Intersection duan jiao 

Classical Location: In the cleft above the teeth. 
(Golden Mirror) 

Point Associations: Intersection-jiaohui point of the concep
tion and governing vessels and the foot yang ming stomach 
channel. 

Explanation of Point Name 
This point is located on the gums where they join with the 
frenulum of the upper lip. It is also the intersection-jiaohui 
point of the conception and governing vessels and the stom
ach channel, giving it the name Gum Intersection. 
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Appendix A 

Glossary of Single Characters 
The characters that occur in the primary acupuncture point 
names are here listed in pinyin alphabetical order. A list of 
English equivalents accompanies each entry. Following this 
is information that either relates to the etymology of the 
character or is relevant to its usage in Chinese medicine. 
Etymology is not included for every entry, but is limited to 
characters likely to be of particular interest to students of 
Chinese medicine where simple, reliable information is 
available. The final item accompanying each entry is a list 
of all point names that contain the character. This listing 
enables the reader to compare point names that contain the 
same character and to make deductions about the usage of 
that character in the different names. 

iii t{ grief, sorrow; to lament, commiserate. 

1JIt{ fU ai Abdominal Lament SP-16 

ba (b6) ~ white; clear; bright. 
The character is a pictograph of the sun (8) rising. The 
line at the top of the character represents a ray of light at 
dawn. The idea of whiteness and brightness is derived 
from the color of eastern sky as the sun rises. In the 
acupuncture point names this character often implies some 
connection with metal, as white is the color associated with 
that phase. 

~~ xhi bai Guarding White LU-4 
flQ~ sl bai Four Whites ST-2 
III ~ yin bai Hidden White SP-l 
~ S tID. bai Supreme White SP-3 
SJl-j{ bcli huan shU White Ring Shu BL-30 
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~ B fU bai Floating White GB-lO 
ISIB yang bai Yang White GB-14 

bili 13 one hundred. 
In Chinese the word one hundred can represent the idea of 
many or all. Phrases such as the hundred diseases, the hun
dred surnames and the hundred flowers exemplify this use 
of the character B. 
13* bcli hut Hundred Convergences GV-20 

bao JH!! placenta; bladder; cell; born of the same parents. 
This character is composed of a flesh radical (~modified 
to J=I) combined with the character 'e!, meaning bag or 
sack. It was invented to take the place of 'e! biio when 
that character began to take on more abstract meanings (see 
'e! bao below). 

JH!!lif bao huang Bladder Huang BL-53 

bao 'e! to wrap, to include; a bag, a parcel; to guarantee, 
to contract. 
This character is a pictorial representation of a fetus in the 
womb. It originally represented gestation, but later took on 
the more general meaning of to wrap or embrace. 

*'e! da bao Great Embracement SP-21 
~'e! yin bao Yin Bladder LV-9 

ben /.$: root, stem; basis, origin, source, foundation; 
volume (of books). 
This pictograph derives its meaning through being a repre
sentation of a tree (*) with the horizontal line at the bot
tom representing the ground and the vertical line extending 
below it emphasizing the roots. /.$: bln is used in Chinese 
medicine to denote the root of disease as opposed to the 
branches. 

/.$:ff! ben shen Root Spirit GB-13 
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bi • nose. 

•• du bi Calfs Nose ST-35 

b'. (b),.:) •• a. I"J arm; upper arm. 

wm bi nao Upper Arm LI-14 

bi I' buttocks, thigh, the lateral aspect of the groin. I'. bi guan Thigh Joint ST-31 

bian it side; margin, edge, rim, brim; border, frontier, 
boundary; limit, bound. 

~it zhi bian Sequential Limit BL-54 

bin Jf guest, visitor; obey, submit. 

~Jf zhu bin Guest House KI-9 

bln • temples; hair of the temples. 

dB. qu bin Temporal Hairline Curve GB-7 

bing * grasp, hold; control, preside over. 
This character is composed of the old form of the character 
for hand shown grasping a sheaf of grain ~. 

*J!l bing !eng Grasping the Wind SI-12 

bil ::f not, a negative particle. 

::f~ bu r6ng Not Contained ST-19 

bil !Y step, pace; walk, go on foot; stage, phase, step; an 
ancient. unit of length equivalent to five chi (R) 
This character is composed of the ideograph 11: zhi, to stop, 
and the same character turned upside down, which then 
means to go. Stopping and going describes walking or tak
ing steps. 

!Y$ bu lang Corridor Walk KI-22 
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can ~ counsel; consult; participate; intervene; consider; 
compare; impeach, report against; mix, admix; visit a supe
rior; reach, penetrate to. Pronounced een: uneven. Pro
nounced shin: the 21st constellation of the zodiac; ginseng 

1~~ pU can Subservient Visitor BL-61 

cang * a granary. 
The modem form of this character is said to be formed 
from a contraction of the food radical 1t sh( and either a 
o kOu, meaning mouth, or a t:l wei, representing a store
room. In its old form the entirety of the character more 
closely resembled a mouth. 

:tfu* di cang Earth Granary ST-4 
'R * wei ding Stomach Granary BL-50 

clng il hide, conceal; store, hoard. Pronounced ziing: 
storehouse; Tibet. 
It is from this character that JJi zang, meaning viscus, solid 
organ, was derived through the addition of a flesh radical 
(~ i.e., FJ). In older texts the usage of the two characters 
is not clearly distinguished, and il is often used where JJi 
is meant. 

ftiil shen Cling Spirit Storehouse KI-25 

eM ~ to err, error, mistake; discrepancy, deviation, dif
ference; unlike. Pronounced eM;: send, depute on official 
business; servant of an official. Pronounced ci: uneven, ir
regular; go wrong 

dtJ ~ qii cM Deviating Tum BL-4 

chang ~ long (of space or time); profitable; excelling. 
Pronounced zhang: grow, increase; excel; old, senior; show 
respect for age. Pronounced zhang: remainder, surplus. 

~~m cMng qiang Long Strong GV-l 
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chang IJI bowels, intestines; affections, feelings. 

*1JIj( da chang shu Large Intestine Shu BL-25 
.IJ'IJIj( xiao chang shu Small Intestine Shu BL-27 

che (in) • cart, carriage, chariot, (any vehicle); apparatus 
for lifting water. Pronounced ju: chariot in Chinese chess, 
equivalent to the rook in Western chess 
The vertical line in this character represents the axle run
ning through the two wheels = and the cart B. The 
character is a bird' s eye view of a chariot. When found as 
a radical in other characters it generally indicates transporta
tion or movement. 

~. jia che Jawbone ST-6 

cheng fJ:. hold, contain, support; receive, inherit; contract 
for, undertake; continue; confess, acknowledge; please, flat
ter; meet. 
In the point names this character usually means to support, 
to receive, or to assume responsibility. 

fJ:.i5L cheng ql Tear Container ST-l 
fJ:.mi cheng man Assuming Fullness ST-20 
fJ:.1(; cheng guang Light Guard BL-6 
fJ:.~ cheng fo Support BL-36 
fJ:.& cheng jin Sinew Support BL-56 
11kl1J cheng shan Mountain Support BL-57 
11k_ cheng ling Spirit Support GB-18 
11k1t cheng jiang Sauce Receptacle CV-24 

chi ~ pool, pond; moat; cistern. 
Points containing the character an chI in their names are 
located in wide, bowl-like depressions. Note that the char
acter is composed with the water radical. 

dtJ~ qu chi Pool at the Bend LI-ll 
*~ tian chi Celestial Pool PC-l 
lSIan yang chi Yang Pool TB-4 
Jil~ reng chi Wind Pool GB-20 
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chi R cubit, foot, 10 cun -t (Chinese inches), the equiv
alent of 0.3581 meters, or 14.1 inches; a foot rule; the area 
from the cubit pulse (the most proximal of the three pulses) 
to LU-5, which measures one cubit.. 
In the Zhou Dynasty a R was the equivalent of about 20 
centimeters, it grew in length to about 35 centimeters some
time after that. 

R~ chi ze Cubit Marsh LU-5 

chi (qi, ji) g( a jerking or tugging spasm, as in the 
term ~m (chi zOng, clonic spasm), meaning jerking 
spasm alternating with relaxation. 

~~ chi mai Spasm Vessel TB-18 

chOng # surge, soar, dash against; pour out; infuse; 
wander, digress; weak, young; complacent, agreeable; emp
ty. 
The characters itJl and Ii are now essentially two forms of 
the same word. In earlier times the former carried mainly 
the meaning of to flush or to surge, while the latter meant 
a thoroughfare or place of key importance. In Chinese 
medicine these characters are used to describe the penetrat
ing vessel (# ~ chOng mal) and the surging of counterflow 
qi (#it chlJng qi). 

f«.# qi chOng Surging Qi ST-30 
#11 chOng yang Surging Yang ST-42 
#r, chong men Surging Gate SP-12 
1J'# shao chOng Lesser Surge HT-9 
j:# tID chOng Supreme Surge LV-3 

chOng Ii rush against, clash; thoroughfare. (see # ch-
0ng above.) 

lUI mei chOng Eyebrow Ascension BL-3 
r+.~ 
Tl5Q zhOng chOng Central Hub PC-9 
IIlIi goan chOng Passage Hub TB-l 
:R1i tian chong Celestial Hub GB-9 
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chb 11 place; office, department; to dwell, abide in, rest 
on. Pronounced ehil: manage, handle; settle, judge, punish 

1i.11 wii chu Fifth Place BL-5 

chuang Ii window, shutter. 

'" Ii ying chuang Breast Window ST -16 
7(1i tian chuang Celestial Window SI-16 
§ Ii mu chuang Eye Window GB-16 

ci ».: next in order, secondary; inferior, lower; series; a 
time, occasion. (measure word for events); a place, halting 
place; to camp; reach, arrive; by, amidst 

»':B ci liao Second Bone-Hole BL-32 

da * large; full-grown; great. 
Originally a picture of a grown person with arms and legs 
extended, this character came to mean large, great or big. 
It is often synonymous with * tOi, supreme, most, greatest. 

*39! da ying Great Reception ST-5 *§ da ju Great Gigantic ST-27 
*:ms da du Great Metropolis SP-2 
*~. da heng Great Horizontal SP-15 *12 da bao Great Embracement SP-21 
*ff da zhu Great Shuttle BL-ll 
*DI~ da chang shu Large Intestine Shu BL-25 *_ da zhOng Large Goblet KI-4 *'* da he Great Manifestation KI-12 
*~ da ling Great Mound PC-7 
*~ da dun Large Pile LV-l *m da zhui Great Hammer GV-14 

dai ~ girdle, belt, sash, tape; bear, carry; involve; lead. 

~~ dai mai Girdling Vessel GB-26 

dan III gallbladder. 

1I.t~ dan shu Gallbladder Shu BL-19 
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dan g center of chest. 

BlI=Jl dan zhOng Chest Center CV -17 

dao 3tt road, way, path; The Way, The Tao; religion; 
speak, tell. 
This character is formed of a It shou, meaning head, 
along with the radical that means to go. The original 
meaning was to go at the head, to lead. By extension it 
came to mean a road or way in both the physical and ab
stract sense. 

*3tt shui' dao Waterway ST-28 
Jl3tt ling dao Spirit Pathway HT-4 
.3tt wei dao Linking Path GB-28 
fJI~ shen dao Spirit Path GV-ll 
~~ tao dao Kiln Path GV-13 

di :ttl! earth, land; place, locality; territory; position, rank, 
situation. 
In Chinese cosmology, philosophy and medicine, :ttl! is used 
in the sense of Earth as opposed to Man ( A ) or Heav
en ( JC) . "Earth" as in the five phases (i. e., soil or 
dirt, the substance of earth) is represented in Chinese by a 
different character, ± tu. When interpreting the point 
names, however, the Chinese often claim that til! also can 
be thought of as relating to the earth phase. 

:ttI!* dl cang Earth Granary ST-4 
:ttI!~ dl ji Earth's Crux SP-8 
:ttI!1i fr dl wu hul Earth Fivefold Convergence GB-42 

ding II the top, topmost; very; to wear on the head; to 
push against, to butt (with the head); opposing. 

t~ll hou ding Behind the Vertex GV-19 
iWll qian ding Before the Vertex GV-21 

ding MH a vessel supported on a tripod base, usually of 
bronze with two ears; a sacrificial vessel symbolizing impe
rial power. 
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~}If tian ding Celestial Tripod U-17 

dou 11 hole, drain, sluice; sinus; corrupt practice. *. shf dou Food Hole SP-17 

do if oversee, superintend; reprove; viceroy or governor 
general; governing vessel; center; middle seam of the back 
of a coat. 
The governing vessel (if~ da mQi) is so called because it 
oversees or superintends the yang of the body . 

• ~ du shu Governing Shu BL-16 

do :fm city, metropolis, capital; elegant, refined. Pro
nounced d(Ju: all, entire. 
The right portion of the character :fm is a modification of 
the character Eo yf, which means a district or province. 
The left portion is a phonetic element. 

*:fm da du Great Metropolis SP-2 
~:fm yin du Yin Metropolis KI-19 
tp:fm zhong du Central Metropolis LV-6 

do if river; ditch, sluice, drain. 
The four great rivers of China, known as llQiI sf du, are 
the Yangtze *rr, Yellow River JifiiJ, the Huai $, and 
the Ji i •. 
llQif SI dt1 Four Rivers TB-9 
tpif zhOng dt1 Central River GB-32 

do ~ calf; sacrificial animal. 

~. dti bi Calfs Nose ST-35 

dwiD ii beginning, end, extremity; clue, reason, pretext; 
principle, doctrine. 

11:ii dUI duiin Extremity of the Mouth GV-27 

dul 11: to exchange, to weigh; the 58th trigram of the 
book of changes. Pronounced yue: speak; gratify; rejoice. 
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This character is made up of a the divided breath J\ com
ing from the mouth [::]. The bottom part represents the 
two legs of a person. The character most directly means to 
speak. Because one can gratify others by speaking it has 
taken on an extended meaning of to gratify. A modem 
borrowing of the character resulted in its meaning of to ex
change. It does not inherently mean mouth or hole, but is 
sometimes (especially as relates to the point names) inter
preted to imply such. The following quotation from Lao 
Tzu illustrates the interpretation of 11: dUI as representing a 
hole or aperture: "Stop its apertures (11:), close its doors, 
and one's whole life is without toil. Open its apertures (11:) 
and be busy about its affairs, and one's whole life is be
yond redemption." 
(From the Wisdom of Laotse, translated by Lin Yutang) 

J.l11: n dui Severe Mouth ST -45 
11:~ dui duan Extremity of the Mouth GV-27 

dun ~ honest, sincere; generous; esteem; regard as impor
tant. 

*,Jc da dun Large Pile LV-l 

er If ear; fungus; soft, pliable; a final particle. 
This is a pictograph of the external ear. 

If r~ er men Ear Gate TB-21 

er = two, second, twice, twofold, dual, duality. 

= rll, er jian Second Space LI-2 

fang m house, building; room, chamber; a wife or concu
bine. 

Jillm ku fang Storeroom ST-14 

lei ~ fly; go quickly; high and lofty. 

~tI rei yang Taking Flight BL-58 
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rei IJiP lung. 

lJiPa tei shU Lung Shu BL-13 

len ~ divide, share, separate, distinguish; one tenth of a 
Chinese inch; one tenth of a -q qian (measure of weight). 
Pronounced fin: a share, helping, part. 

I5ff~ fil ren Attached Branch BL-41 
*~ shui ren Water Divide CV-9 

leng if a seal; a measure word for letters; boundary, dike; 
a mound; to heap; to appoint to an office or territory, be
stow honors or nobility upon. 

fftif shen reng Spirit Seal KI-23 
t:p if zhong reng Mound Center LV-4 

ieng JJ. wind. 
This character is much altered from its ancient form. Some 
modem sources claim that it is composed of the element '" 
ql, meaning vapor, surrounding the central part, which rep
resents insects. The meaning of the character is thus said 
to be derived from the idea that when pestilential winds 
blow, insects are born. It is used in Chinese medicine to 
represent wind pathogens - "the hundred diseases are born 
of wind." (Essential Questions) 

*J.i. bing reng Grasping the Wind SI-12 
Jl.r, reng men Wind Gate BL-12 
II JI. yl reng Wind Screen TB-17 
J.i.a!! reng chi Wind Pool GB-20 
J.i.$ reng shl Wind Market GB-31 
Jl.J(f reng fU Wind Mansion GV-16 

leng If abundant, fruitful, luxuriant, bountiful. 

"lSI reng 16ng Bountiful Bulge ST-4O 

fii Ifi instep, the dorsum of the foot. 

If HI fii yang Instep Yang BL-59 
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fU ~ to float, drift; light; insubstantial, fleeting, frivolous; 
excessive. 
In Chinese medicine a floating pulse is represented by this 
character. ~ furthermore describes the upward and out
ward movement of rootless yang, which is a form of kidney 
yang vacuity characterized by a floating pulse. 

~iIS ft1 xi Superficial Cleft BL-38 
~ a fo bai Floating White GB-lO 

fli tx prostrate; to lay low, wait in ambush; hidden, latent; 
to yield, suffer; humble. 

txSt ft1 til Crouching Rabbit ST -32 

fli f:K to support, hold up, prop up, help. 

f:K~ fo to Protuberance Assistant LI-18 
jjkf:K cheng fo Support BL-36 

rn .. poles attached to a cart to keep it from upsetting; to 
help, support, guide; territory around the capital. 

II. yang fO Yang Assistance GB-38 

rn Ftf storehouse, treasury; palace, mansion; prefecture, of
ficer. governing a prefecture 
This character was originally used to denote the bowels 
(hollow organs), although in this sense it is now written as 
If, being distinguished by the addition of the flesh radical 
~ (J=J) • 

tfFtf zhOng fii Central Treasury LU-1 
7CFtf tian fO Celestial Storehouse LU-3 
Ftf~ fii she Bowel Abode SP-13 
~ Ftf shao fii Lesser Mansion HT-8 
~Ftf shU fO Shu Mansion KI-27 
JllFtf reng fO Wind Mansion GV -16 

til ISff near to; adhere to; dependent upon; be possessed 
(by a spirit); append, add to. 

ISff$} fU ren Attached Branch BL-41 
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fil IJI abdomen. 

IJI~ fU jie Abdominal Bind SP-14 
lJIa fil ai Abdominal Lament SP-16 

Grasping the Wind 

fil m to return; to repeat; to reply; again, repeatedly. 

~?Ii fU liii Recover Flow KJ-7 

gai 1i to cover, hide; a lid, cover; to build, erect; now . 

• 1I hUll gai Florid Canopy CV-20 

gan IJf liver. 

1Jfj( gan shu Liver Shu BL-18 

gang M headrope of a net; outline; principle. 

~ M yang gang Yang Headrope BL-48 

gao .. paste, ointment, plaster; fat, grease; rich, unctuous, 
sleek; .13 gao huang, the region below the heart and 
above the diaphragm. 

Jf 13 j( gao huang shu Gao Huang Shu BL-43 

ge IJI diaphragm; any separating membrane. 
M incorporates the flesh radical ~ (tJ) and is akin in 
meaning to lSI ge, which means to separate, divide or par
tition. The two characters are sometimes used interchange
ably in older texts. 

1JIj( ge shu Diaphragm Shu BL-17 
IJIIJ ge guan Diaphragm Pass BL-46 

gen fR root. 
The radical is * mit, wood, while ~ gen is here a pho
netic element. In acupuncture this character is used to de
note the roots of the channels as opposed to the bindings. 
The roots are at the ends of the four extremities and the 
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bindings are at the head, face, chest, and abdomen. 

fU.1l ril gen Breast Root ST -18 

gOng g palace; temple. 

R'S" ting gong Auditory Palace SI-19 *1r lao gong Palace of Toil PC-8 
.1r zi gong Purple Palace CV-19 

gOng ~ public; just, fair, equal; duke; sir, gentleman; 
husband's father; male. 

~. gong siin Yellow Emperor SP-4 

gOU • water-course, drain, ditch, aqueduct. 5t. zhi gou Branch Ditch TB-6 
•• Ii gou Woodworm Canal LV-5 *_ shui gou Water Trough OV-26 

gii it bone. 
This character is a radical for words relating to the skeletal 
structure. The upper part is a stylized rendition of a picto
graph of a skull and the shoulder bones, while the bottom 
part is the flesh radical ~ ( JJ ) 
sit ju gO Oreat Bone LI-16 
liit wan gO Wrist Bone SI-4 * it jing gO Capital Bone BL-64 
jf( it shu gO Bundle Bone BL-65 
flit beng gO Pubic Bone KI-ll 
~it wmt gO Completion Bone 08-12 
«!it jue gO Severed Bone 08-39 
dbit qii gO Curved Bone CV-2 

gii ~ valley, ravine. 
~ is often used as a substitute for 8: ga, meaning grain. 
It is also employed as a radical, as in a, meaning ravine. 
According to Essential Questions, a "large meeting of the 
flesh" is called a valley (~ guj and a "small meeting of 
the flesh" is called a ravine (a xi). Most points contain-
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ing ~ are located in large, fleshy depressions, often, a 
juncture of two or more sinews and/or bones. 

-B-~ he gu Union Valley LI-4 
M~ xian gu Sunken Valley ST-43 
.~ lou gu Leaking Valley SP-7 
D1I~ qian gu Front Valley SI-2 
ISI~ yang gu Yang Valley SI-5 
ii~ tOng gu Valley Passage BL-66 
~~ ran gu Blazing Valley KI-2 
M~ yin gO Yin Valley KI-IO 
ii ~ t6ng gO Open Valley KI-20 
*~ shuID. gO Valley Lead GB-8 

goaD /IJ frontier pass or gate; a customs house; to shut, 
close; to connect, implicate, involve; crisis, juncture. Pr0-
nounced wan: to bend (a bow). 
The character IIIJ gUiln can usually be considered to mean 
joint when it is part of a point name that is located at a 
joint. Otherwise it may mean pass, passageway, a gate or 
to connect. In addition, /IJ is in some respects similar to 
its radical r, men, meaning gate, in that they can both be 
poetic representations of acupuncture points, i.e., places 
where qi enters and exits. 

t. xia guan Below the Joint ST-7 
III r, guan men Pass Gate ST -22 
"II bi guiln Thigh Joint ST-31 
.jGi< guan yuan shu Origin Pass Shu BL-26 
•• ge guiln Diaphragm Pass BL-46 
£Il sM guan Stone Pass KI-18 
pg III nei guan Inner Pass PC-6 
•• guan chOng Passage Hub TB-l 
~~. wID. guiln Outer Pass TB-5 
1:l1li shang guan Upper Gate GB-3 
.ISIIJIJ xi yang guan Knee Yang Joint GB-33 
•• xi guan Knee Joint LV-7 
IIJjG guan yuan Origin Pass CV-4 
IJJISIIIJ yao yang guan Lumbar Yang Pass GV-3 
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gwing Jbl: urinary bladder. 
This character is generally found as a part of the term 1m 
Jbl: pang guang, which means urinary bladder. 

1mJbl:~ pang guang shu Bladder Shu BL-28 

gwing 1(; light, brightness, to illuminate; glossy; favor; 
smooth, naked, bare; alone. 
In ancient times this character was composed of the charac
ter for twenty on the top ( it ) and that for fire (1<) 
on the bottom. Thus it stood for the brightness of twenty 
fires . 

.. 1(; cheng guang Light Guard BL-6 
1(; fiR guang ming Bright Light GB-37 

gui N marriage of a woman; return, revert, restore to; 
send back to; belong to. 

N* guIlai Return ST-29 

hili ill sea, ocean, maritime. 
The left part of this character is the water radical and the 
right part is phonetic. The phonetic may be said to carry 
some meaning if its lower part f5: mil is considered. That 
character means mother and is a picture (much clearer in 
the old script) of a woman ( -k ) with the breasts empha
sized. The mother figure is a fitting metaphor for the sea 
because it nourishes and engenders life. This accords well 
with the use of the word sea in Chinese medicine . 

.I!n.ill xue hai Sea of Blood SP-lO 
~ ill shao hai Lesser Sea HT -3 
"J'ill xiao hai Small Sea SI-8 
~ill~ ql hai shu Sea-of-Qi Shu BL-24 
P.ftill zhao hai Shining Sea KI-6 
~ill ql hai Sea of Qi CV-6 

han m chin; jaws; to nod. 

mIlK han yan Forehead Fullness GB-4 
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he ~ harmony, peace; harmonize, reconcile; kindly; mild. 
Pronounced hub: mix, blend. Pronounced he or han: with, 
together. 
The character ~ he was originally written as • and was 
a representation of musical pipes. Its current meanings of 
harmony, etc., have been derived through extension of this 
fact. 

~IJ he liao Harmony Bone-Hole TB-22 

he 5fc com, rice; growing grain; crops. 

5feIJ he liao Grain Bone-Hole LI-19 

he .go to shut, close, enclose; to join, gather together, 
unite; pair; to tally, agree, accord. 
This character is formed of a triangle positioned above a 
mouth (0 kOu). The triangle represents the union of many 
elements, as the three sides unite to form the triangle. The 
mouth below the triangle lends the character the additional 
meaning of whole or combined, because the mouth, as the 
element united, represents many voices speaking together in 
harmony. Its meanings of union, to join, accord, etc., are 
all derived from this idea . 

.go~ he gu Union Valley LI-4 
{HI he yang Yang Union BL-55 

he '* bright, luminous, glorious; awe-inspiring; red. *_ <fa he Great Manifestation KI-12 

heng til crosswise, horizontal; east to west; at right angles 
to; sideways. 

*tIl da heng Great Horizontal SP-15 
tIlit heng gu Pubic Bone KI-ll 

hou f~ behind, after (in space and time); the back of; de
scendants, posterity. 

f~?i hou xi Back Ravine SI-3 
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f~lJi hou ding Behind the Vertex GV-19 

hil ? door; household; family; individual. 
This character is the representation of a one-leafed door (c.f. 
r, men, a two-leafed door). 

*t? ql hu Qi Door ST-13 
tit? pO hu Po Door BL-42 
8&1? niio hU Brain' s Door GV -17 

hua 7Jt to slip, slide; slippery, glossy, smooth; cunning, 
subtle. 
This character is made up of the water radical on the left 
and a bone ( *) on the right. The meanings slippery and 
glossy are thus derived from the idea of a wet bone. This 
character is used to describe both the slippery pulse and 
glossy tongue that are associated with the damp pathogen in 
Chinese medicine. 

7Jt ~ r, hmi rou men Slippery Flesh Gate ST -24 

hua ¥ flower, blossom; flowery, variegated; glory, 
splendor. 

¥:li hmi gai Florid Canopy CV-20 

huan Jt bracelet; ring, circle; to encircle. 

8Jt~ bai huan shu White Ring Shu BL-30 
JtJij~ hum tiao Jumping Round GB-30 

huang R the region between the heart and diaphragm, the 
vitals . 

• R~ gao huang shu Gao Huang Shu BL-43 
1fr, huang men Huang Gate BL-51 
~R bao huang Bladder Huang BL-53 
1f~ huang shu Huang Shu KI-16 

hui 1t meet, assemble, converge; understand; know how 
to. Pronounced huT: a short while. Pronounced kuru: calcu
late. 
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The triangular portion at the top of this character means to 
meet (see ..g. he above) and the bottom, B yue, means to 
speak. The central part of the character represents a door. 
The character thus derives its meaning of to meet from the 
concept of people gathering at a door to converse. 

1f1Sl hul yang Meeting of Yang BL-35 
1f* hul rong Convergence and Gathering TB-7 
g;1f nao hul Upper Arm Convergence TB-13 
_... ling hul Auditory Convergence GB-2 
ttl!1i. 1f di wu hul Earth Fivefold Convergence GB-42 
1f~ hul yIn Meeting of Yin CV-l 
s1f bai hul Hundred Convergences GV-20 
®1f xln hui Fontanel Meeting GV-22 

hun ijk hun, soul. 
The hUn is the part of the spirit that rises to heaven after 
death, though in general usage the word often refers to the 
spiritual faculties. In Spiritual Axis it is said that hun fol
lows the movement of the spirit (Ill ffi tt * 11) and is 
stored in the liver. The hUn is yang in nature whereas its 
counterpart, the _ po, is yin. The characters for hUn and 
po both incorporate the character W. guT on the right side. 
This character means ghost or devil. The top part repre
sents the head of a person while the bottom part represents 
the body of a ghost. The angular figure in the lower right 
comer represents the movement of the ghost as it comes 
and goes. (See also _ po.) 

ijkr, hUn men Hun Gate BL-47 

ji • a pearl (that is not quite globular); the pivotal gear 
of an astronomical instrument. fl. xuan ji Jade Pivot CV-21 

ji it winnowing basket; dustpan. 

it r, ji men Winnower Gate SP-ll 
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ji .fI machine, loom, trigger; changes and motions; moving 
power; origin; opportunity; secret, occult; cunning. 

:t&.fI dl ji Earth's Crux SP-8 

jf fi ridgepole; utmost point, pole; extremely. 

fi:Jl ji quart Highest Spring HT-l 
tffi zhong ji Central Pole CV-3 

jf ~, anxious; hurried, hasty; urgent, rapid; emergency; 
acute. 

~,. ji mai Urgent Pulse LV-12 

ji ff spine, ridge. 

ff tf ji zhOng Spinal Center GV-6 

ji ~ border, boundary, limit; between; time or occasion; 
while, at a time when. 

I.\~ yu jl Fish Border LU-lO 

jia _ jaw; cheek. 

_. jia che Jawbone ST-6 

jian R shoulder; sustain; competent to. 
This character originally consisted of a curved line, repre
senting the arm, extending out of the flesh (~) . Over 
time the line changed into a F and the ~ became fJ. 
fill jim yu Shoulder Bone LI-15 
Jil!lit jim zhen True Shoulder SI-9 
R~~. jian wai shu Outer Shoulder Shu SI-14 
Rtf. jim zhong shu Central Shoulder Shu SI-15 
HII jian liao Shoulder Bone-Hole TB-14 
Htt: jim jing Shoulder Well GB-21 

jian rdJ space; between, among; to divide, separate, part. 
The character rdJ is made of r, min and B ri. r, is a 
picture of a traditional Chinese two-winged door and B is 
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a squared drawing of the sun. The character's meanings of 
space and between are thus derived from the idea of sun
light streaming in through the space between the two leaves 
of a door. = rs, er jian Second Space LI-2 
~ rd) san jian Third Space U-3 
rs11£ jian shi Intermediary Courier PC-5 
~Trs1 xing jian Moving Between LV-2 
~:mrd) qiang jian Unyielding Space GV-18 

jian m to erect, establish, found. C.f. 1if strong, 
strengthen; constant, regular. 

m!l! jian Ii Interior Strengthening CV-ll 

jiang ~ thick fluid, paste. 

jJ.~ cheng jiang Sauce Receptacle CV-24 

jiao X to commit to, hand to, deliver, pay; to exchange, 
barter; to communicate, intersect; intertwine, intercourse. 

~~X san yin jiao Three Yin Intersection SP-6 
Xffl jiao xln Intersection Reach KI-8 
!SIx yang jiao Yang Intersection GB-35 
~X ym Jlao Yin Intersection CV-7 
Ux yin jiao Gum Intersection GV-28 

jiao ~ burn, scorch; vexed, anxious. 
In Chinese medicine this character means 1) the burnt smell 
that is associated with the heart (Classic of Difficult Issues); 
2) emaciated, as is seen in the facial complexion of an old 
man (Essential Questions); 3) burner, as in triple burner; 4) 
scorch (the effect of heat on the organs); 5) parched, as of 
the tongue. 

~~~ san jiao shu Triple Burner Shu BL-22 

jiiio fIJ horn (of an animal); corner, angle. 

fijI*' jiao sun Angle Vertex TB-20 
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jie *6 knot, tie, bind; cohesion, coagulation, to congeal; 
to contract, give bond for; bear fruit, finish. 

01*6 fi1 jie Abdominal Bind SP-14 

JUS M to release, untie, divide, separate, to explain. 

M?l ji~ xi Ravine Divide ST-41 

jin ~ metal; gold. 
The top portion of this character is a modified form of the 
character 4- jh and is in this case a phonetic element. The 
lower portion is a pictograph of two nuggets of gold lying 
beneath the earth (±). The character may refer specif
ically to gold, generally to metal, or to the metal phase of 
the five phases. 

~ r, jin men Metal Gate BL-63 

jin a sinew, tendon, ligament; veins (visible through the 
skin). 
This character is made up of 1t zhu, bamboo, ~ roo (fJ 
rU), flesh or muscles, and tJ Ii, strength. It thus indi
cates fibrous (i. e. , bamboo-like) flesh that imparts strength. 
The word sinews is used to express this concept in English 
because it is as ambiguous as the Chinese word, and may 
apply equally to tendons, ligaments, and muscle . 

• a cheng jin Sinew Support BL-56 .a zhe jin Sinew Seat GB-23 
ali jin suo Sinew Contraction GV-8 

jing * capital, metropolis; great, exalted; elevated. 
This character is a contraction of the character f,Q gao, 
meaning high. The bottom was changed to ,J' xwo, which 
means small, but the meaning of high or elevated remained. 
All modern meanings of the character are derived through 
extension. 

Jj(1t jing gil Capital Bone BL-64 
Jj(r, jing men Capital Gate GB-25 
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jing III eye, pupil. 

III an jing mfng Bright Eyes BL-l 

jing *' channel, to pass through, the warp of a fabric. 
The character *' jing is especially important in acupuncture 
as it is the character used to refer to the channels. It car
ries a plethora of meanings, reflected in the components of 
the character. The left portion of *' is the thread radical * mi, which is found as a part of many characters that 
denote string-like objects. The right portion of the charac
ter is ~ jing, which is here employed as both a phonetic 
and meaning element. ~ is the character used by geo
mancers to denote the flow of water underground. The top 
line of ~ represents the ground, while the three curved 
lines beneath it represent the flow of water. The I on 
the bottom of the character is a corruption of the original 
phonetic element :E tlng, which also adds meaning to the 
character as a representation of a man with his ear to the 
ground (i.e., listening for water). Understood through its 
construction the character *' can thus be said to represent 
the flow of a subterranean river, and is used in this sense 
within the field of acupuncture to represent both the chan
nels and the river-jing points, where qi flows like water in 
a river. 
The actual dictionary definitions of this character are slight
ly different, having been derived through extension. The 
original meaning assigned to it is the warp of a fabric and, 
by extension, any type of line that runs lengthwise, such as 
meridians and lines of longitude (and, again, the channels). 
By extension of this idea it also means an invariable rule, a 
standard or a constant, as in the terms FJ *' yue jing, th e 
menses, and *'11 jing shu, a classic text or canon. Used 
as a verb, it means to pass. All these notions reflect the 
combined meanings of * and ~. 

*'~ jing qu Channel Ditch LU-8 

jing:lt a water well. 
The pictograph :It ling comes to mean a well through it 
being a representation of the ancient arrangement of agricul-
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tural fields, in which eight families each tended one plot of 
land adjoining a common field, located in the center of the 
eight plots. This central plot contained a well that was 
shared by all eight adjoining households. The character * 
was originally written as *, the dot in the center repre
senting the well and the surrounding divisions representing 
the familial fields. It is used in acupuncture to refer to the 
well-jing points. 

7(* tian jing Celestial Well TB-lO 
Jf!J* jian jing Shoulder Well GB-21 

jiii .h4 turtle dove; pigeon; collect assemble. 

JrA~ jiG wei Turtledove Tail CV-15 

jii liS dwell, remain; be in (a state or circumstance); sit; 
bent on, determined; unkindly. 

IiSU jii liao Squatting Bone-Hole GB-29 

jil § a carpenter's square (now written ~ ju1; chief, 
great, very; numerous. 
This character is a pictorial representation of a carpenter's 
square. It is a tool that is larger (i.e., greater) than the I 
gOng, which is also a carpenter's square. The principle 
meaning of the character, great, is derived from this fact. 

§it ju gu Great Bone LI-16 
§U ju liao Great Bone-Hole ST-3 *§ da ju Great Gigantic ST-27 
J: §JlI shang ju xii Upper Great Hollow ST-37 
r §JlI xia ju xii Lower Great Hollow ST-39 
§M; ju que Great Tower Gate CV-14 

jue IJX he, she or it; bend, flex; go the wrong way. 
Within the field of Chinese medicine this character has 
three meanings: 1) counterflow qi rising from the abdomen 
to the chest and throat, 2) fainting (sudden collapse), 3) in
version counterflow of qi from the extremities, leaving the 
hands and feet cold. In addition, the character is a part of 
the name of the jue yin channels (pericardium and liver). 
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Jj~a jue yin shu Jue Yin Shu BL-14 

kong ~ empty; nothingness; insincere; impoverished. 
Note that the top of the character is the radical for hole, 
the character used to represent acupuncture points, xue, 1\. 
The bottom, I gOng, is phonetic. 

M1t~ Sl zM kong Silk Bamboo Hole TB-23 
JJI~ OlIo kong Brain Hollow GB-19 

kong JL opening, hold; touch-hole; hole of a wind
instrument; penetrate; great, very; peacock; Confucius 
(whose surname was Kong, and whose English name is the 
Latin transcription of JL~-r kong fo zi, Master Kong). 

JL:& kOng zui Collection Hole LU-6 

kou r::t mouth, opening; speech . 

• r::t tiao kOu Ribbon Opening ST -38 

kil ,. treasury, storehouse; granary; armory. 

$115 ku fang Storeroom ST-14 

ktin m elder brother; posterity; afterward; together, a mul
titude; interchangeable with ~, as in ~ ~ the Kunlun 
(Koulkun) mountains of Tibet. 

m M kGn lun Kunlun Mountains BL-60 

1m * come. 

JI* gUllm Return ST-29 

bing JS veranda, porch, corridor. 

~JjjS bu bing Corridor Walk KI-22 

lao * to labor, toil, strain, tax; weary; to give trouble to. 
The strength radical ( tJ) gives this character its meaning. 
In Chinese medicine it is the five taxations (1i * wit lao), 
diseases of overstrain. 
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*'8 lao gong Palace of Toil PC-8 

lao ~ old, venerable (term of honor and respect) . 

• ~ yang 1i10 Nursing the Aged SI-6 

Ieng ?'fl cold, frigid. 
This character is differentiated from * han, the character 
for cold in classical Chinese. Where * describes the cold 
of the eight parameters and the cold pathogen, ?'fl is pri
marily used to describe the sensation of cold, as in counter
flow frigidity of the limbs. ?'fl is the manifestation of *. 
tW?'flinH qing leng yuan Clear Cold Abyss TB-ll 

Ii Jm (11f) the thousandth part of a m liang (Chinese 
ounce); the thousandth part of a R chi (Chinese foot). 

~Jm xmin Ii Suspended Tuft GB-6 

Ii A a wood-boring insect; worm-eaten. Pronounced If : 
calabash. 

Ail4 Ii gou Wood worm Canal LV-5 

Ii .m a Chinese measure of distance equal to about 1/3 of 
a mile; a small hamlet. 
This character is composed of radicals for field (IE liOn) 
and earth (± tu"). It originally represented the agricultural 
fields that were set up in the fashion of a tic-tac-toe board, 
eight families farming the eight fields surrounding a com
mon field and well (see 1f jlng above). The character later 
became a representation of a unit of length equal to the side 
of one of these fields, and further took on the meaning of a 
small village or a ward of a city (originally the eight fami
lies sharing the common well). 
In classical Chinese medical texts the character .m was of
ten used to represent the meanings of the presumably rela
tively newer characters 1.1 n, to rectify or regulate, and *-' 
n, inner or inside. As regards the acupuncture point names, 
different renderings of the character .m such as Chinese 
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mile, ward or interior could be considered appropriate de
pending on the point in question. In each case in this text 
the transliteration "li" has been employed so that the con
nections between the various point names that include this 
character are more obvious. 

* '='lI! shou san Ii Arm Three Li LJ-IO * 1ill! shou wii Ii Arm Five Li LJ-13 
Jf.'='lI! zu san Ii Leg Three Li ST -36 
Jill! tong Ii Connecting Li HT-5 
Jf.1ill! zu wii Ii Foot Five Li LV-tO 
~lI! ji~m Ii Interior Strengthening CV-ll 

Ii JII, whetstone, to grind; harsh, severe, stern; to disci
pline; to oppress; to cross water wearing clothes. 

JII, jt n dui Severe Mouth ST -45 

Ii ~ calculate; the calendar; pass through; in order, suc
cessive. 

ifM~ pian Ii Veering Passageway LJ-6 

lian /J. pure, modest, incorrupt; not avaricious; inexpen
sive; angle, corner, ridge; investigate, examine. 

r /J. xia lian Lower Ridge LJ-8 
J:/J. shang lian Upper Ridge LJ-9 
~/J. yin Han Yin Corner LV-ll 
/J.~ lian quan Ridge Spring CV-23 

liang ~ bridge over a brook; beam, joist; ridge. 

~ r, liang men Beam Gate ST -21 
~li liang qiii Beam Hill ST-34 

liao B bone-hole. 
This character is constructed of bone radical on the left 
( it) and a phonetic element on the right. It is used to 

describe crevices and holes in or between bones. The char
acter gfj is sometimes used as a substitute for B. The 
meaning is the same. 
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MB zhou liao Elbow Bone-Hole LI-12 
~B he liao Grain Bone-Hole LI-19 
§B ju liao Great Bone-Hole ST-3 
dB quan liao Cheek Bone-Hole SI-18 
l:B shang liao Upper Bone-Hole BL-31 
»':B d liao Second Bone-Hole BL-32 
J:flB zhong liao Central Bone-Hole BL-33 
""fB xia liao Lower Bone-Hole BL-34 
JfJB jian liao Shoulder Bone-Hole TB-14 
~B tian liao Celestial Bone-Hole TB-15 
fDB he liao Harmony Bone-Hole TB-22 
nirB tong zi liao Pupil Bone-Hole GB-l 
~B ju liao Squatting Bone-Hole GB-29 *B su liao White Bone-Hole GV-25 

lie ~d arrange, order, enumerate, classify; a file or rank. 

~d~ lie que Broken Sequence LU-7 

lin ~ descend; overlook, come to; near to, on the point 
of. 

B.li~i3L tou lin qi Head Overlooking Tears GB-15 
JE.~ill: zu lin qi Foot Overlooking Tears GB-41 

ling 1ft mound, tumulus (burial mound), barrow. 

;i-Ift WID ling Outer Mound ST-26 
~~ ~ yin ling quan Yin Mound Spring SP-9 
*~t da ling Great Mound PC-7 
~~7'R yang ling quan Yang Mound Spring GB-34 

ling II spirit, ingenious, efficacious. 
This character has the rain radical m yU on top. The three 
squares in the center originally stood for rain drops, while 
the bottom of the character represented sorcerers dancing 
for rain. Since it was the spirits that were being supplicat
ed for rain, the character eventually took on the meaning of 
spirit. In Chinese medicine m ling carries much the same 
meanings as :pfI shen, but, as indicated by its relationship to 
water (rain), m ling is relatively yin in nature. 
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liii ifll to slip, slide, skate; to slink, sneak; to stroll; 
smooth, glossy; current, stream. 
In classical Chinese this character was often used to express 
ideas now more associated with the characters fil , to re
main or dwell, and int:, to flow, both pronounced Ii';. 

~ifll wen liu Warm Dwelling LI-7 
~ifll fu liii Recover Flow KI-7 

l6ng ~ eminent, surpassing; abundant, prosperous; to exalt, 
magnify. 

Il~ reng long Bountiful Bulge ST -40 

lou ii leak, drip; disclose; a funnel, colander, sieve; leave 
out, omit. 

7AiiI~ lou gil Leaking Valley SP-7 

hI ,. skull; forehead. 

"I~' lu xi Skull Rest TB-19 
~. xmin lu Suspended Skull GB-5 

lu if backbone; muscles of the back; strength. 

9J1fi« zhOng Iii shii Central Backbone Shu BL-29 

IOn 1ffi to arrange; to think; same as ~ lun, as in ~ ~ , 
the Kunlun (Koulkun) Mountains of Tibet. 

H.1ffi kiin lun Kunlun Mountains BL-60 

luo ~ a river in Shandong; a riverbed. 
In Chinese medicine this character is pronounced luo or po 
and denotes a disease characterized by pain and/or weakness 
(especially in the lower leg). 
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iilf ~ xHio lub Dispersing Riverbed TB-12 

luo ~ unreeled silk, hemp, cotton fiber; a cord; to spin 
silk; mesh, connect, continuous; connecting vessels; the 
stringy pith of citrus fruits, the fibrous mesh of the loofah. 
This character is composed of the silk radical ( =* ) on 
the left and a phonetic element on the right. Its various as
sociations of stringy fibers led to its extended meaning of to 
enmesh and to connect. In Chinese medicine this character 
is used as a both verb and a noun. As a noun it refers 
primarily to the various connecting vessels (~D* IUD mai) , 
while as a verb it means to enmesh, as the connecting ves
sels enmesh the whole body, or to connect, as the primary 
channels all home to their related organ and connect to the 
organ of their yin-yang related pair. 

~§P lub que Declining Connection BL-8 
'=:'fSI~ san yang lub Three Yang Connection TB-8 

mai (mo) D* vessel, vein; pulse. 

q:t ~ shen mai Extending Vessel BL-62 
~ ~ chi mai Spasm Vessel TB-18 
m~ dai mai Girdling Vessel GB-26 
~,D* jf mai Urgent Pulse LV-12 

man &Vi full, to fill; satisfied, self-sufficient; the whole, 
complete. 

*~ cheng meln Assuming Fullness ST-20 
1m&Vi si mcln Fourfold Fullness KI-14 

rna Jt§l eyebrow. 

Ji§HI.T mei chOng Eyebrow Ascension BL-3 

men r, gate, door, opening. 
This character is a picture of a two-leafed door or gate. In 
the point names it is usually a poetic way of indicating a 
place where qi enters and exits; i.e., an acupuncture point. 

~r' yun men Cloud Gate LU-2 
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7ft~r' hut rou men Slippery Flesh Gate ST-24 
ft r, ji men Winnower Gate SP-ll 
l'JI r, chOng men Surging Gate SP-12 
fI! r, shen men Spirit Gate HT-7 
Ilr, reng men Wind Gate BL-12 
.8tr, yin men Gate of Abundance BL-37 
i4r, hUn men Hun Gate BL-47 
wr, huang men Huang Gate BL-51 
:i: r, jin men Metal Gate BL-63 
ItIr, you men Dark Gate KI-21 
~ r, xi men Cleft Gate PC-4 
?llr, ye men Humor Gate TB-2 
IF r, ~r men Ear Gate TB-21 *r, jing men Capital Gate GB-25 
• r, zhang men Camphorwood Gate LV-13 
Mr, qi men Cycle Gate LV-14 
:.fir, shi men Stone Gate CV-5 
1$' r, mlng men Life Gate GV-4 
~r' yi men Mute's Gate GV-15 

mfng B)) bright, clear; intelligent; to understand; the name 
of a Chinese imperial dynasty. 
This character is made up of the sun radical, B ri, and 
the moon radical, J'J yue. Its various shades of meaning 
are derived from this fact. It is the character used in refer
ring to the yang ming channels (large intestine and stomach). 

IIfB)) jing ming Bright Eyes BL-l 
:)'tB)) guang ming Bright Light GB-37 

ming 1$' command, decree; fate, destiny; life; to name. 

1$' r, ming men Life Gate GV-4 

mil § eye. 
This character is a picture of the eye. 

§ S mu chuang Eye Window GB-16 
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nao nil brain. 

nil ~ nao kong Brain Hollow GB-19 
A!s~ = 1 1J1ilI/· nao hu Brain's Door GV- 7 

nao Ki upper arm. 

'JfKi bi nao Upper Arm LI-14 
Ki~ nao shU Upper Arm Shu SI-1O 
Ki1t nao hut Upper Arm Convergence TB-13 

nei P9 inside, inward; specifically inner body. 
This character represents entering into (A rit, to en ter) a 
bordered region (represented by the open-ended square). It 
is largely synonymous with m Ii, which means interior in 
the sense of the eight parameters. 

P9 J1i nei ting Inner Court ST -44 
P9111 nei guan Inner Pass PC-6 

pang Jm urinary bladder. 
JmJJ7t: pang guiing is usually found in this combination, 
meaning urinary bladder. 

JmJJ7t:~ pang guang shU Bladder Shu BL-28 

pen ~ basin, tub, pot, bowl. 
The radical .fill. min, a dish, gives this character its meaning. 
5.t .fn is phonetic. 

~~ que pen Empty Basin ST-12 

pi ,IJq! spleen. 

,IJq!~ pi shU Spleen Shu BL-20 

plan fi to one side, off center; slant, lean, veer; partial, 
prejudiced. 

fi~ pian n Veering Passageway LI-6 
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pO Illl po, soul. 
In general usage, Illl po is the part of the human spirit that 
remains after death. It is yin in nature and thus does not 
rise to heaven but either becomes a ghost or returns to the 
earth. In Chinese medicine the po is said to be stored in 
the lung. It is intimately connected to essence (yin), 
whereas its counterpart, ~ hUn, is related to spirit (yang). 
(See also ~ hUn) 

IlllF pO hu Po Door BL-42 

pu fl servant, slave. 

1l~ pu can Subservient Visitor BL-61 

qi M period, date, deadline; a fixed date; a month; ex
pect; one hundred years. Pronounced ji: a full year. 

Mr~ qf men Cycle Gate LV-14 

qi *t qi (ch'i); gas, smell; breath; weather; manner, air; 
the active aspect of matter in the body. 
This character is composed of the vapor radical (~) en
closing the radical for rice or grain (*=). It is said to be 
a picture of fumes wafting up from a batch of fermenting 
rice. Qi is therefore a smell or gas, and, by extension, 
something that moves yet cannot be seen and is detected on
ly by the effects it has on other things. It is used to de
scribe things that in English we would loosely call forces or 
influences, e.g, 7C*t tian ql, celestial forces or influences 
(the weather); fJ *t II ql, strength or force; *t~ ql shl , 
momentum. In medicine it denotes forces within the body, 
e.g., x*t yuan ql , original qi, fA*t jing ql, essential qi, 
and IE*" zheng ql, correct qi, as well as influences out
side of it such as i';*t shf ql , damp qi and _*t II ql, 
pestilential qi. 

*t ~ qi she Qi Abode ST -11 
~F qi hu Qi Door ST-13 
~7!f! qi chong Surging Qi ST-30 
*t~i« qi hai shu Sea-of-Qi Shu BL-24 
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l\1\ qi xue Qi Point KI-13 
l\ifU: ql hID Sea of Qi CV-6 

qi 7ft weep (silent tears). 

-.w. cheng qi Tear Container ST-1 
illiiJL t6u lin qi Head Overlooking Tears GB-15 
JEliift zu lin qi Foot Overlooking Tears GB-41 

qiWi 0iI before, formerly; in front of. 

0iI~ qian gu Front Valley SI-2 
OiIJl qian ding Before the Vertex GV-21 

qiang ~! strong, strengthen; stiff, rigid; better, superior. 
Pronounced qiiing: to force, compel, insist 
This character was originally written as ~. The radical is 
i'3 gOng, meaning an archer's bow, while the right hand 
portion of the character serves as a phonetic element. This 
phonetic contributes some meaning to the character because 
it consists of two fields ( ffi ) and their boundaries. The 
character's meaning of strength comes from the concept of 
a bow strong enough to shoot an arrow over two fields. 
The right hand part of the character changed to its present 
form because the old character was too tiresome to write. 

-liB! chang qiling Long Strong GV-1 
~!rll' qiang jian Unyielding Space GV-18 

qiao IX hole, cavity. 
Note the hole radical, 1\ xue, which is used to represent 
acupuncture points, at the top of this character. il is the 
character used in Chinese medicine to represent the portals 
of the five viscera (Le., the tongue is the portal of the 
heart, the nose is the portal of the lung, etc.). 

iJitl~ t6u qiao yin Head Portal Yin GB-ll 
JEtl~ zu qiao yin Foot Portal Yin GB-44 

qing m clear, pure; fresh, cool. 
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This character is used in medicine to denote the concept of 
clearing, as in clearing heat. The water radical gives the 
character meaning, while the right portion is phonetic. 

m?ft~ qing leng yuan Clear Cold Abyss TB-ll 

qing 1!f green, blue, black, cyan. 

WIl qing ling Cyan Spirit HT-2 

qUi li hill, hillock. 
This character appears in a number of point names as it is 
a convenient guide to locations on the landscape of the 
body. 

~li liang qiU Beam Hill ST-34 
itili shang qiii Shang Hill SP-5 
;~li wai qiii Outer Hill GB-36 
li41 qiii xii Hill Ruins GB-40 

qii ItH bent, crooked, winding; wrong, false; obscure, little 
known. Pronounced qu: song, plays; minutiae, trifles 
This character occurs in several point names as it is a con
venient description of the numerous bends, crooks, turns 
and curves encountered when traversing the landscape of the 
body. 

ItH HI! qii chi Pool at the Bend LI-11 
ItHtg qii yuan Crooked Wall SI-13 
1tH~ qii cha Deviating Turn BL-4 
itiltH shang qii Shang Bend KI-17 
ltHiJ qii ze Marsh at the Bend PC-3 
1tH¥ qii bin Temporal Hairline Curve GB-7 
ItH :JR qii quan Spring at the Bend LV-8 
ltHit qii gil Curved Bone CV-2 

qu ~ drain, gutter; circular rim of a wheel; great, ample. 

*!~ jing qu Channel Ditch LU-8 

quan lift cheek-bone, the area of the cheek around the 
cheek bone. 
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•• quem lilio Cheek Bone-Hole SI-18 

quan * spring, fountain. 
The ancient form of this character was clearly a picture of 
water flowing out from the ground. The modem character 
consists of a 8 bOi, white, above a * shu I, water. One 
can imagine the character as picturing the pure (white) wa
ter of a mountain spring. Though not consistent with the 
true etymology of the character, this explanation of the 
modern adaptation is of useful mnemonic value. The use 
of this character in the point names can be attributed to its 
poetic value in describing origins (i.e., springs), and the 
flowing nature of qi at acupuncture points. 

~~* yin ling quan Yin Mound Spring SP-9 
ti* ji qulin Highest Spring HT-l 
Wfi* yOng qu<ln Gushing Spring KI-l ** shui qulin Water Spring KI-5 
~* tian qulin Celestial Spring PC-2 
ISI~* yang ling qmin Yang Mound Spring GB-34 
dIJ * qu qulin Spring at the Bend LV-8 
Li* lian qulin Ridge Spring CV-23 

que ~ broken, defective; a deficiency, vacancy; an offi
cial post. 

~tl~ lie que Broken Sequence LU-7 
~~ que pen Empty Basin ST -12 

que 'I the look-out tower above a gate; an imperial city, 
palace; deficiency; to omit. 

fflM shen que Spirit Gate CV-8 
§.'I ju que Great Tower Gate CV-14 

que {iP but, yet still; reject, decline, withdraw. 

~{iP luo que Declining Connection BL-8 

ran ~ bum, blaze; yes, certainly, really; still, neverthe
less, but; although; on the other hand. 
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t'&~ ran gu Blazing Valley KI-2 

ren A human being, humankind; person, man. 
This is a pictograph of a person, with emphasis on the legs. 

A3!l! ren yfng Man's Prognosis ST-9 
Atf:1 ren zhong Human Center GV-26 

ri 8 sun; day, daily. 
This is a picture of the sun. It was originally a circle with 
a dot in the center, but was squared for ease in writing and 
the line extended for clarity. 

8 FJ rl yue Sun and Moon GB-24 

r6ng ~ glory, splendor, luster; flourishing, prosperous; 
beautiful. 

mJ~ zhou r6ng All-Round Flourishing SP-20 

r6ng $ appearance, countenance, manner; allow, permit; 
endure; forgive; contain; admit; easy. 
This character is a valley (~ gu') with a cover over it. A 
valley is open and one can see all within it, but '41 is a 
covered valley, and hence means to shut up or contain. By 
extension, the character also means the countenance that 
hides (or reveals) the emotions of the heart. 

1'$ bu r6ng Not Contained ST-19 
*'41 tian r6ng Celestial Countenance SI-17 

rou ~ flesh, meat, muscle; fleshy; pulp or flesh of fruit; 
as a radical it is pronounced rit. 
This character is used as a radical and is found as a part of 
many characters that represent body parts. In its altered 
form it is the same as the moon radical ( FJ) with the 
exception that it is found on the left or bottom of characters, 
and the moon radical is found on the right. 

nt~r' hua rou men Slippery Flesh Gate ST-24 

ru 1L milk; breast; nipple, teat; to suckle; triturate; give 
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birth; brood over eggs; the young of animals. 

1L q:, rli zhOng Breast Center ST -17 
1Lfl rli gen Breast Root ST -18 

san .=. three, third, threefold, triple, trinity . 

.=. rEI' san jian Third Space U-3 
-'F '='11! sMu san Ii Arm Three Li U-lO 
..IE'='1I! zti san Ii Leg Three Li ST -36 
.=.~~ san yin jUio Three Yin Intersection SP-6 
.=.~~ san jiao shu Triple Burner Shu BL-22 
.=.~~ san yang luo Three Yang Connection TB-8 

shan Ll.J mountain, hill. 

*Ll.J cheng shan Mountain Support BL-57 

shang ilfl discuss, deliberate; trade, commerce; name of a 
dynasty; the second note in the ancient pentatonic scale. 
This character represents the sound associated with metal in 
five phase theory. 

~ ilfl shao shang Lesser Shang LU-ll 
ilfl~ shang yang Shang Yang U-l 
ilflli shang qiu Shang Hill SP-5 
ilfl lib shang qu Shang Bend KI-17 

shang J: top, summit; up, upper; supreme, first, best; 
previous; on, above; to rise, offer up; to esteem, exalt. 
The line at the bottom of this character is simply a base of 
reference, while the vertical line represents something above 
the base. 

J:JJ. shang lian Upper Ridge U-9 
J:§.J!I shang ju xu Upper Great Hollow ST-37 
J:. shang liao Upper Bone-Hole BL-31 
J:1Il shang guan Upper Gate GB-3 
J:Jm shang wan Upper Venter CV-13 
J:£ shang xing Upper Star GV-23 

shao ~ lesser, minor. Pronounced shiJo: few, little. 
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The radical in this character is 'J' xitlo, which means small. 
The leftward slanting stroke is an abstract implication of the 
concept of diminishing. The meanings of the character are 
thus derived through the idea of diminishing something that 
is already small. This is the character used in the names of 
the shao yang (triple burner and gallbladder) and shao yin 
(heart and kidney) channels. 

1l iii shao shang Lesser Shang LU-ll 
1lifl shao hID. Lesser Sea HT-3 
1l J(f shao fli Lesser Mansion HT-8 
1liJ:ll shao chong Lesser Surge HT-9 
1llt shao ze Lesser Marsh SI-l 

she ~ hut, shed; to lodge, reside. Pronounced she: to put 
away; release; set aside, omit. 

.. ~ qi she Qi Abode ST-ll 
J(f~ fii she Bowel Abode SP-13 
.~ yl she Mentation Abode BL-49 

shen :ft body; the person, self. 

:fttt shen zhU Body Pillar GV-12 

shen I¥ report to; apply to; give orders; extend; repeat; 
easy, relaxed; the ninth of the Twelve Earthly Branches. 

I¥ ~ shen mai Extending Vessel BL-62 

she.. fII spirit, spirits, gods. 
This character has three commonly used meanings in Chi
nese medicine. In a general sense it refers to the whole of 
the psyche, including: the ;m zhi, disposition, the. yi , 
reflection, the ijl hUn and the tel po. In this sense spirit 
also refers to the power of concentration or the quality of 
being present. A patient is described, for example, as hav
ing or not having spirit. Secondly, in a slightly more re
stricted way, the term spirit encompasses the Western con
cepts of mind and emotions. This is the spirit fII shin that 
is stored in the heart, the yang counterpart of It lfng, the 
yin aspect of the spirit. Lastly, spirit is the driving force 
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within the body. This is illustrated by a quote from Zhang 
Jie Bin, the author of the Differentiated Canon, "form is 
the body of the spirit and is used by the spirit. Without 
spirit the form cannot move, and without form the spirit 
cannot exist." 

fIIr, shen men Spirit Gate HT-7 
fII~ shen tang Spirit Hall BL-44 
fII!j shen teng Spirit Seal KI-23 
fila shen cang Spirit Storehouse KI-25 

*fII b~n shen Root Spirit GB-13 
filM shen que Spirit Gate CV-8 
fllilt shen dao Spirit Path GV-ll 
fII~ shen ting Spirit Court GV-24 

sben ~ kidney. 

~j( shen shu kidney shu BL-23 

sbf • eat; food; drink. Pronounced si: food, rice; to 
feed . 

• " shi dou Food Hole SP-17 

sbf :fi rock, stone; stony, barren; mineral. 

:filii shi guan Stone Pass KI-18 
:fir, shi men Stone Gate CV-5 

sbi it employ, use; to send; to order; to cause, to allow; 
envoy, commissioner. 

rlUt jian shi Intermediary Courier PC-5 

sbi $" market, fair; city; trade. 

1f1i$" yin shl Yin Market ST-33 
JJl.$" teng shi Wind Market GB-31 

sbi ~ chamber; mansion; home. 

;m~ zhl shl Will Chamber BL-52 
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shoo -=F hand; arm. 

-=F ':::'lI! sMu san Ii Arm Three Li LI-tO 
-=F Jill! sMu wu Ii Arm Five Li LI-13 

shu ~ pivot, axis, central point; indispensable, cardinal. 
Note that all of the points that contain this character in 
their names are located in the central region of the body. 

~~ tian shu Celestial Pivot ST-25 
Ji~ wu shu Fifth Pivot GB-27 
~~ xuan shu Suspended Pivot GV-5 
t:p ~ zhong shu Central Pivot GV-7 

shu ~ an acupuncture point; to transport; pronounced yu: 
a surname. 
Some sources say that the top part of ~ is A btl, to di
vide, and that the bottom part is a mistranscription of the 
character :M- zhou, a boat. The character's meaning of to 
transport may be related to its being a pictograph of a boat 
made by hollowing out (A) a log. 

In the medical context, the character ~ may also be writ
ten 00 and •. The latter are formed by the addition of 
the vehicle !fi and flesh ~ radicals, which emphasize the 
notions of transportation and connection with the body re
spectively. All three characters can refer specifically to the 
five transporting-shU points, stream-shu points, and the as
sociated-shu points of the back, or they can refer to 
acupuncture points in general. The transporting-shu points 
have been so called in English because the character • , 
preferred by most modern writers in this context, has the 
meaning of transport and because all three forms of the 
character suggest movement (i.e., a boat). The name 
"associated-shu" has been given to the "shu" points on the 
bladder channel to avoid confusion with the transporting-shu 
points and to highlight the points' associations with the or
gans. "Stream-shu" was chosen to preserve the metaphor of 
water flowing toward the sea. Neither "associated-shu" or 
"stream-shu" is a direct translation. 
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The character j( , according to modem-day authorities, 
should be pronounced sM, while yu should be reserved for 
the surname. The Japanese pronunciation of this character as 
yu suggests that this distinction may only be a modem one 
and may also explain why many Westerners have adopted 
the pronunciation yu . 
11* nao shu Upper Arm Shu SI-IO 
,"~~j( jian WID shu Outer Shoulder Shu SI-14 
JjiP:P* jian zhong shu Central Shoulder Shu SI-I5 
1JiIi* tei shu Lung Shu BL-I3 
JX~* jue yin shu Jue Yin Shu BL-14 
Jc,,* xin shu Heart Shu BL-I5 
tfj( du shu Governing Shu BL-16 
111* ge shu Diaphragm Shu BL-17 
ffj( gan shu Liver Shu BL-18 
111* d~ shu Gallbladder Shu BL-19 
JW* pi shu Spleen Shu BL-20 
" j( wei shu Stomach Shu BL-21 
':::~i< san jiao shu Triple Burner Shu BL-22 
W* shen shu Kidney Shu BL-23 
-.ilj( qi hai shu Sea-of-Qi Shu BL-24 
*JJli< da chang shu Large Intestine Shu BL-25 
IiljCj( guan yuan shu Origin Pass Shu BL-26 
'J'JJI* xi~o chang shu Small Intestine Shu BL-27 
U~i< pang guang shu Bladder Shu BL-28 
tJl*j( zhOng Iii shu Central Backbone Shu BL-29 
~11* bai huan shu White Ring Shu BL-30 
.Pii< gao huang shu Gao Huang Shu BL-43 
Pij( huang shu Huang Shu KI-16 
i<R'f shu fO Shu Mansion KI-27 
IIi< yao shu Lumbar Shu GV-2 

shu * bind, restrain, control, keep in order; bunch. * 'It shU gO Bundle Bone BL-65 

shuai $ lead; follow, obey; universally; all. 
Pronounced Iii: rate. 

$~ shuID gO Valley Lead GB-8 
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shuT * water; fluid. 
Though it is less distinct in the modem character than in 
the older script, the central line represents the flow of a 
river and the outer lines portray the ripples of flowing wa
ter. 

*~ shui tu Water Prominence ST-1O 
*llt shui dao Waterway ST-28 
*:JR shui quan Water Spring KI-5 
*~ shui ten Water Divide CV-9 
*?l4 shui gou Water Trough GV-26 

si ** silk; thread; strings of a musical instrument. 

**1t~ si zhu kong Silk Bamboo Hole TB-23 

si IlY four, fourth, fourfold, quadruple, quaternity. 

IlY 8 SI bcii Four Whites ST-2 
1lY~ sl man Fourfold Fullness KI-14 
1lY?I sl du Four Rivers TB-9 

su * plain, unornamented, ordinary, simple; vegetarian; 
white; original or normal constitution. 

*B su liao White Bone-Hole GV-25 

siin ~ grandchild; descendants; posterity; tertiary, minor. 
The character is formed of * xi, to tie together, succes
sion, and =r zl, child. The meaning derives from the idea 
of a succession of children, i.e., descendants. 

~~ gong siin Yellow Emperor SP-4 
,,~ jiao siin Angle Vertex TB-20 

suo Ii contract, shrink. 

~Ii jin suo Sinew Contraction GV-8 

tai is lookout, tower; terrace, platform, stage. 

II is ling tcii Spirit Tower GV-1O 
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thi -:Jr.. great, supreme; too, excessive; very. 
This is the character used in the names of the tai yang 
(small intestine and bladder) and tai yin (lung and spleen) 
channels. 

-:Jr..imt tai yuan Great Abyss LU-9 
-:Jr..Z tai yi Supreme Unity ST-23 
-:Jr.. 8 tai bai Supreme White SP-3 
-:Jr..f§ tai Xl Great Ravine KI-3 
-:Jr..i'JI tai chong Supreme Surge LV-3 

tang 1jt hall, reception room; meeting place; 
court of justice. 
The character is composed of a roof, ~ shang, over earth, 
± tU. It represents a building with an earthen floor. 

ff! 1jt shen tang Spirit Hall BL-44 
3i~ yu tang Jade Hall CV-18 

tao ~~ kiln; pottery; to be pleased. 

~~3:Ii tao dao Kiln Path GV-13 

thin =JC heaven, sky, celestial; a day; Nature, God, divine; 
the weather. 
This character is composed of a picture of a person with 
arms and legs outstretched (*) and the sky above; hence 
the meanings sky, heaven, etc. It is found in many points 
that are located on the upper body, especially in the region 
of the heart or on the head. The relationship between the 
heavens and the heart is based on analogy; the heart rules 
the body as heaven rules the earth. The head's relation to 
the heavens is more direct;the head is the heaven (Le., up
permost part) of the microcosmic universe of the body. Ad
ditionally, many points on the channels of the hollow or
gans bear the epithet celestial (=JC). This is most likely due 
to a line in Essential Questions that compares the qi of the 
hollow organs to that of heaven in that they both rule 
change and transformation. 

=JCFtt tian fii Celestial Storehouse LU-3 
=JC}Wf tian ding Celestial Tripod LI-17 
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:R~ tian shu Celestial Pivot ST-25 
:R?i tian xi Celestial Ravine SP-18 
:R* tian zong Celestial Gathering SI-11 
:Rm tian chuang Celestial Window SI-16 
:R'3 tian r6ng Celestial Countenance SI-17 
iIl:R tong tian Celestial Connection BL-7 
:Rtt tian zhu Celestial Pillar BL-lO 
:Ra!! tian chi Celestial Pool PC-l 
:R~ tian quan Celestial Spring PC-2 
:R* tian jing Celestial Well TB-I0 
:RB tian lilio Celestial Bone-Hole TB-15 
:RJI tian you Celestial Window TB-16 
:ROO tian chong Celestial Hub GB-9 
:R~ tian ttl Celestial Chimney CV-22 
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tiao i~ strip, band, section; measure word for long, thin 
objects. 

i~t=l tilio kou Ribbon Opening ST-38 

tiao M jump, leap; climb over; posture. 
The foot radical JE zu gives this character its meaning. ~[) 
mao is a phonetic component. 

JIM huan tiao Jumping Round GB-30 

ting • listen, hear; understand . 

• '8" ting gong Auditory Palace SI-19 
•• ting hut Auditory Convergence GB-2 

Hng jl court, palace, courtyard; court of justice; hall, au
dience chamber. 

~ Il nei ling Inner Court ST -44 
t:J:Ill zhong ting Center Palace CV-16 
=M'1l shen Hng Spirit Court GV-24 

tOng ill through, go through to, penetrate; understand, 
communicate; free, unblocked; succeed. 
In Chinese medicine this character is used to express the 
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idea of unblocking or freeing the channels, the menses, the 
flow of milk, and the urine. 

iiJl! tong Ii Connecting Li HT-5 
ii* tong tUin Celestial Connection BL-7 
ii ~ tong gil Valley Passage BL-66 
ii~ tong gil Open Valley KI-20 

tOng iii pupil of the eye. 

PITt: tong zi liao Pupil Bone-Hole GB-l 

too m head; top; first, most important, best; end. m. tou wei Head Comer ST-8 
iJiiX~ tou qiao yin Head Portal Yin GB-ll 
iJilLift tou lin qi Head Overlooking Tears GB-15 

to ~ abruptly, suddenly; rush out; stick out, protrude; of
fend; smooth; chimney. 
This character's meaning derives from its depiction of a dog 
(7C quan) rushing out of its den (1\ xue, hole). 

1j(~ fU tu Protuberance Assistant LI-18 
*~ shui tu Water Prominence ST-lO 
*~ tian tu Celestial Chimney CV-22 

tiI ~ hare, rabbit. 

~~ fU tu Crouching Rabbit ST-32 

wai ;~ out, outside; beyond; foreign; apart from. 

;~~ wID. ling Outer Mound ST-26 
Jfj;~~ jian wID. shu Outer Shoulder Shu SI-14 
;~fJJ wID. guan Outer Pass TB-5 
;~Ji wID. qiU Outer Hill GB-36 

wan % to complete, finish; completed; whole, unbroken. 

%* wan gil Completion Bone GB-12 

wan (guan) 1m a duct in the body; core of a boil. 
In Chinese medicine this character means one of two things, 
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depending on what source is consulted: 1) the stomach 
cavity and the adjacent parts of the esophagus and intestines; 
2) the gastric organ itself, as opposed to the physiological 
properties attributed to that organ in Chinese medicine. This 
term is rendered in English as "venter." 
Some older books replace this character with 1¥ goon, 
meaning pipe or duct. 

rim xia wrut Lower Venter CV-lO 
tFlm zhOng wrut Central Venter CV-12 
J:1m shang wrut Upper Venter CV-13 

wan .om wrist; flexible joint. 

JDeit wan gu Wrist Bone SI-4 

wei *I tie, hold together; hold fast. 
This character originally represented the four corners of a 
net, and by extension came to mean the four limbs and the 
four directions. This older meaning is reflected in the first 
of the two point names below. 

mMt t6u wei Head Corner ST-8 
Mtil wei dao Linking Path GB-28 

wei ~ entrust; appoint; to give up, to bow under a bur
den; indirect, roundabout, tortuous, crooked, bent; to be or 
feel wronged; a grievance. 
This character's meaning of entrust is said to come from 
the fact that the grain (* he) was entrusted to women (-k 
nuj when men had to leave home on other business. The 
idea of a curved stalk heavy with grain or a woman bent 
over with her burden may be responsible for the extended 
meanings of curved, tortuous or bent. 

~ lSI w~i yang Bend Yang BL-39 
~ tF w~i zhong Bend Middle BL-40 

wei I€ tail; end; rear. 

"A~ jiG w~i Turtledove Tail CV-15 
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wei 'II stomach. 

'IIi< wei shu Stomach Shu BL-21 
'111t wei cang Stomach Granary BL-50 

wen iIill warm; mild, genial; review. 

iIillFm wen liu Warm Dwelling U-7 

wii ~ house, building. 

~U wu yt Roof ST-15 

wu fi five, fifth, fivefold. 
tp z)z6ng, center, is often implied when this character is 
used in point names. This is because in Chinese numerology 
the central position is associated with the number five. The 
ancient form of the character was an X, an obvious refer
ence to the center. Later lines were added at the top and 
bottom of the character indicating yin below and yang 
above, demonstrating that the five phases result from the in
terplay of yin and yang. 

~fi!l! shOu wu Ii Arm Five Li LI-13 
fiJI wu chu Fifth Place BL-5 
fi~ wu shU Fifth Pivot GB-27 
:tff!1i 1t dl wu hut Earth Fivefold Convergence GB-42 
If.fi!l! zu wii Ii Foot Five Li LV-lO 

xi g knee. 

g!Slll xi yang guan Knee Yang Joint GB-33 
gil xi guan Knee Joint LV-7 

xi r~ or ~i ravine, stream gully, gully stream. 
This character has two forms, as shown above. The char
acter ~i is a more recent invention, and though it is now 
used in the point names it did not exist at the time that the 
names were created. Both characters indicate a mountain 
ravine through which mountain streams can run, but ~i 
contains a water radical and is thus associated more with 
the stream than the ravine it runs through. In the acupunc-
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ture point names the word ravine is almost always location
al in nature. According to Essential Questions a "large 
union of the flesh" is called a valley (~ gU) and a "small 
union of the flesh" is called a ravine (~) 

Wt~ jie xi Ravine Divide ST-41 
7C~ tian xi Celestial Ravine SP-18 
f~~ hou xi Back Ravine SI-3 
N!~ yang xi Yang Ravine LI-5 
~ ~ tai xi Great Ravine KI -3 
19t~ xia xi Pinched Ravine GB-43 

xi ~ cleft. 

~~~ yin xi Yin Cleft HT-6 
i$~ fil xi Superficial Cleft BL-38 
~ r, xi men Cleft Gate PC-4 

xi ,~, a full breath, a gasp, a respiration; to produce In

terest; to stop, repose, quiet. 

.,~, lil xi Skull Rest TB-19 

xi ~il an exclamatory sound, "shee." 

~~il yi xi Yi Xi BL-45 

xia 1~ generous; bold, as a knight-errant. 
This character is often used to express the meaning of the 
character "* jia, to pinch from two sides. 

1~ B xia bai Guarding White LU-4 
1~~ xia xi Pinched Ravine GB-43 

XUl ~ below, under; to descend; lower, inferior; to de
posit, lay; to set to (work); a time. 
The upper line of this character denotes the horizon or the 
ground, and the perpendicular line implies something below 
or inferior to it. 

~ J.i xia lian Lower Ridge LI-8 
~1iJ xia guan Below the Joint ST-7 
~ ell xia ju xii Lower Great Hollow ST-39 
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1'"8 xia liao Lower Bone-Hole BL-34 
1'" IJC xia wcln Lower Venter Cv-to 

xian Hi to sink, fall; involve; to beguile, betray. 

Hi~ xian gil Sunken Valley ST-43 

mng • countryside; village; district. 

•• xiong xiang Chest Village SP-19 

mng 1!f fragrant, aromatic. 

l!!1!f y{ng xiang Welcome Fragrance LI-20 

mo r}!f to melt, thaw; to disperse; to disappear; to cancel, 
annul. 

m~ xiao lua Dispersing Riverbed TB-12 

xiao ,J' small; petty, mean; a concubine. 
This character is made up of J\ btl, meaning to divide, 
and a vertical line representing the thing divided. It thus 
implies the idea of making a thing smaller by splitting it up. 

'J'il xi~o hai Small Sea SI-8 
,NJlj{ xi~o chang shu Small Intestine Shu BL-27 

xin ,t) heart; mind; affections. 
This character is a stylized pictograph of the heart. In 
Chinese ,t) refers as much to the emotions and the psyche 
as it does to the actual organ of the heart. 

It)~ xln shu Heart Shu BL-15 

xin ® top of the head; skull; frontal region of the head; 
the fontanels. 

®fr xin hui Fontanel Meeting GV-22 

xin m to believe in, trust; truth, sincerity; confidence; a 
letter, a token of confidence; an envoy; news; sign, signal. 
The image of a man (A ren) and his word (~ yan) led to 
the many meanings of this character. 
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~m jiao xin Intersection Reach KJ-8 

xing £ star, heavenly body; point of light, spark. 

1:£ shang xing Upper Star GV-23 

xing ~T to walk, to travel; to do, act. Pronounced hang: 
row, line; business. 
The left three strokes of ~T xIng (i.e., ~ chi) mean walk 
to the left, and the right three strokes (T chu) mean walk 
to the right. In Chinese medicine this character is used to 
express the function of moving qi, blood or fluids. It is al
so the character that is translated as phase in the term five 
phases (EAT wu xIng), which are five movements (steps) 
in a cycle. 

~TrB' xing jian Moving Between LV-2 

xiong .IJiJ chest; breast, bosom; mind, intelligence . 

.IJiJ~ xiong xiang Chest Village SP-19 

xU ~ false, untrue, unreal, vain; hollow, empty, vacuous, 
insubstantial; pure, unprejudiced, humble. 
This character is employed in Chinese medicine to express 
the parameter of vacuity in the eight parameters. It is the 
opposite of repletion (ffsh( ). 

1:§.AI shang ju xii Upper Great Hollow ST-37 
r§.AI xia ju xii Lower Great Hollow ST-39 

xU ~ old burial grounds; wild waste land; a fair, market. 

m~ ling xii Spirit Ruins KI-24 
liJAl qiii xii Hill Ruins GB-40 

xuan ~ to hang, suspend; in suspense, anxious; distant 
from, separated. 

~. xuan h1 Suspended Skull GB-5 
~II xuan If Suspended Tuft GB-6 
~. xuan zhOng Suspended Bell GB-39 
~t; xuan shii Suspended Pivot GV-5 
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xuan fi a fine kind of jade. 

fiJI xmin jI Jade Pivot CV-21 

xue 1\ cave, den, hole; underground dwelling; to bore a 
hole. 
This is the character used in Chinese to represent the 
acupuncture points. The top part of the character represents 
a roof, while the bottom portion, J\., means to divide. Its 
meaning is thus derived from the idea of a space which is 
obtained through the removal of rocks or dirt, i.e., a cave 
or den. 

*"1\ qi xue Qi Point KJ-13 

xue 1fn. blood. 
The radical illl min, meaning a vessel for catching sacrifi
cial blood, gives this character its meaning. The additional 
line on top represents the blood as it pours into the vessel. 

1fn.7iiJ xue hai Sea of Blood SP-lO 

ya II.§. dumb, mute. 
The right hand portion of the character ( ~ ) is said to 
picture two persons whose physical structure deviates from 
the norm, i.e., hunchbacks. Muteness is a deviation from 
the norm that affects the speech, here represented by the 
mouth (tJ) on the left. 

~r' ya men Mute's Gate GV-15 

yan IftX dislike, detest; reject; be tired of, bored with. 

JtIftX han yan Forehead Fullness GB-4 

yang m to scatter, spread; to raise; to winnow; to publish 
abroad; to praise. 

1Ilm rei yang Taking Flight BL-58 

yang IS#! yang, the complement of yin. 
The left part of this character is the radical form of Ji! fo, 
which represents a mound. The right hand part of the 
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which represents a mound. The right hand part of the 
character pictures the sun above the horiwn (!!) and rays 
of light shining down (0/), lSI yang, therefore, was origi
nally a pictograph representing the sunny side of a hill. 
(Compare ~ yin.) 

itilSl shang yang Shang Yang LI-l 
ISI§ yang xi Yang Ravine LI-5 
i'JIlSI chong yang Surging Yang ST-42 
ISI~ yang gil Yang Valley SI-5 
'i"1SI hui yang Meeting of Yang BL-35 
~ lSI wc'!i yang Bend Yang BL-39 
lSI. yang gang Yang Headrope BL-48 
-a-ISI he yang Yang Union BL-55 
fH~ lSI fii yang Instep Yang BL-59 
1SI?tf! yang chi Yang Pool TB-4 
=:'ISI~ san yang luo Three Yang Connection TB-8 
ISIB yang bai Yang White GB-14 
glSlll xi yang guan Knee Yang Joint GB-33 
ISI~. yang ling quan Yang Mound Spring GB-34 
1S13C yang jiao Yang Intersection GB-35 
ISltifi yang fil Yang Assistance GB-38 
JIlISIIIJ yao yang guan Lumbar Yang Pass GV-3 
~ISI zhi yang Extremity of Yang GV-9 

yang * to nourish; to rear, bring up, care for; support, 
maintain. 
Note the food radical, 1t shf , that gives this character its 
meaning. The upper portion is !f. yang, meaning goat, and 
functioning here as a phonetic element. It may also be said 
to lend meaning to the character in the sense that one can 
obtain nourishment from eating mutton, or in the sense that 
one can rear goats . 

• ~ ymg Hlo Nursing the Aged SI-6 

yao lJI low back, loins, waist; kidney (of animals). 

Dli< yao shu Lumbar Shu GV-2 
JIlISIIIIJ yao yang guan Lumbar Yang Pass GV-3 
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ye .IJll armpit. 

illI.IJll yuan ye Armpit Abyss GB-22 

ye ?ll fluid, humor; juice, sap. 

?llr, ye men Humor Gate TB-2 

yi ~ an exclamatory sound, "ee." 

MU3 yi xi Yi Xi BL-45 

yi Z. one; the second of the ten celestial branches, hence 
second in a series, as the letter b in English; crooked, bent. 

"Js:..z. tID yi Supreme Unity ST-23 

yi :@: reflection, an idea, a thought, a wish; intention, 
purpose, will. 
Meaning is derived from two parts: If yin, meaning sound 
or voice, and It) xin, heart and mind. A person's heartfelt 
(IL.' ) thoughts and intentions are deduced from the words 
(If) he speaks. The' Spiritual Axis states in one passage that 
reflection is stored in the spleen, and elsewhere defines re
flection as the ability of the heart (mind) to recall or reflect. 
(1L.'1fjiJftt~" Z:@: .) 

:@:ti' yl she Mentation Abode BL-49 

yi It a feather screen; a shade, screen; to shade, screen. 

mIt wu yl Roof ST-15 
H Ji. yl teng Wind Screen TB-17 

yin .8.i abundant; flourishing; great; many; highest degree 
of; to determine exactly; to regulate; the name of a Chinese 
imperial dynasty. 

IN:r, yin men Gate of Abundance BL-37 

yin ~ yin, the complement of yang. 
The left part of this character is the radical form of .$. fl, 
which represents a mound. The right part pictures the 
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presence (~) of clouds (~ ) , and by extension, shade. 
The character If1i is thus a representation of the shady side 
of a hill. Its extended meanings are derived from this fact. 
(Compare ~ yang.) 

~$ yin shi Yin Market ST-33 
~1f1i3C san yin jiao Three Yin Intersection SP-6 
~~ * yin Hng qmin Yin Mound Spring SP-9 
~iIS yin xi Yin Cleft HT-6 
~1f1i-a jue yin shu Jue Yin Shu BL-14 
~ ~ zhi yin Reaching Yin BL-67 
~~ yin gu Yin Valley KI-IO 
~~ yin du Yin Metropolis KI-19 
».I H If1i tou qUlO yin Head Portal Yin GB-ll 
Ji!.H ~ zu qUlo yin Foot Portal Yin GB-44 
~-f! yin bao Yin Bladder LV-9 
~ Li yin licin Yin Comer LV -11 
it If1i hut yin Meeting of Yin CV-l 
~3C yin jiao Yin Intersection CV-7 

yin M gum, gingiva. 

M3C yin jHio Gum Intersection GV-28 

yin ~! hidden, mysterious, secret; to conceal; small, 
minute. 

~! 8 yin bai Hidden White SP-l 

ying ,. the breast. 
This character is used both in the concrete anatomical sense 
of the anterior chest, and in the more abstract sense of the 
seat of the emotions. 

fI Ii ying chuang Breast Window ST -16 

ying JB! meet, greet, welcome, receive; move toward, meet 
face to face; coming in the opposite direction. 

JB!:m: ying xUing Welcome Fragrance LI-20 
*JB! dA ying Great Reception ST-5 
AJB! ren ying Man's Prognosis ST-9 
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ying 'I' camp, barracks; operate, run; plan, build; circu
late; seek. 

iE'I' zheng ying Upright Construction GB-17 

yong -00 to well up, bubble up, gush; flow rapidly. 

-00* yong qmIn Gushing Spring KI-l 

you ~ dark, gloomy; secret, retired; lonely; subtle. 
This character originally implied the deep, shady reaches of 
a mountain (LlJ) where only slender threads ( i.) of 
light penetrate. 

~r~ you men Dark Gate KI-21 

you /I window; lattice window; to teach, enlighten. 

7(/1 tUin you Celestial Window TB-16 

yu 1M collarbone, clavicle. 

~ 1M jian yu Shoulder Bone LI-15 

yu ~ fish. 

~~ yu ji Fish Border LU-IO 

yu ~ jade; gem, precious stone; valuable. 

~tt yu zhen Jade Pillow BL-9 
~1it yu tang Jade Hall CV-18 

yu ~ elegant; accomplished. 

~tp yu zhOng Lively Center KI-26 

yuan ~ gulf, abyss, deep water source; profound. 

~~ tID yuan Great Abyss LU-9 
m?t~ qing leng yuan Clear Cold Abyss TB-ll 
~JJll yuan ye Armpit Abyss GB-22 
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yuan :7C first, primary; basic, fundamental; unit, compo
nent. 
The two lines ( =) on the top of this character are the 
ancient character meaning above or top (now written as 1: 
shang). The bottom part of the character is a drawing of 
two legs. The implication is that the head is at the very 
top. The meanings of origin, staring point, etc., are de
rived through extension of this idea. 

1Il:7C~ guan yuan shu Origin Pass Shu BL-26 
1Il:7C guan yuan Origin Pass CV-4 

yuan :tE wall, city wall; the space enclosed by a constella
tion. 

fltJ:tE qu yuan Crooked Wall SI-13 
~'" shen ling Spirit Court GV-24 

yue FJ moon; month; full-moon shaped, round. 

S FJ rl yue Sun and Moon GB-24 

yUn ~ cloud. 
The original form of this character was simply -v. , the two 
lines (=) at the top being the ancient character meaning 
above or top and thus implying the skies, while the angular 
line at the bottom depicts the vapors rising up from the 
earth to form clouds. Over time the ancient character was 
borrowed to mean to speak or to say, and the rain radical 
(m) was added at the top to reinforce the original mean

ing of clouds. 

~r' yun men Cloud Gate LU-2 

zan (cuan) II save, accumulate; hoard. 

tHtt zan zhU Bamboo Gathering BL-2 

ze it pond, pool; marsh, swamp; damp, moist; sheen, 
luster; favor, beneficence. 

Rit chi ze Cubit Marsh LU-5 
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1t-i* shao ze Lesser Marsh SI-1 
1tlJi* qii ze Marsh at the Bend PC-3 

zhang :tit a strain of music; a chapter; the camphor laurel. 

:tit r, zhang men Camphorwood Gate LV -13 

zhao P'(! to shine, illuminate; to reflect; to look after; li
cense; according to; understand; contrast; photograph. 

P'(!ifi zhao hcli Shining Sea KI-6 

zhe • the sides of a chariot where the arms were carried; 
abruptly, suddenly, at once; then . 

• B1i zhe jin Sinew Seat GB-23 

zhen ~ true, real. 

WJ ~ jian zhen True Shoulder SI-9 

zhen tt pillow; rest the head on. 

~tt yu zhen Jade Pillow BL-9 

zheng iE. correct, right; straight, upright; situated in the 
middle; honest, upright; sharp (of time); positive; precisely 
correct, from. 
To stop (ll: zhi ) at the appointed limit explains the mean
ing from which the other meanings are derived. 

~IE zhi zheng Branch to the Correct SI-7 
iE. -!- zheng yfng Upright Construction GB-17 

zhi ~ branch; descendants; payout; support, prop up; 
manage; withstand; measure word for stick-like objects such 
as pens. 
In the old script the character was more clearly a picture of 
hand grasping a branch. This is the character used to indi
cate the twelve earthly branches. 

~IE zhI zheng Branch to the Correct SI-7 
~il4 zhI gou Branch Ditch TB-6 
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zhi ~ will, ambition, disposition, determination. 
This character indicates resoluteness of intent. In the Spiri
tual Axis the kidney is said to store the will (disposition, 
~). This is usually thought to be a reference to the kid
ney's contribution to a person's ability to focus and reflect 
or recall (. yl). 

~~ zhi shi Will Chamber BL-52 

zhi ~ order; sequence. 

~iI zhi bian Sequential Limit BL-54 

zhi 3?: arrive; to, until; consummate; extremely, most. 

3?:1SJl zhi yang Extremity of Yang GV-9 
3?: ~ zhi yin Reaching Yin BL-67 

zhong t:Jl center, middle; central; within, in. 
This is a pictograph of an arrow piercing the center of a 
target. 

t:Jl R'f zhOng fil Central Treasury LU-I 
1Lt:Jl ril zhong Breast Center ST-17 
JR t:Jl ~ jian zhOng shu Central Shoulder Shu SI-15 
t:Jl.~ zhOng Iii shu Central Backbone Shu BL-29 
t:JlIJ zhOng liao Central Bone-Hole BL-33 
~ t:Jl wei zhOng Bend Middle BL-40 
t:Jlij: zhong zhu Central Flow KI-15 
~t:Jl yu zhOng Lively Center KI-26 
t:Jl1lj zhong chong Central Hub PC-9 
t:Jli:f zhong zhil Central Islet TB-3 
t:Jl~ zhOng dti Central River GB-32 
t:Jl it zhOng reng Mound Center LV-4 
t:Jl. zhong du Central Metropolis LV-6 
t:Jlti zhong ji Central Pole CV-3 
t:Jl Ilit zhong w~n Central Venter CV -12 
t:Jl ~ zhOng ting Center Palace CV -16 
HI t:Jl d~m zhOng Chest Center CV -17 
ff t:Jl ji zhOng Spinal Center GV-6 
t:JlK; zhOng shu Central Pivot GV-7 
At:Jl ren zhOng Human Center GV-26 
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zhong it cup, goblet; bell. 

*it da zhong Large Goblet KI-4 
~it xmin zhong Suspended Bell GB-39 

zhou fflI encircle; all round, everywhere; complete, entire, 
the whole; comprehensive, catholic; to relieve, to assist; 
near, as relative; the name of a Chinese imperial dynasty. 

fflI~ zhou rong All-Round Flourishing SP-20 

zhou JM elbow. 

JM~ zhOu liao Elbow Bone-Hole LI-12 

zhd ~ build; to beat down hard; to ram earth (Le., to 
make mud walls). 

_. zhu bIn Guest House KI-9 

zhd tt bamboo. 

!Itt zan zhu Bamboo Gathering BL-2 
**'tt~ sl zhU kong Silk Bamboo Hole TB-23 

zhu i4 islet; bank. 

9J i4 zhong zhU Central Islet TB-3 

zhiI tt pillar, column, post; cylinder. 

7(tt Win zhu Celestial Pillar BL-lO 
~tt shen zhu Body Pillar GV-12 

zhiI i1: pour; flow; explanatory notes. 

9Ji1: zhOng zhu Central Flow KI-15 

zhiI 11- reed; shuttle. 

*11- da zhu Great Shuttle BL-ll 
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zhui *I mallet, bludgeon (now written m chuf); vertebra. 

**1 da zhui Great Hammer GV-14 

zi • purple, violet. .'8' zi gong Purple Palace CV -19 

zi T offspring; son; noun suffix. 

PIT'll t6ng zi liao Pupil Bone-Hole GB-l 

zOog * ancestor; clans descended from a common ances
tor; sect, faction, school; principal. 
In Chinese medicine the character * zong usually implies 
gathering (which in modern writing is represented by the 
character **). For example, *S zOng jin, is the sinew 
gathering (the genitals, where the sinews gather), and **" 
zOng qi is the qi that gathers in the chest (generally trans
lated as ancestral qi). 

** tiful lOng Celestial Gathering SI-11 _* hui zong Convergence and Gathering TB-7 

zu JE foot, leg; sufficient, ample; full, as much as. 

JE~.M zu san Ii Leg Three Li ST-36 
JE_iR zu lin qi Foot Overlooking Tears GB-41 
JEil~ zu qiao yin Foot Portal Yin GB-44 
JE1i..M zu wu Ii Foot Five Li LV-lO 

zui * most; assemble, collect. 

JL:at kong zui Collection Hole LU-6 
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Appendix B 

The Names of the Special Point Groupings 

A book about the Chinese names for acupuncture points 
would not be complete without a discussion of the Chinese 
names for the special point groupings. The names of these 
groupings, like the names of the points themselves, can 
guide us to a deeper understanding of the points and their 
functions. A different challenge exists here, however. 
Where the names of points have simply been replaced by 
the alphanumeric code in the West, the names of the special 
point groupings have, of necessity, been given English ren
derings. Although these titles serve a useful purpose, in 
several cases the English name for the point group is not an 
actual translation of the original Chinese, but a name cho
sen to fit descriptions of the nature or function of the group. 
The following discussion aims to help students to gain a 
clearer understanding of both the Chinese and English 
names of the special point groupings. Most of the charac
ters discussed here can be found, along with further infor
mation concerning their origins and meanings, in the Glos
sary of Single Characters. 

Five transporting-shu points (11.1\ wu sha xue): 
The five transporting-shu points are the special sets of five 
points located below the elbow or knee on each of the 
twelve primary channels. They include well-jing points (it 
1\ jing xue), spring-ying points (YJ!f.1\ y{ng xue), stream-shu 
points (i<1\ sha xue), river-jing points (*I1\ jing xue) and 
uniting-he points (*1\ he xue). Their Chinese and En
glish names largely reflect an analogy that likens the nature 
of qi at these points to the flow of water from its source in 
the mountains to its home in the sea. 
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Although the English generic name transporting-shu points 
would appear to be, at least tenuously, in keeping with the 
image of flowing water, its directness belies a certain 
vagueness inherent in the Chinese. This vagueness is root
ed in the fact that there are three characters ( .. , f« and 
Iln.l, all pronounced sha) that are used interchangeably to re
fer to this point group. Of these three characters, only ., 
which is distinguished by the vehicle radical !f! has the un
equivocal meaning of to transport in current use. The char
acter f« , which represents a boat made from a hollowed 
log, is also said in some old dictionaries to have the mean
ing of transportation. The character IJHlj is derived from f« 
by the addition of the flesh radical FI (a simplification of 
~ rn), implying a connection with the body. 

Vagueness of the meanings of these characters is com
pounded rather than resolved by their usage. f« and its 
two derivates can be used to denote the five transporting
shu points as a group and, within that group, the stream
shu points. They can also refer to the associated-shu points 
of the back and to acupuncture points in general. The no
tion of transportation can be said to apply in all these cases, 
and could be related to the idea of acupuncture points in 
general as points on the body where qi is "transported." 
Although this reasoning explains the English name for this 
group of points, it is somewhat forced. The authors of the 
Inner Canon spoke of transporting-shu points in such a way 
as to suggest that they simply meant "(the) five acupuncture 
points. " They were inconsistent in the usage of characters, 
and did not give these points a specific label that unequivo
cally attached to them a notion of transportation different 
from that other points. Nor did they define them in terms 
of a metaphor of transportation. The notion of transporta
tion and its connection with the water metaphor is only im
plied and was developed by later writers. 

Well-jing points (*1\ jing xue): * jing, which means 
a well, is used to denote the well-jing points because the 
nature of the qi at these points is said to be small and still 
like water in a well. 
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Spring-ying points (~1\ y(ng xue): The character ~ 
yfng can mean the dashing of waves, the streaming of water, 
a brook, or the rising of water as at a spring. It is used in 
acupuncture to represent the nature of the qi at the spring
ying points, which is likened to the flow of water from a 
spring. 

Stream-shu points (~1\ sha xue): Qi at the stream
shu points is said to resemble water pouring downward, as 
from a shallow place to a deeper one. This describes the 
qi as it flows from the shallow flesh of the wrist or ankle 
to the deep flesh of the forearm or calf. The English ren
dering of the name of this point category as "stream" is 
not a direct translation, but is based on classical Chinese 
descriptions likening the nature of the qi flow at these 
points to a stream which is flowing toward a river. As 
mentioned above, the characters IJij.j and .. are also some
times used to represent the stream-shu points. 

River-jing points (*~1\ jing xue): Although the charac
ter *~ jing is not defined to mean river, the construction of 
the character does allow for this interpretation (see: Glos
sary of Single Characters). The rendering of the name of 
this point grouping as "river-jing points" is based primarily 
on descriptions in the classics that describe the nature of the 
qi at these points to be like a flowing river. 

Uniting-he points (-g.1\ he xue): The character -g. he 
means to unite, and in the name for the uniting-he points it 
represents the nature of the qi as it enters deeply into the 
body and unites with the organ to which the channel relates. 
The classical metaphor likens the nature of the qi at these 
points to the water of a river as it unites with the sea. 

Lower uniting-he points (r 1}1\ xiii he xue): These 
are the six points located on the lower limbs where the qi 
of the six bowels gathers. The character r xiii, meaning 
lower, is indicative of the location of these points. The 
meaning of -g. he is the same as that explained under unit
ing-he points above. 
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Alarm-mu points (#1\ mu xue): JJ mu means to col
lect, to gather or to muster, and is used in phrases meaning 
the enlistment of troops or the gathering of taxes. It is 
used in Chinese medicine to refer to the alarm-mu points 
because these are points where the qi of a specific viscus or 
bowel gathers. The English designation of this point group
ing as "alarm" points is a reflection of their function as 
diagnostic indicators, and does not reflect the meaning of 
the Chinese name. 

Associated-shu points (i<1\ shu xue): These points 
are called associated-shu points in English in reference to 
their association with a particular viscus or bowel. This 
name is again not a translation of the Chinese name for the 
special grouping, but is based rather on the nature of the 
points. Though the logic of the Chinese name is not entire
ly clear, the character i< shu (or IJti or '" - see above), 
meaning to transport, may be an indication that the qi of 
the related organs is transported to these points. Because of 
the interchangability of the characters i<, fJtg and .. , the 
Chinese differentiate references to transporting-shu points, 
stream-shu points and associated-shu points mainly by con
text. In English we have three distinctly different names. 

Source-yuan points (Jj;1\ yuan xue): The character Jj; 
yuan is a highly altered version of what was originally a 
pictograph of water flowing out of the side of a cliff, and 
thus stands for the concept of a source. This character is 
used to denote both source qi and source-yuan points, as 
the source qi of an organ is said to reside at the source
yuan point of its associated channel. 

It is interesting to note that the clinical importance of the 
source-yuan points is reflected in their names. The original 
five pairs of source-yuan points for the five viscera all con
tain the characters * da or 7s:. tm. (great or supreme). 
The source-yuan points listed in the Spiritual Axis are as 
follows: Great Abyss (LU-9) for the lung; Great Mound 
(PC-7) for the heart; Supreme Surge (LV -3) for the liver; 
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Supreme White (SP-3) for the spleen and Great Ravine (KI-
3) for the kidney. The gllo and huang also had source
yuan points assigned to them. Note that the source-yuan 
point of the heart was Great Mound (PC-7), which differs 
from the present-day assignation of Spirit Gate (HT-7). 

Cleft-xi points (1Ii1\ xi xue): iii xi means a cleft or fis
sure and refers to one point on each of the twelve channels 
and four of the extraordinary vessels where qi and blood 
collect in a cleft-like depression. In this case the English 
rendering reflects the original Chinese. 

Connecting-luo points (~1\ IuD xue): The character 
~ lui> is used to describe the quality of hemp and silk 
fibers, and by extension means to enmesh and to connect. 
The connecting vessels (~~ IuD mlJi) enmesh and at the 
same time connect the tissues of the body. The connecting
luo points are so named because the connecting vessels con
nect at these points to join the primary channel and its inte
rior-exterior counterpart. 

Meeting-hui points (' .. 1\ hUI xue): The character ... 
hUI means to meet or assemble. In acupuncture, meeting
hui points are points that influence a specific aspect of the 
body such as the sinews, bones, blood, etc. The name of 
this point grouping most probably implies that the essence 
of the sinews, bones, blood, etc., in an abstract way, col
lects or meets at these points, thus accounting for their ef
fectiveness in treating disorders of those particular aspects. 

Intersection-jiaohui points (~"'1\ jillo hui xue): 
The two characters in the term ~. jillo hUI mean to in
tersect and to meet, respectively. This term is usually used 
in acupuncture to refer to points where two or more chan
nels intersect, although it is also used in referring to the 
confluence-jiaohui points of the eight extraordinary vessels. 
In English we have different renderings in order to draw a 
distinction between the two, where the Chinese rely mostly 
on context for differentiation. 
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Grasping the Wind 

Index One 

English Order List of Main Point Names 

Abdominal Bind SP-14 1Jl*6 jU j;e 
Abdominal Lament SP-16 1Jla. jU ai 
All-Round Flourishing SP-20 fflI~ zhOu rong 
Angle Vertex TB-20 1l:J1* jiao san 
Arm Five Li LI-13 ~1i1l shOu wu Ii 
Arm Three Li LI-lO ~ -='1l shOu stin Ii 
Armpit Abyss GB-22 ?RHJJll yuan ye 
Assuming Fullness ST-20 *?i¥i cheng man 
Attached Branch BL-41 ~fH} jU fen 
Auditory Convergence GB-2 B!. ling hui 
Auditory Palace SI-19 B!'B ling gOng 
Back Ravine SI-3 t~~ hOu xi 
Bamboo Gathering BL-2 lItT zan zhti 
Beam Gate ST -21 m r, liang men 
Beam Hill ST-34 mli liang qia 
Before the Vertex GV-21 HiJlJi qian ding 
Behind the Vertex GV-19 t~lJi hOu ding 
Below the Joint ST -7 ""f 11.1 xill gutin 
Bend Middle BL-40 ~ tp wei zhOng 
Bend Yang BL-39 ~Nj wei yang 
Bladder Huang BL-53 00!;if boo hUting 
Bladder Shu BL-28 JmJ))'{;j{ pang guting sha 
Blazing Valley KI-2 ~~ ran gu 
Body Pillar GV-12 ~ij: shin zhu 
Bountiful Bulge ST-40 .~ Ilng lOng 
Bowel Abode SP-13 Fft~ fU she 
Brain Hollow GB-19 Hi ~ nao IWng 
Brain's Door GV-17 niF nao hu 
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Grasping the Wind 

Branch Ditch TB-6 Y:il4 zhf gou 
Branch to the Correct SI-7 Y:1E zhf zheng 
Breast Center ST -17 1L tp rU zhong 
Breast Root ST -18 1Lf.& rU gen 
Breast Window ST -16 fI S yfng chuilng 
Bright Eyes BL-l n~ ElJJ jfng mfng 
Bright Light GB-37 :}'tElJJ guilng mfng 
Broken Sequence LU-7 1U~ lie que 
Bundle Bone BL-65 * it shu gil 
Calf's Nose ST-35 !ft. da hf 
Camphorwood Gate LV -13 1it r, zhilng men 
Capital Bone BL-64 Jitit jfng gil 
Capital Gate GB-25 Jitr, jfng men 
Celestial Bone-Hole TB-15 ::R~ tiiln lido 
Celestial Chimney CV-22 ::R~ tiiln ta 
Celestial Connection BL-7 ii::R tong tiiln 
Celestial Countenance SI-17 ::R':§. tiiln rong 
Celestial Gathering SI -11 ::R * tiiln zong 
Celestial Hub GB-9 ::R~ tiiln chong 
Celestial Pillar BL-lO ::Rtt tiiln zhu 
Celestial Pivot ST-25 ::Rft; tiiln shu 
Celestial Pool PC-l ::RRf! tiiln chf 
Celestial Ravine SP-18 ::R~ tiiln xf 
Celestial Spring PC-2 ::R~ tiiln qudn 
Celestial Storehouse LU-3 ::Riff tiiln.fU 
Celestial Tripod U-17 ::R~ tiiln ding 
Celestial Well TB-lO ::Rtf: tiiln jlng 
Celestial Window SI-16 ::RS tiiln chuilng 
Celestial Window TB-16 ::RII tiiln you 
Center Palace CV -16 tp If! zhong rfng 
Central Backbone Shu BL-29 tp*~ zhong III sha 
Central Bone-Hole BL-33 tp~ zhong lido 
Central Flow KI-15 tpi1: zhong zhil 
Central Hub PC-9 tp~ zhong chOng 
Central Islet TB-3 tpi-r zhong zhil 
Central Metropolis LV -6 tp ~ zhong du 
Central Pivot GV -7 tp ft; zhong sha 
Central Pole CV-3 tpfaj zhong jf 
Central River GB-32 tp?f zhong da 
Central Shoulder Shu SI-15 ~ tp~ jiiln zhOng shu 
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Central Treasury LU -1 q:r Iff wOng fo 
Central Venter CV-12 q:rOit wOng wan 
Channel Ditch LU-8 *i~ jing qu 
Cheek Bone-Hole SI-18 dB quan liao 
Chest Center CV -17 !I q:r dim wOng 
Chest Village SP-19 MtiJ_ xiOng xiang 

Grasping the Wind 

Clear Cold Abyss TB-ll m?tim! qing leng yuan 
Cleft Gate PC-4 ilIr, xi men 
Cloud Gate LU-2 ~r' yun men 
Collection Hole LU-6 lUi kong zui 
Completion Bone GB-12 :ft1t wan gu 
Connecting Li HT-5 ii!!1I! tong If 
Convergence and Gathering TB-7 1r* hui zong 
Corridor Walk KI-22 ~$ bU Mng 
Crooked Wall SI-13 ElBfE qu yuan 
Crouching Rabbit ST-32 f:X~.fU tu 
Cubit Marsh LU-5 R?* chI ze 
Curved Bone CV-2 ElB1t qu gu 
Cyan Spirit HT-2 ~m qing lfng 
Cycle Gate LV -14 WI r, q( men 
Dark Gate KI-21 ~r' yOu men 
Declining Connection BL-8 ~{lP luo que 
Deviating Turn BL-4 EIB ~ qu cM 
Diaphragm Pass BL-46 m~ 11.1 ge gUiln 
Diaphragm Shu BL-17 HMi« ge sha 
Dispersing Riverbed TB-12 7i'f ~ xitlo luo 
Ear Gate TB-21 Jfr, er men 
Earth Fivefold Convergence GB-42 tm1i 1r di wu hui 
Earth Granary ST -4 tm~ di cang 
Earth's Crux SP-8 tm#l di ji 
Elbow Bone-Hole LI-12 Ht~ wou uao 
Empty Basin ST-12 ~~ que pen 
Extending Vessel BL-62 $ ~ shen mai 
Extremity of Yang GV-9 3?:N} wi yang 
Extremity of the Mouth GV-27 1t~ dui duan 
Eye Window GB-16 13 m mu chuting 
Eyebrow Ascension BL-3 JI§J~ me; chOng 
Fifth Pivot GB-27 1i ~ wu sha 
Fifth Place BL-5 1i1lt wu eM 
Fish Border LU-tO ~~ yu ji 
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Grasping the Wind 

Floating White GB-1O n S fU btli 
Florid Canopy CV -20 .11 hud gai 
Fontanel Meeting GV -22 I2g 1t xln hUI 
Food Hole SP-17 1t" sh( dOu 
Foot Five Li LV-1O .JE.1iJl zu wu /i 
Foot Overlooking Tears GB-41 .JE. If£ill. zu Un qi 
Foot Portal Yin GB-44 .JE.IX~ zu qiao yin 
Forehead Fullness GB-4 •• han yan 
Four Rivers TB-9 Imil sl du 
Four Whites ST-2 1m S sl btli 
Fourfold Fullness KI-14 Im~ sl man 
Front Valley SI-2 iW~ qi{m gu 
Gallbladder Shu BL-19 Ilt~ dan sha 
Gao Huang Shu BL-43 .1f~ gao huang sha 
Gate of Abundance BL-37 .8ir, yin men 
Girdling Vessel GB-26 WI~ dai mai 
Governing Shu BL-16 tf~ da sha 
Grain Bone-Hole LI-19 ;f:B he liao 
Grasping the Wind SI-12 _. bing ftng 
Great Abyss LU-9 i\:iw.f tai yuan 
Great Bone LI-16 §* ju gu 
Great Bone-Hole ST-3 §B ju liao 
Great Embracement SP-21 *'§ da biio 
Great Gigantic ST-27 *§ da ju 
Great Hammer GV-14 *t1t da zhui 
Great Horizontal SP-15 * t14 da heng 
Great Manifestation KI-12 *_ da he 
Great Metropolis SP-2 *:ftS da da 
Great Mound PC-7 *Ift da Ung 
Great Ravine KI -3 i\: f* tai xi 
Great Reception ST-5 *l!! dii y(ng 
Great Shuttle BL-ll *;f:} dii zhu 
Great Tower Gate CV-14 §U ju que 
Guarding White LU-4 f~ S xia Mi 
Guest House KI-9 •• zhu bin 
Gum Intersection GV-28 .~ yin jiao 
Gushing Spring KI -1 iJfi ~ yong quan 
Harmony Bone-Hole TB-22 fOB he liao 
Head Corner ST -8 ii. tou wei 
Head Overlooking Tears GB-15 iilf£ill. tou Un ql 
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Grasping the Wind 

Head Portal Yin GB-ll jJiH~ tou qioo yin 
Heart Shu BL-15 II)~ xin shu 
Hidden White SP-l III B yin bdi 
Highest Spring HT-l tuJ!~ jf qulm 
Hill Ruins GB-40 .&.14 qiu xu 
Huang Gate BL-51 wr, huang men 
Huang Shu KI-16 w~ huang shu 
Humor Gate TB-2 7ilr, ye men 
Hun Gate BL-47 ~r' hUn men 
Hundred Convergences GV-20 8. bdi hui 
Inner Court ST -44 ~ ~ nei tfng 
Inner Pass PC-6 ~ III nei goon 
Instep Yang BL-59 lt1i~ fa yang 
Interior Strengthening CV-ll B;.m jilm Ii 
Intermediary Courier PC-5 ra'1£ jian shl 
Intersection Reach KI-8 X~~ jiao xin 
Jade Hall CV-18 .:E~ yu tang 
Jade Pillow BL-9 .:Ett yu zhen 
Jade Pivot CV-21 JlJI xuan ji 
Jawbone ST-6 ~!f! jia chi 
Jue Yin Shu BL-14 .8lX~~ jue yin sha 
Jumping Round GB-30 J.iBil~ huan tio'o 
Kidney Shu BL-23 1Jfi« shen sha 
Kiln Path GV -13 ~~3i! tao doo 
Knee Joint LV-7 gill xi guan 
Knee Yang Joint GB-33 g~1Il xi yang guan 
Kunlun Mountains BL-60 ~$ kun lun 
Large Goblet KI-4 *ii do' zhiJng 
Large Intestine Shu BL-25 *JJI~ do' cMng sha 
Large Pile LV-l *~ do' dun 
Leaking Valley SP-7 lift lou gil 
Leg Three Li ST-36 JE'::::.m zu san II 
Lesser Mansion HT -8 :P 1ft shoo jU 
Lesser Marsh SI-l :P1* shoo ze 
Lesser Sea HT-3 :Pm shOo hili 
Lesser Shang LU-ll :P i«i shOo shang 
Lesser Surge HT -9 :P~1jJ shoo chiJng 
Life Gate GV -4 ~ r, ming men 
Light Guard BL-6 .. it cheng guilng 
Linking Path GB-28 .3i! wei doo 
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Grasping the Wind 

Lively Center KI-26 ~!:f:! yu zluJng 
Liver Shu BL-18 1Jf~ glin sha 
Long Strong GV-l :ll:Sm cMng qiang 
Lower Bone-Hole BL-34 ~B xiil lido 
Lower Great Hollow ST-39 ~ e4 xiil ju xu 
Lower Ridge LI-8 ~.ti xiil /ian 
Lower Venter CV-lO ~1Ii& xiil wan 
Lumbar Shu GV-2 IJJ~ yiio sha 
Lumbar Yang Pass GV-3 IJJI¥JIIl ylio yang gulin 
Lung Shu BL-13 1JiIi~ Pi sha 
Man's Prognosis ST-9 All! ren y(ng 
Marsh at the Bend PC-3 dtJ$ qu ze 
Meeting of Yang BL-35 .Ii! hui yang 
Meeting of Yin CV -1 • ~ hui yin 
Metal Gate BL-63 ~ r, jin men 
Mound Center LV -4 !:f:!!t zhong !eng 
Mountain Support BL-57 lJkL.lJ cheng shiin 
Moving Between LV-2 ~jra' xIng jilin 
Mute's Gate GV-15 ~r' ya men 
Not Contained ST -19 l' ~ bU rong 
Nursing the Aged SI-6 *;f; yang /ao 
Open Valley KI-20 Ji~(lm) tong gil (fo) 
Origin Pass CV -4 111 jC gulin yuan 
Origin Pass Shu BL-26 IIljC~ gulin yuan sha 
Outer Hill GB-36 j~.Ji wili qiu 
Outer Mound ST-26 j~~ wili /{ng 
Outer Pass TB-5 j~!I wili gulin 
Outer Shoulder Shu SI-14 Ji1J j~~ jilin wili shu 
Palace of Toil PC-8 *g ldo gong 
Pass Gate ST-22 IIlr, gulin men 
Passage Hub TB-l !Iii goon cMng 
Pinched Ravine GB-43 f~~ xia xi 
Po Door BL-42 tI>lP po hu 
Pool at the Bend LI-ll dtJa!! qu chI 
Protuberance Assistant LI-18 ~~ fU tu 
Pubic Bone KI-l1 t.M1t heng gil 
Pupil Bone-Hole GB-l PiT" tong Zl liao 
Purple Palace CV-19 ~g z{ gong 
Qi Abode ST -11 *" ~ qi she 
Qi Door ST-13 *"P qi hu 
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Qi Point Kl-13 ~1c qi xue 
Ravine Divide ST-41 M~ jie xi 
Reaching Yin BL-67 ~ ~ zhi yin 
Recover Flow KI-7 1jr.i jU liu 
Reflection Abode BL-49 ;t:jr yi she 
Return ST-29 _* gui lai 
Ribbon Opening ST-38 1~D titio kOu 
Ridge Spring CV -23 JJ. ~ /ian qulin 
Roof ST-15 ~It wu yi 
Root Spirit GB-13 *:pp ben shen 

Grasping the Wind 

Sauce Receptacle CV-24 *~ cheng jiling 
Sea of Blood SP-lO mill xue hdi 
Sea of Qi CV -6 ~ill qi hdi 
Sea-of-Qi Shu BL-24 ~ill~ qi hdi shU 
Second Bone-Hole BL-32 »'=B ci liao 
Second Space LI-2 = rn, er jilin 
Sequential Limit BL-54 ~iI zhi bilin 
Severe Mouth ST -45 114 Jt Ii dui 
Shang Bend KI-17 Rtf ItlI shang qu 
Shang Hill SP-5 Rtf.IT. shling qiu 
Shang Yang LI -1 Rtf ~ shling yang 
Shining Sea KI-6 P.«ill zhao hdi 
Shoulder Bone LI-15 fFiIll!; jilin yu 
Shoulder Bone-Hole TB-14 fFiIB jilin lido 
Shoulder Well GB-21 fFiI j:t jilin j[ng 
Shu Mansion KI-27 ~J(f shU fii 
Silk Bamboo Hole TB-23 **1t~ si zhu kong 
Sinew Contraction GV -8 Btm jin suo 
Sinew Seat GB-23 4ilUl zhe jin 
Sinew Support BL-56 *H?i cheng jin 
Skull Rest TB-19 IJLI~l lu xi 
Slippery Flesh Gate ST -24 r.t ~ r, hu6 rou men 
Small Intestine Shu BL-27 +IJI~ xiao chang shu 
Small Sea SI-8 +ill xiao hdi 
Spasm Vessel TB-18 ~~ chi mai 
Spinal Center GV -6 If t:p j[ zhong 
Spirit Court GV-24 :pp,n shen ting 
Spirit Gate HT -7 :PP r, shen men 
Spirit Gate CV -8 :PP IJ~ shen que 
Spirit Hall BL-44 :pp~ shen tang 
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Grasping the Wind 

Spirit Path GV-ll ~)l shen diw 
Spirit Pathway HT -4 It)l Ifng dao 
Spirit Ruins KI-24 mJIl. Ifng xu 
Spirit Seal KI-23 ~!t shen ftng 
Spirit Storehouse KI-25 ~a shen cang 
Spirit Support GB-18 *11 cheng ling 
Spirit Tower GV-lO Iiii' ling tai 
Spleen Shu BL-20 lW!i< pf sha 
Spring at the Bend LV -8 d:lJ * qu quan 
Squatting Bone-Hole GB-29 1.5~ ju liao 
Stomach Granary BL-50 ~ * wei cling 
Stomach Shu BL-2l ~ i< wei sha 
Stone Gate CV-5 1:ir, shf men 
Stone Pass KI-18 1:i1lJI shf gulin 
Storeroom ST-14 ,*m kif, fang 
Subservient Visitor BL-6l fl~ pu clin 
Sun and Moon GB-24 B.Ii ri yue 
Sunken Valley ST-43 ~~ xian gu 
Superficial Cleft BL-38 ~$~ fU xi 
Support BL-36 *1)( cheng fU 
Supreme Surge LV-3 .:titf! tai cMng 
Supreme Unity ST-23 .:tz. tai y( 
Supreme White SP-3 .:t B tai btii 
Surging Gate SP-12 itf! r, cMng men 
Surging Qi ST -30 ~jtf! qi cMng 
Surging Yang ST-42 itf!N! cMng yang 
Suspended Bell GB-39 ~jl xutin zhOng 
Suspended Pivot GV-5 ~t; xuan shu 
Suspended Skull GB-5 ~1Ji xuan lu 
Suspended Tuft GB-6 ~OO xuan If 
Taking Flight BL-58 JRm fti yang 
Tear Container ST -1 *i5L cheng qi 
Temporal Hairline Curve GB-7 EItI W qu bin 
Thigh Joint ST-3l .'IIJI bi guan 
Third Space LI-3 .:::. ro, san jit'in 
Three Yang Connection TB-8 ':::'N!~ san yang lUG 
Three Yin Intersection SP-6 ':::'~3( san yin jiao 
Triple Burner Shu BL-22 ':::'~i< san jiao sha 
True Shoulder SI-9 m ~ jian zhen 
Turtledove Tail CV-15 MJ~ jia wei 
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Union Valley LI -4 -g. ~ he gu 
Unyielding Space GV-18 ~mrll' qiang jian 
Upper Arm LI-14 ~Bi bi niio 

Grasping the Wind 

Upper Arm Convergence TB-13 Bilt niio hui 
Upper Arm Shu SI-lO Bii< niio shu 
Upper Bone-Hole BL-31 1:B shang lido 
Upper Gate GB-3 1:1iJ shang guiln 
Upper Great Hollow ST-37 1:§~ shang ju xu 
Upper Ridge LI-9 1:JJ. shang lian 
Upper Star GV-23 1:£ shang xing 
Upper Venter CV-13 1:Uit shang wan 
Upright Construction GB-17 jf. ... ?heng ying 
Urgent Pulse LV-12 ~,~ jf mai 
Valley Lead GB-8 $;& shuai gu 
Valley Passage BL-66 ii!!~ tOng gu 
Veering Passageway LI-6 f.li3~ pian Ii 
Warm Dwelling LI-7 ilillni wen liu 
Water Divide CV-9 *5t shui jen 
Water Prominence ST-lO *~ shui tu 
Water Spring KI-5 *:JR shui quan 
Water Trough GV-26 *il4 shui gOu 
Waterway ST-28 *~ shui dao 
Welcome Fragrance LI-20 jffi:i!f ying xiang 
White Bone-Hole GV-25 *B su liao 
White Ring Shu BL-30 aJli< btli huan shu 
Will Chamber BL-52 ii~r~ ?hi shi 
Wind Gate BL-12 lilr, jeng men 
Wind Mansion GV -16 lilJff jeng fo 
Wind Market GB-31 liliP jeng shi 
Wind Pool GB-20 lila!! jeng chi 
Wind Screen TB-17 ;1 lil yi jeng 
Winnower Gate SP-ll Jt r, ji men 
Woodworm Canal LV-5 Ail4 Ii gOu 
Wrist Bone SI-4 JJm1f wan gu 
Yang Assistance GB-38 ~M yang fU 
Yang Headrope BL-48 MiiNIJ yang gang 
Yang Intersection GB-35 ~x: yang jiao 
Yang Mound Spring GB-34 ~~:JR yang Ung quan 
Yang Pool TB-4 ~a!! yang chi 
Yang Ravine LI-5 ~f§ yang xi 
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Grasping the Wind 

Yang Union BL-55 ..g.1SI he yang 
Yang Valley SI-5 1SJj~ yang gu 
Yang White GB-14 ISIs yang Mi 
Yellow Emperor SP-4 ~~ gOng san 
Yi Xi BL-45 ~~. yi xi 
Yin Bladder LV -9 ~'E! yin blio 
Yin Cleft HT-6 ~~ yin xi 
Yin Comer LV-ll ~.Li yin lian 
Yin Intersection CV -7 ~3'<: yin jit10 
Yin Market ST-33 ~m yin shi 
Yin Metropolis KI-19 ~~ yin da 
Yin Mound Spring SP-9 ~~~ yin lfng qu{m 
Yin Valley KI-lO ~~ yin gu 
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Index Two 

Pinyin List of Primary 
and Alternate Acupoint Names 

Alternate names are marked with an asterisk. 

lln xii ~$ BL-61 Quieting of EvU* 

Grasping the Wind 

bil lido All BL-31-34 Eight Bone-Holes* 
btli hufm sha a Jt i< BL-30 White Ring Shu 
boi chOng ki eA,. SP-lO Hundred Wonn Burrow* 
bOi hui e* GV-20 Hundred Convergences 
bOi ldo e * GV -14 Hundred Taxations* 
bilo hullng DiYlif BL-53 Bladder Huang 
bilo men DiYr, CV-4 Bladder Gate* 
bilo men DiYr, KI-13 Uterine Gate (left)* 
bei jil 1.f~ GV-2 Back's Resolution* 
bei sha =Wi< BL-11 Back Shu* 
bei sha =Wi< BL-15 Back Shu* 
bei xilln 'WAf GV-2 Back Fresh* 
ben chf *af! CV-23 Root Pool* 
ben shin *ffi GB-13 Root Spirit 
bf chong a1li BL-4 Nose Flush* 
bf ren zhong aAtJl GV-26 Nose Human Center* 
bf zhun .~ GV-25 Nose Tip* 
bi gulln filll ST-31 Thigh Joint 
bi nao f,f. LI-14 Upper Ann 
bi sha fi~ GB-30 Hip Joint* 
bi xf i$,~ ST-18 Hemp Breathing* 
bi yll fi~ GB-30 Buttocks Pressing* 
bion gu .'It LI-15 FloJ Bone* 
bian jiiln IIRf LI-15 FloJ Shoulder* 
bie yang }Jtlrl GB-35 Divergent Yang* 
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Grasping the Wind 

bie yang )J~1l TB-4 Divergent Yang* 
bin bu flft 0B-30 Kneecap * 
bin gu 8ft OB-30 Kneecap * 
bing /tng *11. SI-12 Grasping the Wind 
M jing .~ 0B-21 Shoulder WeU* 
M yllng It: Ik CV -6 Navel* 
M yllng It: Ik CV -4 Navel* 
bu yuan Mx ST-25 Origin Supplementer* 
bu lang ~a~ KI-22 Walking Gentle""",* 
bU lang ~. KI-22 Corridor Walk 
bu r6ng :if'tf. ST -19 Not Contained 
cdo xi W. OV-16 CaD's Ravine* 
cdo xi lu WiiR OV -1 CaD's Ravine Road* 
chan men ~r' CV-4 Delivery Gate* 
chllng yang mil KI-7 Glorious Yang* 
chang iJi JJlt{ SP-16 Intestinal Lament* 
chang gu -;&ft ST-25 Long Grain* 
chOng hul -;&M LI-19 Long Plllte* 
chang ji -;&. ST-25 Long Chicken* 
chang jid -;&. LI-19 Long Cheek* 
chang jie JJI*6 SP-14 Intestinal Bind* 
chang lido -;&mJ LI-19 Long Bone-Hole* 
chOng lido -;&. LI-19 Long Bone-Hole* 
chang pin -;&. LI-19 Long Shore* 
chOng ping -;&-¥ LV -13 Long IAvel* 
chang qiang -;&~ OV -1 Long Strong 
chOng qQ DIm SP-16 Intestinal Bend* 
chOng shlln JJlLlJ BL-57 Intestine Mountain* 
chOng wei -;&. ST-25 Long Unk* 
chOng xi -;&. ST-25 Long Ravine* 
chOng mulJ -;&181 LI-19 Long Cheek* 
chao tian dilJn $))7i:11 OV-l 

Heavenward Looking Summit* 
chen ql ... OV-12 Dust Qi* 
cheng fU .~ BL-36 Support 
cheng fU pi bu .~Jttf\S BL-36 Skin Region Support* 
cheng gullng .1t BL-6 Ught Guard 
cheng jilJng •• CV-24 Sauce Receptacle 
cheng jin .S BL-56 Sinew Support 
cheng Ifng •• 0B-18 Spirit Support 
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cheng man jj(i'H ST-20 Assuming FuUness 
cheng ming jj($ SP-6 Life Support* 
cheng qi jj(i5L ST -1 Tear Container 
cheng shan jj(LlJ BL-57 Mountain Support 
chf sha t~~ CV-4 Junior Pivot* 
chf tou ?&D LI-7 Pool's Head* 
chi goi Rli ST-12 Cubit Cover* 
chi ze Rif LU-5 Cubit Marsh 
chi rnai g(~ TB-18 Spasm Vessel 
chOng men ?~r' SP-12 Surging Gate 
chong yang ?~ISI LI-20 Surging Yang* 
chong yang ?~ISI ST-42 Surging Yang 

Grasping the Wind 

chong yang ffilSl LI-20 Thoroughfare Yang* 
chuai chang JlilJJI BL-56 Calf Intestine* 
chuai chang JlilJJI KI-9 Calf Intestine* 
chuang lOng SR SI-16 Window Dragon* 
chuang lOng sn SI-16 Window Basket* 
chuang song S .. SI-16 Lofty Window* 
chuf jitlng ~. CV -4 Fallen Sauce* 
chUn shang duan 3J:~ GV-27 

Upper Extremity of the Up* 
ci gOng ~-g SP-12 Palilce of Charlty* 
ci litio *V BL-32 Second Bone-Hole 
ci men * r, CV -4 Second Gate* 
da btlo *12 SP-21 Great Embracement 
dO, btlo *~ SP-21 Great BlIldder* 
da chang mu *JJI;JJ ST-25 lArge Intestine Mu* 
da chang sha *JJli< BL-25 lArge Intestine Shu 
da chOng *?~ LV-3 lArge Surge* 
da da *is SP-2 Great Metropolis 
da dan *~ LV-l lArge Pile 
dO, gil *1t BL-64 lArge Bone* 
da hai *ifl CV-4 Great Sea* 
da he *'* KI-12 Great Manifestation 
da heng * Wi SP-15 Great Horizontal 
da jin *~ LI-13 Great Prohibition* 
da ju * §. ST -27 Great Gigantic 
da kun * ~ CV -4 Great Reservoir* 
da [(ng *~ PC-7 Great Mound 
da shun *J. LV -1 Great Favorableness* 
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Grasping the Wind 

dll yin *~ LV-6 Great Yin* 
da yin *~ SP-6 Great Yin* 
dll yfng *3B! ST-5 Great Reception 
dll yil *~ GV-18 Great Feather* 
dll mong *_ KI-4 Large Goblet 
dll mong jf *t:pti CV-4 Great Central Pole* 
da mu * ff BL-ll Great Shuttle 
dll mui *m GV-14 Great Hammer 
dai mai 1;!Ii~ GB-26 Girdling Vessel 
dl1n tian ft EB CV -7 Cinnabar Field* 
dlln titin ft EB CV -4 Cinnabar Field* 
dl1n thin ftEB CV-5 Cinnabar Field* 
dlm mu IlIJJ GB-23 GallblmJder Mu* 
dlm mu IlIJJ GB-24 GallblmJder Mu* 
dtm shu Iltli< BL-19 GallblmJder Shu 
dan mOng m t:p CV -17 Chest Center 
dl1ng ril 'li1L ST-17 On the Nipple* 
dT gil ILtit GV-l Sacral Bone* 
dT shllng liLt GV-l Sacrum Above* 
di cl1ng :l1!!1t ST -4 Earlh Granary 
di chong :l1!!itJ' KI-l Earlh Surge* 
di chOng :t&~ KI-l Earlh Thoroughfare* 
di ji :l1!!li SP-8 Earlh Winnower* 
di ji :l1!!. SP-8 Earlh's Crux 
di wil :t&1i GB-42 Earlh Five* 
di wil hui :t&1i... GB-42 Earlh Fivefold Convergence 
dil1n shllng .1: GV-20 Mountain Top* 
die yang ~ISJ ST-42 Unrestrained Yang* 
dTng men lJir, GV-22 Verlex Gate* 
du shu 1f~ BL-16 Governing Shu 
du hf Uta ST-35 Calf's Nose 
duan jil10 IT~ GV-28 Extremity Intersection* 
dui chOng ~~ HT-7 Protuberant Hub* 
dui dul1n ~~ GV-27 Extremity of the Mouth 
dui gil ~it HT-7 Protuberant Bone* 
dui gil jtit HT-8 Protuberant Bone* 
dui gil jtit SI-18 Mouth Bone* 
dui tOng dui jtim~ GV-27 Mouth Means Edge* 
dui mOng ~t:p HT-7 Protuberance * 
duo suo wen $PITrJfl SI-19 More Heard* 
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er he /ian lf~B TB-22 Ear Hannony Bone-Hole* 
er men lfr, TB-21 Ear Gate 
er j;lln =rs' LI-2 Second Space 
ft ji ~~ GV-24 Hairline * 
fang lido Jl1jB LV-13 lArd Bone-Hole* 
fii hu 1i\Jfl TB-6 Flying Tiger* 
fii yang 1i\tI BL-58 Taking Flight 
fi; yang jlHI BL-58 Flying Yang* 
fi; d; JJiIi lit GV -9 BoUom of the Lung* 
fii mil JJililJ LU-1 Lung Mu* 
fi; sha JJiIi ~ BL-13 Lung Shu 
fin jilln $}rs, GB-38 Patting Space* 
fen rou $}~ GB-38 Patting of the Flesh* 
fin shu; $}* CV-9 Divided Waters* 
fen zhong $}.::p GB-30 Divided Center* 
fing chf fila!! GB-20 Wind Pool 
fing jU filR'f BL-12 Wind Mansion* 
fing fu filR'f GV -16 Wind Mansion 
fing lOng ~~ ST-40 Bountiful Bulge 
fing men fil r, BL-12 Wind Gate 
fing shi fil$ GB-31 Wind Market 
fa yang ~HI BL-59 Instep Yang 
fU btl; txs KI-7 Deep-Lying White* 
fU btl; i$ S GB-10 Floating White 
fU jiil txB KI-7 Deep-Lying Mortar* 
fU tu tj;:~ LI-18 Protuberance Assistant 
fU til 1:k$t ST-32 Crouching Rabbit 
fU xi i$ ~ BL-38 Superficial Cleft 
jU she R'f~ SP-13 Bowel Abode 
jU zhong sha R'f.::p~ LU-1 Treasury Center Shu* 
folli l1Ia SP-16 Abdominal lAment 
jU btl; m S KI-7 Returning White* 
jU cha l1Iili SP-14 Abdominal Exit* 
fo fin m$} BL-41 AUached Branch 
fo jie 111~ SP-14 Abdominal Bind 
fo ka 111m SP-14 Abdominal Hole* 
fo /ia mili' KI-7 Recover Flow 
fo qa I1IJre SP-14 Abdominal Bend* 
fo yang ftli! BL-59 Give Yang* 
fo yang ISHii! BL-59 Yang Auachment* 
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giln mu JJfJJ LV-14 liver Mu* 
giln sha JJfa BL-18 liver Shu 
goo gai iii if BL-16 High Cover* 
goo gai rfltif BL-23 High Cover 
goo hUilng sha Wlifa BL-43 Gao Huang Shu 
goo qa iii db KI-17 High Bend* 
goo yi iii~ BL-16 High Boost* 
ge guiln Mill BL-46 (B-41) DiIlphragm Pass 
ge sha Ma BL-17 DiIlphragm Shu 
gOng san 1H~ SP-4 Yellow Emperor 
gu dl 1tH GV-l Sacral Bone* 
gu men ~r' ST-25 Valley Gate* 
gu men ftr, ST-2 Grain Gate* 
guiln chOng IIHJj TB-l Passage Hub 
guiln liang 1iJ!~ BL-63 Gate Beam * 
guiln Ifng IIJIft GB-33 Joint Mound* 
gUiln men II] r, ST -22 Pass Gate 
guiln yang IIJISI GB-33 Joint Yang* 
guiln yuan II] JC CV -4 Origin Pass 
guiln yuan 1I]J.j CV-4 Source Pass* 
guiln yuan sha II]JC-Q( BL-26 Origin Pass Shu 
guilng mfng j(;fJJ) GB-37 Bright light 
gui Jai M* ST -29 Return 
gui wei .~ GV -1 Tortoise Tail* 
gui wei chang jiilng .~~iI GV-l 

Tortoise Tail Long Border* 
gul cang -.. CV-l Ghost Store* 
gul chen -.m LI-ll Ghost Minister* 
gul chuang -.'* ST -4 Ghost Bed* 
gul chuang -.'* ST -6 Ghost Bed* 
gul gOng -.-g GV-26 Ghost Palace* 
gul Ire ting -.~,. GV-26 Ghost Reception Room* 
gul ka ~8 PC-8 Ghost Cave* 
gul lei -.. SP-l Ghost Pile* 
gullfn ~# GV-16 Ghost Forest* 
gullfn -.# ST-6 Ghost Forest* 
gul lu ~~ BL-62 Ghost Road* 
gullu ~~ PC-5 Ghost Road* 
gul lu -.~ PC-8 Ghost Road* 
gul men ~r' GV-22 Ghost Gate* 
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guT shi .$ CV-24 Ghost Market* 
guT shi .$ GV-26 Ghost Market* 
guT shOu .~ LU-5 Ghost Endurance* 
guT tang .:1: GV-23 Ghost Hall* 
guT tang .:1: LU-5 Ghost Hall* 
guT tuT .111 LI-ll Ghost Leg* 
guT xie .flS LI-IO Ghost Evil* 
guT xie .flS ST -36 Ghost Evil* 
gUI xin .,e., LU-lO Ghost Heart* 
gUI xin .,e., PC-7 Ghost Heart* 
gUI xin .-m LU-11 Ghost Sincerity* 
gUI xue .1\ GV-16 Ghost Hole* 
gUI y{m .1Ul SP-l Ghost Eye* 
guT zhen .tt GV-16 Ghost Pillow* 
hlii dT* ifi~ CV -1 Seabed* 
han.fU *Itf GB-33 Cold Mansion* 
han kOu -e;-a LI-4 Holding Mouth* 
him yim •• GB-4 Forehead FuUness 
he eM lu ?PI!fi~ GV-l River Cart Road* 
he gl1n IIUf CV-15 Breast Bone* 
he gu -g..~ LI-4 Union Valley 
he gu -g..11 LI-4 Uniting Bones* 
he he EE CV-15 Breast Bone* 
he kOng lO~ TB-22 Hannony Hollow* 
he litw *B TB-22 Grain Bone-Hole* 
he litw *B LI-19 Grain Bone-Hole 
he litw lOB TB-22 Hannony Bone-Hole 
he la -g..1i GV-17 SkuU Union* 
he yang -g..m BL-55 Yang Union 
he ding laJ.fi ST-34 Crane Top* 
heng gu .11 KI-11 Pubic Bone 
heng hu .p CV-7 Horizontal Door* 

Grasping the Wind 

heng she .is" GV-15 Opposite the Tongue* 
hOu zhOng Qr:p CV-23 Larynx Center* 
hOu dTng f~lJi GV-19 Behind the Vertex 
hOu gul1n f~1Ul GB-2 Hind Gate* 
hOu qQ f~ db GB-l Hind Curve* 
hbu xi f~f§ SI-3 Back Ravine 
hOu zhl1ng men f~.r' LV-13 Rear Camphorwood Gate. 
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hu kOu !JeD LI-4 Tiger's Mouth* 
hua gai .li CV-20 Florid Canopy 
hua rou men 7lit ~ r, ST -24 Slippery Flesh Gate 
hua you men 7lit~r' ST-24 Slippery Dark Gate* 
huan gu J.i~ GB-30 Round Valley* 
huan tiiio J.i1ll GB-30 Jumping Round 
huang men ;1ir, BL-51 (B-46) Huang Gate 
huang sha R~ KI-16 Huang Shu 
huang zhi yuan ;1izmt CV-4 Huang Origin* 
huang zhi yuan ;1izmt CV-6 Huang Origin* 
huf gu @11!f CV-2 Return Bone* 
hui e frmt GV-17 Meeting of the Forehead* 
hui gu fr1!f ST -42 Meeting Bones* 
hui qa fr JtB ST -42 Meeting Bend* 
hui wei fr*1E ST-4 Linking Conjluence* 
hui yang frN! BL-35 Meeting of Yang 
hui yin fr If1i CV -1 Meeting of Yin 
hui yong friM ST-42 Meeting Gush* 
hui yuan frmt ST-42 Meeting Source* 
hui zong fr* TB-7 Convergence and Gathering 
hun men ;tr, BL-47 (B-42) Hun Gate 
hub zhong ~tp KI-26 Possible Center* 
ji dIng JIm ST-34 Chicken Top* 
ji guan .till] GB-2 Hinge * 
ji guan .till] ST-6 Hinge * 
ji men It r, SP-ll Winnower Gate 
jf mai ;E,~ LV-12 Urgent Pulse 
jf quan ti* HT-l Highest Spring 
jl dl duan 1flllilfit GV-l 

End of the Sacral Spine* 
jl nei sha 1fP9~ BL-29 Spine Inner Shu* 
jl sha ff~ GV-6 Spine Shu* 
jl zhOng 11 tp GV -6 Spinal Center 
jl zhil fftt GV-6 Spine Pillar* 
ji Ie *IJJJ LV-13 Free Ribs* 
ji xie *fi LV-13 Free Ribs* 
ji yang * ~ CV -6 Small Navel* 
jia Mi ~ B LU-4 Pinching White* 
jia xi ~~ GB-42 Pinched Ravine* 
jia chi ~:Q! ST-6 Jawbone 
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jilin gu ra'~ LI-2 Space VaUey* 
jilin jilin Nil;R LI-15 Shoulder Tip* 
jilin jing NJ * GB-21 Shoulder Well 
jilin liflo NilB TB-14 Shoulder Bone-Hole 
jilin shi ra'1£ PC-5 Intennediary Courier 

Grasping the Wind 

jilin wai shll NJ;~~ SI-14 Outer Shoulder Shu 
jilin yu Nil .. LI-15 Shoulder Bone 
jilin min NJ!It SI-9 True Shoulder 
jilin mong shll NJ.::p ~ SI-15 

Central Shoulder Shu 
jian II }l.!l! CV-ll Interior Strengthening 
jil10 ch()ng 3CilJl GV-19 Intersection Surge* 
jillo chOng 3C1Ji GV-19 Intersection Hub* 
jil10 xin 3Cm KI-8 Intersection Reach 
jil10 y( 3C1I LV-5 Intersection Apparatus* 
jiao slln 1fJ~ TB-20 Angle Vertex 
jii xi MI§ ST-41 Ravine Divide 
jin hui S-e- GB-34 Sinew Convergence* 
jin men ~r' CV-l Metal Gate* 
jin men ~r' BL-63 Metal Gate 
jin shil. S* GV -8 Sinew Binder* 
jin suO sm GV -8 Sinew Contraction 
jing gOng M'S" BL-52 Palace of Essence* 
jing gOng M'S" GV -4 Palace of Essence* 
jing gu Jj{1t BL-64 Capital Bone 
jing Iii. Ma CV-4 Essential Dew* 
jing Iii. Ma CV-5 Essential Dew* 
jing men Jj{r, GB-25 Capital Gate 
jing mfng IIBR BL-l Bright Eyes 
jing m(ng MBR BL-l Bright Essence* 
jing qu *i~ LU-8 Channel Ditch 
jing shi *i Mi HT -9 Channel Start* 
jlng chOng JlHlJl LI-14 NeLl; Surge* 
jing chOng fi1Ji LI-14 Neck Thoroughfare* 
jill wei ~~ CV-15 Tunledove Tail 
jll liflo JigB GB-29 Squatting Bone-Hole 
jil. chil. §.lI BL-5 Great Place* 
jil. gu §.1t LI-16 Great Bone 
jil. liflo §.B TB-23 Giant Bone-Hole* 
jil. liflo §B ST-3 Great Bone-Hole 
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jtt que g. CV-14 Great Tower Gate 
jtt xu gAl ST-31 Great Hollow* 
jtt xu shllng lian gAIl:. ST-31 

Upper Ridge of Great Hollow* 
jtt xu xia lian gAlr. ST-39 

lAwer Ridge of Great Hollow* 
jue gil .it OV -1 Jue Bone* 
jue gil Mit 0B-38 Severed Bone* 
jue gil j@it 0B-39 Severed Bone 
jue gil flit OV -1 Peg Bone* 
jue shu •• BL-14 Jue Shu* 
jue xin JIlL.' KI-l Stumbling Heart* 
jue yang .'" BL-58 Jue Yang* 
jue yang •• BL-58 Jue Poplar* 
jue yang j@'" LI-l Yang Extremity* 
jue yin shu .~. BL-14 Jue Yin Shu 
jue yttn j@~ CV-5 Infertility* 
Ire wang 1&3: 0B-3 Guest King* 
Ire mil 1&:£ OB-3 Guest-Host* 
Ire mil ren 1&:£.A OB-3 Guest-Host-Person * 
kiJng wi JI..:& LU-6 CoUection Hole 
kU fang JjJ.JjJ ST-14 Storeroom 
kull gil Mit ST-34 Hip Bone* 
kulln gil nit 0B-30 Hip Bone* 
Jean IUn m lti cv -4 Kunlun Mountains* 
kan IUn m lti BL-60 Kunlun Mountains 
140 gOng *'8" PC-8 Palace of Toil 
Ie lido Db. OB-13 Rib Bone-Hole* 
lei kOng ifl~ BL-2 Tear Hole* 
lei kiJng iflJl.. BL-l Tear Hole* 
lei qilJng iflm BL-l Tear Cavity* 
II gOu •• LV-5 Woodwonn Canal 
Ii dul .11: ST -45 Severe Mouth 
Ii jf ,uti BL-35 Crux Disinhibitor* 
Ii jf ,Uti CV-4 Crux Disinhibitor* 
Ii jf ,Uti CV-5 Crux Disinhibitor* 
lian qudn •• CV-23 Ridge Spring 
liang gulJn mil BL-63 Beam Gate* 
liang men m r, ST -21 Beam Gate 
liang qiu mli. ST-34 Beam HiO 
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lie qul 'U~ LU-7 Broken Sequence 
Ifn qi (lOU) D;nt (jj) GB-15 

Overlooking Tears (head) * 

Grasping the Wind 

Ifn qi (zu) D;nt(le.) GB-41 Overlooking Tears (Leg)* 
Ifng dao 1I:3I! HT -4 Spirit Pathway 
Ifng qiang !Itt KI-24 Spirit WaIl* 
Ifng tai Jl:ii' GV-IO Spirit Tower 
Ifng xQ II:JI. KI-24 Spirit Ruins 
llng sMng iU: GV-20 Ridge Top* 
llng sMng tilln m{m it1:7-:ifi GV-20 

Ridge Top Celestial FuUness* 
lOng hu are GV-l Dragon Tiger* 
lOng hu xue .ret\: GV-l Dragon and Tiger Point* 
lOng quan .:JR KI-2 Dragon in the Spring* 
lOng yulln aiAll KI-2 Dragon in the Abyss* 
lOu gu iI:et SP-7 Leaking VaIley 
lOu yin iI~ KI-6 Leaky Yin* 
lu x( .,~ TB-19 SkuU Rest 
lu xin • ~ TB-19 SkuU* 
III gOng 8'S" KI-3 Lu Palace* 
III xi 8*D1 KI-3 Small Lu* 
lui> que ~~p BL-8 Declining Connection 
lui> xi ~iII BL-8 Connecting Cleft* 
mei ben Ji§I* BL-2 Root of the Eyebrow* 
me; chOng Ji§lfjj BL-3 Eyebrow Ascension 
mei tou Ji§ljj BL-2 Eyebrow* 
me; zhong Ji§Jq, BL-2 At the Eyebrow* 
mi n;e *11 GB-5 Rice Bite* 
mi n;e *l1li GB-5 Rice Bite* 
mUm lido oomt ST-l Face Bone-Hole* 
mUin lido 0011 ST-l Face Bone-Hole* 
mian wang iif3:. GV-25 King of Face* 
mian zheng OOIE GV-25 Face Center* 
m(ng gullng BJH't BL-2 Bright Light* 
m(ng tang ~~ GV-23 HaU 0/ Fame* 
m(ng tang BJJ~ GV-23 Bright HaU* 
ming di ~ ~ CV -8 Life Stem * 
ming gulln ~111 SP-17 Life Pass* 
ming men ~ r~ CV -4 Life Gate* 
ming men ~r~ CV-5 Life Gate* 
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ming men -$ r, GV -4 Life Gate 
mu chuting § Ii GB-16 Eye Window 
mu lido § S TB-23 Eye Bone-Hole* 
mu nei zi § Pi V BL-l Inner Canthus* 
nao gai .IJI:if BL-8 Brain Cover* 
nao hu DiF GV-17 Brain's Door 
nao kOng .IJI ~ GB-19 Brain Hollow 
nao hui Di1J TB-13 Upper Ann Convergence 
nao jitio Di3C TB-13 Upper Ann Intersection * 
nao lido DiS TB-13 Upper Ann Bone-Hole* 
nao shu Di ~ TB-13 Upper Ann Shu* 
nao shu g;~ SI-tO Upper Ann Shu 
nei guan Pi IIJ PC-6 Inner Pass 
nei t(ng Pi ~ ST -44 Inner Court 
nei zi wai Pi V ~~ BL-l Outside the Inner Canthus* 
n( wan gOng ~~}L-g- GV-20 Mud Ball Palace* 
ni zhu ~i± LI-7 Counteiflow Pouring* 
niao boo Hit~ CV-2 Urinary Bladder* 
niao shuT ~* CV-4 Urine * 
nie rU alfi GB-19 Temple Region* 
pang guang mu BfJbUJ CV-3 Bladder Mu* 
pang guang shu Bf~i« BL-28 Bladder Shu 
p( bu Bt:a6 BL-36 Skin Region* 
p( mu IJ$. LV-13 Spleen Mu* 
p( she IJ$~ SP-8 Spleen Abode* 
p( sha IJ$~ BL-20 Spleen Shu 
p( xi BtiII BL-36 Skin Cleft* 
pian gu iHit LI-15 End Bone* 
pian Ii iHJj! LI-6 Veering Passageway 
p(ng yi iJZll CV-l FlaJ Screen* 
p(ng yi MIl CV-l Screen * 
po hu tW.F BL-42 (B-37) Po Door 
pu can ~~ BL-61 Subservient Visitor 
q( men Mr, LV-14 Cycle Gate 
q( zhong ~ q:r CV -8 Center of the Navel* 
qi chong j\7tf! ST-30 Surging Qi 
qi fo ~.J(f GB-25 Qi Mansion* 
qi btl; j\lfi CV-4 Sea of Qi* 
qi hlii j\lfi CV-6 Sea of Qi 
qi btl; sha j\lfi~ BL-24 Sea-o/-Qi Shu 
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qi he ~.g. CV -8 Qi Union * 
qi hu .? ST-13 Qi Door 
qi jie ~f!j ST-30 Qi Thoroughfare* 
qi she ~~ CV-8 Qi Abode* 
qi she ~~ ST-ll Qi Abode 
qi shu ~a GB-25 Qi Shu* 
qi xi ~~ GV -1 Qi Cleft* 
qi xue ~:A KI-13 Qi Point 
qi yu ~~ CV-3 Qi Fish* 
qi yuan t«.mt CV-3 Qi Source* 
qi zhi yin xi t«.L~~ GV-l Yin 
qidn dIng oom GV-21 Before the Vel1ex 
qian gu oo~ SI-2 Front Valley 
qian gulin 00l1li GB-l Foregate* 
qidn t6u btli hui ooiRa1t GV-22 

Grasping the Wind 

Hundred Convergences of the Forehead* 
qian zhling men oo~r' SP-12 

Front Camphorwood Gate* 
qiang jilin ~m ra, GV -18 Unyielding Space 
qiang yang ~m~ BL-8 Strong Yang* 
qiao yin (t6u) il~ (iR) GB-ll Po11a1 Yin (head)* 
qiao yin (zu) il~Oi!) GB-44 Po11al Yin (foot)* 
qing hao m~ TB-ll Clear Sky* 
qing /eng qulin m?fi~ TB-ll Clear Cold Spring* 
qing /eng YUlin m?fi~ TB-ll Clear Cold Abyss 
qing ling ¥lit HT-2 Cyan Spirit 
qing ling mit TB-ll Clear Spirit* 
qing lfng qulin ¥lm~ HT-2 Cyan Spirit Spring* 
qi6ng gu iHt GV-l End Bone* 
qiu xu li. GB-40 Hill Ruins 
qiu xu fIr. GB-40 Hill Ruins* 
qu bin lUI V GB-7 Temporal Hairline Curve 
qu chli lUI ~ BL-4 Deviating Tum 
qu chi 1UIitf! LI-l1 Pool at the Bend 
qu fo IUI~ GB-7 Hair Curve* 
qu gu lUIit KI-ll Curved Bone* 
qu gu lUIit CV-2 Curved Bone 
qu gu mit CV-2 Crooked Bone* 
qu gu mit KI-l1 Crooked Bone* 
qu gu dulin lUIitm KI-l1 Crooked Bone's End* 
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qu gu dUiin ltfJittit CV-2 Curved Bone's End* 
qu gu dulin ltfJit~ KJ-ll Curved Bone's End* 
qu gu dulin lOOit~ CV-2 Crooked Bone's End* 
qu gu dUiin lOOit~ KJ-ll Crooked Bone's End* 
qu jie ltfJiP HT-3 Bending loint* 
qu quan ltfJ. LV -8 Spring at the Bend 
qu ya ltfJ~ ST-6 Tooth Bend* 
qu yuan ltfJ:tE SI-13 Crooked waa 
qu ze ltfJ'if PC-3 Marsh at the Bend 
quan lido fiB SI-18 Influential Bone-Hole* 
quan lido liB SI-18 Cheek Bone-Hole 
quan ye .711 OB-22 Spring Humor* 
quan ye .,. (~!) OB-22 Spring Annpit* 
qul pen ~~ ST -12 Empty Basin 
que shu JJj( BL-14 Gate Tower Shu* 
ran gu ~~ KI-2 Blazing Vaaey 
ran gu ~it KI-2 Blazing Bone* 
re fo ~J(f BL-12 Heat Mansion* 
re fo ~J(f OB-20 Heat Mansion* 
ren heng AtlIt SP-15 Human's Horizontal* 
ren y(ng AJa! ST -9 Man's Prognosis 
ren zhOng A tp OV-26 Human Center 
ri yue 81'J OB-24 Sun and Moon 
rang zhu ~± OB-3 Generous Host* 
rou gUt ~~ BL-57 Fleshy Cinnamon* 
rou xi ~~ BL-36 Flesh Cleft* 
ru gln fUR ST-18 Breast Root 
ru zhOng fL tp ST -17 Breast Center 
rut zhOng tltp HT-7 Edge * 
slin fin 1i~ '=::$t lID OV-l 

Three Pen Prom the Gate* 
slin jilin .=:rdl LI-3 Third Space 
slin jil10 mil ~~. CV-5 Triple Burner Mu* 
slin jil10 shu '=:~j( BL-22 Triple Burner Shu 
slin j;e jil10 '=:*63C CV-4 Triple Intersection* 
slin IT (shou) '=:!I!(*) LI-I0 Three U (ann)* 
slin IT (zu) '=:!I!(lE.) ST-36 Three U (leg)* 
slin yang '=:ISI OV-20 Three Yang* 
slin yang /00 '=:ISI~ TB-8 Three Yang Connection 
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san yang wu hui ':::lSIli1t (lI) GV-20 
Three Yang Fivefold Convergence* 

san yin jil10 ':::1fi3C SP-6 Three Yin Intersection 
sang da 11* ST-8 Forehead Large* 
shang qia iiili SP-5 Shang Hill 
shang qia iii t.II SP-5 Shang Hill* 
shang qa iii db KI-17 Shang Bend 
shang shan fa Ll.J BL-57 Damage Mountain * 
shang shan fjLl.J GV-l Damage Mountain* 
shang she iii~ KI-17 Shang Abode* 
shang yang iiifl LI-l Shang Yang 
shang cf grmg J:~g SP-12 Upper Palace of Charity* 
shang guan J:1I1 GB-3 Upper Gate 
shang guan J: iff CV -13 Upper Duct* 
shang ji J:*e CV-12 Upper Regulator* 
shang ji J:*e CV-13 Upper Regulator* 
shang ju xa J:§.1I. ST-37 Upper Great Hollow 
shang lian J:11l ST-37 Upper Ridge* 
shang lian J:11l LI-9 Upper Ridge 
shang litio J:= BL-31 Upper Bone-Hole 
shang men J: r, KI -20 Upper Gate * 
shang men J:r, KI-21 Upper Gate* 
shang qi hlli J:-.il CV-17 Upper Sea of Qi* 
shang san Ii J:':::.!l! LI-I0 Upper Three Li* 
shang tian ti J::x~ GV-l Slilirway to Heaven* 
shang wan J:Jm CV-13 Upper Venter 
shang xing J:£ GV-23 Upper Star 
shoo chOng ~# HT-9 Lesser Surge 
shluJ chong ~~ HT-9 Lesser Thoroughfare* 
shluJ fo ~ 1ft HT -8 Lesser Mansion 
shluJ gu ~~ LI-3 Lesser Valley* 
shoo guan ~ II) CV -7 Scarce Pass* 
shluJ hai ~il HT-3 Lesser Sea 
shluJ shang ~iii LU-ll Lesser Shang 
shluJ yin xi ~,.~ HT-6 Shao Yin Bone-Hole* 
shluJ yin xi ~Ifi~ HT-6 Shao Yin Cleft* 
shoo ze ~il SI-l Lesser Marsh 
she ben %* CV-23 Tongue Root* 
she ben %* GV-16 Tongue Root* 
she gin %fH GV-15 Tongue Root* 
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she heng %tM GV-15 Tongue's HorizPntal* 
she tou !lttii LI-7 Snake Head* 
she yan %. GV-15 Tongue Repression* 
she zhong %11: GV-15 Tongue Swelling* 
shin mai ft3 ~ BL-62 Extending Vessel 
shin zhil. ~tt GV-12 Body Pillar 
shen cang ~il KI-25 Spirit Storehouse 
shen dan film GV-ll Spirit Path 
shen ftng fIIji KI-23 Spirit Seal 
shen jU fIIH'f CV-15 Spirit Mansion* 
shen guting f111t GB-23 Spirit Light* 
shen guting f111t GB-24 Spirit Light* 
shen men fII r, HT -7 Spirit Gate 
shen que fIIlM CV -8 Spirit Gate 
shen tang fII~ GV-23 Spirit HaU* 
shen tang fII ~ BL-44 Spirit Hall 
shen tfng fII~ GV-24 Spirit Court 
shen zong fII* GV-6 Spirit Gathering* 
shen mil. ~JJ GB-25 Kidney Mu* 
shen qi ~*t SP-15 Kidney Qi* 
shen sha ~~ BL-23 Kidney Shu 
shf dou tt. SP-17 Food Hole 
shE gong :fiog HT-6 Stone Palace* 
shE gong :fiog KI-19 Stone Palace* 
shE gong ttog KI-19 Food Palace* 
shE gutin 15'1111 KI-18 Stone Pass 
shf lil tt g KI-19 Food Tube* 
shE men :fir, CV-5 Stone Gate 
shE que :fi1J1 KI-18 Stone Gate Tower* 
shE yi jitlo zhi jitin + 

Within the Eleventh Burner 
shi guting ta1t BL-2 Beginning of Light* 
shou stin II -'F~.!I! LI-IO Ann Three Li 
shou tai yang ~j:1SI SI-2 Hand Tai Yang* 
shou wu II ~ li.!l! LI -13 Ann Five Li 
shou xin zhu ~{.\j: PC-7 Hand Heart Governor* 
shou zhi shang /ian ~zl:.Li LI-9 

Upper Ridge of the Ann * 
shou zhi wu /i =FZli.!l! LI-13 
shou zhi xia /ian =F Z r Li LI-8 

Lower Ridge of the Ann * 
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Grasping the Wind 

sha fo j(R't KJ-27 Shu Mansion 
sha fo .R't KJ-27 Transpol1 Mansion* 
sha he zhong ~..g.q:t GB-30 Pivot Union Center* 
sha men j(r, CV-5 Shu Gate* 
sha zhOng ~q:t GB-30 Pivot Center* 
shu lei II ~ GV -4 Connected* 
shU gu ** BL-65 Bundle Bone 
shuiJi gu *1t GB-8 Valley Lead 
shulli gu * * GB-8 Following the Bone* 
shuiJi jtao * fJJ GB-8 Following the Comer* 
shulli r{mg .~ BL-8 Cricket Container* 
shulli rong .~ GB-8 Cricket Container* 
shui fin *5t CV-9 Water Divide 
shui dao *llt ST-28 Waterway 
shui gOu *if4 GV-26 Water Trough 
shui men *r, ST-lO Water Gate* 
shui qUlin *~ LV-l Water Spring* 
shui quan *~ KI-5 Water Spring 
shui tian *7( ST-lO Water Heaven* 
shui tu * ~ ST -10 Water Prominence 
shui xue *1\ LI-18 Water Hole* 
si ben .!'* GV-16 Root of Preoccupation* 
si tian PJ7( ST-24 Celestial Manager* 
si zhu kOng **1t~ TB-23 Silk Bamboo Hole 
sf bai [g B ST-2 Four Whites 
sf du [gil TB-9 Four Rivers 
si m{m [g~ KI-14 Fouifold Fullness 
su liao ~~ GV-25 White Bone-Hole 
suI fo mR'f GV-2 Marrow Mansion* 
suI fo mR'f KI-14 Marrow Mansion* 
suI hui tUft GB-39 Marrow Convergence* 
suI kOng ftilfL GB-5 Marrow Hole* 
suI kOng Iil~ GV-2 Marrow Hole* 
suI kOng ftilfL GV-2 Marrow Hole* 
sur kong ftilfL ST-5 Marrow Hole* 
sur sha ftilj( CV-2 Marrow Shu* 
suI zhOng ftilq:t GB-5 Marrow Center* 
suI zhOng ftilq:t KI-14 Marrow Center* 
sui sha m~ GV-2 Marrow Shu* 
suo wen pJiIlft SI-19 Heard* 
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Grasping the Wind 

tai bai ;t a SP-3 Supreme White 
tai cling ;t* CV-12 Supreme Granary* 
tai chong ;tptJ LV-3 Supreme Surge 
tai chong ;tli LV-3 Great Thoroughfare* 
tai qulin ;t:Jk LU-9 Great Spring* 
tai xi ;t§ KI-3 Great Ravine 
tai yang ;t1Sl GB-1 Greater Yang* 
tai yang ;t1Sl GB-3 Greater Yang* 
tai yi ;t- ST-23 Supreme Unity* 
tai yi ;tz. ST-23 Supreme Unity 
tai yin 100 ;t~~ SP-7 Tai Yin Connection* 
tai yin ;t~ LV-6 Supreme Yin* 
tai yin ;t ~ SP-6 Tai Yin * 
tai yin nei shl ;t~~ifi SP-ll 

Tai Yin Inner Market* 
tai yUlin ;t~ LU-9 Great Abyss 
tai zhong ;t it Kl -4 Great Goblet* 
tao dllo ~)1t GV -13 Kiln Path 
ti mlli II~ TB-18 Corporal Vessel* 
tilin Mi 7( a BL-7 Celestial White* 
tilin b6 ~fl3 BL-7 Celestial Lord* 
tilin chI ~$ CV-24 Celestial Pool* 
tilin chI 7($ PC-l Celestial Pool 
tilin chOng ~?IJI GB-9 Celestial Surge* 
tilin chOng ~Ii GB-9 Celestial Hub 
tilin chuling ~ii SI-16 Celestial Window 
tilin ding 7(lJi U-17 Celestial Summit* 
tilin ding 7(m/ U-17 Celestial Tripod 
tilin.fU ~R'f LU-3 Celestial Storehouse 
tilin gai 7(11 ST-12 Celestial Cover* 
tilin hUI ~1t PC-l Celestial Convergence* 
tilin jing 7(1t TB-lO Celestial Well 
tilin jiu 7( 8 BL-7 Celestial Mortar* 
tilin jiu 7(1i BL-7 Old as the Heavens* 
tilin ju 7(1 CV-22 Celestial Mu* 
tilin liao ~. TB-15 Celestial Bone-Hole 
tilin man 7(~ GV-20 Celestial FuUness* 
tilin qu 7(Mi GB-9 Celestial Crossroads* 
tilin qulin ~:Jk PC-2 Celestial Spring 
tilin rong ~11- SI-17 Celestial Countenance 
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tilin shi ~ilI PC-2 CelestiaI Damp* 
tilin shu ~+; ST-25 CelestiaI Pivot 
tiiin ting ~. TB-15 CelestiaI Hearing* 
tilin tu ~~ CV-22 CekstiaI Chimney 
tiiin win ~. PC-2 CelestiaI Wannth* 
tiiin wu hui ~.li'" ST-9 

CelestiaI Fivefold Confluence* 
tilin xi ~~ SP-18 CelestiaI Ravine 
tilin xi{mg ~J.I LI-17 CelestiaI Nape* 
tilin you ~ri TB-16 CelestiaI Window 
tilin lhu ~t± BL-IO CelestiaI Pillar 
tiiin z"ng ~* SI-11 CelestiaI Gathering 
tido kOu 1~ t:J ST -38 Ribbon Opening 
ting g"ng IIg SI-19 Auditory Palace 
ting hi .~ GB-2 Hearing UJughter* 
ting hui •• GB-2 Auditory Convergence 
t"ng gu iftft KI-2 Grain Connection* 

Grasping the Wind 

t"ng gu iftft KI-20 Freeing the Grain* 
t"ng gu (fU) ift~(IJI) KI-20 Open Valley 
t"ng gu (zu) ift~OE) BL-66 Valley Passage 
t"ng gulin iftll KI-19 Free Passage* 
t"ng jilin iftra' TB-8 Connect Between* 
t"ng Ii ift1l! HT-5 Connecting U 
t"ng II iftfl HT-5 Connecting Grain* 
t"ng men iftr, TB-8 Connecting Gate* 
t"ng lilin ift~ BL-7 CelestiaI Connection 
tong xuan 11 ~ LU-7 Child Mystery* 
tong zilido PiTS GB-l Pupil Bone-Hole 
tou ch"ng milJl LI-14 Head Surge* 
tou ch"ng mli LI-14 Head Thoroughfare* 
tou Un qi malli. GB-15 Head Overlooking Tears 
tou qiao yin mll~ GB-11 Head Portal Yin 
tou wei m. ST-8 Head Comer 
tul du 111ft KI-9 Leg BeUy* 
wai gou ~~1;] ST-32 Outer Hook* 
wai gulin ~~II TB-5 Outer Pass 
wai Ung ~~~ ST-26 Outer Mound 
wai ming ~~~ KI-7 Outer Life* 
wai qiu ~~li. ST-32 Outer HiU* 
wai qiu ~~li. GB-36 Outer HiU 
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Grasping the Wind 

Wtli sha ti-M GB-28 Outer Pivot* 
wan gu %it GB-12 CompletilJn Bone 
wan gu I&it SI-4 Wrist Bone 
wan ldo 1&* LU-7 Wrist Taxation* 
wei dllO .31 GB-28 linking Path 
wei hui ... CV-8 linking Convergence* 
wei hui •• GV -20 linking Convergence * 
wei zhi .z. GV-l That's It* 
wei cui gu ~.it GV-l Tail Kingfisher Bone* 
wei gu xii} kong ~itr~ GV-l 

HoUow Below the Tail Bone* 
wei la ~. GV-l Tail Palm* 
wei qa gu ~ilit GV-l Tail Maggot Bone* 
wei yang ~ISI BL-39 (B-53) Bend Yang 
wei yi ~n CV-15 Tail Screen* 
wei zhOng JJ tp BL-40 Bend Middle 
wei cling W * BL-50 (B-45) Stomach Granary 
wei guan Wif CV-13 Stomach Duct* 
wei mu WJJ CV-12 Stomach Mu* 
wei sha W -Q' BL-21 Stomach Shu 
wei wan W Jfi£ CV-12 Venter* 
wei wan "Jfi£ CV -13 Venter* 
wei wei ". ST -4 Stomach link* 
win liu ilil LI-7 Wann Dwelling 
wa jillo zhi jilin f1i.~z. rll' BL-15 

Within the Fifth Burner* 
wa yi .§in ST-15 Roof 
wu cheng liiJi CV-4 Fifth City* 
wu cM li.ll BL-5 Fifth Place 
wu hui li ... GV-20 Fivefold Confluence* 
wu hui li* ST-9 Fivefold Confluence* 
wu Ii lill! PC-8 Five li* 
wu Ii (shou) 1i.11! (~) LI-13 Five li (ann)* 
wu Ii (zu) lim OE.) LV-to Five li (foot)* 
wu sha liM GB-27 Fifth Pivot 
xi ftng WJJ1. GV-17 West Wind* 
xi gu ~~ ST-29 Ravine VaUey* 
xi gulin g. LV-7 Knee Joint 
xi men ilSr, PC-4 Cleft Gate 
xi xue ~1\ ST-l Ravine Hole* 
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xi xue ~1\: ST-29 Ravine Hole* 
xi xue Ii1\: ST-1 Mouse Hole* 

Grasping the Wind 

xi yang guiln JJlISIII) GB-33 Knee Yang Joint 
xi mOng ~.:p BL-40 Cleft Center* 
xia btli f~ (3 LU-4 Guarding White 
xia xi ~ ~ GB-43 Pinched Ravine 
xia da T tM TB-3 Lower Metropolis* 
xia guiln Til) ST-7 Below the Joint 
xia guan Ttf CV-lO Lower Duct* 
xia hUilng T 1f CV -4 Lower Huang* 
xia hUilng T 1f CV -6 Lower Huang* 
xia jf Tti CV-1 Lower Extreme* 
xia jf TtuJi KI-ll Lower Extreme* 
xia jl T *e. cv -4 Lower Regulator* 
xia ju xa Ted ST-39 Lower Great Hollow 
xia kan lun T 1% ~ BL-60 Lower Kunlun Mountains* 
xia lian T Li ST-39 Lower Ridge* 
xia lian T Li LI-8 Lower Ridge 
xia litio Tif BL-34 Lower Bone-Hole 
xia lfng T~t ST-36 Lower Mound* 
xia lfng siln Ii T~~J! ST-36 

Lower Mound Three Li* 
xia qi hai T .. ifii. CV-6 Lower Sea of Qi* 
xia qi hOi T .. ifii. ST-36 Lower Sea of Qi* 
xia siln Ii T ~ J! SP-6 Lower Three Li* 
xia siln Ii T ~J! ST-36 Lower Three Li* 
xia wan TDit CV-lO Lower Venter 
xiO xa siln Ii Td~J! ST-36 

Lower Hollow Three Li* 
xia yin hie T~}Jtl CV-l Lower Yin Divergence* 
xia zhi siln Ii T Z~J! SP-6 Lower Three Li* 
xian gu II@~ ST-43 Sunken Valley 
xilJo IuD 1}lf~ TB-12 Dispersing Riverbed 
xilJo shui> m. TB-12 Dispersing Brilliance* 
xiao chang sha ,HJIj< BL-27 Small Intestine Shu 
xiao gu 'J'~ LI-3 Small Valley* 
xiao gUiln ,J'II) CV-7 Small Pass* 
xiilo hOi 'J'ifii. SI-8 Small Sea 
xiao jf ,J'6 SI-1 Small Propitiousness* 
xie dai ¥.tm ST-41 Shoe Lace* 
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Grasping the Wind 

xie lido ftW LV-13 lAteral Costal Bone-Hole* 
xie lido ftll LV -13 lAteral Costal Bone-Hole* 
xin mil f.'. CV-14 Heart Mu* 
xin shtl I[)a BL-15 Heart Shu 
xin zhi shtl f.,z..a BL-15 Heart's Shu* 
xin hui i2Y"i" GV-22 Fontanel Meeting 
xin men i2Y r, GV-22 Fontanel Gate* 
xin shang i2Y J: GV-22 Top of the Fontanel* 
xing xing 1111 GV-16 Clearheadedness* 
x(ng jilln frrdJ LV-2 Moving Between 
xiOng tang _:I: CV-17 Chest HaU* 
xiong xil1ng _. SP-19 Chest Village 
xuan ji ME~ CV-21 Turning Pivot* 
xuan ji JaIl CV-21 Jade Pivot 
xuan jil1ng IU1f CV-24 Suspended Sauce* 
xuan If ~Jm GB-6 Suspended Tuft 
xuan lu !f!8 GB-5 Suspended SkuU 
xuan quan !f!. LV -4 Suspended Spring* 
xuan shtl MEi< BL-29 Return Shu* 
xuan shtl ~t; GV-5 Suspended Pivot 
xuan zhOng ~. GB-39 Suspended BeU 
xue hoi lfn.#i CV -4 Sea of Blood* 
xue hoi lfn.#i SP-lO Sea of Blood 
xue shi lfn.~ CV-4 Blood Chamber* 
xue xi lfn.iJJ BL-40 Blood Cleft* 
xue xi lfn.iJJ SP-IO Blood Cleft* 
xun ji tJi~ ST-25 Cycle Border* 
yo men ~r' GV-15 Mute's Gate 
ylm she I(E GV-15 Repressed Tongue* 
yang btl; lis GB-14 Yang White 
yang ch( 1Iit!! TB-4 Yang Pool 
yang jU 11M GB-38 Yang Assistance 
yang gtlng ISla BL-48 (B-43) Yang Headrope 
yang gu II~ SI-5 Yang vaUey 
yang jilUJ 113C GB-35 Yang Intersection 
yang jUio lSI. BL-59 Yang Correction* 
yang Ifng 111ft GB-33 Yang Mound* 
yang Ifng ISIIft GB-34 Yang Mound* 
yang Ifng quan 1SI1ft. GB-34 Yang Mound Spring 
yang qilUJ IIIl BL-62 Yang Motility* 
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yang qido lUI BL-62 Yang Motility* 
yang shl -¥9c LV-12 Goat Arrow* 
yang shl -¥ll ST-30 Sheep's Droppings* 
yang xi !'If§ LI-5 Yang Ravine 
yang ze !'lit LI-ll Yang Marsh* 
yang lhi lfng quan !'IL~~ GB-34 

Yang's Mound Spring* 
yang lflo .~ SI-6 Nursing the Aged 
yang qi ~ nr. ST -1 Brimming Tears* 
ylio hu BlF' GV-2 Lumbar Door* 
ylio sha BI~ GV-2 Lumbar Shu 

Grasping the Wind 

ylio yang gulln IJI!'IIJIJ GV-3 Lumbar Yang Pass 
ylio lhu BItt GV-2 Lumbar Pillar* 
ye gullng ~:)'t BL-2 Night Light* 
ye men fl£r, TB-2 Annpit Gate* 
ye men ?fir, GB-22 Humor Gate* 
ye men ?fir, ST-27 Humor Gate* 
ye men ?fir, TB-2 Humor Gate 
ye men Bllr, GB-22 Annpit Gate* 
ye men Bllr, ST-27 Annpit Gate* 
ye men Bllr, TB-2 Annpit Gate* 
yi xi ~a BL-45 Yi Xi 
yi ling • J.i. TB-17 Wind Screen 
yi qian J!iou CV-15 Anterior Breast* 
yi she .~ BL-49 Mentation Abode 
yin bdi ~ B SP-l Yin White* 
yin blio ~-§ LV -9 Yin Bladder 
yin blio ~~ LV-9 Yin Bladder* 
yin ding ~Mff ST-33 Yin Tripod* 
yin da ~fi KI-19 Yin Metropolis 
yin gu ~~ KI-l Yin Valley* 
yin gu ~~ KI-IO Yin Valley 
yin gulln ~IJIJ BL-36 Yin Joint* 
yin gulln ~IJIJ KI-12 Yin Gate* 
yin jil10 ~3C CV-7 Yin Intersection 
yin jing ~*I SP-7 Yin Channel* 
yin /ian ~li LV-ll Yin Comer 
yin lfng qudn ~~ ~ SP-9 Yin Mound Spring 
yin men JJir, BL-37 (B-51) Gate of Abundance 
yin men m r, GV -15 Loss-of-Voice Gate* 
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Grasping the Wind 

yin qil10 ~. KI-6 Yin Motility* 
yin qiao ~. KI-6 Yin Motility* 
yin shi ~$ ST-33 Yin Market 
yin wei ~ .. KI-12 Yin link* 
yin xi ~iII GV -1 Yin Cleft* 
yin xi ~iII HT-6 Yin Cleft 
yin mi lfng qulm ~L~& SP-9 

Yin's Mound Spring* 
yin jeng jin mong ilUilSrft GV-28 

Gum Crevice Sinew Center* 
yin jil10 .3<: GV-28 Gum Intersection 
yIn bai • B SP-l Hidden White 
ying chuang ,.Ii ST-16 Breast Window 
ying sha Iff -j( LU-l Breast Shu* 
ying mong sha* "'rft~ LU-l 

Breast Center Shu* 
ying gong it'@; PC-8 Construction Palace* 
yfng xil1ng 3m:i!f LI-20 Welcome Fragrance 
yong quan m~ KI-l Gushing Spring 
you men ~ r, CV -10 Dark Gate* 
you men ~r' KI-21 Dark Gate 
yu jU ~Dl BL-57 Fish BeUy* 
yu gu l/!lit LI-15 Collarbone * 
yu jt ~~ LU-lO Fish Border 
yu wei ~~ GV-l Fish Tail* 
yu yao ~Dl BL-57 Fish's Lumbus* 
yUfang sha ±nl~ BL-30 Jade House Shu* 
yu hu ±? CV-22 Jade Door* 
yu huan sha ±~~ BL-30 Jade Ring Shu* 
yu quan ±& CV-3 Jade Spring* 
yu tang ±:i: CV-18 Jade HaU 
yu ying ±~ CV-18 Jade's Beauty* 
yu zhen .:litt BL-9 Jade Pillow 
yu mong ~rft KI-26 lively Center 
yu mong ~rft KI-26 Within Bounds* 
yuan ye ~~ GB-22 Annpit Abyss 
yuan er 5C5C CV -17 Original Child* 
yuan jilm 5C~ CV-17 The Source* 
yuan ye ~7il GB-22 Abyss Humor* 
yuan zili A:f£ BL-2 Man Present* 
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yuan zhil jC tt BL-2 Origin PilIar* 
yuan zhil att BL-2 Pillar Border* 
yue lido .Ii" TB-23 Moon Bone-Hole* 
yun men ~r~ LU-2 Cloud Gate 
zll flng 1!J!1i. GV -17 Circumference Wind* 
zai quan :(£:Jiit ST -26 At the Spring* 
zan zhu JR1t BL-2 Bamboo Gathering 
zilng zha .~ GV-ll Visceral Shu* 

Grasping the Wind 

zhling men }it r~ LV -13 Camphorwood Gate 
zhang zhOng ~ 9:t PC-8 Center of the Palm * 
zhao hai ~"ifi KI -6 Shining Sea 
zhe jin fin GB-23 Sinew Seat 
zhen gil ttit GB-11 Occipital Bone* 
zhen gil ttit GB-11 Pillow Bone* 
zheng mian lEW GV-25 Center of the Face* 
zheng y(ng .IE'" GB-17 Upright Construction 
zhi gOu j[ilf. TB-6 Branch Ditch 
zhi II jie ~fU1t GV-12 Wisdom's Advantage Annor* 
zhi II qz ~fU" GV-12 Wisdom's Advantage Qi* 
zhi zheng j[lE SI-7 Branch to the Correct 
zh( cMng WfJJi BL-56 Rectum * 
zhl jlng m:Jt BL-67 Digit Well* 
zhz bilin f*jf BL-54 Sequential Limit 
zhill mao tifU=B GV-12 Wisdom's Advantage Hair* 
zhz rong ~~ GB-16 Arriving at Splendor* 
zhz shz ;e;~ BL-52 (B-47) Will Chamber 
zhz yang ~~ GV-9 Extremity of Yang 
zhz yin ~ ~ BL-67 Reaching Yin 
zhOng chOng 9:t fIj PC-9 Central Hub 
zhOng da 9:t § HT -7 Central Metropolis* 
zhOng da 9:t§ LV-6 Central Metropolis 
zhOng du 9:t 11 GB-32 Central River 
zhOng ftng 9:t if LV -4 Mound Center 
zhOng jU 9:tJtf LU-1 Central Treasury 
zhOng guan 9:tW CV-12 Central Duct* 
zhOng j( 9:tfi CV-3 Central Pole 
zhOng jilin jlng 9:t}f1j:Jt U-15 

Central Shoulder Well* 
zhOng kong 9:t~ BL-33 Central Hole* 
zhong ku( 9:tti U-5 Central Eminence* 
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Grasping the Wind 

mOng lido ifr. BL-33 Central Bone-Hole 
mong 111 ifrlf BL-29 Central Backbone* 
mong la nei sha r:f1lfPia BL-29 

Central Backbone Inner Shu* 
mOng la sha ifrlfa BL-29 

Central Backbone Shu 
mOng shou ifr ~ CV -9 Central Guard* 
mOng sha ifr~ GV-7 Central Pivot 
mOng tfng ifr Il CV -16 Center Palace 
mOng wan ifrrm CV-12 Central Venter 
mOng xi ifr ~ BL-40 Central Cleft* 
mOng xi ifr ~ LV -6 Central Cleft* 
mong mu ifrif TB-3 Central Islet 
mong mu ifr71: KI-15 Central Flow 
zhOng jiang .If CV-24 Heavy Sauce* 
mou gu Ji.!i.J ft LI-2 Whole Valley* 
mOu rong Ja.J~ SP-20 AU-Round Flourishing 
mOu yfng Ji.!i.Jit SP-20 AU-Round Construction* 
mou jilln IM~ LI-12 Tip of the Elbow* 
mou jilln IM~ LV-13 Elbow Tip* 
mou lido 1M. LI-12 Elbow Bone-Hole 
mu bin •• KI-9 Guest House 
mu mang ttft GV-4 Bamboo Stick* 
mu xin j:/L\ PC-7 Heart Governor* 
muang gu Jl±1t GV-27 Bone Strengthener* 
mui lido m= SI-18 Hammer Bone-Hole* 
mun tou 1f!iri GV-25 Nose Tip* 
zi mai fl. TB-18 Supporting Vessel* 
z[ chang TJJI CV-4 Infant's Intestine* 
z[ chu Ttl CV-4 Infant's Place* 
z[ gOng T-g CV-4 Infant's Palace* 
z[ gOng ~-g CV-19 Purple Palace 
zl hU TF CV-4 Infant's Door* 
z[ hu TF KI-13 Infant's Door (right)* 
zU kOng Je~ GB-35 Leg Hollow* 
zU lido Je~ BL-35 Leg Bone-Hole* 
zu lido JeW GB-35 Leg Bone-Hole* 
zU lido Je. GB-35 Leg Bone-Hole* 
zu lfn qi JeDi:ii. GB-41 Foot Overlooking Tears 
zu qillo yin JeIlIl1i GB-44 Foot Portal Yin 
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Grasping the Wind 

zu san IT JE':='.!I! ST-36 Leg Three Ii 
zu shoo yin he JE1I'~..g. KI-l Foot SIuw Yin Union* 
zu tOng gu JEi!~ BL-66 Foot Valley Passage* 
zu wu IT JE1i.!l! LV-tO Foot Five Ii 
zu x;a zhOng yang zhi mil; JE "f '*' ~;t~ KI-l 

Vessel in the Center of the Sole* 
zu zhi shang [ian JE;tJ::JJ. ST-37 

Upper Ridge of the Leg* 
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